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This project explores the connection between subjects in space and versions of
agency. It formulates a politics of early modem travel and sets up, as a bpic for literary
study, the politics of spatial practice.
1 start by examining encounters between mutually defining spatial actors and

dynamics in fifteenth-century Alexander narratives and early modem histories of Venice.

I defineate an eariy modem politics of travel and dernonstrate its reproduction in
accounts of personal and political formation by Richard Heigerson and Stephen
Greenblatt.
Subsequent chapters focus on individual works by Spenser, Shakespeare, Nashe
and Jonson. 1 situate these works at different moments of early modern cultural contact
and 1 read thern as cultural tkoniiers where two spatial stones touch.

Spenser's A View of the Present State oJlreland is, 1 suggest, a text caught
between two kinds of early modem writing on nationalism, each informed by different
spatial practices. Mixed messages of ethnic and civic sovereignty are generated by an
overlap between the travel relation, concerned with European civic statehood, and the
antiquarian, anthropological investigation of national origin.

In the next chapter, 1 link Macbeth to the debate about govemance that was
sparkeâ by James VVI's imperial vision of Great Britain as a single political unit. 1 argue
that the core values of rival regimes-kingdom and stateare mediated in Macbeth by an

interactive clash between different spatial actors.
The last two chapters focus on aberrant reproductions of heroic and hmanist

travel. My reading of Nashe's nie Unfortunate Traveler shows how opposed styles of
-el

reconshuct the authorial agent in a contractual cosmos. In the final chapter, 1

suggest that a collation of contrary travella types in Jonson's "TheFamous Voyage",
constnicts a segregated, hellish urban enclave beyond civic power as the matrix of

li terary production.
1 conclude by retuming to contemporary intellectual self fashioning. 1 question

the figure of the intellectual as a mobile, transcendent subject by suggesting that the
politics of the intellectual and the politics of travel coincide.
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Subjects in Space

"He that wyl travell," wrote Andrew Boorde in 1542, "the truthe he shall md."
Boorde made this statement in an account of his travels in Europe called T h e h 2 Buke of

the Introduction of Knowledge. Boorde's brevity here encapsulates two ways of looking
at the idea of travel. If travel may be thought of generally as ab4searchfor difference",

then Boorde's claim fashions travel as a metaphor for discovery through the experience
of difference.' Travel is linked to detection, to revelation and to disclosure; it is related

or keyed to a process of seeking out knowledge and searching for meaning through
cultural contact.' Travel is tied to a process that leads, finally, to a powe~IÙ1explanation,
to truth.
Boorde's own travels seern consonant with this conception of travel. Boorde was
a student of medicine who joumeyed to l e m more about his subject, and he wrote about
ways in which medicine was practised abroad. Boorde may also have ûavelled as one of

Thomas Cromwell's intelligencers, looking into foreign feeling on the actions of Hemy
WII! In line with his own experience perhaps, Boorde's remark connects travel to a

process of infiltration, culminating in the discovery of knowledge, which depends on a
capacity to engage, or to mage, with differeace. Boorde's focus on the end result of
travel here assumes a certain cultural cornpetence on the part of the agent, who appears
aiready ab1e to cornmute wÎth another social cosmos.

He that will travel, then, presses forward, possessed of manoeuvring ski11 and an
ability to negotiate the barriers to undastanding, towards an explanation. Like a pilgrim
who joumeys to a holy place for a touch of the shrine and a comection to the power of its

.

saint, this traveller looks for something powerfùl that lies beyond the order of his
everyday world, in the belief that he will find it? Travel as a metaphor for discovery is
also a model of experience; it is a model of belief.

The second possibility encapsulated in Boorde's suggestive brevity is that tnith
inheres in the process of travel itself. In other words, h e that will ûavel will find tnith,
that is something of value, because the experience of travel is meaningful in itself.

Boorde's appeal to tnith rnay be understood as pointing to something culturally
significant in the idea of travel as action that produces its own valuable knowledge,
independently of departures and arrivals. Cultural cornpetence is not a given in this
instance. This knowledge of how space is occupied, knowledge that is produced in the
interface between agent and alien context, rnay be what is culturally significant about
travel. 1 am suggesting that subjects in space rnay be fashioned or imagined through travel that is understood as a sequence of consecutive actions through time and space. In
other words, travel rnay be understood as a spatial practice, which produces knowledge
about human agency by showing how the subject inhabits space!
This study is concemed, largely, with the spatialized character of the eariy

modem subject. By reading mobile subjects-notably travellers-as spatial acton, 1 aim
to trace the cultural significance of the agent orienteci to space. 1 am suggating that the
idea of travel rnay be understood as a way of organising experience and generating

agency that pertains to personal and political formation in early modern England. My
inquiry differs h m others concemed with travel in the field of literary -dies

in that 1

see travel as something other than a set of concrete experiences, experiences that rnay be
seen as source material for literary works, or as contexts for reading them. This is not to

deny the value of this kind of lit-

and cultural research, but to r e d w its boundaries

a little. By reading bave1 as signailing a theory of agency as well as a set of concrete
experiences and practices, a sense of spatiality may be brought to literary and cultural
analysis of early modem personal and politicai formation.

When Boorde was travelling, travellers were oflen strangers in a s m g e place.
The specifics of human interaction with social structure are defmiliarized in this
scenario. We c m see travel, therefore, as a way to elaborate a relation between
individual agency and structure, or context. In describing the flow orconduct in time and
space, travel narratives fashion versions of human agency. This idea of travel offers a
dynamic conception of the subject; it mediates an active and interactive mode1 of selffashioning based on a relation to difference.

Travel, m rnovement, bnngs the world into being; it is a way of constmcting
space and spatial relations. This is a fundamental premise of geography? Travel also
constmcts subjective space and this, in tum,relates to political space. In breaking the
flow of everyday, customary interaction with context, travel involves willed associations

with strangers and the strange. Both subjects and polities founded upon willed
association can be constructed or imagined through the process or idea of travel. This
willed association, which may be either a voluntary, civic contract or a conquest, oflen
wears the moral mask of civility.
Civil conversation, as a beneficial form of voluntary contact, Iegitimises fonns of

willed association in the early modem era. Not to engage in civil conversation with a
view to socially desirable increase of some kind was often seen as evidence of a base

mind. To reject this beneficial foxm of willed association was to confirm one's
intractable rudeness. Such recalcitrance might justiS the use of force in bringing the
misguided to see the error of their ways. Incorrigible barbarity might even justify
extermination. Imperial enterprise was often authorised as a civilising mission. By the
sarne token, there was a tendency to regard civic association, undenmitten by the values
attached to civility and civil conversation, as superior to involuntary ethnic, racial or

tribal groupings.
I c m begin to show how travel as a spatial process generates knowledge about

agency by looking at travel in relation to another spatial fûnction-the process of
dwelling.8 Travel narratives, fachial and fictional, sometimes include a traveller's
encounter with an isolated comrnunity that seems to offer a better way to iiveo More's
Utopio is a case in point. The social criticism that emerges fiom these encounters often

draws on an age-old hierarchy, or snobbery, that interprets travel as a mark of moral fa11
and dwelling as pmof of innocence. What I want to suggest, however, is that these
encounters demonstrate with particular clariiy how the functions of travel and dwelling

mutually generate their meanings. 1 propose that these moments of contact signal an
apprehension of personal, political and, ultimately, cultural difference. 1 start, though, by
examining an incident from fifieenth-cenhiryAlexander romances,and its provenance,
which crystallises this moment of culturai contact and mutual definition.
In the Grrek Alexander Romance, a work of late classicd Greek Iiterature that
reached Europe in the Middle Ages and proved enormously influentid, Alexander,

founder of twelve cities, advances Hellenic civility against the monstrous races and
savage nations of ~sia."The god of the universe decrees that Alexander's d i e s will
thnve and that he will subdue, dapite his youth, al1 the races of the barbarians.
Furthermore, in each of his encounters with Asian rulers it is Alexander's stated intention
to show the difference between a Greek and a barbarian king. Alexander kills no
messengers, he offers no violence to hostage women, his battles are preceded by offers of
clemency to those who submit to his ternis, and he keeps his word. At the temple of
Orpheus, Alexander is told that just as Orpheus tamed beasts and men, so Alexander will

make d l men his subjects by his ski11 at war. Alexander's genius for conquest is
compared to Orpheus' mastery of music and Song. Thus, Alexander and his empire take
on the mantle of the civilising mission. There is one Asian encounter, however, that
reverses the values of civility attacheci to Alexander and his empire. When Alexander
makes contact with the Brahmans, the naked philosophers, Alexander is revealed as the
barbarian. This meeting highlights the meaning produced in travel by pitting it against
that generated by dwelling.

The Brahrnans dwell in a vale of plenty, girdled by a ring of bright water.
Untroubled by private property, they depend on the nahirally provided bounty of nature,
and devote themselves to the pursuit of wisdom. They tell Alexander that he is a wild

beast, leading a pack of rnany other beasts that take the lives of creatures they find in
their path. They expose his style of kingship as "unjust power used to the disadvantage
of others; insolence supported by opportunity" ( 132).
Versions of Alexander's meeting with the Brahmans appear in a number of
classical, Medieval and Renaissance texts, including Mandevïile's T r d s and Sir

Thomas North's Plutarch's Lives. This incident fiom the fabulous history of Alexander's
advance into the vast space of Asia shows how the agency generated by travel is
associated with a heroic, progressive nibjectivity, and an expansionist polity. It also
shows how these personal and politicai foms are legitimised by the values attached to
&il conversation. This nexus of ideas emerges dialectically in relation to the
contemplative Brahrnan subject, the closed, spatially fixed Brahrnan polity, and an
involuntary sense of political belonging that is linked to the hinction of dwelling. In this
moment of culturai contact between West and east the significance of travel as a discrete
process emerges dialectically in relation to its counterpart, the process of dwelling.
In two Medieval accounts-the prose Life of Alexander and the alliterative poem
entitled The Letters of Alexander to Dindimus. King of the Brahmans--Alexander, having

'

conquered his way to India, the land of wonders, arrives at the land of the ~rahmans.'
His way forward is blocked by the Ganges, which swarms with crocodiles, hippopotarni

and scorpions. Alexander sends a knight across in a boat with a letter to Dindimus, the

King of the Brahmans, because he has heard of the Brahmans' wisdom and would leam
of their life, their manners and their doctrine. This is the beginning of a dialogue in
Ietters between a great travelling Greek,and a people who abide the confines of their own
ide.
Dindimus makes it clear fiom the start that there is no profit to be gained, for

either side, h m this encounter. He reasons that they cannot leam h m each other
because their ways are so different. DindMusl response here appears to disallow the
possibility of any cultural exchangein this instance at least-that is not conquest.
Dindimust reaction mggests that interaction is not the o d y effect when cultures meet

through the activity of ûavel. Such encounten may be experienced as the physical and
metaphysical points that mark the limit of a culturaI domain. As Alexander sees it,
however, such meetings constitute an opportunity for redrawing the boundaries of his
intellectual, if not his physical, territory His ovemire to Dindimus figures this moment
of cultural contact as a way of adding value to both sides without loss to either people.
He says to Dindirnus that their congres will be as one flaming torch igniting another, a
general increase of illumination that entails no diminution of brightness at the source.
This appeal to civil conversation that advances the general welfare promotes cultural
contact on the basis that it cm be only beneficial. What it does not promote is, in Randy

E. Barnett's ( 1998) phrase, "fieedom fiom contact" or protection fiom a m s f e r of
knowledge that breaks down boundaries.12
Dindimus' borders mark Alexander's personal and political limits. The Greek
cannot cross the river with his army, for it seethes with dreadfbl dragons. The kingdom
of the Brahmans, therefore, marks the edge of Alexander's empire, a border that
Alexander cornmernorates by raising up a pillar upon which are inscribed his victones in

various languages. The Brahmans also mark the limits of Alexander's way of thinking,
being and mling. They do not impose their will on the land. They do not till, fish, or

hunt; nor do they exert any individual authority over property, holding their bountiful
resourca in cornmon. The Brahmans are a comrnunity held in place by the historical

experience of dwelling as one on their ide, untouched by migration, immigration or by
conquest. They counter Alexander's appeal to civil conversation with an
uncomprornising rejection that marks the 1 s t of Alexander's heroic subjectivity and
expansionist state.

The Brahmans oppose Alexander's empire with what amounts to ethnic
nationhood. The Brahmans are a cohesive group, who occupy a defended territory and
exercise th& own govemment, free h m foreign intervention. They express their right
to independent governance in resisting Alexander, and this expression of right, acwrding

to Paul Gilbert in The Philosophy of Nationalrîm (1998), constitutes a nation.I3 In
occupying their own territory and exercising their own government as a group they are a

nation. As a closed polity and homogeneous nation, they both counter and define
Alexander's expansionist polity and his ideal of chic association between ethnically and

culturally diverse peoples.
Despite Dindimus' conviction that the warlike Greeks c m glean no wisdom fiom

Brahman ways, the king responds to Alexander's request for knowledge of their customs,
lest he be thought guilty of tantalishg the Greek with an unspecified superiority. In the
course of their ensuing dialogue Alexander and Dindimus emerge as animations of
political abstractions, or prosopopoeiu, and their conversation fashions a dialectic
between closed and expansionist polities.
Dindimus' relation of Brahman life describes a closed, cornmunistic society that
posits an ided of social wholeness and unity. The mighty, but not impregnable,

boundary of the wild river teeming with fmcious matures encloses, defends and fixes a
tenitory and a community that is conterminous with a closed style of nationhood, such as
ethnic nationhood. In other words, Dindhus' mode1 of social wholeness and unity

depends on a closed conception of cultural consciousness that is tied to a particular
locale. Ethnic, or tribal, identity is based on just such a closed principle of unity. This
closed group attains nationhood because it maintains its own territory and govemment,

even if that independence relies on nahirally provided defences. Dindimus speaks for a
closed, timeless form of nationhood that is antithetical to Alexander's notion of willed
political association and irnperial progress. Alexander travels and the Brahmans dwell,
but both ways of being in the world involve social processes through which agency is
produced.

In the letter that Dindimus sends to Alexander, it is clear that the Brahrnans do not
travel. They also eschew most recognised forms of civiliseci life. They do not till, fish or
hunt; nor do they cook their food, which they take as the earth offers. They drirk water
or milk and they eat temperately. They dress in leaves, live in caves and sleep on the
earth.
The Brahmans,however, do not regard their !ives as uncivilised. nieir customs
constitute an austere way of life that is seen as healthy, virtuous and just. They do not
faIl sick, nor do other afflictions like avarice, adultery, lechery, or mendacity trouble
them. No man sentes another by force or necessity. Men stay fixed to their line of work,
untroubled by change. They favour speech that is brief and to the point, and they have no
need of mercy because they do not offend. They are al1 of qua1 might and riches, and
they bear no weapons. In their schools, the Brahmans l e m wisdom and righteousness.

They worship one god, desire eternai life and live a fixed temi. They look to conquer
themselves rather than their worid, and they live in peace.
Afler dacnbing the Brahman culture thus, Dindimus goes on to accuse the

Greeks of every vice the Brahmans lack. He criticises Alexander's restless desire for ever
more territory, and he blames him for sowing discord between kings. Dindimus chides
the Greeks because they are changeable with regard to their laws, and he accuses them of

sacrificing their children. He censures them because they hold with fine speech and nch

goods, and because they are given to gluttony, dnmkeiuiess, lecheiy and sickness.
h d i m u s rebukes the Greeks for serving many mischievous gods instead of worshipping
the one Creator, and he calls them errant fmls and slaves for doing so. While the

Brahmans, says Dindimus, communicate with God through praya and good works, the
Greeks defile thanselves by slaying beasts and offering gold and silver and precious
goods in idolatrous fashion to their gods. The Greeks, he daims, suffer the torments of

hell through their vices; indeed, he adds, the very bodies of the Greeks are a living hell.
Alexander replies, with muted fury, that if al1 that Dindimus has said were tme,

then it would seem that the only good men in the wmld are the ~rahrnans.'~
Yet how can
this be so, Alexander counters, when the Brahmans live like beasts? Furthermore, he
says, they do not mingle with other men;they live as prisoners on their land, to which no

strangers come. He criticises Brahman life as the product of unthinking custom, rather

than virtue. Their poveriy is not that of temperance among riches but a consequence of

their own backwardness. From Alexander's point of view, the Brahmans inhabit the
space of the stupid: they su& on their rocks, stagnating blankly in a h d f savage torpor
when they could, if they were not so dull, merge and learn fiom others and fashion a
superior culture.'5 Alexander does not see the Brahmans as havhg achieved àmplicity

with their autarky; he sees thern as locked into provincial rustication. Even were the

Brahmans to corne to Greece, daims Alexander, they would leam nothing, so they should
stay at home. Their insularity and absence of referentiality he reads as blockish
intramigence, rather than as a forrn of virtuous retirement h m a compt and compting
world. To the Greek, the reductive monotony of Brahman Iife manifests a foolish and

wayward impoverishment of the worlds wonderfül variety; they seem blind to the dignity

of fke will. Their way of life represents ùredeernable incivility to Alexander, not
laudable retreat to virtuous simplicity. Infkiated with Dindimus' smug superiority,
Alexander tells him that if it were not for the monster-infested river he would march into

their midst and force thern to leave their miserable lives and become warriors. As it is,
al1 he can do is send his letter and raise up a marble pilla., on which he engraves his
victories in Greek, Latin and the language of India. Not long after this incident
Alexander turns west, towards Macedonia
Seeing himself in the critical mirror of Brahman culture confims Alexander's

belief in his destiny as a heroic traveller and conquering warrior. Seeing himself in the
critical mirror of Alexander's scom confims Dindimus in his belief that only the
Brahrnans are good, who conquer thernselves and keep thernselves to themselves. There
is no relativizing reflection taking place here, no open acceptance of co-existing beliefs or

mutually illuminating contact. There is no opportunity for hospitality and no possibility
of refom. Neverthelas, Alexander's journey has made this revelation of his own limits
possible. Travel acts here, incidentally, as a metaphor for discovery, in that Alexander
has uncovered this shocking truth.
The Brahman's isle where no strangers corne is no cosrnopolitan seat of empire,

and that is no bad thing as far as they are concemed. The Brahmans share a comrnon
language, a common faith and common values; they keep alive a cornmon history and

abide by fixecl laws. They live within a demarcated, uncontesteci geographical space with
a very distinct boundary, and they govem themselves while resisting foreign intervention.

They are a close-knit community, whose sense of political belonging does not depend on

civic, or willed, association. The Brahmans' insularity and isolation behind a nearly
insurmoinitable border emphasise the involuntary association that c o m a h m dwelling,
day after day, in one, enclosed space. Their energies are directed towards maintaining a
chosen way of life, and they emerge as subjects in space through the daily processes of
dwelling. The Brahmans,who elevate the values attached to dwelling, mark the limit of
Alexander's glorification of travel and conquest.
Alexander and Dindimus contest each other's mode of being and governing. They
represent rival cornmunities of opinion as to how to organise personal and political space.
Alexander would make the world his personal property, while the Brahmans hold things

in cornmon. The beatific insularity of the Brahrnans is conducive to a contemplative life
that retreats before experience and contaminating engagement with the world. To
Alexander this cloistered virtue is no virtue at dl; the Brahmans, sunk into self-love,

-

untested by active partitipation with others, are miserable wretches who must be taught a
lesson with the sword. Dindimus' prefemce for purity, understood in opposition to
Alexander's longing for experientid plurality, signifies the interna1 homogeneity of a
closed polity. Dindimus sees Alexander's integrstive, expansionist and consumptionist
ethos as compt and wicked. Alexandds glorification of travel, change and diversity
fashions a Qvic polity and a propelleci, progressive self. Dindimus' elevation of
dwelling, immutability and homogeneity fashions a closed, autarkic polity and a
contemplative subject Travel emerges here as an expression of the will that produces a
vast empire and a demonic paganism, against the action of dwelling, which produces
autarky and an almost Christian as~eticisrn.'~
As mieghtbe expected in the context of a history of Alexander the Great, the life

of the Brahmans, despite its spintual authority, comes across as opposed, but not quite
q u a i in honour, to Alexander's trajectory. With di its wickedness, cnielty and desperate
energies, the way of the Greeks appears throughout the rest of the text as vital, heroic and
brimming with new possibilities. He that will travel redraws boundaries, eniarges his
domain, and opts for renewal and growth through interaction with the foreign and the
diverse. The community of the Brahmans, in activating its fieedomfiom culturai contact,
appears impoverished by cornparison. By excluding the world's variety and complexity
in favour of austerity, the Brahmans seem to Alexander dull, absurd and doomed. Dull

and absurd, as perhaps any community of the g d and the wise appears to the fallewwhat would they share with each 0 t h but praise for the malcet?-but also doomed

because they exclude so much of the real diversity in the human community. This closed
form of nationhood is predicated not so much on an imagined community of the real as
on an exclusion of the real through affirmation of an imaginary, unreal world. It cannot
be too long before the barricade of the river is broken. The globalizing Alexander h a ,
after al], already conquered the fierce currents of the Euphrates by building a bridge of

boats on his way to conquer the Persians, and it follows that the river defending the
Brahmans' fkeedom &om contact and difference must also, one day, be breached.
Even though it might seern as if Alexander and Dindimus are not quite equal in

honour, their dialogue sets up contestatory systems of legitirnising ideology that both
regimes need in order to attract and interpret the loydties of their adherents, and thus to
survive. Civility and the fieedom to cultural contact justiQ Alexander's expansionkt

empire. Austerity and fkeedom h m cultural contact justifi Dindimus' style of closed
nationhood. Alexander is embarked on a trajectory of growth while Dindimus is

committed to conservation. The dialogue between Alexander and Dindimus offms an
apology for each antithetical form of politicai fashioning.
This opposition between closed and open polities is replayed in the political
theorising of the Renaissance. Machiavelli's political theories are informed by the idea
that political space may be organiseci and governed in one of two possible ways. These
models are analogous to those represented by Alexander and Dindimus, but with one
important difference: Machiavelli insists on the importance of the polity being m e d . In
Machiavel1i's view,govemance could either pursue greatness and glory by following, for
example, the path of imperid Rome, or it could alln for longevity by seclusion h m the
world, like ancient sparts." In The Prince. Machiavelli argues that principalities c m
organise themselves for either attack or defence, but that the foundations of every polity
are good laws and good arms, and that good arms come firsd8 For Machiavelli, there is

no avoiding war. Contempt, as he stresses throughout The Prince. is reserved for those
who neglect the art of war.19
From Machiavelli's-and Alexander's-way of thinking, Dindimus is doomed
because he leaves himself open to this contempt. Machiavelli's attitude here may be
summed up by what he says in a letter to Francesca Vettori (1 5 14). In this letter he States

categorically that nothing is more necessary to a prince than that he govem himself in
relation to his subjects, his allies and his neighbours in nich a way that he does not
become despised. Hatred, Machiaveili says, is prefaable to contempt, because hatreû
does not preclude fear and respect?'
Machiavelli's order of two-the options of dwelling secure, like Sparta, or
expanding and conquering, like Rome-is weighted in favour of Rome. Machiavelli's

view is that the selfkentrd Spartan model, despite its amieci defensive stance, fails to

offer a tenable policy for durability, and that the o d y real option for the state is to push
for chic greatness and empire.*'
Sixteenth-cenhuy tracts in praise of Venice offer another text in which
governance is theonsed in an implicit relation to a spatial dynamic. The debate here does
not devolve upon a simple opposition between dwelling and travelling, or conservation
and expansion, but rather superimposes the values attendant on the fùnctions of dwelling

and travelling onto the opposed dynamics of w m e r c e and conquest. The values

attached to self-involved insularit.inforni ideas of commercial enterprise, and the values
attached to travel and willed association remain tied to martial conquest.
The celebration of Venetian mixed government, plurality and international
engagement was a topos for political durability. The longevity of the Venetian State, the
mixed constitution of the Venetian government, and the wonderful, cosrnopolitan
tolerance that Venice extended to the strangm that fiocked there were three characteristic
features of this topos. William Thomas,for example, in The Histoty of lloly ( 1549)

remarks at length upon the throng of strangers that gather there and upon the liberty they
enjoy in Venice. He concludes that, "so thou offend no man privately, no man shall

offend the, which undoubtedly is one principal cause that draweth so many strangers
thither" (83).= Lewes Lewkenor's The Commonwealth and Government of Venice
( 1599), a translation of Gasparo Contarini's De magistratibuî et republica Yenetmm

(1 543), may be added to William Thomas' History as a work that typifies praise for the

robust diversity that was characteristic and constitutive of Venice's enduring greatness.B

William Thomas describes in d e t d the three Anstotelian categories of
government-Monarchy, Aristocracy and Democracythat coexisted in the Venetian
Great Council. Thomas likens "their Great Council, which seemeth to be the whole stay
of their commonwealth" to the English Parliament. This comment is symptomatic of the
increasing sense, in both political and literary works of the sixteenth century, that a
parallel existed between the states of Venice and England, both of which enjoyed a mixed
govemment. Exactly the same point is made in Thomas Starkey's Dialogue between
Cardinal Pole and Thomas Lupset (htten &er 1536). In praising the noble city of
Venice, Pole implicitly attributes the Iongevity of that state-over one thousand years-to
the "conservatyon of the commyn wele in the polytyke body" and the consequent absence

of tyranny14 Pole goes on to expand upon the moderation oî the prince's authonty in
England by long-standing laws and by Parliament, and the wisdom therein of mixed
govemment as a means to avoid tyranny and the min of the polity. This aimost automatic
link between the mixed governrnents of England and Venice indicates that talking about
Venice constituted a way of talking about the organisation of the English polity. To
prai se Venice was, in part, to advocate an aggressive commercial expansionist trajectory

for England, and to criticise Venice was to advocate a m o n martial character for

England's foreign policy.
As 1 have suggested, the values attendant upon insular and expansionist polities

are, in the case of the discourse on Venice, transposecl to forms of commercial and
martial activity. Both Lewkeior and Thomas remark on the apparently non-heroic
aspects of Venetian imperialism, and contnist it with the character of Roman irnperialism.

Lewkenor collapses the distinction between commerce and war, and develops Venice's

imperid character in the process, while Thomas maintains this distinction and questions
that imperial character.
Lewkenor defends the Venetian decision, underiaken long ago by "our
auncestersw,to "defend their dominions uppon the continent, with forreyn mercenarie
souldiers," rather "than with homebom citizens" (13 1). He justifies their action by
pointing to the tyranny that Julius Caesar was able to effect over the Senate in Rome with
his military expertise and following. The fact that Venice engages in imperid activity

using mercenaries does not mean, necessarily, that Venice is deprivecl of martial honour.
Lewkenor cites the case of a Venetian adopted son,one Bartholomeo Coglione, who
serves as an exemplar of those military "associates", who have "attahied to the highest

degree of cornrnandment in our army, & for the exceedingnes of their deserts been

enabled, with the title of citizens & gentlemen of Venicen(1 3 1). This Coglione, "who

after many great exploits & prosperous successes being captaine general of our m y , &
having amplifed & enlarged the boundes of the Venetian empire," was accorded a statue
of himself on horseback. This statue, as if he were some Marcus Awelius, was "erected

in the fayrest and goodliest place in our Citty" (13 1-2).
By way of contrast, Shakespeare's Othello seerns to d i c i s e the Venetian practice
of assimilaîing mercenaries. It stands, perhaps, as a waming to England wt to follow the
Venetian way and nsk tragic l o s by transfemng military leadership to strangers?
Shakespeare reverses the traditionai praise and wonder accorded to Venetian toleration of
strangers. Othello and The Metchant of Venice show outsiders as dimptive. At the

same tirne, these plays are also nitical of the easy, unreflective exploitation of such
strangers by the Venetians.

Lewkenor, on the 0

t h hand, minimises the deleterious eflect

of employing

mercenaries on the authority of the monarchy and aristocracy by stressing that "the
Captaine Generall of our Armie, who is alwaies a stniunger,"has "no authority to doe or
deliberate any thing without the advice of the Legates," who, he explains, are "our
Gentlemen sent into the Armie, who therein doe beare office and authority" ( 132). These
"Treasurers, and Legates," reports Lewkenor, "never stirre fiom the side of theCaptaine
General" (132). Lewkenor goes on to add that many Venetian gentlemen cornplete their
educûtion, and are encouraged to do so by the provision of government pensions and
stipends, by taking a place in "the gallies of warre" to learn "the excellent arte of Naval1
disciplinen (133).
Lewkenor points to a split between land and sea practices, with Venetian nobility
concerneci primarily and directly with activities at sea. The art of war overlaps the art of
trade: young Venetian noblemen commonly spend allocated time on galleys that "are

destinated eyther to the wmes or marchandise," and this, "to no other end," says
Lewkenor, "but onely to accustome them to sea servicesn (134). ï h e point seems to be
that Venetian greatness is attached to international mobiiity and interaction, and that the
imperial dynamic articulated thus is relatively unaffectecl by whether this international
transaction is martial or commercial. Commerce on supplant m e d conflict as a means
to make Venice a seat of expanàonist empire. Lewkenor remarks on "the wondefil
concourse of strange and forraine peoplen including even "the farthest and rernotest

nations, as though the City of Venice onely were a cornmon and general market to the
whole world" (1). This mobility of people is matched by a mobility of goods; Lewkenor
marvels at "so u n m e a d l e a quantity of al1 sorts of marchandise to be brought out of

d l realmes and countries into this Citie," which is "hence again to be conveyed into so

many strange and fa.distant nations, both by land and sea" (1).
William Thomas maintains more of a distinction between commercial and martial
activities and networks. He sees Venetian abdication fiom direct involvement in military
action on land in a detrimental light. He rernarks that, "if the Venetians had been men as
the Romans were, given as well unto chivdry by land as unto the exercise on the water,"
then, he continues, they would doubtless "many years ago have subdued the world" (67).

He goes on to Say that Venetian power "hath been more warily govemed than valiantly
enlarged" and that "their dominion hath decreased"because, "as the fame goeth," they
"practice with money to buy and sel1 countries, peace, and war" rather than "exercise
deeds of armsn (67). He concludes by remarkng "that most Venetians are these days
become better merchants than men of warn (67).
Thomas sees commercial activity as antithetical to imperial expansion. In
stressing that mercantile Venice has "more warily govemed than valiantly enlarged," he
identifies commerce with the non-heroic action of dwelling. Francis Bacon, half a
century later, is similarly nitical of commercial impen'alism. Bacon's argument, in his
tracts on the true greatness of states, emphasises the compting nature of riches and the
consequent decline of the art of war which, in accordance with Machiavelli's political
doctrine, is necessary for the maintenance of liberty and peace. Both Thomas and Bacon
associate international commerce with the decline of imperial dominion; commercial
activities and mobilities are coupled with the self-centred, inglorious politics of the

closed polity, while martial activities are comected to the ambitious and heroic politics of
expansionist empire. Put another way, the incivility associateci with piling up money for

its own sake is tied to insularity here, while the civility that accrues to a willed
association with others underpins martial expansion.
What Lewkenor does for Venice, Richard Helgerson, in Fonns of Nationhood
( 1Wî), sees Hakluyt doing for early modem England in the P nnicpal Navigations.

*'

Lewkenor collapses the distinction between commercial and martial activity as foms of
political, expansionist enterprise that have made and make Venice great. Helgerson
points to a blurring of similar boundaries in the Principal Navigations as a work that
"brings merchants into the nation and brings gentry into tradtf' (1 76). He focuses on the
reconciliation between the genres of epic and voyage; if The Lusiads of Camoens may be
understood as a disguised voyage, then the predominantly commercial voyages collecteci
by Hakluyt may,by the same logic, add up to an epic that celebrates England's honour.*'

In Helgerson's view "Hakluyt's Voyages manages to slip past the conceptual
barriers...that could make him prefer 'glory' to 'gain"' (1 70). In Hakluyt's reconciliation
of commerce and conquest, Helgnon sees England emerging as "'an aggressive

commercial entity" ( 1 7 1) powered by heroic merchants as weil as by the traditional
ruling class.

For Helgerson, Hakluyt is one of a generation of men who "signi ficantly redrew

the parameters of social consciousness" (1 76) by becorning spokesmen for their
communities to the detriment of the monarch's power.28 Helgerson sees this historical
collective-a generation that Uicludes Edward Coke, Christopher Saxton, William
Camden, John Norden, Michael Drayton and John Foxefacilitating a "passage fkom
dynasty to nation" through their books and "the discursive practices assumed by those

books" (1 0). They lïberate the polity h m the despotism of being identified solely with

the sovereign. Helgerson's idea of "the Elizabethan writing" of the nation elabrates a
system of diverse and contradictory "ways of being English" (300). If men like Hakluyt
increase the degree of inclusivity of people and practices that may identify England's
honour, then the other "Englands" Helgerson describe- those invented by Shakespeare,
Bacon, Hooker and Hobbes-restore or enlarge the status of the monarch and write the
polity as glorious in the sovereign's image.
Helgerson's historicai collective, "menof middling status and humanist education,
men bom at or shortly following the mid-centuy" (299), despite their different ways of
going about it, al1 wanted '70 have the kingdom" of their own various languages. They
wanted, in 0 t h words, sovereignty, or political authority for their practices. They
would, as a generation, variously write England, and this England, in tum, enhanced their
cultural authority. They were men who, in one way or another, were caught up in "a

unique set of conditions" that alienated them fiom the practices of the past (299). This
generation of "transitionalmen",the "men who wrote England," al1 shared "an unusual
social, economic, and psychic mobilityH(13),and this mobility "put a heavy burden on
identity" ( 14). In Helgerson's account, this generation of mobile men were al1 heroic
makers of their own personal and political identities. These transposed, self-dienated

men manifest what Helgerson cails a progressive "reintegrated identityn(301). The
mobility that distances these men h m themselves, rather than bnnging them directly to

civil conversation with others, consûucts a subjectivity that inheres in a spatial relation to
itself. What 1 am suggesting is that Helgerson's narrative of English self-making and
national self-fashioning depends on a process of motion, but that this involuntary
grouping of men travel while still dwdling within themselves.

"For d l these Elizabethans," concludes Helgerson, "the way to an acceptable
national self led through self-dienation" (243). Thus "theseculturally uprooted young

men" (301) helped "solidi@ and thicken the lines that separate one nation fiom another"
(300). A generation of mobile mentdities fashions a nation by building u p barriers. The

discrete insdaxity of this nation is offset by the idea of its intemal diversity and
complexity, in that the authority of many different figures who arbitrate over national
practices is recognised. This generation of men, this histoncal collective, make history

by building, section by section, a great wall that distinguishes one nation fiom another.
Like Lewkenor and Hakluyt, Helgerson seems to blur distinctions between heroic
expansion and self-involved insularity. Indeed, the object of Helgerson's analysis hem-early modem English self making and the interplay between cosmopolitan, civic mobility

and national insularity--seems to be an inforrning principle of Helgerson's own lens on
this world. In other words the interplay between the spatial stories of travel and dwelling
not only occupies a position in Helgerson's account of self-making, it also structures it.
As 1 will argue throughout the rest of this chapter, this is also the case with another
modem critic concerned with self-making, Stephen Greenblatt. Both these modem
nitics, each concemed with early modern personal and political formation and the

subject in space, reproduce early modem spatial politics as a stnicturing or an informing
principle of their smtiny.

In Helgemon's account, a generation of men fashions a nation conceiveci of as
bounded and fiee h m foreign intewention. This idea of a national polity does not seem
expansionist, although an expansionist mentality was involved in making it. Lesley
Cormack (1 994) daims that the first step to an expansionist empire was "the creation of

an imperid mentality-a sense of independence, separateness, and superiority, which
would then allow the English to expand o u t ~ a r d s . " She
~ ~ claims that "the home country
is thus the source of empire" and posits a kind of micro-rnam relationship between
closed and expansionist polities. It d o a not necessarily follow, however, that a closed
polity is an open one writ small. 1 am suggesting that these antithetical mentalities,
informed by versions of agency associated with bave1 and with dwelling, may be
reconciled, as demonstrated by Lewkenor and Helgerson, but that they still, ultimately,
constitute two Opposed modes of personal and political self-fashioning.

In offerhg a powerfùl explmation of the Elizabeth writing of England
Helgerson describes and reproduces early modem fomulations that blur the distinction
between open or cosmopolitan, and closed or insular rnentalities. Stephen Greenblatt, on
the other hand, in telling the story of eady modem writing of expansionist empire, and

the story of his own profession as a literary critic in the last decades of the twentieth
century, maintains the distinction between ideas of dwelling and iravel. As a critic

concerned with early modem personal and political formation he reproduces, perhaps
unconsciously, the politics of early modem travel.
In Marvelous Possessions (1 99 l), Greenblatt treats of two worlds meeting and
puts their interaction at the centre of representational practices in the early modem era.
The generation of added energy when two worlds touch-imagined by Alexander as a
blaze of light when one torch fires another-Greenblatt calls "'the marvellous". "The
marvellous," says Greenblatt, "is a central faturemin "the whole complex system of
representation...through which people in the late Middle Ages and the Renaissance
apprehended, and thence possessed or discardeci, the unfamiliar" (22-3). Greenblatt's

conceptionofthe marvellous privileges the E r d m to assindativecontact with
diffaence by charging this moment with added value.
Greenblatt ties this charged moment of assimilative contact explicitly to mimesis,
and irnplicitly to economic imperialism. He associates an interactive, inter-subjective
and energy-creating mobility with mimesis and capitalism; "1 want to insist," he says, "on

the crucial comection between mimesis and capitalism," because, he continues, "it is

with capitalism that the proliferation and circulation of representations achieved a
spectacular and virtually inescapable global magnituden (6). Greenblatt says he is
"adapting Marx"in this formulation, but his conception of what he calls "mimetic
capital" seems to be predicated on a conception of global capital, divorced from
production (6). Marx's conception of capital was mcially connected to production and
the site of produktion. Greenblatt's model of capital seems closer to that of a de-

tenitorialized finance capital, as describecl by Frederic Jarneson (1 997), rather than
something adapted fiom M m ' s view of capitaL3' Nevertheless, mobility in this instance
Ieads to an illuminating and assimilative interaction with difference that constitutes an

expansionist dynamic for representation. Greenblatt, 1 suggest, glorifies an inter-worldly
expansionist dynamic for representational practices and for the professional who works
with these practices.

Greenblatt's conception of his own profession, as literary and cultural critic and
historian, is informed by the same expansionist dynsmic that i n f m s his pichne of
representational practices in the Renaissance. In Redrmving the Boundarïe.s (1 992) he

daims an interactive, inter-subjective, interdisciplinary capacity for litmature and literary
study that enables it to "infiltrate any speech and writing, transforrning what seems

outside itselfinto something else, into its own odd being" (1 1). In line with Machiavelli's
prefmed strategy for political durability, Greenblatt would renew and reinvigorate the
profession of literary studies by expansion beyond its boundaries. In Greenblatt's view,
boundaries have to be redrawn al1 the the-and fiontiers exist only to be crossedbecause whatever has ceased to grow has begun to decline. His c l a h is that revisionist
energy and new interrogative strategies conûibute to the creation of "regulated

thresholdsn and "controlled passagewaysnbetween the l i t e r q and the norditerary (8).
These new passages, undertaken for a variety of reasons, mean that the map of the
literary is continually being redrawn.
Greenblatt represents his career as haWig becn concerned with the expansion of
literary studies through interaction with other worlds. In "The Toiich of the Real" (1997),
Greenblatt conjures up a decisive encounter fiom his professional past and juxtaposes this
recollection with seventeenth century instances of literary and noditerary encounters
with ghosts.3' Shakespeare's Harnlet is here a rhetorical bridge between the past and the

present, and the imaginary and the real. This essay opens with Greenblatt's recollection
of himself twenty years before as a critic "longing" to "justim the academic analysis of
literaturenand "to find in it a radical politicsn (14). He goes on to describe his
electnmng encounter with the work of Clifford Geertz. "The effect," recalls Greenblatt,
"waslike touching one wire to another: literary criticism made contact with reality" (14).
This contact with "a sophisticated, intellectually powerfûl, and wonderWly eloquent
anthropologist" who could "make use of the twls in my disciplinary kitn renews in the
young critic "a sense of their value"(14) and provides "an impetus for recovering what

had been lost"(20). Thus re-united with the m l 7literary cxiticism springs into new,

political life for Greenblatt as viable, culturaI critique. The key assumption upon which
this narrative about the origins of Greenblatt's criticai prognim rests is that a powerful

connection between the real and the imaginary is there for discovery. Civil conversation
with Geertz's work lights Greenblatt's fire; he is at once an Alexander with his torch

looking to make more light, and a pilgrim toiling toward an explanation.
Greenblatt's professional subjectivity ernerges in this piece fiom an encounter

with authority. Geertzts work has a "liberating effect" on Greenblatt and he
reconceptualizes his professional practice as a rnovement into the unknown. "Literary
criticism could venture out to unfamiliar cultural texts," says Greenblatt, and then retum
to "the intimately familiar works of the literary canonn (20) to foment an interaction
between the two that would "recover" for the practice a "confident conviction of reality"
(22). This back and forth movement--tamquam explorator-between foreign and familiar

texts denotes an unhoused and mobile subjective condition for the practitioner of cultural
poetics. Venturing into texts that are "often marginal, odd, fragmentary, unexpected and
crude" (20), the literary critic is activated by oppominities for conquest as well as by an

ethic of recovery. Greenblatt acknowledges that exploring these other texts offers "an
agreeably imperial expansion of literary criticism beyond its bordersn (22). More
hportantly, however, Greenblatt wants to recover a lost comection between the
irnaginary and the real; he wants to make "the litemy and the non-literary seem to be
each other's thick descriptionn (22). "1 wanted," says Greenblatt, "a touch of the real in
the way that in an earlia period people wanted the touch of the transcendentn(22).
Something of a pilgrim, thm, but also a traveller finding meaning in the act of
travel itself, Greenblatt's professional subjectivity is realised through the process of

intellectual travel and inflected by the expansionkt dynamic of empire. As envisioned by
Greenblatt, the literary critic appears a very Aeneas who, displaced from the ivory towers
of "sophisticated literary studiesn,ernbnices the venture into "lived life" (20). This new
world is "at once raw and subtle, coarse and complexn (20), and it offers the possibility of
winning new, intellectual territory for the profession. At the same time, the literary critic
travels, like Ulysses, in the spirit of recovery. Ulysses went to Troy, of course, to restore
Helen, and he undertook an epic voyage to recover Penelope and his kingdom.
Greenblatt would repossess a powerfùl link between the imaginary and the real, and he
would restore political agency and urgency to his profession. He would also joumey like
a pilgrirn venhiring, as an act of faith, into foreign territory for an explanation, a
revelation, an empowering touch of the place where the supematural m e t s the real.
Given that the refashioned literary critic in this essay travels in the spirit of an

Aeneas and a Ulysses, it is not surprishg to find the critic, like Ulysses and Aeneas,
engaged in a joumey to the underworld. "1 wanted," says Greenblatt, "to find in the past

real bodies and living voica," despite knowing that these bodies had "long moldered
away and the v o i c a fdlen silait" (21). Nevertheless Greenblatt lays claim as a scholar

to an ability to speak with ghosts and "seize upon those traces that seemed to be close to
actual experience" (2 1). If Greenblatt figures himself in his profession as akin to Horatio

and Hamlet, he is also, like Ulyssa and Aeneas, a traveller who interacts, in some real
fashion, witb ghosts.

in another essay that tells the story of his literary career, "What 1s the History of
Literature?" ( 1997), Greenblatt's professional subjectivity emerges yet again fiom an
encounter with an authority figure?2 The essay opens with Greenblatt's recollection of

himself-this time nearly thirty years before+and, once more, he is in a state of
professional longing. He describes himself checkhg his mail at the departmental office,
"several times a day in the vague hope that something, as Mr.Micawber was fond of
saying, would 'tum up'" (460). An encounter with a senior professor, who affected "the

brusque manner of address of the Oxford Senior Common Roorn" (460), leaves the

young Greenblatt lost for words. The brush with authonty in this instance renders him
lifeless rather than dynamically rechargecl. The deadenhg effect of this encounter

ensues because the authority here represents a closed, territorial paradigm for literary
history. The senior professor might be here a Dindimus, disdainfully rejecting the
culturd treasure a young Alexander carries in his m s .

Greenblatt recalls that this professor spoke to him about the copy of Kant's
Critique ojPure Reason that he happened to be canying at the tirne. The professor is

reported as objecting to Kant, on the basis that Kant had "a Jewish mind." By this the

professor means that it was a mind, "clever, sterile, absorbed in endless hair-splitting
subtleties - a mind without true culture" (460). Greenblatt's interpretation of this outburst
affords his colleague some benefit of the doubt. Despite the ostensibly anti-Semitic
character of the remark, Greenblatt allows that it could, "in the context of an English

department,"point to an Arnoldian dialeaic of Hellenism and Hebraism. Greenblatt
disdains the "garden variety anti-Semitism" of the professor's "weird remark" on the spot.
Twenty-five years later, any implicit Arnoldianisn is dismissed too. "My profession"
says Greeablatt, has "eagerly divested itself of the resources of Hebraism and Hellenism"

and "hasdone its best to dismantle Kantian imperatives"(461). Greenblatt's story about
the ongin of a new conception for literary history starts with a dialogue that demonstrates

a dead-end for the modem literary critic unless he breaks new ground.

With no surge of power ensuing h m this encounter with an authority in his ow
field, Greenblatt issues a challenge. "The t h e has come," he says, in the face of "an
insurgent fin-de-siecle Philistinism" and "a world-wide drift toward anarchy," to "renew
on our own ternis...the reason, if we have one, to study literature" (46 1-2). Historicizing
conceptions of literary history with a touch of the real-a personal anecdote fiom his first

year of teaching at Berkeley--Greenblatt claims that the mode1 of "literary nationdisrn",
represented in the attitude of this Oxford-styled professor, "seems increasingly irrelevant"
(462). For someone like hirnself, "a professor of English literature teaching Shakespeare
in the late twentieth cenhuy at a state university by the waters of the Pacific" (462), the
time had come to recover a sense of literature's "deep fûnctional utility" (462) or else risk
ending up isolated and absurd, like the Oxford-mannered professor of his anecdote. In
pondering the issue of a vita activa for the literary critic and historian, Greenblatt renders
this figure of the Oxford-styled professor, and his contemplations, ndiculous. As if he
were a Philip Sidney, poking fun at some Pugliano, Greenblatt sets out to discover a

sense of "literature's implication in institutional structures"(462), h m whence "its deep
functional utility' deriva.

Traversing the early modem overlap between learning, literature and literacy in
this essay, Greenblatt arrives at a Baconian-inflected, cross-disciplinary and crosscu1tura.I project of literary history that offers "a vision of learning as the instrument of

culturai advancement and ultimately of cultural redemption" (473). In this conception of
literary history, says Greenblatt, "thereis nothing to be gained by staying within one's
own national boundaries because a culture's fitness for a particular discursive practice can

only be grasped by setting it against another's" (472). Again, the literary aitic emerges

as an intellectual traveller. Like Alexander, who would l e m wisdom fiom the
Brahmans, Greenblatt's Iiterary critic wears the moral mask of civility and travels ever
onwad in the spirit of discovery, intent on redrawing boundaries.
As the essay proceeds, Greenblatt branches out fiom this particular Baconian

trajectory to refashion literary history along the lines of what he identifies as another

Baconian directive. Greenblatt sees Bacon as "the godfather" for a view of history "that
takes for its potential subject the entire field of world-made objectsn and one "that
understands that al1 literary creativity involves a cornplex global circulation of energies"
(476). What Greenblatt finds compelling about Bacon's lead here is his traficking with

the dead. Greenblatt's desire to re-fornulate a vira activa for the modem literary critic

and recover a liberating dimension for literary history involves a restitution of Bacon's
vision of history with its 'queasy relation to reality" and "its trafficking in spectres"
(476)."

Greenblatt's disagreeable profasor of the opening anecdote, in his very
Englishness-Oxfordness even-exemplifies the nationalist and fixed, territorial paradigm
for literary studia that Greenblatt has left behind. Oxford philosophers corne in for some
disparagement in 'The Touch of the Real" t w . Echoing Geertz's formulation, Greenblatt
counters the anpirical, that is the trace of achiai experience, with the artificîal, that is "the
little stories Oxford philosophers make up for themselves" (1 5). He uses this formulation
again when he contrasts the anecdotcwhich conjures up the real world-with "a M e
philosopher's tale," that affimis an imaginary one (21). Greenblattts Oxford philosophers
in these instances derive their identity and authority h m their dwelling within the

confines of Oxford University. Like the land of the Brahmans, enclosed by a Stream
dive with ferocious amphibians, or possibly Helgerson's English nation with its
thickened outhe, Oxford, the citadel of philosophers, represents a closed political and
personal space. These Oxford philosophers crystallise for Greenblatt the irrelevance and
absurdity of a national and parochial paradigm for literary studies in the last decades of
the twentieth century.
Greenblatt's refashioning of his profession, memorialised in these two essays,

figures the modem career in literary studies as an exercise in expansionism. Greenblatt
would cross and re-cross the borders between the real and the imaginary, the living and
the dead; he would go back and forth between learning and lived life, and pass and re-

p a s the boundm'es that divide academic disciplines. He recovers political agency for the
profession by implicating the literary scholar in a situation of intellechial mobility that
deregdata, de-territorializes and expansively re-temitorializes critical pnictice. In
displacing a national, parochial and partisan rnodel for conceptualising the literary with a
dynamic, inter-disciplinary, inter-subjective and interactive model, Greenblatt links
literary shidy to a travelled mentality and a global domain. Furthexmore, in deploying the
rhetoric of travel to represent literary careers,early modem and contemporaiy, Greenblatt
inscribes the literary scholar with an imperialist dynamic. Driven by desire for civil
conversation with the foreign and by faith in the possibility of some electtifying
revelation, the borders of the Iiterary are rdrawn.
Alexander, desiring to leam wisdom of the Brahmans, wants a touch of the

transcendent a s a traveller in the r d , and Greenblatt, as a traveller in the imagination,
wants a touch of the empirical, or the real. Both travellers fashion empires and heroic,

progressive selves. In Helgerson's account, authorial and national identity is constructed

through a process of self-distancing, or self-al ienation. Greenblatt, however, travels

between worlds-the imaginary and the real, the living and the dead--and between
disciplines.

Alexander wears the moral mask of civility in the creation of his vast empire. He
does, of course,as the Brahmans point out, kill thousands and consume many nations and
their territories înto his empire, until he cornes to a border he cannot cross. Greenblatt's
pst-stnichiralist defense of literary study has depended on redrawing, or blumng, the
boundaries between imagined and lived life. By unearthing literahue's historical
situation, and history's literary panuneters, and by destabilizing distinctions between the
aesthetic sphere and the zone of the r d , he has challenged "the cult of autonomy" that

has attached to each." Given such a porous divide between art and life, who can say that
literary scholars work sïmply with fictions?

Greenblatt's trans-disciplinary dynarnic has stimulateci the growth of literary
studies and enlarged its domain. The forces of production in this field have been
deregulated, intellechially globalized. No longer tied to the sel~enclosedparticularity of
a specific lit-

work, or to a nationalist paradigm for literary history, footloose

professional critics have left their over-populated, over-cultivated, aesthetic locale and
ventured into brave new intellechial territory They have expanded the hntiers of the
literary and returned heroically laden wiîh exotic plunder. Literary adventurers have

consuxned strange fiuit and reproduced themselves professionally as culhrral &tics.
But how has Greenblatt's integrative approacii contributed to the knowledge
production and accumulation processes of those discipIines he "touches'? Dindimus sees

nothing to be gained by contact with Alexander, other than corruption and the
d e s t a ~ ~ oofr his
r kmgdam. A firriws Akxender draps his mask ofcivility, a& says

that, were it not for those crocodiles, he would invade their kingdom and teach the
Brahmans the lesson of the mord. Greenblatt's "longing" to "justify the academic
analysis of literature" and "to find in it a radical politics" involves crossing the real with
the imaginary, and civil conversation berneen the snidy of literature and other
disciplines. This civil conversation, however, does nothing to advance these other worlds

on their own terrns.
This fieedom to stimulating contact with new worlds appears to have eroded the
'hegative9' liberty of non-interference, or fieedomfiom contact. This has worked, so far,
to the benefit of the intellectually mobile, interdisciplinary adventurer. If the worlds of

the imaginary and the real b l e d into each other, globalizing text, then the fùnction of
reading, of cultural literacy, gains ground. With no fieedom from the circulation of text,
the stock of the professional reader, the literary critic, rises accordingly. Greenblatt's
focus on the crossing of boundaries and the circulation of social energy promotes

integration before regulation. It promotes an imperial dynarnic for the literary scholar, as
traveller. Thus, in fashioning a textual empire h m what were independent domains of
meaning, Greenblatt privileges the prerogative of the literary scholar over other
intellectual domains. Oreenblatt's focus on the circulation of social energy, his border
crossings, his inter-disciplinary dynamic, his desire to speak with the dead and straddle
two worlds, mark hùn as a traveller, while his acts of naming-"New Historicism",

"Cultural Poetics"-show him as something of a conquem.

There might be something quixotic too in al1 this venhiring. Don Quixote, of

course, indiscriminately appropriates any droll or domestic item for his heroic endeavor.

To the mad, imperious knight of La Mancha, nothing appears to be exempt flom transfer
to his world, or to possess any undienable fiuiction or identity that might constitute a
public d ~ r n a i n .As
~ ~Nigel Thrift (1996) points out, "One of the blights of the recent rise

of culturai studies has b e n the paper which is founded on the principle of 'if you c m say
if, it's

SO"'

(33).

Finaily, the sense of emotional reiease and mental raphire Greenblatt experiences
when two worlds touch marks him as somethhg of a pilgrim, toiling toward the point
where two worlds touch. In an essay about Macbeth's inta-worldly pursuit of power,
"Shakespeare Bewitched" (l993), Greenblatt puts Shakespeare and his theater at the
charged point where two worlds, the fantastic and the actual, meet. They are both, he
says, in the inter-worldly position of the witch? Johann Weyer (1 5 15- 1588) in his De
prnertigiis dn~monum( I 5R3), an exhaustive treatment of the subject of witchcraft from

theological, philosophical, medical and legal perspectives, maintains that a witch is
possessed by the dernon who works through ha?' King James' Daemonologie (1 597)
makes this sarne distinction: "the Witches ar senantes onlie, and slaves to the ~evil.""
Greenblatt adds the agency of the magician to his witch; Shakespeare is "someone who

coqund spirits" (120). Like an early modem s c b k tntveling tv ex& Italy for a touch

of fertile Itdian wit, Greenblatt seems continually drawn to this moment of meethg with
diffaence as to a solution. He that will mvel may find an explanation. He may also find
that in changing wodds and shifting contexts he makes knowledge for himself.
Greenblatt's language of travel destabilizes the fked categones of 1iter;rry history and
criticism, as well as the supposeci superiority of a fixed disciplinary paradigm. His focus

on the idea of travel justifies connections between texts and disciplines on the basis o f

discovery and civility. There seerns to be no apparent lirnit to the knowledge these

connections can produce. For the cultural critic, a subject in space looking for different
spaces and contexts as an analytical device, this imboundedness is perhaps the new

"Making a famine where abundance lies"

Edmund Spenser's A View of the Present State of lreland (c. 1596) reports on
how the English colonization of Ireland has been thwarted by wily Irish natives and the
degenerate descendants of Anglo-Norman senlas. It describes how English law, custom
and religion have failed to take root in Ireland, and it condemns the domain as a breeding

ground for sedition, a landfall for foreign invasion and a bottomless pit for money and

men. Provoking consternation about an u d y possession, and playing to ambitious
Englishrnen's exasperation with a peace-loving Queen, the View urges a war of
annihilation against disloyal subjects.'
The View adds little to conventional wisdom on the subjggation of Ireland.
Ciaran Brady (Coughlan, 1989) points out that Spenser's work reproduces solutions to

Irish bclligcrence that hûd b e n put fonvard since the 1 5 3 0 ~ s . Nicholas
~
Canny
(Armitage, 1998) refers to the View as an elaboration and a summary of "an outpouring
of justifications for colonization and conquest" produced by a decade of English
enterprise in ~reland? Practically every modem cornmentator on this treatise has noted

how Spenser has replayed received wisdom on Ireland in the Yiew. Why, then, did

Spenser go ahead with this rather convention& proposaf forthe extermination of hostile
native populations?
The View is, to some extent, an occasional piece prompted by Spenser's dami at
the hostilities following Tyrone's open rebellion in 1594. Events proved his fears of

chaos to be justified. In 1598 the Irish of Munster joined Tyrone's rebellion and rose up
against the English. Spenser's house wes b m t down and he fled for his life, first to Cork

and then to England. He delivered a plea to the court d l e d "A Brief Note of IreJanci" in
which he descn'bes in harrowing detail the miserable fate of Her Majesty's English
subjects therew4Acute a i a m in the face of deadly tumioil and an overwhelming desire
for right suprernacy and order must have played some part in prornpting the View
But if the View is a work tuned to the exigencies of a desperate situation, it is dso
a work that fathoms Spenser's Irish experience more generally. What 1 want to show in
this chapter is how Spenser's View articulates contestatory nationalisms that deaden the
View's strident cail for imperid government in Ireland in the manner, Say, of an
Alexander or a Tamburlaine. These oppositional forms of nationhood are related to
agencies derived From the spatial dynarnics o f travel and dwelling. 1 read the Viov as a

work implicated with and caught between two contempomy kinds of writing on
nationalism. The View is, first of ail, a travel relation that offm an outsider's account of
the date. nie version of modem history represented by this type of travel relation
articulates a avic nationalism that is irredeemably expansionist. But the View is also an

antiquarian investigation into national ongins that offers an insider's account of history.
This kind of history, concentrating, as it does, on etymologies, customs of dress, food
production, and the details of communal life generally, records the community moving
through time fiom the perspective of dwetling together, and articulates an M

c

nationalism that tends to be insular and exclusionary. The View, caught up with and
between these two foms of history, signals Spenser's experience as a resident a h .
Profoundly mixed messages emerge h m the interactive clash between these two

kinds of w ~ t i n gon nationalism. In tracing these mixed messages and the genres that give
rise to hem, 1 see the View as straddling the core values of different culhiral domains or

fields. This crossover, and this apprehension of two cultural and political fields, merges
despite the cal1 for a war of annihilation. This deepa debate, stimed by Spenser's
moment of cultural contact as a resident alien in Ireland, points to Spenser's apprehension

of cultural and political difference, and to a sense that the meaning of the confiict in hand
is not exhausted by the idea of a struggie between right govenunent and anarchyD6
NRther of these two foms of history-the antiquarian investigation into national
ongins and the travel relation describing European state systems-is pure; there is a
certain arnount of overlap in the matter and manner of these accounts. Moreover, both

genres articulate nationalisms that are focused on a specifically early modem concept of
civility. This civility, as 1 shall go on to show, is dways measured in terrns of increase,
profit and improvernent. Spenser's text exploits this overlap, but in doing so is aiso
caught between the opposed nationalisms created by these two types of history. The
traveiler's diagnostic account of the polity and its compt constitutionai stmctures
promotes the systematic conquest of Ireland in Spenser's treatise. This conquest is
authorized by civility. The traveller's, or outsider's, relation is supporteci, but also
intempted, by an insider's perspective on the Irish polity afforded by the View's
antiquarian focus on Irish institutions. It is this insida's account of the nation that

articulates an ethnic, Irish nationalism, complicating the View's political picture.

This is not to Say that I am arguing for a specifically preGaelic position on
Spenser's part in the W .Spenser's colonial situation was highly conflicted, but his
lrish sympathies were probably stnctly Iimited in the political sense.' The articulation of

an ethnic Irish nationalism in the Viea may well be inadverient, a by-product of the
work's antiquarian interesîs and Spenser's experience of cultural contact. What 1am

proposing is that the View, as an occasional piece prompteci by fear and loathing of the
Irish uprising, is a text caught up in the intersection between two contempomy kinds of
writing on nationalism. The mixed messages thus produced appear to undermine the
V i a v ' s cal1 for a war of annihilation, and to suggest a pro-Gaelic Irish position for

Spenser. These mixed messages may be linked to Spenser's response to the temile
impact of colonization on Irish culture-an impact powerfùlly registered in the bardic
poetry Spenser had read-mher than by any political sympathy for Irish sovereignty, as

such. Any expression of sympathy for an Irish nationalism, as opposed to Irish culture, is
unlikely to be deliberate on Spenser's part; it is more likely to be a consequence of the
focus on civility that these different forms of writing on history and nationalism share.
Spenser's îraveller and speaker in the View, lrenius, in the course of offering his
outsider's diagnostic account of the corrupt condition of Ireland's institutions as
justificsiiun for sûnquest, endorses a specificdly ouly modem ide3 of civility thst is

always measured in t m s of adding value to naturally provided resources. Such civility,
as 1 will go on to show in detail, is comected to an aggressive political dynamic. This
civility, of course, is often the moral mask that reinvents a political policy of aggression

as a moral, even spiritual, phenornenon. Irenius' travel relation supports an expansionist,
ciMc nationalim for England. Antiquarian narratives afso evince an emphasis on civility
that authonzes an aggressive political dynamic. The ethnic nationaiism articulated by
these narratives, however, tends to be insular and exclusionary. Spenser's focus on

civility, as conducive to English rule by the sword in Ireland, and his deployment of two
types of history that privilege this value, produces, probably unintentionally, a counter-

narrative of ethnic nationaiism in the Viau.

In tracing these rnixed messages about nationdism in Spenser's View and
desaibing the kinds of wn'ting that produce them, 1 examine their relationship to the
different versions of agency that 1 have ~ g g e s t e dare irnagined and constructeci through
the ideas and functions of travel and dwelling. 1 suggest that the two styles o f history
informing the V i a v are symptomatic of Spenser's experience in Ireland of a radically
different society. This different social structure and culturai cosmos emerge in the View

as founded on ideas of dominium. or authonty over property, that are foreign to English
society. Spenser's experience as a resident alien provided him with a framework of
cultural difference and an apprehension of two versions of political and social agency.
The View fathoms this conflicted experience and cultural debate even as it calls for a war
of annihilation, a war that would make a famine where abundance lies.

The View opens with the issue of waste. "1 wonder," says Eudoxus, that "so
goodlie and Comodious a soyle as yee reporte" be not tumed to good use, and "that
salvage nacion" be not brought to 'bbettergoverment and Cyvilityè' (43).' Why is the
vaiuabIe but curseâ reatm of Ireland untamect? How cornes it that Idand's rich soit fies
unbroken, and her treasure unearthed? Why does Ireland still lack civic values and the
benefits of English statehood? How is it that this jewel lies in the dust, and a rude,
contending rebel nation thrives, unemasculated? Where is the machinery of state poweï
that should drive its tentacles deep down into the soil, into the core of the people's life?

Why no penetration of society by the state, why no colonization? These unspoken

questions cluster about Eudoxus' opening remarks in the View. and they al1 relate to the
issue of dominium, or authority over the disposal of property.
Tenure, or dominium. over property has long been regarded in the West as the
basis for civil society and the rule of law, because ideas of ownership offer a foundation
for agreement with respect to a system of justice. Foms of tenure have also been
regarded as providing a basis for consensus as to how a comrnunity may share resources
to its ad~anta~e.9
Tom Bethe11 (1W8), reiterating these claims in the course of arguing

the case for private rather than communal ownership, sees property and modes of tmure
as the foundation for al1 cultural d~rnains.'~
Eudoxus' complaint about the waste of
resources in Ireland induces anxiety about Engimd's tenure of Ireland. His query invites
lrenius to comment on Ireland's colonial statu from a culhird prspective, in which
English ownership of Ireland is tied to utility.
Eudoxus' opening remarks require Irenius tv comment on the itatus of Ireland as

a possession in relation to a form of tenure that depends on adding value to abundant,
naturally provided resources. Rich black soi1 is for tilling, like the minds and bodies of a
"salvage nacion" are for shaping and controlling, so that a moral directive for Ireland,
tending to the greater good of the commonwealth, may justify English sovereignty
there." The kind of tenure Eudoxus appears to advocate here depends on usbgthe soi1

and the people for production.
This link between tenure and use, as John H. Elliot (Armitage, 1998) has noted,
also rationalized Spanish and British possessions in the New ~ o r l dl2. "Indian concepts
of property related not to the land, but to what was on the land at different seasons of the
year," he says, and adds that British settlers "occupied land which in their eyes, but not in

Indian eyes, was being left shamefully unused' (148). Ireland's clan-like, or tribal, forms

of social organization, and the nornadic life of the people, depended on insecure systems
of tenure. A communal system of tenure, in which naturally provided goods were held in
cornmon, supported a way of life built around the tending of herds. Limited tenancies, in
which land was hef d from a landlord for no longer tban a year, also encouraged a
nomadic and tumultuous life.
For Ireland to continue thus cornes across in Eudoxus' opening remarks as a
wastefùl and potentially harmful misuse of resources. To let such valuable resources
stand idle, not to employ what invites use, is to hoard, and to hoard is to live in fear of
predaton, which is to live low, dull and brutish. I n d d , England's lack of moral purpose
in Ireland, apparent in the shameful abandonment of such rich resources to idleness,
invites invasion. n i u s Irenius alludes to "the dailye daunger" of Spanish invasion.

But Ireland is dso faerylmd, a rnythic place, where the earth is rpared the cume
of work. For Spenser to figure Ireland as faeryland, as most modem cornmentators on
the Faerie Queene insist is the case, the way of life mud have claimed him in some way.
Willy MaIey ( 1997) has said that Ireland had an "'an intense1y personal effect"on the p e t

(89). Perhaps it had filched his hart and mind, like a Siren's song, or maybe it

beckoned, Mce the fair country of Phaeacians, as a hamm of rest. Bnt Spenserwas not
quite the humanist traveller, a Ulysses, reading mamers and men on his way back home,
and a return to power.

'

Spenser discovered power abroad, and this was how ireland

claimed him.

Ireland, was, in effect, an alternative court that had srniled on Spenser. Spenser
gained land and position there, as did other able men who flocked to Ireland,

disappointed in finding patronage at Elizabeth's court. What Spenser needed to maintain

his position there was a public order, or state power, that was distinct fiom the whirns of
a capricious monarch and the tumults of tribal infighting and uprisings. Without a
rnilitary conquest in Ireland, as an immediate defmse against Tyrone's rebellion and as
the quickest way to efEct the radical social intervention that wnstitutes state power,

Ireland was a new home and h a v a lost to Spenser.
Liah Greenfeld (1992) and Christopher W. Moms (1 998) have pointed to the
ernergence of a public order in England, or bbdepersonalizedpolity", that was distinct

fiom the will of the rnonar~h.'~
There was no comparable public order operative in
Spenser's Ireland, no systematic intervention by the state that afforded New English
residents there some security from attack by Gaelic overlords, or defense from the caprice
of a dilatory and close-pursed Queen. Imperia1 conquest would have broken the back of
Gaelic society and cleared the way for an independent public order, or siate yower, in the
shape of an imposed law, administration and religion, to take hold. Spenser envisages
statehood for lreland coming at the expense of Gaelic power but also, less explicitly, at
the expense of the monarch's power.

Irenius' plan in the View is to stub out the traditional Gaelic way of life. His
strategy for radical social restnicturing in lreland plays to the fault lines of this way of
life. These interna1 weaknesses include chronic tribal infighting and cattle thieving, as
well as an ever-present danger of starvation nom population pressure upon undercultivated natural resources. These pmblerns tend, as Tom Bethell(1998) has pointed
out, to be inherent in societies that lack a secure system of tenure and are over-dependent
on foraging hads or naturally provided rnaterial~.'~Irenius would relieve the Irish of

their chronic social tonnent und secure the realm for statehood, civil society and the

commonwealth by breaking the Irish polity dong its own interna1 faulklines.

I t is an elegant strategy-too elegant-requiring minimal outlay and promising
large rehims that would have appealed to a close-pursed Queen. Irenius presents a
picture of a colonized Ireland as a jewel in the crown that yields money and more. Not
only does a subdued Ireland's wealth of fighting men defend England fiom "the dailye
daunger" of Spanish invasion; the colony also becomes a breadbasket for Engiand. It

becomes one of those "magazines of victells*'(1 97) that other countries have for their
security but whose "wante is muche to be Complained of in England" (1 97). Once
'plantation9*has been effected, and "al1 thinges put into a right waye, 1 doubte not but
they will run on fairelye"(l98). The Queen c m skim off profits or plow thern back in.

Either way, the project will practically run itself. Utilizing standard ploys to entice
investors to risk, Spenser's vision for statehmd in Treland is pushed in the mariner of an

under-costing projec:or's scherne. Eudoxus practically calls it so when, making a little
merry with Irenius' design, he calls it a "plon of greate reasone and mal1 difficultie

which promisethe hope of a short ende" (174).

Spenser's argument Cere-that st atehood and secure, productive ownership of
Ireland m e rapidly

mmmid mititary and financial outiay-marks him as an ttnder-

costing projector. But he was also a traveller of his age. In crafting aLbView"-a
description of state power cornmonly composed by English governon, or woul&be
govemors, abroad-Spenser bore witaess to a state system that, when in place, e f f d v e l y
limited the monarch's personai sway. In composing this travel relation he also promoted
the expansionist civic nationalism encoded in this genre. Both the promotion of state

identity and the articulation of an imperid dynamic for English nationdism would have

spoken to the immediate peril of Spenser's situation in Ireland, and to its chronic

i n s dties.
Treatises called "views" or "observations" on named European states offered
descriptions of the featum of state systerns. They were considered verifiable, and
therefore "objective", travel relations that conceived of the foreign as a political verity.

The brisk survey of stereotypical wonders and monstrosities that marked the foreign in
earlier forms of ûavel h t i n g such as wonder books, pilgrimage accounts, ami-chair
journeys like Mandevifle's Travels, and romance-inflected accounts such as The Travek
of Marco Polo. was abjured. Eyewitnessed reports on foreign states veri fied a system of
Eumpean statehood. Wondei books and pilgrimage accounts,with their very different
emphases, verified the fact of Christian belief.

The very term-'14ew'-denoted a serious, diligent, and penetrating study of
phenornena. In George Pettie's translation of The Civile Conversation of M. Steeven
Gunno (1586), viewing is associated with a slow and careful progress. Guapo chides
his interlocutor in the following marner.

Seeing you are so desin,us to rydde your selfe of this matter in
so short t h e , you doe as those whiche nuuiposte, who desirous
to go much ground, do not view, but only travers the Countries. (11, 168)'~

The ernphasis on direct observation in these accounts of state brought a new realism to
travel relations that mediated and supported a new secular vision of history and

geography. Offering easily corroborated information, these travel relations constituted,
as Denver Ewing Baughan has indicated, a form of modem history not offered at the

English universities." These relations also constituted a branch of descriptive geography
that, dong with sixteenth-century cartography, contributed to a new, human and poli tical
geography for Europe and the wor~d.'~
Such travel relations also constituted a discourse of state. In giving an account of
European political, economic and social systems that operated more or less independently
of particular mlers, these treatises justified one state to another in a field of international
relations and, in the process, elaborated state identity.19 Describing the state's
constitution, its institutions, its agricultural, manufachuing, and mining enterprises, its
toms, markets, fortresses, antiquities, curious artifacts and inventions, and oflering
comment on any or al1 of the above categories, these works ascribed statehood to a public
order that was distinct fiom the monarch's indiuidual wil!. They also ascribed statehood

to a civil society and culture that was aiways measwed in terms of the extent to which
resources were govemed in such a way as to yield a profit. In establishing noms of
condvct and of justice that were conducive to the benefit of individual commonwea.lths,
and to the commonwealth of an emerging society of nations, they also posited a moral
determination for the state that authorîzed both sovereignty and imperid expsion.

These travel relations, authored by govemors or would-be govemors looking to enhance
their knowiedge by Empean expriaice, signded the advent of the sovereign state in the
context of an emerging international community that had begun to fomalize international
relations between States? They represented state systems coexisting in an interactive,
yet competitive, political arena. Generdly, these relations dculated an inherently

expansionist civic nationalism, legitimized by the moral imperative of adding value to
naturally provided resources.

Educated young men, who aspireci to some kind of govemrnent service, could
show their mettle at home and abroad by crafting reports on the constitution of European
states. Thomas Wilson wrote a description of England called The Stute of England. Anno

Dom. 1600.~'Sir Thomas Ovehury wrote "Observations" (1609) and Robert Dallington
( 1604) wrote a "View", both on the state of France. A generation before, both Roger

Ascham and Sir Thomas Hoby composed simila.relations of their travels in Europe.
Indeed, educated men spending tirne abroad in Europe were erpected to report on the
cultural condition of the places they visited.

Thus, these reports not only identified states and justified one state to another,
they also identified the moral character of the author who traveled for the sake of his own

and his comonivcalth's profit. They rvere proof of t h e well spent in trawl, judiciously
experiencing the different modes and manners of men? They revealed the humanist
credentials of the author by indicating that he had not been idle and open to
contamination by super-subtle foreign women, over-sophisticated rnanners and fashions,
or suspect religion. They were an indication that the traveller had not been incorporated

by a foreign culture, or that foreign experience or residence had had no intensefy persond
effect.
Spenser's View conforms to the genre of socio-political description that I have
just outlined. Spenser had read The Truveiler of Jerome Turler ( 1 579, one of the earliest

books of precepts for such travel writing, before he passed it on to his niend Gabriel
Harvey, in 1578, on the eve of Harvey's proposecl trip abroad in the service of the Earl of

,

~eicester." If the trip had taken place, Harvey himself might well have composed a
"View" or a "Relation" on the state of France, for example, or Germany or some Italian
city-state, like so many other humanist kavellers did in the late sixteenth and early
seventeenth centuries. Spenser's View opens with Eudoxus, a politically interested
interlocutor, questionhg Irenius in the latter's capacity as a traveller but "latelye corne"
fiom "that Countrie of Ireland"(43).
Eudoxus cornmends Irenius on his report. Following Irenius' sumrnary of the
"inconveniences" of the Common Law in Ireland, Eudoxus says to his informant that he

has "very well handled this point ...by youe observed, and it semeth that youe have had a
mindefull regarde unto the thinges that maye Concerne the good of that realme" (75).
Eudoxus goes on to Say that, " if yee Can as well goe thoroughe with the Statute lawes of

that lande 1 will thinke youe have not loste al1 your time theare" (75). Later, after
waming irenius not to reiy tw heavily on Irish Chroniçlrs, he is moliifid by Lhc

traveller's judicious balancing of authority by experience: "1 see hearebye how profitable

travell and experience of forren nacions is to him that will applie them to good purpose"
(95). So impressed is he by this account that it "malcethe me the more to longe to see
some other of your observacions which ye have gathered out of the Counûye?' (95).
Spenser's View, Wilson's State, and other such works articulated cultivated,

authorial subjectivities. They also asaibed statehood to a particular kind of cultural

domain, wherein responsible and secure ownership is tied to utility. The idea of
statehood is not present, for example, in the title of Sir Thomas Sherley's travel relation,

Discours of the Turkes (1607-8)."

Sherley's treatise was one of those that documenteci

the habits of a race or a people rather than a state. J o a ~ e Boemus'
s
description of the

peoples of Afkica and Asia, tmslated a s The Farde2 of facioons (London, 1559, is an
earlier example of the genre. Boemus' description of the Scythians is, in fact, referred to
by Irenius in the V i m .

Sherley treats the Turks as the worst of barbarians, and argues, in effect, for "a
generrall warre made by d l Christian princes upon the Turke" (8). Lacking civility, that

is, a culture of improving and adding value, the Turks are an ungoverneci and
ungovernable ungodly multitude, spoilers, who lack statehood. Lacking statehood,

derived fiom the Latin stare, to stand, the Turks lack solidity and stability. Sherley

describes them overnmning Europe, %th a greate & disordred violens" (1) in the ninth
century, as if they were some kind of savage flood. In their present occupatim of Europe
"they ruine ail places where they cum, & the best townes they have are not half of what
they have bynne" (8). With too much land and not enough people who care to nurture it,

"thelande, houscs, & bccs doc ç u f k his tirannye as avell3s the pore people" (8).
Christian Europe, however, is described by Sherley in t m s of its fair harbours
and wtles, its mining enterprises and crops, its bustling markets and cities. In this part

of Sherley's treatise the word "state" is encountered in nearly every paragraph. Sherley

ascribes statehod to Christian cultures that improve and add value to the environment's
resources; statehood is denid the Turks,who simply flow into the spaces they find
leaving them unimproved and the worse for Wear. Sherley's Turks are like Thomas
Lodge's usurers in this respect. In Lodge's Alarum agoinrt Usurers (1 584), the ''ungodly

and unhonest"(I, 15) and "compt gaines" of usury are "the capytall emirnie of a well
ordered state" (1,39), and usuras and hoarders are "those that are no wayes profitable for
themselves," and are thus 'hot worthy the names of Qtizens in a state" (1-4 1)?

Hoarding, usury and barbarian invasions are d l foms of profitlas activity inimical to an
ideal of civil society and the state. The ideal citizen of the state in Lodge's AIumm is the

embodiment of human cultivation through willed association and civil conversation with
othns, the studious humanist, who uses his tirne profitably and eschews those activities
that lead to decline and decay.

'Thomas Wilson's relation reveals a similar bias. "w]y purpose is not to praise
this Country," says Wilson of his State of Engflond, '%ut onely to report the benefits of the

Country, which is a speciall matter to the understanding of the state thereof, which is the

end of this Treatise" ( 1 0). The cornrnodities, '%hich this Country aboundeth in and
wherewith it helpeth its neyhbours" are those that are produced, in the main, by tuming
resourcn to good use. They include: 'Sron, steele, tynli, iead, copper and al1 other kind
of minerah...leathw, cloath, salt, butter, cheese, beere, fniits and herbes of al1 kindes
wholsom and medicinable zafficL7" (1 0).

The fortunate ide of Ireland, though, remains untamed. "The soile of Ireland is
fertile and fniitfull," he says, 'bbutbadly manured" (1 1). The Irish "regard not either to
build houses or till theire ground, by which meanes it groweth marrish" (1 1). Wilson
adds that "there are also mynes of iron, lead, and copper and (as some report) gold and
silver, but little profitt is made of any by reason the people be not industrious to find them
out and work them" (1 1). In fact, Ireland issu lacking the kind of cultivation England
boasts, so much the curst and shrewish sister, that it is al1 Wilson can do to extend to it

the same carpfiil, descriptive treatment he affords Endand. Having listed the divisions of
England he says, '4 must goe on in the same method with Ireland as 1 doe with England,
being a speciall part, yett almost a halfe part, though broken and lame, of the Teretorye

and dominion which 1undertoke to describe" (1 5).
Wilson's method in descriiing Ireland thereafter is self-admittedly desultory. His
disinclination for the task indicates his dismissive view of Ireland as lacking the cultural
conditions for statehood with England. When it cornes to the dividing and numbering of
subjects he maintains, "It were too impossible to goe about to observe the methode in this

to tell how many subiects these Kingdomes containe, albeit 1 could make a reasonable
coniecture" (1 6). This is not to Say that he stoops "to rove at this matter as Botem, a
stranger, hath done who never came within 1

0 mile of these Counûyes and yett doth

take upon him to sett downe how many soules there be in this Kingdome, as he doth of

many othm, by hearesay" (1 6). Wilson will not lie by authority, as he daims Giovanni
Botcro (1544- 1617) did in his Relationi Universali (1 59 1), bui his fastidiousness does not
go any m e r than that. "In Ireland," he concludes, "1 cm-qot sûy what number of

pesons there be, but by rcport md uncntayne coniecture unsure" (1 6).

What Wilson dues allow is Ireland's "great store of beasts and porke, excellent
horses, and hawkes, fish and foule, in great aboundance, some store of sheepe bearing a
corse long wooll, whereof they make their nigges, and a great aboundance of w d ' (1 1).

But these are not seen as benefits conducive to statehood because they are not husbanded

in such a way as to promote hcrease. Later in the same treatise, speaking of laws that
fa11 to the monarch's prerogative, Wilson points to policies elsewhere that benefit the
state, such as "divers streight Lawes for the mayntainance of Tillage Uiroughout the land,
which otherwise would be converted to sheepe pasture" (38). Tillage "increseth men for
defence where as by sheepe pasture a whole country may be kept by 2 or3 shepheards
without more men" (38).26 Increase, or profit, is the yardstick for civil culture and

statehd. Sirnilady "Lawes for the preservacion of fishinge and keeping of 3 dayes in

the weeke in eating fish" entail tbat by this "sparing of fleshe the sayd 3 daies flesh may
also abound asmuch" (38). By eating fish, stocks of flesh increase, and by tilling the soi1
the reserve of potential soldiers grows.

Wilson seerns to be suggestuig here an association behveen war, the economy and

the state. An economy devoted to adding value to resources, the efficient production of
collective goods, and unlimiteci increase, is linked to the production of soldiers and the
emergence of the state's moaopoly of legitirnate violence. This potential for war may
extend to hostile designs on the territory of othen. War is, in effect, as Christopher
Moms (1998) has suggested, ''the great state-building activity" (1 5). Spenser's call to
arms in the View is a plea for immediate succor, but it is also a call fer statehood

The link between war and the economy is made explicit later in Wilson's treatise.
As well as lm rcquiing the e3ting offish, there are also restrictions on huying fish from

foreign fishennen. This allows, amongst other things, for the "encrease of fishemim,
which may afker, if occasion serve, be imployed in the Queenes ships in time of wa?'
(40). One thing leads to another, and this profusion of sailors hiels a policy of aggression
by the Prince. Wilson refers to a policy of desiring '?O continue in wmes with Spayne,

and Enmity with some other Counüyes," becanse of "havebg so great store of shipping

mariners and force by sea which othenvise would ly idle and decay" (40). "p]y this in
robbing and takeing purchase by sea they doe greately enrich the Queen, the Admira11

and themselves...and also doe thereby encrease both in ski11 and in number" ((40). "It is
incredible," he says, "what treasure hath b e n brought into England by prize and fiom the
lndyes with in this 12 or 16 yeares'' (40).

Wilson ascribes statehood to an economy that assumes men exist for production,
not production for men. States, therefore, are invented or achieved; they are not bom.
An economy that trusts to the unimproved blessings of the earth for the satisfaction of

basic needs does not appear to offer the cultural conditions for statehood in Wilson's

tract. Dwelling in copious sufficiency, without making more of it, is not regarded as a
determining strategy for statehood.
Spenser's "saivage" Irish, dwelling in an undeveloped landscape, at home in the
forests, block Ireland's assimilation into England's civic nation state by resisting the
construction of statehood. Without productive ownership, England's tenure of the colony
is implicitly called into question. Irenius' reads the f d u r e of statehgod in Ireland as a
rejection of Rvility, civic values and cultural advance through willed association, and
therefore, according to his imperhl logic, as evidence of Irish depravity?' This failure of
civil conversation and of statehood, not counting the insecurity tif teniire it points to, has
led to a lowliness, a barbarism, that appears to justify strong measures for the good of the
Irish themselves. In order that the Irish may rise fiom the primitive f o m of life afforded
by a subsistence culture and pmgress to the moral life associateci with the developed

cornmunity of the state, Irenius counsels Elizabeth to stop pouring good money and men
afier bad. Since the generous and extravagant poticy of accommodation has so pointedty
and repeatedly f ~ l e dand
, the option of i g n o ~ g
the problem is unacceptable, then some

radical reversal is in order. He is quite explicit on this: "[Slithens we Cannot now applie

Lawes fitt to the people as in the firste institution of Cornon wealthes it oughk to be we
will applie the people and fitt them to the laws" (199). By pressing for rnilitary
intervention and an absolutist policy as the nght system and effkctive physic for a

properly thnving sofiety in Ireland, he also appeals to her vanity as a ruler. Paradoxical
as it may seem, the adoption of absolutism and rnilitary coercion in Ireland would hirn

her from the mistress of unnily, slavish barbarians into a numinng d e r and a wise
physician, concerned with the good of her subjects.
Eudoxus' opening remah, then, establish increase or profit as the yardstick for
avil culture and statehood. These rmarks cal1 into question Ireland's colonial status and
invite Irenius to expatiate on why Ireland's resources have been lefi to languish. This is,
of course, a difficult issue for Irenius to address without launchhg into an account of
English mismanagement that would immediately alienate those whom Spenser sou& t to
influence. Irenius responds to Eudoxus' opening sally with a fatalistic conception of
social development. He refers to "the fatal1 destinie o f th2! Lande" that bblcks the many
"good plottes" and "Wise Counsells" that have been put fonvard for the "reformacion of
that rcalmc" (43). He offers up the hoay old idea, older thrn Taciîus and Seneca who

both espoused it, as old as the story of the flood and the tower of Babel, that
governments, commonwealths and peoples have their revolutions and fatal periods.
Typically it was the burden of sin that caused these revolutions. Typically too, those sins
that could not be cured by persuasion were cut back by the power of the sword, with the
r e d t that one regime was foundeâ on the mhs of anotfier.

Eudoxus dismisses this old-fashioned view of the ethicd signifieance of events.

Irenius' reference to a belief in the inevitability of things suggests a systern of unalterable
pmcess in which men cannot arbitrarily interfere. According to Eudoxus, to believe in
the determinism of events thus is to b i t , unnecessarily, the remedies at one's disposal
and to fdl into political apathy or desperation. Why kill the "diseased patient dead"

rather than "Applye the beste endevours of his ski11 for his recoverye"? (44). Eudoxus

would rather trust to the unsound application of the plots and counsels so far conceived,
than that men could do nothing to break this cycle of events. He is al1 for the patient
investigation of ongins, for h d i n g out how things started and stood before they tumed
bad, su that a restitution of decayed cultural health can be effected. Irenius, though, is al1
for piling up abuses, for sparking anger, to provoke a war of annihilation. Each impulse
artfully fiels the other, so that Spenser c m make the case for radical, military
intervention without appearing to sacrifice too much loyalty to Elizabeth's habitua1
policy of accommodation.
Spenser plays one interlocutor off against the other. Already the lines are drawn
between Eudoxus, who argues the claims of justice, and Irenius, who pursues expediency
and advantage in the name of public security. Irenius' talk of crisis, of brewing rebellion,
of enemies that could step to England h m Irish sh~res,of a veritable Pandora's box of

teeming evils, creates a need for expediency, for screwing up one's courage to the
sticking place, and grasping a radical, new cureal1 involving death. He is of that school
of physicians who believe, with Thomas Lodge, a physician in truth, that "the sharper the
medycine the better it

Eudoxus, though, would ponder the case, rehearse the

sympfoms in orderly fashion, play the wise physician, and note the course of the disease
before commencing the cure. His probing inquiries s e n e to support Irenius' drastic
remedy, but they also maintain a semblance of a concem with human rights, or naîural

justice, as it was called in eariy modem temis. Irenius' talk of public security, and his
emphasis on civil justice-which, as Malcolm Schofied (1999) has noted, pertains to the
question of legality in a pariicular, given situation and society-evenhially override the

universal issue of nahiral justice2' Eudoxus' concerns, however, enable Spenser to
fashion an authonal ethos more acceptable to the Queen as the dialogue unfolds.
In these early encounters, Irenius and Eudoxus take up rival positions as to the
best way to achieve civil communion and avoid

Irenius is for public security

and peace, and Eudoxus is for public equity, or justice. Irenius insists upon a crisis, a
crisis that dernands ingenuity, innovation, courage and resolution. Eudoxus looks to the
common law, "ordeyneci for the good and safety of di"(49, as the means to ratore the
body politic to health. Irenius' response to this is that "it falleth out in Lawes no
otherwise than it dothe in Phisicke...insteade of good it worketh hmte" (46). Irenius
argues for "the inconveniaunce and unfittnes which I suppose to be in the lawes of the

Lande" (60). Irish Brehon law and the practice of elective inheritance known as tanistry
subvert English title and the effeîtive operation of English common law there. The
uneasy mix leads to civil injustice and Inss o f advmtrge to the Queen. lrenius submits

that "theare are more attainted Landes concealed fkom her maiestie then shee now hathe
possessions in al1 Irelande" (67). She loses revenue thus, and also loyal subjects who
otherwise, 'hiighte be assured to her as those landes would yealde Inhabitaunce and
livinge unto" (67).

Irenius g o a on to provide yet more exampies that point up the defeciive operation
of English Common law in Ireland. Trial by jury becornes a travesty when the Irish
fkeholders who make up that jury "make no more scruple to passe againste the
hglishrnan or the Quene though it be to straine their oathes then to drinke milke
unstrained" (66). When it cornes to witnesses ''the base Irishe people" care Iittle about

perjuring themselves because "theire Lordes maye Compell them to saie mye thingP'

(68). Nor can receivers o f stolen goods be prosecuted because the thief, whu must be

brought to trial before the case against the accessory can proceed, is either hiding out in
the woods, or a dead rebel. Thus "Theves are greatlye encourageci to steale and theire
rnaynteiners ernboldened to receave theare stealthes knowinge how hardely they Cane be
broughte to mye trial1 of lawe" (70). The crime of treason too has lost its sting. "[Wlhen
one of them mindeth to goe into rebellion he will Convaye awaye al1 his Landes and

Lordeshipps to feffees in miste wheareby," says Irenius, "he reserveth to himselfe but a
state for terne of liffe which beinge determined either by the sworde or by the halter
theire Lande streight Corneth to theire heire and the Quene is dehuded" (7 1).
When Eudoxus suggests that such defective operation of the cornrnon Iaw may be
rectified by its yet stricter application, Irenius is dismissive. His point is that the
application of law in general has failed to achieve statehood in Ireland. Having nui
through ways in which Cornmon law has failed in Ireland, and the ills that this failure has
led to, Irenius does the same with regard to the Statute laws of that land. He goes on to

show the ham that ensues from stahites that, once upon a tirne, "weare verye nedefull"
yet now "'are Cleane antiquated and alltogeather idle" (75). His argument, in both cases,
is that these systems are not working in Ireland now, whatwer their efficacy in another

time or place. "[L]lawes oughte to be fashioned unto the manners and Condicion of the
people to whom they are mente," says irenius categorically, "and not to be imposed
accordinge to the simple rule of nghte for then a s 1 saie insteade of good they maie worke
ill, and perverte iustice to extreame uniustice" (54). These Statute laws have fiiiled to
progress with tirne and example and the changing nature of the population of IreIand

itself The Irish are locked into a past that contaminates the present. Before state power

can take mot in Ireland, the weeds that choke it have to be identifid and cut out.
Having describeci how the laws, both cornmon and statute, have failed to thrive,
lrenius goes on to describe how custom, too, has gone to seed. It appears that the Irish

.

fight like Sherley's Turks,'breakinge forthe like a sodaine Tempest" (59), mhing d o m
fiom the mountains, wasting al1 in their path, scouring the land of buildings and people.

They fight like the Goths, the Huns, the Vandals and the Scyhans too, who, according to
Irenius, storm territory "iike a mountaine floudd," washing away and drowning "what
ever relickes theare weare lefte of the land bred people" (9 1). They live like they fi&

"pasturinge uppon the mountaine and waste wilde places and removing still to fieshe
lande as they have depastured the fornef' (97). According to an authority on barbarian

peoples, Joannes Boemus, the Irish live like "the Tartarians and the people aboute the
Cospian sea which are naturallie Scithians," for they al1 live in and with herds, "drivinge

theire Cattell Continuallye with them and fedinge onely on theire milke and white
rneates" (98). The Irish also dress like Scythians in "the wearinge of mantells and long
glibbes which is a thicke Curled bushe of haire hanginge downe over theire eyes" (99).
They rnoum like Scythiws (1 OS), sacrifice (1 07),swear ( 109) and turn werewolf like
Scythians (1 09). The list of communal praaices and routines that bind the Irish nation
continues. Irenius concfudes that there are "manie suche Customes 1 Could recounte unto
youe as of theire olde marner of marryinge of buryinge of dauncinge of singinge of
feastinge of Cursinge," that '%y resemblaunce wheareof it might plainelye appeare to
youe that the nacions are the sarne" (1 09).
It is not, as both Eudoxus and 1-us

consistently point out, that !ciese customs

are intrinàcally bad practices. Transhumance, for exarnpIe, is "very behoofuli in this

Countrye of Irleande wheare theare are greate mountaines and waste desertes fuii of

grasse that the same shoulde be eaten downe and norishe manye thowsandes of Cattell"
(98). The mantle is both necessary and "Comrnodious" for it serves "in steadeof

howsinge beddinge and Cloathinge" (1 00). Irenius does not deny the courage shown by
Scythian and Spanish fighting men. Nor does he condemn the practice of p e t s singing
the praises of worthy men at feasts and gatherings. His point, afler allowing that the Irish
ride well, fight bravely and compose verse "sprinkfed with some prettie flowers" (127), is
that such customs havefuiled to move with the times. They have failed to develop

through imitation of superior Engiish models, they have failed to change and adapt with
respect to incoming populations, and thus these antiquated customs have poisoned
attempts at fashioning the developed community associated with statehood. Irish
practices and skills, passed down through generations, have not pmgressed through
contact with other, more advanced, cultures. These unreformed practices constiîute a
canker, a deep m i n g sore in the body politic that has ied to abuses, inconvenience and
the infection of previously sound members. 1f"such Custornes as the lrishe have derived
from the firste olde nacions which inhabited that Lande"(l13) have proved so resistant to

reform, they must be cut out before healthy statehood can be achieved. When the " g d

use" of ancient custom "is now tumed to abuse" (129), the time has corne to purge them
clean away.

In terms of Iaw and custom the Irish have failed to benefit tiorn civil conversation
with the English. Moreover, the ''Civil1 fashions" of the descendants of the Angle

Noman settlers known in the 1590's as the 'olde English" have also failed, and failed

spectacularly, to withstand the culhnal risks of contact with the Gaelic Irish. Irenius tells

Eudoxus that "the€hiefest abuses whkh are now in thet realme are growen fiom the
Englishe," who "are now much more Lawles and Licentious then the verie wilde [nshe"
(1 13). These old English are, in tnith, those forlorn and unfortunate baveIlers, who have

taken up with foreign habits and customs, gone to seed, and lost themselva to "theire
firste natures" (1 14). "Soe muche," says Irenius, "Can libertie and il1 example doe"
(1 14). But more than this they have grown "insolente and bente bothe that regall

Aucthontye And allsoe theire pnvate powers one against another to the utta subversion
of thernselves and strengtheningeof the Irishe againe" ( 1 14). Yet worse, having dropped
their English names and their native tongue, they have s h o w themselves umahual sons
by taking up arms against "theire owne naturall Contries as that they woulde be ashamed

of her narne and bite at the dug fiom which they sucked liffe" (1 16). The contamination
of the old English has led to the infection raging with even greater virulence.
Trenius concludes his account of custom in Ireland by acknowledging that many
more abuses of custom exist in private practice, 'infinite manye more," but that what he
has offered thus far "are moste generall and tendinge to the hune of the Comon weaithe"
( 136).

This failure of custom to advance, and the h m that cornes to the cornmonweaith

from such autism, constitute the value of Irenius' on-the-spot observations as a travellet.
Eudoxus already knows a lot about the antiquarian material and method Irenius has
introduced to their discussion. As an antiquarian enthusiast, Eudoxus knows enough to
be able to corroborate or evaluate the value of the etymologies, geneaologies, histories

and practices Irenius has brought to bear on his subject. He does just that on nmerous

occasions. Irenius himself acknowledges that "theare be manye greate auctorityes 1
assure youe to prove the same" (1 3 1). Eudoxus evaluates Irenius' historical appmach,

but he cm say noêhing about Irenius' fi&-hand absemations of law and custom gone bad
in Ireland. This is the news that Irenius bnngs, as a traveller, to the dialogue.
irenius uses the cultural memory activated by antiquarian researches to prove his

. point. The primal, Scythian nature of Irish Society renders it autistic, and inimical to
reform. Irenius' thnist is to employ antiquarian research to show how Iaw, custom and
religion havefailed to achieve more perfect forms in Ireland, despite the example of

England and the English. Irenius' contribution to knowledge here is not so much the
intelligence he bears about Ireland's cultural Mstory, but rather it is his news of Ireland's
present, unrefomed condition-represented as an incurable cultural infection within the

body politic-that justifies his relation."
Eudoxus is finally persuaded by Irenius' report. He acknowledges 'What evill
Comethe theareby to the Common wealthe" ( 134) fiom this eihnic thom in Albion's flesh

and consents to Irenius' lead. Irenius pushes his victory home by off&ng a similar
account of an unrefomed religion. As Catholics, the Irish are not Pagan, but they are still
diseased. "1 doe not blame the Christeninge of them" (1 37)' he says, notwithstanding
they are al1 Papists, but "the sinne or ignoraunce of the Priestes shall not excuse the
people" (138). His purpose with regard to religion, as with custom and law, "is to laye
open the generall evills of that realme which do hinder the good reformacion theareof'
(142). The failure of religion to reform in Ireland is one more telling symptom of "the

wretchednes of that fatal1 kingedome" (145).
Followiog his remrd of failures and abuses in religion, Irenius waxes bold and
accuses the Queen's own captains and govemors, "speciallye imployed to make peace
thoroughe stronge execusion of warr," of prolonging the troubles there, "or feare leste

afterwardethey sboulde nede ymploymd' (143). tLis hart bleeds "to see her maiestie

so abused by some whom they put in speciall truste of those greate affaires" (143).
"W)ith greate hartes griefe and inwarde trouble of minde," he sees the Queen defiauded.
Irenius' cure for "al1 the abuses and inconveniences of that governrnente which
was our firste parte" (1 46) is more govemment. Such govemment must be perilously

different, indeed, to prove the rest wanting, and it must " b e with the strength of a greate
power" (147). Eudoxus is obtuse; he would continue "with makinge of good lawes and

establishinge of newe statutes with sharpe penalties and punishmentes for arnendinge of
d l that is presentlye amisse" (147). "[I]novacion is perillous," he counten, "in so muche
as thoughe it be meante for the better yeat soe manye accidentes and fearefull eventes

maye Come behvene as that it maye hazzarde the losse of the wholle" (147). Irenius
pleads urgency; even as they speak, troubles breed in Irelaiüs every pore; the risen

population's ear is cocked for the signal to stir. Indeed, "1 thinke the worde be dreadie
given and theare wantethe nothinge but oportunitye" (147). Having brought Eudoxus to
the question of how to effect change, Irenius' answer is curt: "Even by the sworde*'. This

does not mean, lrenius hastens to add, killing the patient. It does not entail "The Cuttinge

of al1 that nacion with the sworde," but the "Cuttinge of d l those evills which i before
blamed" (148). Minimizing death, irenius' cure brings life more perfect. What Lady
Macbeth might cal1 "the omarnent of li fe" (1. 7.42).
Yet, if we should fail? Eudoxus fie& over such "harde Councell", for it may end

with "the Quenes treasure spente her people wasted the pore Countrie trobled and the
enemye nevertheles broughte into no more subiction than he was " (149). Irenius'
contorted answer is a dedaration of certain success packed with negatives: "the

Certeintye of the effecte hearof shalbeso infdlible as thatno reasone c m gainsaye it"
(1 49). Practical details and difficultia remain. How much, how long, how many men,

how and where they are to be deployed, how they are to be clothed and fed, and how
exactly they are to engage with the enemy are the matter of Irenius' discourse now.

Irenius promises a quick end to an efficient military enterprise in which none of
the Irish should "fa11 by the sworde nor be slaine by the soldioui" ( 158). Irenius explains
how the irish would slay thernselveç. Prevented fiom tending their herds, "they woulde
quicklye Consume themselves and devour one anothef' (1 58). He knows because he has
seen it done before, in Munster. Irenius' description of the suffenng there has been often
quoted. It offers a view, an eyewitness account, which proves the stntegy's
eflectiveness. It is also, in its passion, his "1 have giveri suck" speech, proof of native
tendemess overcome when the work of the world is at stake.
Ruining herds, though, is like poisoning the water-not much of a famous victow.
Spenser knows this. It is a military policy that requires M e ski11 and less courage.
Making a famine where abundance lies is not hard when the foe makes "no spare of mie
thinge" but lives on "spoil" ( 158). Famine is almost a natural consequence of a culture in
which private ownership is insecure. It happened time and time again in British Arnerica,
until a system of private tenure prwailed. Irenius represents this course as the wise and
the resolute thing to do. The "necessityeof that present state of ihings," says Irenius,

forces such a "%harpecourse" now, as it did in Lord Grey's time. Not bloody and cruel,
but swift and sure, it offers a final solution to ireland's troubled2

Mercy is weakness. Nor is "the Arch-Rebell himselfe...the Earle of Tyrone" nor
any of the Irish rebel leaders to be spared or countenanced. To do so, as Irenius proves

by offering case dudies from the pst, is to perpetuate the d c t , Just as Tumus, in
submission, is cut down by Aeneas' sword, so are these Irish and their foreign
confederates to be resolutely "cutt of:' however abject their surrender might be.
lrenius goes on to explain the shortest way to statehood. The rebel Irish are to be
so harried ''that he shall never rest at home nor stm forthe abroade but he shalbe had"
(174). "[qhe governement and Cheife magistracie 1 wishe to Continewe as it doethe"
(228), but the Lord Deputy's authority is to be "Inore ample and absolute then it is and

that he shoulde have uncomptrolled power to doe anie thinge9*(229). Irenius' plan is to
put the garrisons in place and to maintain them directly upon 'the Rent of that Countrie"
rather than through 'paye at her [Majesty's] pleasure" (1 8 1!. This military govemrnent is
to follow a strategy that has become legendary in the history of British imperialism: they

are to employ a policy of divide and nile. Irenius explains how this works. Irish outlaws
who give themselves in rather than face starvation are first gathered, then scattered across

the land as tenants to English-owned estates. They are "dispersecl wide from theire
Acquaintances and scattered fan abroad thorough all the Countrye9*(1 79). By breaking
up their dwelling "alltogeather by theire septes and severall nacions*' conspiracies are

broken. Then, by offenng them land to occupy and work as tenants they "shall become
good subjects to labour" (1 78), as well as to the Queen. Thus, in Eudoxus' incredulous

words, is the ''lande theareby so strengthened that it shalle neither feue mye forrein
invacion nor practize wbich the Irishe shall ever attempte" (1 77). Thomas Wilson said
the same in his The State of England: the planting of warlike men as husbands to the soi1

brings forth an increase of soldiers for the country's defense. Breaking the social fabnc
of the rebels by the sword, privatizing property, adding value to resources, building for

pubks

ed*
,

dl these faetom reinkrceeacb o h tu secure Ireluid for

Bntain by establishing statehood. A traditional way of life is to be infiltrated and broken
up by the operation of date machinery. Thus statehood functions as a mode of
colonization.

But before this can happen there is the problem of the old English, and the
rebelliously independent, quasi-Irish feudal aristocracy that they have turned into, to be

dealt with. Irenius would first investigate how those noblemen, who received "those
great Seigniories and Lordeshipps" fiom the king "at the firste Conquest of that Realme"
(206) have abused their liberty. He wants a "Comission graunted forthe under the greate
Seale" (207),that will appoint p a o n s of "speciall truste and iudgement to enquire
thoroughe out al1 Irelande" to find out "how everye man houldethe his landes" (208).
Irenius is not shy about naming the abusa that will be uncovered thus. They would soon
see 'iwhat seigniories they usurpe what wardshippes they take from the Quene what

Landes of hers they Conceale" (208). They would also discover "howe those lrishe
Captaines of Counhies have encroched uppon the Quenes fkeholders and Tenantes" and
'%ow they have translated the Tenures of them from Englishe houldinge unto Irishe

Tanisbye" (208). Al1 would be reveded about those "greate men which had suche

grauntes made them at first by the KUlges of England," for the purpose of keeping out the
Irish and defending "the kinges righte and his subiects," who now 'Robb and spoile

them" by taking up with Irish ways, Irish tenants and Irish wives "Combyninge with
them againste the Quene"(209).
Irenius' solution to the problem is not to withdraw lands and titla, he says, but to

fashon the Queen as presiding head of state there. He would "reduce thinges into order

of Englishe Lawe and make hem boulde theire Landes of ha" (208). Furth-o~e,

he

would prevent such abuses f?om happening again by rehinllng to Saxon forms of social
organization, whereby the people are "withdrawne fiom theire Lordes and subiected to
the prince" (2 14).

In fact, a renaissance of Saxon ways generally offers a conversion model for
social reproduction that is predicated on cultivating and adding value to nanvally
provided resources. Richard Verstegen's investigation into Bntain's Saxon's heritage in
A Restitution of Decayed Intelligence (1605) is illuminating h e ~ e Verstegen
.~~
says of the
Saxon's "ancient condition & manner of lyf' that they were "a people very active and

indus~ous,uttcrly detesting idleness & sloth" (55). This is exactly the Kind of attitude
Irenius thinks the Irish need to adopt. In good humankt fûshion, Irenius links their low
condition, time and time again, to "lewd libertie" and idleness. "[Bleinge (as theye al1
be)," he says, "broughte up idlye without awe of parentes without preceptes of masters

without feare of offence not beinge directed nor ymployed in mye Course of life," they

"wiwil easelye be drawen to followe suche, as mye shall set before them" (1 26). This
includes Iying pets, 'Wme Bardes and rymers" who will praise and encourage hem io
"lewde deds" for "a share of a stollen Cowe" (1 26).
Verstegen says that Saxon children "wae comody nursed by their own mothers,

and it was accompted a great shame for a mother to put her chyld fmrth to nurse, uniesse
it were upon some necessitie" (57). Funhermore they "sufEed not thm landes to

descend to the eldest sonne oniy, but unto dl their male children...which is asmuch to
Say, as give each chyld his part$ (57). Irenius criticizes the practices of fostering out
children and the use of Irish wet nurses. He also fïnds fault with the custom that younger

sons are lefi to fend for themselves What is more, he is aU for giving each child his part
in terms of a ûade or an education, so that they will not grow up abandoned to idleness.
He would enforce an existing statute in Ireland ïvbich Comaundeth that al1 the sonns of
.

husbandmen shalbe trained up in theire fathers Trade" (2 17). He would also have it that
"everye parishe shoulde be forced to kepe one pettie schollmastet' and every county or
'baronye shoulde kepe another able Scholemaster ...to whom they shoulde be Compelled
to sende theire youthe to be disciplined" (2 18).
These good humanist princip l a of s e l f 4tivation and the crafted child add value

to the natural child. "But learninge and bringinge up in liberall sciences will not Corne of
itselfe," lrenius says, it must be carefully worked and appIied to the child in question.
Irenius would colonize Irish minds with structures from hunmist and Saxon culhue.
Similarly, he would control their bodies by removing thern fiom the idle life and
internecine sûife associated with cade and pastoral society, by ptanting thern across
Ireland as husbands and soldiers of the state.
Without the cultivation of natural resources, without trades and indu-,

without

"husbandrye labor," ''theare is no Comon wealthe cane allmoste Consiste or at leaste be
perfecte" (2 16). Irenius and Thomas Wilson are in agreement on that score. Both

Wilson and Irenius are also opposed to "pasturadge". Wilson's objection was that "a
whole country may be kept by 2 or 3 shepheards without more men" (38). Irenius does
'hot meane to allowe m y e of those able bodies which are able to use bodelye labour to
followe a fewe Cowes grazinge" (217). "F]or this kepinge of Cowes is of it selfe a verye
idle liffe and a fia nuFserye for a thiefe" (217). Irenius would have it that any man who
keeps twenty cows should also "kepe a ploughe goinge" (21 7). Loiterers and idle

wanderers upon the land are to be whipped or pimished, even unto death. Towns, wtles

and bridges are to be built. Churches are to be repaired and market privileges granted.
Ireland is to be tamed and a new human geography is to be installed. Once in place the

-

new order, "mighte aftenvardes be verye easelye kepte and mayntayned' and should %I
shorte space yeald A plentifull revenewe to the Crowne of Engfand which now doethe
bothe sucke and Consume the treasure" (227-8).

Thomas Wilson's unredeerned IreIand is also a drain on the state's resources, a
drain that threatens the Engl ish state's aggressive and expansionist chic nationalism.
After listing the Queen's expenses, Wilson concludes that 'Yhe greatest of al1 is this 1 s t
warr with Ireland, whereof the Establishment of the money which the Queen payes yeerly
for the maytenance thereof is as follows" (33), and he tells out surns that add up to nearly
three hundred thousand pounds. ''This charge," he says, "if it should continue, would
soone make her a p o r e Prince and a miserable Country" (33).
There is something about Ireland that is inimical to ~ n ~ l a n d .Irenius,
'~
pondering
her troubles, wonders if God "reserveth her in this unquiet state still, for some secrete

skourge, which shall by h a Corne unto Englande" (44). Eudoxus refers to those who

wish "the utter ruine of that which they Cannot redresse" and wouId that "ail that Lande
weare a sea poole" (44).35 Later h e notes the "infinite" and "huge Chardges" incwed
with regard to Ireland. " [ m e Quenes trwsure spente her people wasted the pore

Countne trobled," (149) al1 to no avail; Ireland is bleeding England dry.
Irenius' stated aim is '?O settle an etemall peace in that Contrie and allsoe to

make it verie profitable to her majestie" (1 97). There is only one way for this to happen.
It "must be broughte in by a stronge hande and so Continewed till it run into a stedfeste

Cotwe of government" (1 97).

He promises money inh a purse, a new economic order, a

generai refonnation, peace and prosperity, safety h m brewing rebellion and the "dail y e

daunger which is threatned to this reaime by the kinge of Spaine" (1 98), and it could d l
be hers for the taking, in the "space of one yeare" ( 1 74). AI1 she has to do is exercise
''the Royal1 power of the Prince" (148), which is the power of the sword. Irenius is
adarnant Just as "the Compte b m c h e s and unholsome boughes are firste to be pruned

and the foule mosse clenseci and scraped away before the tree cane bringe forthe mye
gwd hite," so the causes of constitutional corruption in Ireland, so diligently coilated

and relayed to his English audience, "must first be Cutt awaie by a stronge hande before

anie good Cane be planted"

And if Elizabeth is no Henry, and c m o t wield the

sword herself, then she should allow this royal power to "stretche it selfe forthe in her
Chiefe strengthe to the redressinge and Cuttinge of al1 those evills which 1 before

blamed" ( 148).
The Crown tumed a deaf ear to this fantasy of social transformation and the View
was denied publication. Indeed, Spenser himself may not have pressed the projector's
rhetoric thus far, were it not for the humoil created by Tyrone's uprising. Spenser was,
even so, committed to the project of coionization and to formulating a civic English
nationalism that would drive it. His anatomy of Irish abuses in law, custom and religion,
and their failure to attain statehood through chic association with the English, supports

his cd1 for invasion. Both Irenius and Thomas Wilson suggest that the rejeztion of
statehood and chic association with the English by the Irish is proofof their incorrigible
degeneracy and culturai autism.
Yet in the course of this anatomy of abuse that justifies conquest, Spenser

inadvertdy artjarlates mi eumie hish na(io4ism. T h i s contestatory fonn of

nationalisrn ultimately explains the h s h resistance to assimilation. It wnstitutes the

ground of what Irenius sees as Ireland's affliction, which is, in the end, the Irish nation's

cIaim to sovereignty. This articulation of nationdism emerges fiom a type of history,
other than the "View" genre or relation of state, that records social production from a
different perspective. This style of history is the antiquarian study into ethnic origins and
it is, like the travel relation 1 have outlined thus far, also focused on a civility that is

measured in ternis of increase and improvernent. The View's antiquarian focus delivers

an insider's account of history, and a version of cultural sgency generated or imagined
through the process of dwelling, that constitutes the foundation for an ethnic Irish
nationalism.
Eudoxus' opening remarks, as 1 have explained, invite Irenius to comment on the
state or condition of Ireland in relation to a system of tenure that adds value to native
gi fis and resources. His 'better goverment and Cyvilitie" depends on a dominium set by

an improving relation to the physical world. But it is also, as rnanifested in the "view"
genre, a civility huied to progress though embassy, through culturai contact, civil
conversation and civic, or willed, association. The antiquarian account of ethnic origins

is also focused on civility. This kind of history, however, promotes an ethnic nationalism
that tends to be insular and exclusionary. In making civility a source of moral authority

in the View, Spaiser ernploys both kinds of contemporary writing about nationalism and,
as a d
t
,
bis text catches at, and is caught between, the two.

Richard Vemtegen's A Restitution of Decayed Intelligence. published in 1605 and
dedicated to King James, but in the process of being written h m as eariy as the I 570s,

and aveilable, in dl likelhmi, ta Spensa in manusaip~is an antiquarian history that
traces the Saxon ancestry of "The Most Noble and Renowmed English Nation". It is, as 1
have already outlined, an investigation into ethnic descent that measures "civillitie" in

. temis of a culture that adds value to nahually provided resources. What it also does is to
promote an ethnic civilization and nationalism that is independent of cultural contact with
others.
Graham Parry (1995), in his valuable study of Engiish Antiquarians, makes a case
for the Restitution taking shape h m the earlier part of Elizabeth's reign3' He cites
Verstegen's rnid-century sources and influences, Verstegen's enthusiasm in the 1560s for
Anglo-saxon studies at Oxford, and his publication of a book on the ongins and
antiquities of famous European cities in 1576, as indicators that the Restitution was in
pogr&s long before its publication date. Pany also points to the general practice of
recusant antiquarians, of whom Verstegen was one, which was to keep their work in
manuscript for some time before publication, as proof that the Restitution is a text of the
sixteenth centmy. Parry's dating of the Restitution means that this text would have been
available to Spenser.
There is, funhermore, a cornmendatory Latin verse prefacing Verstegen's work

by "Ricardi ~tanihursti.'" This means that Spenser may have been led to a direct
knowledge of Verstegen's project k u g h his interest in Richard Stanyhurst's work.

Willy Maley (1997) has commented at length on Richard Stanyhurst's influence-as the
principal author of the In'sh section of Holinshed's Chronicles-on Spenser's poetic
language. Maley sees S t a n y h d s concern for an undefiled English Ianguage-a

language he saw preserved in the vemacular of the P a l e a s infonning Spenser's

'hationalistic Iiterary revh&isn" (34):'

Indeed, long befbre he m t e the View, S p u w r

was involved in a discourse of etymological study and linguistic integrity that Verstegen

formalized into an enterprise of ethnic nationalisrn in A Rertihrtion ofDecayed

. Intelligence.
Verstegen singles out language as the key to discovering the nation. His focus on
language, and on English as a Teutonic language, allows him to puri@ the English as an
entirely Germanic nation, descended frorn the Saxons. Furthemore, his celebration of
Saxon warrior culture precludes any necessity of contact with a "supexior", classical

society for the achievement of civilization. Graham Pany observes that Ventegen %as

a

proponent of linguistic purity, as he was of racial purity. He never entcrtained the
prospect that the Saxons might have intmarried with the Britons" (66)?' Verstegen's
antiquarian study offered a mode1 for the kind of ethnic nationalism that boasts its
detachment from other cultures. It articulates an ethnie nationalism, predicated on the
involuntary association associated with blood, soil and dwelling, that could explain and

justifi Irish resistance to civic association without forfeiting the moral value of civility.
Verstegen's Restihrlion traces the ancestry of "The Most Noble and Renowned
English Nation". Like the modern history associatecl with the travel relation, Verstegen's
antiquarian shidy articulates a nationalisrn focused on a civility that is measured in terms

of adding value to naturally provided resources. Speaking of the Saxon anceston to the
Engtish, Verstegen offm them as " a great example of civillitie, to d l the rest of the
barbarous nations of the worlâ" (50). He praises them for manuring the soil for tillage
that ' ~ e l d e î halso great store of good wyne, and is replenished with nuaiben of most
faire & flowrishing cities (5 1). Furthemore, ' n i e mynes...do deliver Gold, Silver,

Copper, and all 0 t h metalles" (5 1). "And as touching the knowledge of the people," he

adds, ' t h a t leaming or ski1 is there among men that they exceed not in?"(5 1). They

even produce their share of Byzantinian "me inventions": curious artifacts and ingenious
mechanisms that prove the "leaming and cunning" of a people. Verstegen cites "a most
rare and wonderhl piece of work," a mode1 of the heavens in motion, made in silver and
needing hvelve men to carry it, that cornes complete with "a book conteyning the manner
how to keep the same in due order" (52). There is also "an eagle made of wood, with

such wunderful arte, that flying out of the hand of the rnaker thereof, it flew aAer the
Emperor a long way" (52-3).

The Saxons' improving relation to the physical world, a world which includes
thtir minds and bodies, translates into an augmentation of prosperity that involves
conquest and the enlargement of territory 'They were a pmple very active and

industrious," Verstegen tells us, "utterly detesting idleness & sloth, stil seeking by warres
to enlarge the bounds of their own tenitones" (55). They were "fers against their

enimyes," yet given to civil conversation, "convershg together among themselves in
great love and fieindlynesse, an essential cause of the augmentation of their prosperitie"
(55). In fighting the Danes, "dbeit they were not then equall unto them either in force of

fortune, they did neverthelesse so dispose of their uttermost abillitie, that even by meer
valour and main force of amis they atteyned unto their desyred habitation." (56). There

is a nexus here between disposhg "of their uttermost abillitie" with regard to their native
resources, and civility,as "an essential cause of the augmentation of their prosperitie".
Civility here denotes an organizhg principle for personal, social and political
behaviour. It is not, in this instance, an attriiute tied to the manners of a particular person

or group of peopte, nor, despite the fktthat c M t Mé, d e r i v d h m the Lalin civita. bad
h a n associations, is it linked to a particular place. This early modem conception of
civility as a determining strategy that transcends a given situation is illustrated, for
example, in me Civile Conversation ofM. Steeven Guano, translated by George Pettie in
1586. Guazzo points out to his interlocutor that civility is a matter of minci, not of place.

He says "civile conversation is an honest commendable and vertuous kinde of living in
the world" (1,56); it involves "beeing experienced by meanes of conversation, in the
natures, manners, and dooings of others" 0, 1 13). T h e solitary person is sicke"(1, 1 19),
according to Guano.
Civility appears here in Pettie's text as an ambassadorial project of the intellect, a
travershg of the minds of others and leamhg by the experience of foreign contact. It is
the medicine for melancholy, the way to attain the golden mean, and a source of moral

authority. In surn, civility denotes a theory of agency to do with the organization of
personal and political space. It signifies an attitude of being in the world; a wiiifùlly
engaged relation to the world, that is tuned to increase, improvernent, limitless leaming,
and to progress? In Verstegen's antiquarian study, Wilson's State. and Spenser's Viou.
civility is linked to an aggressive and expansionist political dynamic. Civility reinvents

an aggressive, expansionist dynamic as a moral mission.
Before Irenius' Ireland can achieve statehood in the tenns of tracts Iike Wilson's,

or aspire to what Verstegen calls civility and "'the honor of nations" (54), a system of
tenure that is pegged to utility and to adding value to resources must be implemented.
Legitimized by the idea of civility, the replacement of a clannish, pastoral society with a
way of life that is commîtteci to adding value to fesources constitutes a pmess o f

massive socid intervention that signals emaging s t a t e h d a d eolonizatioa. Unless
colonization is more complete, the irony of thepresent state of Ireland is that there is no
state. But what is interesting about Verstegen's account of civility and national honour,
and what separates it fkom Wilson's and Spenser's accounts of the same, is that
Verstegen attributes civility directly to a Gmanic tribe, to a society that does not rely on
civil conversation or avic association with others. His version of civility promotes an
ethnic rather than a civic national identity. Verstegen's Saxons are given to "conversing
together among themelves in great love and fieindlynesse," (italics mine) which is "an

essential cause of the augmentation of their prosperitie" (55). Unlike William Camden in
his Brilonnnin (1 586), Verstegeii promotes an ethnic civilization that is independent of

contact with the civiliang touch of imperial

orne.^*

Verstegen offers an ethnic basis for English nationdism that confutes what
Donald R. Kelley (1 998) calls the Tudor "cult of British history"."

It complicates the

nation-building work of 0th- antiquarians like John Leland, John Bale, Raphael
Holinshed, William Hanison and William Camden by emphasizing an ethnic nationalism
for England founded on Saxon virtues. Possibly, this move complements Verstegen's
recusant status in some way, but 1 do not attempt to explore that comection here. What I
want to suggest is that Verstegen's Restitution offers an insider's account of history, one
attuned to the process of dwelling, which articulates an insular and exclusionary ethnic

natioriaiism. Spenser's View. with its focus on civility,is caught up with, and between,
this insider's account of history and the traveller's diagnostic acîount of modem history.

The knowledge produced by one kind of history counters that produced by the other.
Thus the text 's profoundly mixed messages. Inadvertently, the View ' s antiquarian

account of the b s h nation articufates ixr e t h i c hish natkmdism &et undemines the

relation's very deIiberate imperial thrust.
Eudoxus delights in the kind of antiquarian research he calls "the discentes of
nacions" (1 05). He concludes the dialogue by reminding Irenius of his vague promise,

the next time they meet, that "ye will declare unto us those your observacions which ye
have gathered of the Antiquities of Ireland" (23 1). He finds the 'rippinge up of
Ancestries...verye pleasinge" (95). He regrets "that ye have passed tbrough those

Antiquities which 1 Coulde have wished not so sone ended" (97),and, on another
occasion, when he listens to Irenius refer to such antiquarian authorities as George

Suchanan, Richard Stanyhurst and William Camden, he is transporteci with pleasure. He
says:

1 have in these fewe wordes hearde that fiom youe which 1
woulde have thoughte had bene ympouible to have bene
spoken of times so rernote and Customes soe anciente with
delighte, wheare of 1 was al1 that while as it were entraunced
and Carried so far fiom my sdfe as that 1 arne now righte
S
O that
~ yee ended so sone. (1 09)

Eudoxus is interested in the origins of Irish institutions because of his delight in

antiquarian study. Irenius' interest in origins derives h m his desire to pinpoint
corruption and eradicate it. Irenius' meticulous inquiry into the ongins of Irish

institutions serves to justiS> c o n q u e even while it delights and surprises his interlocutor.

Eudoxus is enthralled. He had not thought "hat any suche Antiquities coulde have bene
avowched for the Irishe," and this discovery "maicethe me the more to longe to see some

of your observacions which yee have gathered" (95). Irenius, thougb, is vexed at

Eudoxus' intaest. Eudoxus wodd hear more about the "stomes" of Ireland's regional
past for "the pleasure which shoulde redounde out of your Historye" (64), but Irenius is

impatient at the request to expand on the particulars of history. He would move away

h m such an account, ""Al1which to reherse shoulde rather be to Cronicle times then to
searche into the refomacions of abuses" (65). Eudoxus reluctantly concedes: "Goe to
then in godes narne and followe the Course" (65).

Irenius checks Eudoxus' antiquarian enthusiasrn again when it cornes to setting
out the ancient origins of Irish nistom. Eudoxus sees " a faire Champian laide open unto

youe, in which yee maye at lardge stretche out your discourse unto manye swete
remembraunces of Antiquityes from whence it semeth that the Customes of that nacion
proceeded" (81). lrenius initially concurs, tantalizingly, with Eudoxus. Their
conversation does indeed "minister occacion of a moste ample discourse of the finte
original1 of them and the Antiquitye of that people which in trueth 1 doe thinke to be
more antiente then moste that I Knowe in this eande of the worlde" (82). Handled by

"some man of sounde judgement and plentifull readinge," such a history would surely
"be moste pleasante and profitable," Irenius concedes; then he puts offrecounting this
history until, "some 0 t h tirne" (82). Eudoxus laments that he must 'îorbeare my desire
now in hope that yee will as youe saie soem other t h e more aboundauntlye satisfie if'
(82), but Irenius is always wary ofbeing "drawen h m this that we have in hand narnelye

the handlinge of Abuses" (97). lrenius is for radical reformation of a society nddled with
intolerable abuses deriving h m an unimproved, backward, dturally invincible way of

life that locks Ireland into a barbaric past Eudoxus is for the restitution of a past that bas
been obscured by the rust of accumulated ages. Investigation into the descent of a nation

is theenvl of the matter for bo(h speakers. Eudoxus' interest in antiqudan studies, his
delight in etymologies, "the discentes of nations," and the "ripping up" of the "original"
of Ireland, however, a
.

h an Irish ethnic nationalism even a s these sarne antiquarian

inquiries support Irenius' argument for systematic conquest conducive to statehood.

There has already been some critical discussion of the antiquarian focus of
Spenser's View, and of the sources informing that fonis. Andrew Hadfield's Spenrer's
IRFh merience: Wilde Fruit und Salvage Soyl(1997)offas a summary of some of the
histories fiom which Spenser drew. As well as pointing up Camden's Britannia as a

major influence on the Vimv, Hadfield ernphasizes Spenser's indebtedness to the narrative
of Gdd

of Wales and Richard Stanyhurst's "Des~ptionof Ireland" (1577). These

latter antiquarian studies attribute Ireland's failure to move fonvard as a nation and a

culture to an under-utilization of natural resources. These studies contribute to what
Hadfield calb "a picture of the Irish which was echoed throughout sixteenth-century
chronicles, accounts, political analysa, and governent reports on the Irish" (26). It was
generally, as the View sets out, a picture of a culture's failure to advance.
HadfieId also cites Wilfiarn Herbert's Latin treatise, Crofis Sive De Hibemia
Liber (circa 159 l), as influencing Irenius' plan for the transplantation of the Irish

population, and Richard Beacon's Solon his Follie. or a political discourse touching the
refonnation of comrnonweals conquered, dedined or compted ( 1 594), a Machiavellian

dialogue on statecraft that informai Spenser's recommendation for mot and branch

intavention in the Irish polity. Hadfield sees these texts as shaping Spenser's judgement
of the Irish as so degenerate that only a brutal, central power can tame them (59).
Camden's Britannnia (1S86), as well as its predecessor John Leland's Itinerav

(circa 1549, offer laboriousiy compila3"ri@desCnptiOI1S'*of Main and England

respectively. Both authors claimed to restore antiquity to their native land. Camden's

aim was to "give antient flairs a new air, throw light upon obscure points.'M Leyland's
project was to bring 'banye thynges to clere knowledge, whyche have longe rernayned in
horrible darkenesse"?

Irenius, using antiquarian figures of speech, maintains that

Stanyhurst "Coulde see in the darke" (104). Eudoxus, however, disagrees. He views this
historian as operating in the "darknenes which hathe not let hirn see the lighte of the
truethe" (1 04). He cites Stanyhurst's "blinde Conceipte" that the Irish were descended
from the "Aegiptianswhich Came into that Iland firste under the leadinge of one Scota
the daughter of Pharaon (1 04). His mistake, claims Eudoxus, stems h m an erroneous
etymology that derives that lrkh war cryUFerragh"fiom the word "Pharao". lnstead of
being "Camed awaie with olde wyves tales" he should have searched "more nerely into
the secrete of these thinges" ( 1 04). In other words, if a man like Stanyhurst aspires to
discover the nation--as both Carnden and Leland did, who both declarecl that they
undertook their prodigious labours out of love to their native land and offered restitution,
the rehnri of cultural treasures, as an act of patriotism-then he must reject popular
mythology and look to a more rigorous methodology. Above d l , he must get his
etymologies right.
As we have seen, Eudoxus enthuses generally over Irenius' "discourse into the

manye swete remembraunces of Antiquityes" (8 l), and his bent is always to seek out the

'Yirste beginnînge" (50) in al1 points of law, custom and religion, but his first love is
etymology. Eudoxus eagerly inquires into the derivation of words. He wants to know
about the term "Brehon" (47), he launches into his own derivation for 'Tanist" (5 l), and

he 'woulde g l a d k knowe whet ye Cali a Countye Pallantid f 74). He urges Irenius to
digress u p n the ternis "Coigny" and "Livery" (78), and to expound upon the words
"kincongish" and ''cesse" ( 13 1). Throughout the dialogue Eudoxus lights upon strange
words. Etymology, a highly regarded and important means of antiquarian investigation
in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, is the ultimate authority for Eudoxus. It is
what Andrew Hadfield calls his ''final tiontier" (108). This form of scholastic inquiry, by
which proper names offered up the secret of identity and origins, is central to Verstegen's
Restiîution.

Verstegen's A Restitution of Decayed Intelligence tums etymology into English
national history? Verstegen singles out language as the key to discovering the nation.
His focus on language, and on English as a Teutonic lmguage, allows him to puri@ the
English as an entirely Germanic nation, descended fiom the Saxons. Furthemore, his
celebration of Saxon wmior culture precludes any necessity of contact with a "superior"',
classical society for the achievement of civilization. What 1 want to suggest is that
Verstegen's antiquarian study offers a kind of writing on nationalism that celebrates an
ethnic detachment fiom other cultures even as it authorizes that ethnic nationalism by
focusing it on civility.
Verstegen's research into the descent of the English nation is offered, more or less
explicitly, as an enterprise of such nationalism. In 'The Epistle To ûur Nation"
Verstegen makes it clear that he distinguishes Englishmen fiom Britons, and that he seeks
to restore that famous nation's rich antiquity. He reverses Camden's position on the
relation of Saxons to Britons. "m]ow ndiculous it must seem," h e says, "mto the
posteritie of the Britans, for Englishmen to borrow honor h m them, not needing to

borrow it of any in the world"."

The prefafory verses commend his endeavour

'Texplayne the noble race of Englishmen" and "Raise up thy nations ancient woorthy
fame". Thomas Shelton celebrates his friend's careful noting of "The ancient records of
thy native I l d Where fame su& actes and monuments did cote/ As few their lyke are

found in forrain soile".
Shelton's poem of praise places A Resrirurion within a field of other nationalist
enterprises, and Verstegen confirms this idea in his own verses conceming his work.
"[A]Il men seek al1 what they may to know" he says, and daims that 'This desyre hath
lastly moved mee". Comparing his labours to a pilgrimage, ''The relykes of his ruines for
to see," he declares that 'Tor the love to my deer nation due, / The things conceming them
which I did view, / Tending to English honor enrst conceaied, / Heer in my travails map 1
have reveaied." Verstegen concludes his verses by designating the English nation as one
of four under James Stuart: "Fowre nations now are subject to his might, / Though each
to other strange accompeted bee, / Strange unto thern none c m him deem of rightJ Of
royal1 blood of each of thae is hee". Verstegen's EngZish nation is thus rendered in
contradistinction to the other nations that make up imperial Britain under a king whom
Verstegen calls "Jacobus Magnus".
Verstegen offers the Tower of Babel as the point of origin for the plurality of
nations generally? The Babel story provides what George Steiner (1992) has cdled a
"dispersal myth", and a fhmework of national difference, that is founded on language.
"[A]fter the great and general Deluge, there was," Verstegen says, '%ut one language, and

consquently but one nation in the whole world; until the tyme of the fistrate attempt of
the towre of Babel" (2). To this universal language is added a universai labour under the

d e ofone man, Neniroth, who took uponb"the fia domination over otherr" (43.
"[Al11 men of the world" were employed ''in this first & greatest woork of the worlb' (3),
begun in mistrust of God. The high tower was "toprovyde a remedy for their safety, yf
God should once againe drown the world" (4). As a punishrnent, God bereft them of

"their own natural and general speech," and gave them instead "seaventie & twoo
different toungs or languages" (5).

This is the point at which Verstegen erects his own monument to the English
nation. He says:

And heer leaving this towre, by these new languaged masons thus

left unfinished, 1 must among them begin to Iay the foundation

of another buylding, upon which the noble & honorable English
name and nation rnust afterward bee erected. (5)

Verstegen begins his investigation into the Saxon heritage of the English with the

people of the "ampIe and spatious countrey of Germanie" who are distinguished from
each other "upon divisions of governments arnong thernselves, upon the nature &
condition of the soile...of the names of such great men or comaunders as some might
leane unto" (13-4), as well as by their habits, their rnanner of bards, and by the weapons

the men bear. Etyrnology is the key to the restitution of decayed intelligence here, and
the place to start is with the mother tongue. Mer dismissing classical authorities on the
origin of the Saxon name, he says: "1 leave the reader to judge: as also wheîher the
mother tongue of wery nation, is not the greatest and best conserver of such originall

names, as proper1y appatah to the said toung a d nafion" (19). By this method
Verstegen cornes to the conclusion that the Saxon name "undoubtedly" derives fiom

"their use and wearing of a certaine kynd of swoord or weapon inventai and made
bowing crooked, much after the fission of a sythe, in imitation whereof it should seem to
have first bin made" (2 1).
The Scythians are also named as weapon-bearers. They 'gat and remayned with
that name because of there great use of shooting" (23). Given what Verstegen says about

the Saxon narne, "which proceeding of the bearing of armes can no way bee
dishonorable, but in deed very honorable" (24), the Scythian name, too, must be a badge
of courage.
Eudoxus sees the Scythian ancestors of the Irish, dong with the Gaules, as "two

as mightye nacions as eer the worlde broughte forthe" (92). Furthemore, there are
monuments lef? behind thern that point the way back to the restitution of that cultural
herîtage. The custom of "Bolloyinge", or transhumance, for example, and the custom of
wearing mantles and "gibbes", a hank of hair over their faces, are tokens of that proud,
native past. Irenius recounts this past, it seems, only to show how it has failed to change
and adapt to modem conditions, and how it poisons initiatives for proFs?9.

Yet, given

Eudoxus' steady pressure to rescue such cultural treasure fiom oblivion, the View's
ethnographie inquiry also inadvertentiy saluta, in the manner of Verstegen, the resolute

and hardy cattlcrearing mots of a brave, warrior culture a s a foundation for Irish
sovereignty. Authorized thus, the patchwork regionalism of clan culture rnight seem to
possess its own horizontal principds of national imity through Brehon law, tanistry,

gravelkind, and the Gaelic language, a unity that opposes vertical cohesion with the rest

of Britain undei Elizabeth. The &culetion of Isish nationalkm that emerges from the
reinstatement of these Scythian monuments in the View is not, as 1 have already
suggested, deliberate on Spenser's part. What the inadvertent articulation of these
contestatory nationalisms points to is Spenser's apprehension of another version of
cultural agency, another form of communal dominium providing the b a i s for social life
and for justice, as well as another idea of national independence, or sovereignty, separate
nom statehoodsO Spenser's experience of culturai contact and his apptehension of
cultural difference infonn the interactive clash of histories, nationalisms and personalities
in this dialogue.

Spenser had accas to a fomal litemture that celebrated the values that emerged
fiom communal ownership. He read Gaelic poms in translation. This poetry glonfied
feuding and cattle raiding as proof of valour?' This glorification of tribal infighting
ultimately affinns a concept of dominium that is not tied to utility or to adding value to
resources. Feuding is a consequence of the Irish method of inheritance known as tanistry.
Thomas Campion observes in his Historie of Ireland (1 57 1) of this manner of
inheritance, in which property "descendeth not to the S o ~ ebut
, to the Brother, Nephew,

or Cousin germaine eldest and most valient," that it is a custom which "breedeth among

them continudl Warres and tressons" (28)?2 It supports a Gaeiic culture geared to
constant displays of daring that deplete the population. This chronic self-persecution
helps to preserve a society in which property is held in cornmon. It does this by keeping
the population down to what the undeveloped land can carry. Irenius is therefore correct

in seeing cattle stealing and feuding as the very nurse and teat of Irish enormities
generally, for they lead back to culhiral diffkennrr and to an ethnic nationalism that

reSistsassimiMminto civicstatehcd.

But it is laquage, before literature, that holds the key to national identity for bo?h
Eudoxus and Verstegen. When Verstegen goes into ''the ancient manner of lyving of our
Saxon ancestors," describing in detail their laws, their customs and their religion, his
method is, as before, to stick with the mother toague." His information is "Partly
gathered, out of the writings of =dry learned German authors: partly out of old books
and records in the Teutonic-toung, and supplyed by obsenation of sundrie things, which

long tradition hath reserved in their posteritie" (55). The etymology of native words
delivers up the secret of national identity fiom an insider's perspective, and connects this
national honour to the process and/or the idw of dwelling. Verstegen offers lengthy
derivations for Saxon legai ternis, their days of the week, and their gods. Half the book is
devoted specifically to the derivation of words. One chapter is devoted to "The Great
Antiquitie Of Our AnQent English Toung...With an explanation of sundry Our moste
ancient English words". Another chapter is given over to "The Etymologies of the
Ancieat Saxon Proper Nama", yet another to the surnames of the ancients, and another
to "Our AnCient English Tytles of Honor Dignitia, and Offices''.

He even includes a

short section on "The Etymologies of Our english names of contempf'.
As part of his restitution of decayed intelligence Verstegen also offers

etymologies for the Saxon names for the twelve months of the year, because the names
"wee now cal1 hem by, wee have in aftertyme bomwed

h m the french and Latin, they

having bin unto our anceters wholy imlmowne" (59). The Saxon names for the months

have "such names, as the nature of their seasons did aptest requyre" (58). Thus January
was called 'Wolf-moneth" because at that time people were more apt to be devoured by

wohres than at wp otfier thne of the year. "Sprotlt-kefe", or Febnrary, was h w n for the
first edible plants that "yield out holesorne yong sprouts...Both for sustename & helth?'
(59). March was known as "Length-moneth" because that was when the days outlaste-

the nights, and April as "Oster-moneth" for the winds that blew fiom the "ost" or east.
May was "Trimilk" because "they milked their cattle three times a day, and June was

"Weyd-moneth" because the cattle "did then weyd in the meddowes" (61). July was
"Hey-monetif' because then they mowed, and August "Am-moneth", or "barn-rnoneth"
for the barns filled with corn. Septanber was called "Gerst-rnoneth" on account of the

barley ("gent") harvest that went into th& ber, and October had the narne "Wyn-

moneth" for the wines that came in f?om abroad. November was known as "Wyndmoneth" because of the blustering Boreas that caused "shipmen to shrowd thernselves at
home" (62),and December was given the name "Winter-moneth".
According to Benedict Anderson (1983), "the idea of a sociological organism
moving calendncally through homogeneous, empty t h e is a precise analogue of the idea
of the nation" (3 I).'~ Verstegen's cdendar highlights the process and the idea of
dwelling that Anderson implicitly invokes here. Anderson's idea of the nation,
"conceived as a solid community moving steadily down (or up) history" (3 l), emerges in
Verstegen's calendar. Spenser's The Shepheorde 's Calendar ( 1579) confims Spenser's

participation in the modern discourse of nationalism that Verstegen's text exemplifies.
The unforeseen eflect of this participation in the View is the expression of an ethnic Irish
nationdism.

W e have &eady seen how Eudoxus scoffcd at Richard Stanyhurst's daim of
Egyptian ancesûy for the Irish. Verstegen feels the same way about "the folly of men"

that have "givar the @de
af>
"atmoste
'
dl that is excellent in dl Empc"'

te that

'fugitive people", the Trojans (92). He attributes this blind conceit to "lack of leming in
former ages" and "the lack of letters" (93). This is not said in blarne, but hy way of
explanation. Not even the "Mydes themselves" had any knowledge of letters, and thus

wanted the %est meanes to conserve their hue antiquities" (93). The onus, therefore, is

on " k i r posteritie" having corne to the knowledge of letters, that had "both this & other
thuigs belonging to their antiquities, long before bin wom out of remembrance"to rescue
the truth fkom oblivion.

This is exactly what Ventegen does, to England's and Englishmen's repute, with
his Restiîution. Even "the generai name of Englishmen,"which he derives fiom the
ancient Teutonic word for narrow, denoting the narrowness of the country, and also fkom
the angelic brightness of their Saxon countenances, becomes in his hands "a name of

such glorie as the derivation sheweth it" (149).
Irenius digs up antiquities that have "long before bin wom out of rernembrance"

for the sake of discrediting the Irish nation. He demonizes the Irish common law, Brehon
law, because of its indigenous base. He tells Eudoxus that Brehon law arose "out of the

mamers of the people and abuses of the Countrye" (65), but he derides its ethnic
limitations by pointing to Lycurgus who, if he had'hiade it deathe for the
Lacedemonioans to steale, they being a people which nahirallye delighte in
stealthe...theare shoulde have bene fewe Lacedernonians IeAe" (69). He ad& a scoffing
modem analogy too. "[IJf it shoulde be made a Capital1 Cryme for the Fflemminges to
be taken in drunkennesse," he adds, there would be men 'Tewer fflernmynges" lefi than
Lacedernonians (69). An ethnic base to law, custorn or religion keeps a culture down to

the inmfmaary aspects of h a n lift (hat me Mced to the tmidents ofbirth. It blocks a

society tuned to voluntary accomplishment and willed association. Unlike the English

under William the Conqueror, who, fkom being a "stoute and warlike" people, are "now
broughte unto that Civilytie that no nacion in the worlde excelleth them7'(54),the Irish
reject the benefits of foreign contact and civil conversation. They prefer to stick

stubbomly to their own primal institutions. Thus he argues for breaking their Irish polity
that "doe kepe the woodes spoilinge and infestinge the good subiecte" (149). "[AlIl the

Realme is fïrst to be reformed and lawes are aftenvardes to be made for the kepinge and
Continewinge in that reformed estate" (147).
Irenius has to battle Eudoxus' keen interest in decayed intelligence about Ireland
to push this plan to the forefiont of their conversation. He also has to speak over the
impact of Ireland's ethnic heritage, or what Eudoxus calls "the manye swete
remembraunces of Antiquitya" that Eudoxus points up with his enthusiastic reception of
this material. Words, artifacts and pnictices are monuments to Ireland's ethnic heritage
that have endured long-too long, according to Irenius-unchanged by cultural contact
with other nations. lrenius has to speak over Verstegen's Saxons too, who were given to

"conversing together among themselves in great love and fkeindlynase," as "an essential
cause of the augmentation of their prosperitie" (55), with his Irish who are "Augmented
with theire owne lewde lives and filthie Conversation'' (1 37). M a t is healthy for the
Saxons is diseased for the Irish. It is the "fjlthieConversation" of the Irish amongst

themselves that has '%redin them this generall disease that Cannot but onlye with verye
stronge purgations b e Ciensed and Carryed awaie? (1 37-8). This pemicious culture is
aiso an enduring ethnic culture with the potential for nationaiist claims d l i ts own.

To

Irenius this Society appeacs culturally invincible, and he sees extermination and

emasculation as the only sure solution to Gaelic resistance.
Irenius, focused on discrediting the Irish, and Eudoxus, keen on discovering the

.

nation, trace Irish ethnic origin back to the Scythians in the north. The Irish, concludes

Irenius. "are verye Scottes or Scythes originallye thoughe sithens intedngled with

manye other nacions repayringe and ioyninge unto therrl' (197). The Spaniards anived in
the West, the Gauls in the south and old Bntons in the East. The Saxons and the English

followed thern, but no in-coming nation has managed to avoid the contagion that was
rnixed in "the tinte evill ordinaunce and institution of that Comon weaitheT'(96), says
Irenius. T ' o s e who dwell in Ireland suck into their ficentious, ethnic circle those who
bave1 there. "[?)he Butlers the dempsies the ketins the Cormourd Ocarroll Omoloy and

al1 that heape of Irishe nacions which lie hundreds together without anie to overawe

them" (1 89) self-pullulate and poison whatever they touch. They are unvanquished by
conquest, immigration, embassy and education, and invincible to refom.
Irenius tells the same story when it cornes to religion. nie "firste Institution and
plantinge of religion in d l that realm" is to blame for the fact that, as Eudoxus puts it, the
Irish still "lye weltering" in bbspintualldarkenesTT,
despite the civil conversation and
example of "so manye nacions9' (1 37). A narcissistic Irish nationhood is to blarne for the
festering malaise that blocks ireland's reformation and incorporation into the imperid
state. Their cultural invincibility marks their barbarism. "[Glreatlye given to warre"

(2 17), and the "desire of w a m and îumults" (218), as befits their barbarous nature, the

bellicose Irish are "ever Acquainted with w a m thoughe but Amongest themselves" (47).

I n b d to violence, they are also trained up to their own, unmixeci wmrnon law that is

protectd nom the adulteration of conquest by the system of lateral inheritauce known as

tanistry. From one generation to the next, they are fieed from a conquered mentality by
an idea of inheritance that blocks the g d s , or the sins, of the father fiom being passed

. automatically to the son. Brehon law, tanistry and feudal irrfighting, d l bred fiom the
same cultural mother-in Eudoxus' etymology the term tanistry derives fiom "those

Bsrbarous nacions that overranne the worlde" (5 1)-hctify each other. This inbred
barbarity is, in him, nurtured by a system of insecure tenure that requires regular b l d letting of the population and leaves tenants fketo be at the landlord's command and
ready to 'Tollowe him into what accion soever hc shall enter" (1 34).
But if the Irish are barbarous in being undefeated by cultural communion, they yet
endure. The flower of Irish nationhood, inbred fiom the first plantings of national selfconsciousnas, may be sick, but it seems strong. Spenser's Irish are not Sherley's Turks,
barbaric to the tore." Irenius maintains that lreland had the cultural requirements for
statehood-law, custom and Christian religion-but that the nation has failed to develop
these resourca through imitation of a superior, Protestant, English model. in other

words, a policy of love and accommodation has failed to bnng harmony to this pditical
marriage, and a strong hand is called for to restore right supremacy and peace. Irenius'

diagnosis as to why Ireland has failed to thnve fi=ameshis projected program for ethnic
cleansing authorized by civility and the c l h s of statehood. Powerfilly overdetermined, this visualized program, or "play wi thui a play>', leaves Eudoxus with a
pichne of "a people so humbled and prepared...1see yee maie doe what youe please"

(198). No doubt this vision of rebels so "humbled and prepared" was designed to
motivate Spenser's audience to adopt this taming program and begin a war of

annihilation. But the restitution of decayed intelligence that fires imperid conquest also
reveals the reason for resistance. According to Charles Taylor ( 1999), the "reason why
some minonties assirnilate and others fight back has to be r e f d to the nationalism o f

the latter" (223)? Spenser's View,imbricated between two kinds of conternporary
writing on nationalism, both focused on a civility that redeems aggression, declares for
brutal imperid conquest, but in the process discovers the ground for imperial resistance.
This cross marks the spot where the Janus-faced cultural knowledge of a ûaveller who
chose to dweil lies buried. 1 Say bun*edbecause, ultimately, what Qes a traveller, who
would dwell displaced h m home, do with such knowledge? It is, to some extent, the
problern of the intellechial in society, as well as the predicament of the p e t who writes
on politics.

David McCrone, in Tne Sociology of Nationalkm (1 W8), has noted that "the
'past' is a powerfùl source of legitimacy for those who would change the present for the

new future" (52).l Spenser's modem and antiquarian history of Ireland attempted to

persuade Elizabeth to make a famine where abundance lies, that is, to exercise arbittary
govemment in lreland rather than continue hith an accommodating regime. 1 have

argued that early modem statehood, understood as a public order distinct from the
monarch's will, was tied to an expansionist and imperid political dynamic in the View.
Statehood becornes a fom of colonization and cultural obliteration in Spenser's travel
relation. In this chapter, 1 will argue that statehood is opposed to an absolutist, imperial
order in ~ a c b e t hNational
.~
statehood, as an institutional limit on the monarch's power
that constiîutes national identity, emerges as an anti-imperïal and anti-absolutist account
of govemment in this text.
Macbeth sets two forms of governance against each other: absolutism and mixed

govemment. To be more specific, the play pits an imperial order, fiorn which absolutism
emerges as a logical consequence of integration and standardization, against a national
state system presided over by a hereditary monarch. This is the kind of political conflict
that emerged in the early years of Stuart rule, fiom 1604 to 1607. Macbeth is laden with

anxiety over cultural and political wlnerability and charged with a dark, bloody and
dreadful sense of obliteration. Like Spenser's Viau,Macbeth is concerneci with
extermination. 1 read the play here as another tuni in the story of the dialectical, and
disjunctive, production of different personal, political and c dtural domains that are

reiated to, and characterized by, the spatial ptactices and dynamics of travelling and
dweIling.
Macbeth myîhologizes the Stuart line and invokes a new Stuart monarchy for

England "imaginable throughout the past." It also anatomizes the absolutism inherent in
James' project for encompassing political, legal and commercial union between Scotland

and England and k i r rationakation into a single polity of Great Bntain following the
union of Crowns in 1603: The play mobilues history for James at the point of political

change created by the union of Crowns, but it also registers the cultural and political
anxieties exacerbated by James' proposais for "perfect union" and a standardized

govemment for Great Britain as a single political unit? Macbeth is granted a vision of a
line of kings f?om Banquo's line, some of which carry "twofold balls and treble sceptres"
(4.1.12 1). This denotes the regalia of a multiple monarchy. "Britain" is not mentioned

once in the play. Scotland and England, however, are invokeci repaitally.
By the seventeenth century, both Scotland and England possessed a constitution

that limited the power of the monarchy. National identity and interests were tied to the
institutions of this constitution. James' imperial project of union would have allowed a
monopoly of power that was centered on the monarch to arise. Many observers foresaw

this consequence at the t h e ; they saw in the mation of a single, new polity the end of dl
existing Iaws. The fear of political and culturai canceilstion fùeled objection to "pdect

union" on the part of both Scottish and English governments. Macbeth is driva by a
dread of individual, social and national annihilation. What 1want to suggest is that
Macbeth giva its voice to James as head of an ultimately Angiocenhic rnosaic state, that
is to a story of mixed govenunent, but takes it back, like a witcb, when it cornes to James

as an imperial, absolutist rula of Great Bntaio.
i plan to trace the interactive clash between thae two accounts of govemment by

showing how Macbeth condenses political dynamics into contestatory masculinities.
Oppositional forms of manhood, as Mark E. Kann (1998) has shown, do the work of
gender opposition in male-centered political discourse!

ui Macbeth, different styles of

manhood articulate the core values of rival political systems through agmcies that are
linked to the themes of travel and dwelling. Itinerants in time and space, preeminently
Macbeth, oppose more settled men with a dynastic stake in the future, like Banquo and

Duncan, who take on sornething of women's role and enjoy a nurturing, tender
relationship with their children.
As a corollas, to this approach, 1 situate the play in the irnmediate context of the

debate surrounding the question of political union as well as a more general context of

some early modem formulations on the relationship between the goveming and the
govemed and the ongins of resistance theory. I include an analysis of James' political

rhetonc as part of this histoncal context. 1 argue that the play, as well as being an overtly
poli tical play that speaks tu Stuart politics, also offm a g e n d lesson in poli tics to the
polis. The tragedy affords a lesson Ui the relentiess and inaitable working through of

political systems at the same t h e as it supports a Stuart monarchy for ~ngland?
Macbeth offers up an agesld cyclic explanation of political change, like that offered by
Irenius in the early part of Spenser's View. The play shows how govermnents and
commonwealths al1 have their fatal periods. Change and revolution are brought about by
stnicîural weaknesses-what might be called "sin" in early modern termî-in a governing

order's core value system, even before the regime is broken down by "'hitors"or a

rivivat system from the outsi&. Maebetk h w s how politid systems advance, but alsu
subvert themselves, resulting in one regirne being founded, usually by the power of the

sword, on the mins of another. The play foments an atmosphere of generai paranoia as
rival foms of personal and political fashioning emerge h m each other's intemal

breakd~wn.~
This paranoia in the play may well accord with the apprehension and
distrust generated by James' vision of Great Britain and political amaigamation, a vision
that set absolute d e against the nation and statehood.

The idea of union between England and Scotland had been a possibility on the
horizon since the mamiage in 1503 of James IV of Scotland and Margaret Tudor,

daughter of Henry VII. It had been supported through subsequent decades by arguments
that enlisted a common geography, language, ethnicity and religion to prornote the idea
of Britain as a bastion of the Tme Church against the forces of Antichnst. These

Providentialist arguments for a manifest destiny of union-a Great Britain-resurfaced
with increased vigour as Elizabeth ailed. A Tract on the Succession CO the Crown (1602),
very probably by S u John Harington of Orlando Furioso fame, nuis through these

traditional arguments for political union by reviving the Duke of Somerset's written

oration, To the Nobles and Cornmonohie of ScotIand, penned during Edward VI's reign?
Harington's desire to please the monarch-in-waiting aside, the idea of such union
appealed to those in favour of a Protestant England and to those who y e m e d for political

reformation of aimost any kind.1° Harington concludes the tract with An Epigmm

Shewng Iiow Engtarrh Miglt Be Refont&- AAer itemking Uit corruption ofEnglWs

officers, he prays that "%ornenew Officer mend old disorder/ Yes, one good Stewart
rnight sett al1 in order".

The project of union also spoke to the issue of England's continued sovereignty.

Thomas Wilson, in his State of England (1 600), notes that "this Kingdome is an absolute
Imperia11 Monarchy held nether of Pope, Emperor, nor any but [ofl God &ne" (1). In
using the term ''imperid" here, Wilson means that the monarchy is not subject to the
jurisdiction of some higher terrestrial power. It was Henry VI11 who first employed the

term "imperial" in this sense, when he claimed that he, and not the pope, was the
Supreme Head of the Church in England. This sovereignty, in the last years of
Elizabeth's reign, appears threatened. There are, notes Wilson, "12 Cornpetitors that
gape for the death of that good old Pnncess the now Queen, the Eldest Prince in yeares
and raygne throughout Europe or Our knowne World" (2). Listing these twelve, which
include the King of Spain, the lnfanta of Spain, the Duke of Parma, the King of
Portugal's son and the King of France, as well as the King of Scotland, Wilson observes:
"Thus you see this Crowne is not like to fall to the ground for want of heads that claime

to weare it" (5). Wilson allays the anxieties this list stirs up a little by concluding: "1 doe

assure myselfe that the King of Scotland will carry it, as vay many Englishmen doe
know asssuredly, but to detmyne thereof is to al1 English capitally forbidderl' (5).
Wilson almost seems to be stirring up anxiety about the contuiuity of England's
sovereignty here. Equally, it would seem that a union with Scotland would have had an
appeal to dl those who supporteci the continuation of Engiish sovereignty.
These are just a few of the prompts behind England's ready acceptance of James

V I and f. There wonfa be no reasm not to weicomejamts,d e s s one was an enemy to

England 's sovereignty and peace. Even Roman Catholic agitators like Richard Verstegen
bowed to James' accession. Verstegen's antiquarian history o f the English nation, A
Restitution of Decayed Intelligence ( 1 605), is dedicated to King James VI and 1.

Shakespeare had no reason not to give his voice to the throng of p e t s who welcomed the
new king. It is a critical commonplace that Macbeth is a compliment to James. Alvin

Kernan (1 995) calls the play "a Stuart performance"; '%basic patronage work" that must
have left James Stuart feeling "enomously pleased"." There is no reason to disagree

with this assessrnent The play's mobilization of history invents a tradition of Stuart
monarchy imaginable for England that facilitates the change in dynasty folowing the
union of Crowns.
The play also upholds the institutional continuity of Scots sovereignty by
invoking Scotland's ethnic pst. According to Colin Kidd's (1999) study of ethnicity and
nationhood in early modem Scotland, the history of the Gaelic Scots became the national
history of al1 Scotland because "the Lowlands lacked a convincing or usable identity in
which to construct a non-GaeIic version of Scottishness"(144). Therefore "this
particuiar ethnic past justified the sovereignty of the whole" (1 î4).12 Like a pdimpsest,

Kidd notes, the institutional basis-that is, statehood-for Iimiting Scottish monarchy is
written over "the anfient Gaelic assembiy of clan chiefs" ( 142). Kidd sees a process in

which ethnic history is exploited to "define Scotiand's identity and the historical
legitimacy of its institutions" (1 27) while ''the subversive side of ethnic culture was at the
same time attacked" (141). Thus this exploitation of ethnic history does not, as Kidd
points out, preclude an anti-Gaelic culturai policy.

In describing the pacification of the borders in the first act, then, Macbeth invokes
an ethnic past even as it describes how that ethnic culture was subdued. Indeed, the
fabled MacBeth of the chronicle histones, upon whom Shakespeare drew for character
and plot, was famous for having pacified the warring clans and the borders, and for
maintainhg peace in Scotland for ten years.'3 Thus the play's mobilization of history
legitimates James as monarch of two sovereign redms, Scotland and Engfand. It would
have been surprising if James were not enomously pleased. Nevertheless, in confirming

James as a multiple monarch, Macbeth's mobilization of history relies on the institutional
character of national identity and sovereignty; indeed, the play insists upon this corporate
identity as the foundation for opposing iyranny.
If there were plenty of reasons to give one's voice to the union of Crowns, there
were also good reasons. as many historians of the union have noted, to take it back when

it came to James' plan for a more cornplete, or ' w e c t union" behveen the two sovereign

states. Scotland and England had different systems of law and ecclesiasticd govemment,
different parliamentary procedures and di fferent commercial strengths and interests.
Despite the relief fiom political anxiety that James' accession brought, and despite
theais, r d and perceived, fiwn Catholic Europe, the proposais for comprehdve uoion

put forward by the king's Commissioners for Union were controvasial because,
notwithstanding bonds of language, religion and geography, the Scottish and English
polities had developed as distinct states and stwd to lose discrete identity and agency in
the merging of their Parliaments and Iegal systems.
Modem cornmentators on the union, like Bruce Galloway (1986), Brian Levack
(1987), Keith Brown (1992), Claire McEachem (1996) and Theodore Rabb (1998)' have

noted thet theattempt to rationalizethe governrnent of the two stîtes by political
integration prompted fears of royal aggrandizement and stimulated a debate about
precedence.'4 How could the states be united thus d e s s one gave way to the other?
And what precedents existed for the creation of a new narne arising h m political union?

Both states feared that the fashioning of a new, integrated empire of Great Britain would
enhance royal prerogative and personal rule at the expense of a systern of govemment
based on consent between the monarch and existing institutions of state. If James were to
nile the British Isles as a single political unit it would rnean the dissolution of al1 kinds of
existing laws and political identitia. Andrew D. Nicholls (1999), in a ment
reconsideration of the Jacobean Union, has noted that the "union of the crowns was
vested in the person of James VI/I himself and was not indicative oîany new formal

relationship between his two sovereign states" (l2).I5 Yet it seemed that this 'hew

formal relationship" between these two states was exactly what the king was trying to
push through with the plan for amalgamating union.

Shakespeare's Macbeth goes with the flow of tracts, poems, sermons, addressa,
and panegyrics that celebrated the Union of Crowns. It also caters to James' Scottishnas
by o f k i n g a Scottish-centered view of the dynastie union's ongin. But as a work laden

with anxiety over impending dissolution, the play dso registers the danger for national

identity posed by the new regal union; it questions the positive moral value attributed to a

new, imperid order by the Stuart king.
Spenser's travella in the View, Irenius, argues for assimilating Ireland into
statehood with England. The political consequence of this over-arching conception of
peaceful and prosperous civic unity is absolute rule in Ireland and extermination of the

rebel Irish. 'theexercise ofroyal prerogative anerges as a logicaf way o f cutting through
the confusion created by the operation of two systems of law in Ireland. James' vision of

imperial integration is also legitimized by the idea of liberating his subjects from tumult
and bringing peace, prosperity and unity to a troubled realm. The logical political
consequence of this union, as objectors to the project realized, was the exercise of royal
prerogative and personai nile. James' imperial project implicitly supports absolutist
govemment at the expense of monarchical coexistence with an institutional order. By
analogy, Macbeth's pacification of waming factions, the order and unity he imposes on a
Scotland divided by faction, undenmite his overthrow of existing noms. Absolute rule
ernerges as a logical political consequence of union in Macbeth, just as it did in the Viau.
(Macbeth's inter-world subjectivity, his trafficking between the real and the imaginary,

offer another kind of union that also promotes absolute nile.) In the Y&,

the imposition

of statehood affords the means of imperial incorporation. Macbeth. 1 suggest,
reformulates the relation of empire to the state and points up the threat of cultural and
political obliteration as the price of imperial assimilation.
Objectors in the House of Commons to James' idea of "perfect union" saw the

institutions of state and national identity threatened by James'vision of imperial order.
Sir Edwin Sandys, dacribed by Bruce Galloway (1 986) as "an enigmatic figure whose

precipitate rise in the Comrnons came in these debates" (2 1), pointed out that 'pafect"
politicai union, entailing union in laws, offices and styles, only occurred in union by
conquest and not in that of marriage or election.I6 From this perspective, James' soothing
and mystifjmg political hetonc of rnamiage masks the design of conquest!'

As

Galloway (1986) has noted, Sandys went on to point out that the creation of a complete

or "perfiect union", a Great Bntain, would not only cancel existing laws, it would also
prevent legislation by eitha national parliament.'8 James alone would have
constitutional authority. Sandys gave voice to a general concern that incorporation and
supranational, encompassing imperial govemment suppressed the community's
participation in power. Perfect union would strengthen royal prerogative at the expense
of state power.
Sandys' intervention was decisive. His biographer Theodore Rabb (1 998) notes
that in 1604 Sandys made a speech on James' project of union that marked the emergence
'hot just of an unexpected advocate of consultation and consent in English politics, but of

a momentous new stage in the relations between Crown and subject" (57).lY Sandys
seized the opportunity for leadership "'and a major conflict between Crown and subject
was bom" (61).

Sandys exploited and widened the gap between king and state to pit an

imperial order against a state systern, that is, one form of govemment against another.
Ultimately, the debate was not about which form of govemment was most effective, but
about which style of govemance best suited the British Isles as a political entity.

Galloway points out that parnphleteers took up Sandys' important distinctions and
insights on the subject of union. Sandys' points were also included in a list of objections
to political union that was compiled by a committee under Sir Francis Bacon. This list

circulateci widely in manuscript fom. Under objections pertaining to "the matter of
generality or common reason" the committee makes clear that

We find no precedent, at home or abroad, of uniting or
contracting of the names of two several kingdoms into
one name, where the union hath grown by marriage or
blood; and that those examples which may be alleged,

The conmittee also points out, under the matter of 'Mate inward", that "acts
instnmients, and forms of policy and government, with a multitude of 0 t h forms of
Records, Writs, Pleadings and Instruments," al1 "run now in the narne of England...upon

the change would be drawn into uncertainty and question.'92' The imperial project of a
Great Bntain was understood as playing to James7well-known penchant for absolute
rule. Both nation states, Scotland and England, feared a conquest under pretense of a
match,
So, for many in England, James' talk of peaceful integration, of pacific empire,

constituted a suppression of the English cornmunity's involvernent with power. Claire

McEachern (1996), in her overview of the English debate over the proposed union of
England, Scotland, Waies and Ireland into the one polity of Great Britain, says that "the
greatest objection to the union lay in the perception of it as the vehicle of an unrestrained
monarchic will" (146)."

McEachern daims, as she plots the course of the debate, that

"James' engulfhg vision of national consolidation" was "the chief threat to the traditional
shape of English identity" (1 58).

There w e n many in Scotland too that feared for their politicai status and identity
within such encompassing union. George Buchanan, James' own tutor, as well as the
Presbyterian Church, h m which the m w n was excluded, and members of the legal

profession, were opposed to the idea of perfect union? The objectors to integration in
both England and Scotland w a e advocates for, and participants in, the state as a
depersonalized public order that was distinct h m the will o f the monarch. Even those

Scots and English who wrote &&ses

Ui favow of union &es&

their shared institutions

and promoted the concept of a new British state rather than the idea of an imperial
monarchy.
Objectors to James' vision of perfect union were sccused by the King's supporters

of unnatural self-love, that is, of incivility. What James himself does in his political
rhetoric generdly is to appropriate values attached to civility for his own vision of unity;

he legitimizes this integrated, imperial order by appealing to social harmony, prosperity
and peace. Harping on the realm's long history of warfare, he stresses the material and

spiritual benefits that attend his accession to the English throne. The political
consequence that flows fiom this vision of peace and prosperity throughout the united
kingdoms is, howeva, a program of centralized rule that is concentrated in his person. In
other words, the very delivery of this public g w d permits a monopoly of power to mise

that can maintain public order and prevent chaos.

In his first speech to Parliament, published soon after it was delivered in March
1603, James ties the coming of peace, both at home and abroad, to the singular authority

of his corporeal person.24 James infoms his audience that he has always kept "peace and
amitie with dl," and that this ability to effect harmony and order has been "tyeâ to my
person" (270). He calls Parliament as witnesses to this fact. He says that "1 found the
State embarqueci in a great and tedious warre,"and that "onely by mine arriva11 here, and
by the Peace in my Person, is w w amite kept, where warre was before, which is no srnal

blessing to a Christian Common-wealth"(270). James goes on to Say that such peace

"abroadwith their neighbolusnenables towns to flourish, merchants to grow nch and
trade to increase, to the end that "the people of d l sorts of the Land enjoy free 11e-

to

examise themselves U, theit sevefalE vocations without perill or distiadxmcen(270)-

James represents himself here as the guardian of the public weal and nurturer of the

people's capacity to develop as economic and moral agents.

In addition to this "great blessingn of "outward peacen, James also claims, through
the singular power of his corporeal person, to have conferred the yet greater good of
"peace withinw. Pointing to his descent from Henry VII, Jama observes that in his
person he confims the union of Lancaster and York founded by "that King of happy
mernorie". His remark, that "the lamentable and miserable events by the Civil1 and
bloody dissension behvixt these two Houses," that was "so great and so late, as it need
not be renewed unto your mernories" (27 1), serves to ernphasize the pacific effect that
accrues to his singular physical presence as mler.

The copia of peaceful blessings confmed by Jamesr own body grows as the
speech continues. "But the Union of these two princely Houses,"he declares, "is nothing
comparable to the Union of two ancient and farnous Kingdoma, which is the other
inward Peace annexed to my Personn (271). This union between Scotland, England and
Wales, "which is made in my blood," aiso bnngs peace on the basis tbat the poweriùl
monarchy thus created fiom smaller, weaker kingdoms deters foes h m both home and
abroad. For, as "Nature teacheth us, that Mountaines are made of Motes," so, in the
fiillness of time, by vimie of the king's person, " M e Kingdomes" are now "ioyned into
great Monarchies, whereby they are becorne powerfùll within themselves to defend
themselves nom al1 outward invasions" (271). Not only this, but the kingdom rendered
thus powerful, says James, may also "punish private transgressions within" (27 1).
James practices hem what Mark E. Kann (1 998) has called "symbolic politics".

crises to arouse public anxiety" which justifies "powerfûl political leadership to assuage

it" (147)? James' concern here is with real and imaginary tumults; he blurs boundaries,
fomenting an interlinked economy of appearance and reality to support the necessity of
strong, unconstrained d e . The delivery of peace as the public weal's most vital good,
and the circulation of energies between real and imaginary zones, plays to the hand of
royal prerogative.

By stressing the discord that prevailed before his accession, James accentuata the
peaceful order that ensues fiom the power of his person as king, and by emphasizing the
peace that attends his royal person, he implicitly advocates the rule of a single pwer?
James' rhetoric here accords with scholastic political theorists who placed the good and
safety of the community in the preservation of peace, and who saw civil discord,
especially intemal faction, as a threat to the continued existence of a plity?' The
simplest way to avoid such discord was to confine the legitimate use of power to a single,

central institution, to place a plenitude of power in the hands of one body.
James' political rhetoric generally seems to have been informed by this principle.

To this end he had aiways represented himself in his political works as the loving
husband or father to his people. He insists, as a corollary to this, that the d e r should
consult the common good before his own private pleasure. James ernphasizes his own
fatherlypietas-his responsiiility to ohers in preference to his personal desires-and he
maintains that the d e r should fashion laws and government according to what he sees as
pertaining to the cornmon good. h James' view, the common good is best served by

peace. The politics of peace promote centralized control of an entire, heterogeneous

society. f mes' exxrphasis on peaceas tht baris of the eommangaad,as we?tas his

design for politid integration, plays to his penchant for absolutist governrnent?8
So, by placing so much emphasis on peace and tying it to his royal pers-

James

paves the way for the exercise of royal prerogative. Calling up longstanding fears of
Catholic and Spanish invasion, and old anxieties over internal discord, James stimulates a
desire for peace?9 His rhetoric here is directecl, ultimately, towards fashioning an
authoritarian regime that overrides the existing state systems in both Scotland and

~ n ~ l n n d . "His defernive union, predicated on the idea of internal and external peace,
masks the amplification of his authority that only cornes with conquest; it does not, as
James claimed it would in his first speech to Parliament, constitute an amicable
alternative to conquest. "[Slince the success was happie of the Saxons Kingdomes being

conquered by the speare of Bellona," he argues, "How much greater reason have wee to
expect a happie issue o f this greater Union, which is only fastened and bound up by the

wedding Ring of Asirea?" (273).

James' emphasis on peace extended to denouncing war as a policy tool in this
speech to Parliament. He promised, as a king, that he would never be the first to break

"this outward Peace so inseparably tyed to my person" (270). He swore "to i n t e ~ pyour
t
publique Peace" for no "private passion of mind," but only for an honourable or a just
cause. James said he would embark upon "a secure and honourable warren for the
"reparation of the honour of the Kingdom, or else by necessitie for the weale and
presewation of the same" (270). James concedes the possibility of a just war despite
desiring peace. Thus James lays daim to be the sole authorizer of war and peace for the
polity. With dl this capacity for war and peace tied to his person, James himseif

becoma the dominant protcctivc sgcncy irt the reahr,. As the instrtunerit of inward and

outward peace and sole arbiter over the pennissibility of violence in this newly joined
territory, James' very person embodies what Max Weber calls "the single power
principle", or rule by one body?
For James to corne to the English throne calling for 'perfect union", ernphasizing
peace a s the basis of the common good while claiming that the common good is tied to

his person, was to suppress the community's existing involvement with power.
Parliamentary objectors to political union understocxi bis. James had to give up the idea
of 'perf'ect union". The English didn't want it. The Scots didn't want it. Not yet. Not
there. "Opposition to virtually eveiy aspect of his project," observes Bnan Levack
(!987), "arose either in Scotland, or in England, or in both l~in~dorns"(8).~~
Andrew D.

Nicholls (1999) concluda: "Once arnalgarnation had been staved off in 1607,
comprehensive union ceased to be an expressed Stuart initiative until 1669" (17).
In fact, long before he came to the English throne, James VI was known for
having successfully nippressed the chronic feuding that had characterized Scotland's
political scene for generations." He had a reptation for bringing the kind of peace that

strengthened his own authority, as did the fabled MacBeth of the chronicle histories,
upon whom Shakespeare drew for character and plot.

Shakespeare's "BelIona's bridegroom", too, by the singular power of his
extraordinary person, brïngs peace to the realm. Singlehandedly, it seems,

Shakespeare's Macbeth quells the rebellion of Macdonwald and Cawdor and pacifies the
troubled kingdom. This same peace ushers in Macbeth's tyranny. In Macbeth's world,
peace means death. The dead are those whom Macbeth, ''te gain our peace, have sent to

peace''(3.3.20).

Aaording to Macbeth, Dmicansleeps w d l in Es grave. N o e g cmi

disturb him there, neither "steel, nor poison, Malice domatic, foreign Ievy, nothin@ C m
touch him hrther" (3.2.23-6). Rosse tells Macduff, in the knowledge that MacduFs

wife and children are dead, that %ey were well at peace when 1did leave 'em" (4.3.178).
Macduff s cornfort is that "Heaven rest them now" (4.3.227).
The kind of peace Macbeth brings points up the danger he represents to the state.
Despite the traditional stoic association between peace and death, whereby death beckons

as a form of happy ease a f k the bitter toils of life, it seems clear that tyranny, terror and
extermination emerge as a consequence of Macbeth's pacification of Scotland. His
bloody peace involves the systematic elimination of resistance to his nile and the vimial
destruction of Scotiand.
Macbeth raents power passing to Duncan's son. In killing Duncan, he takes the
crown with an b'unlinealhand." What activates Macbeth to murder is power that flows
dong farnily l i n e ~ ?His
~ bloody peace involves an endless rooting-out procedure dong
these hereditary paths. The play distinguishes between two modes of power transfer, and

two styles of govemment, right fiom the start. A witch greets one rehiming warrior thus:
"Al1 hail, Macbeth, that shah be King h d e r ! " (1.3.50). To the other hem the witch
says, "Thou shah get kings, though thou be none" (1.3.67). Macbeth's kingship
constitutes a new beginning imposed by his compact with disorderly women. Banquo's

kingship involves a cycle of inheritance whereby power passes fiom father to son.

These rival versions of governance are compacted into opposed foms of
manhood in A4acbethh3' Both masculinities depend on civil conversation, on wiIled
association or compact with others, for their political charader. The difference between

these politid systerns rests on whether this compact is made with those who are the

same, or with those who are different. Generative, procreative men, like Banquo and

Duncan, are cornunitarian in outlook and form a corporate political entity, a hternity
of the sarne and a style of manhood founded ultimately, as

(1 998) notes, on their

jMsdiction over women. T'heucompact is with men who, presumably, govern their
women. The fathers Duncan and Banquo, as self-perpetuating powers, signal govmance
that is a continuation of what passed before. They preside over a comunity actively
involved with power. Thus they are mediators of an idea of rnixed government-a form
of g o v m e n t extolled as tending to unbroken longevity--and they are associated in

Macbeth with cycles of natural growth. They manifest a version of collective agency
operating in due course and season that is generated by the ongoing, unintenupted,

process of dwelling.

Duncan is a benignly paternalistic der, who promotes fellowship among political
agents. This kind of concord involves respecting the office of the poet who celebrates the

deeds of chronic, factional strife. Duncan pays courteous attention to the unnameci,
bleeding sergeant as he sings of anns and the man-Macbeth-who

took the field against

the rebels and invaders. Duncan honours the bleeding soldier-poet, praisa his words and
applauds the hero of his Song. Duocan's son, Malcolm, honours the soldier too. He

makes known the sergeant's worthy deeds to the king, and addresses the "good and hardy
soldief' as "brave fnenà". As the soldier-pet speaks, he bleeds. Both his spilling blood,
that waters Scottish soil, and his torrent of words, that gemiinate in Duncan's thoughts,

eam him patemal regard and honourable mernbership in their hternity. Duncan orders
surgeons for the "bbloodyman" whose words, he says, "have become thee as thy wounds,

/ They smack of honor both" (t.2.4%3). A bard of M e , the btading poet mibodies end

glorifies the bloody hmiult of factional stnfe. As do the Gaelic bards in Spenser's Viau,
the soldier-pet elevates the violence endemic to chronic feuding into cultural heroism.
AAer pets, loyal servants have their due. Father and son persistently address

their loyal thanes as 'korthf'. Furthmore, Duncan is properly cogni*zantand gratefùl
toward his wamiors. The pains of Macbeth and Banquo are rewarded with gifts of
gratefbl affection and noble title. Manifesting a developed sense of social justice and an
appreciation of worth, Duncan proceeds to attend to the needs of the war-tom state by

naming his mccessor. in doing so Duncan not only fosters political and intergenerationai concord by renouncing pabiarchal authority over hts son, he also prormtes
fellowship among sons, kinsmen and thanes by promising to honour "al1 deservers"
(1.4.42). Duncan's recognition of hereâitary and legitimate right here signal him as a

marker for mixed government.
Banquo is a generative, patemd and libml figure after the rnanner of Duncan.

He shall 'be the root and father 1 Of many kings" (3.1 56). He is a figure who, in
particular, mediates cultural production as a process of natural growth. When he speaks
to the witches, he asks if they "cmlook into the se& of time, / And say which grain will
grow, and which will not" (1.3.58-9). As he approaches Inverness with Duncan he
proves the c a d e a pleasant seat by noting that it is a place of pmcreation for the house

martin, "no jutty,fiiae, / Buttress, nor coign of vantage," he says, '%ut this birdJ Hath
made his pendent bed and procreant cradle" (1.6.6-8). Later, in conversation with his
son, when the stars are hidden at night he calls this '%usbandryin heaven" (2.1.4).

Banquo and Duncan are libaal towards men but both are dismissive, disdainful

even, o f the women fhey encounfer, because (heir hternity as pofiticaf agents rests,
ultimately, on their govemment of women, even to the point of expropriating their roles
as nwturers, dwellers and lovers of men. Banquo makes a little merry with the witches
and Duncan toys with Lady Macbeth. Malcolm claims to be b'Unknown to woman".
Where they plant in theirpolitical family, or htemity, however, they tend more

courteously, and husband their seedlings. Duncan's last words to Lady Macbeth are that

he loves Macbeth "highly, / And shall continue our graces towards him" (1.6.30).
Duncan encourages hternity and liberty in his political family by recognizing
and rewarding valour. Of course, the more vgour is rewarded the more fighting is

generated. Political tumult is at hi11 tilt in Duncan's Scotland as the play opens. Such
strife, fiom an authontarian perspective, mi&t seern to invite the appearance of a strong
d e r who could impose order and peace and strengthen the polity rendered thus
vulnerable to foreign and intemal challenge. But Macdonwald's and Cawdor's revolt,
and Nonvsy's hostile engagement, are not simply undesirable forms of strife, nor are they
necessarily destructive of the state. Fair is foul, and foul is fair. Al1 the butchery of
battle accrues to Macbeth's sword. The generous and gallant gestures of the conflict fa11

to Duncan and to Duncan's enemies. While the lively horrors of war appear to make
peace an imperative, when the man who rescues the state h m bloody turmoil epitomizes

al1 that is gruesome about such strife, it cornplkates the idea that axmed conflict and
discords are necessarily the worst threat to the commonwealth.
Notwithstanding the epic similes that aestheticize his violence in the battles of the
fimi scme, d l the manslaughter of battle cornes fiom Macbeth's strong m. It is

Macbeth's sword that "smok'd with bloody execution" and "carv'd out his passage"

(hrough a m a s of men mitit he tracks d

m Ma&&,

s t b opentris body and talces

his head off, al1 without a word, as if he were an assassin. Macbeth appears as a silent
dedicated killer, a ferociously efficient engine of war who would "bathe in reeking
wounds, I Or memorize another Golgotha" (1.3.3941). As, or more, barbarous than any
fabled Scythian, he is another Conolanus, or an invincible and brutal

ch il les?

He is

sung as a hero, without whom the battle wuld not be won. Achilles, o f course, fought for
the promise of his own undying fame and not for the Greeks' or Agarnrnemnon's benefit.

He was a socially uncommitted warrior who adventured for his own glory, not for a
community?'
The restless adventmm of this play are Macbeth and, to a lesser extent, Cawdor.

These figures mediate a politics of new beginnings, o f willed and repeated rather than
transmitted titla to power. Their compacts are made not with those within a self-same
group, but with outsiders. Cawdor is believed to have "combin'd / With those of
Nonvay" (1.3.1 1 1) or with the rebel Macdonwald and his forces from the Western Isles.
Macbeth makes no compact with men at d l . H e joins forces with women.
Macbeth kills mothers, who make men fathers and sons, and he kills children,
who are men's posterity. Macbeth is some motha's son, of course, but that is not the

axis of his masculinity. It seems he might have been a father once, and Lady Macbeth a
mother, but their impulse is not pnmarily intergenerational. Macbeth is no bachelor, but

his bond to a hternity, orfamilia, of men, is suspect because of his parochial bond to his
wife." Macbeth emancipates hirnself h m his obligations to men for the sake of gains he
stands to make through compact with his lady. As a killer bonded to his mistress above

al1 othas, Macbeth is a perverted chivairic adventurer. His cade at Inverness, as

dedbeû by Dmicw and Banquo, confomisto the ideai fàr(ressdescriid by Christine
de Pi-

in The Book of Deeds of A m und of ~ h i v a 2 r - yElevated,
.~~
with water nearby,

situated in a fertile productive spot with good, heaithful air away from swamps and
marshes, Macbeth's c a d e "hath a pleasant seat, the air / Nhnbly and sweetly
recommends itself / Unto our gentle senses" (1.6.1 -2), observes Duncan. Banquo adds
that "heaven's breath 1 Smells wooingly here" (1.6.5), filling in, poetically, the details of

elevation and fertility required of the ideal chivalric fortress. Macbeth, as a valiant, bold,
strong and constant killer, parodies the chivalric warrïor. Furthemore, as a pair, the

champion and his consort pervert the loving couple of chivalric romance.
Macduff, in contrast, does not put his parochial family interests before his duty to
men. Thus he leaves his shrewish wife and his children in Scûtland and joins Malcolm.
His sense of obligation towards women and the pamchial appears minimal. He was not
even bom of woman. Does he expropriate even natality nom women thus? Or is it that

his authority over disorderly women and their chaotic wombs rests on his kedomjiom
their influence.'

Macduff, detached from women,appears to have more children than

anyone else in the play. Must he rip himself away h m women in order to break the
spell they have over him? His confidence in the perpetuity of his bloodline rests in their

numbers, not in his numuing of them. His offspring are always referred to as a p l d i t y ,
a mal1 throng of "babes". His dead children are as a herd of "muther'd de& or a

slaughtered Bock of "pretty chickens". Macdufl's mistake is to leave them d l in one
spot. Macduffs brood are sim'ng ducks and Macbeth grabs his chance to "Seize upon

Fife, give to th'edge

O'

th' sword / His wife, his babes, and al1 unfortmate souls 1 That

trace him in his line" (4.1.1 51-3). AAer having let Duncan's and Banquo's children slip

away when he had thern aIî within his grasp, Macbeth dispatches Macdnffs progeny
within the instant; 'The fintlings of my hand", following 'The very firstlings of my

heart" (4.1.146-7). What appalls Macduff is that al! his children are dead. He disputes
his worst woe thus: "Al1 my pretty ones? / Did you Say all? O hell-kite! All?" (4.3.2 167).
Not one lives, not even one yet unbom in his wife's womb: ''mat, dl my pretty
chickens, and their dam, / At one fell swoop?" (4.3.21 7-8).

Macduff manages the mernory and mouming of his children, and the suffenWng
of
his emasculation, by channeling his smse of loss and sacrifice into a public spectacle,
into single combat with Macbeth. His prayer is to get "Front to fiont," within "my
sword's length," to "this fiend of Scotland" (4.3.233-4). Macbeth's projected deposition
becomes thus an act of public mouming, an expression of individual and national outrage
at Macbeth's trampling on "our mothei' Seotland. Macduff here becomes the fùlcm of
a national consciousnas that faces extinction. Rosse's news of a "poor country" rent by
"sighs, and groans, and shrieks" and of Macduff s wife and babes "Savagely slaughter'd"
promotes solidarity between a national cornmunity and their ancestral land; both are
victims of the predator Macbeth. Foilowing the news of Macduff s loss, the bond

between Macduff, Mdcolm and the English forces is stronger than ever. Their collective
remembering of the dead comects the past to the present and spurs their march upon
Macbeth, who "1s ripe for shaking' (4.3.238). This nationalist upnsing against a duly
constituted king is a way of understanding suf'fiéring, remembering the fdlen and resisting
political extermination.
Macduff s cornmitment to a mixed government in which hereditary monarchs c e
exist with a political community is total. It is a supra4ocal cornmitment that ovenides al1

other parochiai interesfs, and

the loss of fmib and even his native land.

Macduff s "hope ends" when Malcolm gives him no incentive to transpose kings; he is
brought to the brink of despair when Malcolm declares himself a tyrant too. Yet Macduff
is for regicide, for the death of Macbeth and even Malcolm, rather thm that the bleeding
state of Scotland should be left to expire. When regicide is rendered ineffectual by the
repetition of tyrants, Macduff initiates a separatist movement. 'niese evils thou repeat'st

upon thyself; he says to Malcolm, "Hath banish'd m e fiom Scotland" (4.3.1 123).
Malcolm's histnonic display of "Boundless intemperance" reflects Macduff s "noble
passion" that proves hirn the "child of integrkf'. 'Ihis is, of course, a test, a moment of
definition in which the traveller, the tyrant of borderlas mind, confronts the dweller, the
man explained as a child."

Having verified MacduWs loyalty to an order in which power flows along farnily
lines, Malcolm tums on Macbeth, who is busy rooting out this very system. Emancipated
fiom this homosocia1 order through his compact with women, Macbeth integrates two
wodds, male and female, the real and the imaginary, and acts to cancel the existing
stmcture of power. Propelled by his own sense of p o n d merit, and lost to a sense of
sociaiiy determined moral purpose, Macbeth exemplifies the other side of Achilles'
shield and the open rnanslaughter of chivalry. Macbeth is for moving forward, for
casting off "Golden opinions fiom dl sorts of people" (1.7.33), to achieve "the ornament
of life" (1.7.4). He is a restless adventurer, motivated by a civility that would add value
to a sufficient and nahirally provided resource, to life.
When Macbeth meets the weird sisters, insubstantial as shades, in the transitional

underworld of the heath, he takes on the nile of an Odysseus or an Aeneas. He dso

merges into the chivalric wanderer. Grail legends, as Jennifer Goodman ( 1998) notes,

commonly depicted a wasteland through which questing knights passed in order to
apprehend the gift of grace that lifteci them out of their ordinary worldP2 Macbeth meets

the witches on a desolate heath, and they surprise him with news of a glorious life to
corne. Banquo and Macbeth are merry and toy with the witches a little at first, but when

Macbeth becornes Cawdor in truth he is persuaded that fantasy can indeed translate into
reality. He is taken with their "supematural soliciting" and agrees to act in accordance
with their "sight": "If chance will have me king, why, I chance may crown me?' (1.3.142).
Macbeth is an adventurer, a bold agent who mixes conquering power with lucky chances
to nchieve greatness. Macbeth needs no "stif', or revolutionary project to take the crown;

he simply dares to take his oppomuiities as they arise.
Macbeth's compact with women and the drastic change in circumstances that is
forecast for Macbeth is, in itself, as Goodman (1998) points out in her study of the links
behveen chivalric fiction and exploration narratives, "the stuff of romance, a genre much
preoccupied with the business of social climbing" (196). The witches foretell room at the
top for Macbeth and Macbeth is moved. Confimed as Cawdor by Rosse, his wonder
grows. Macbeth, rapt, crosses into the world of the witches' words Amazed at the

shimmering expanse before him, Macbeth shades into that familiar figure h m the age of
discovery, the chivalric-styled adventurer with a New World in his sights. He looks to
win it al1 with grit, luck and faith in the power of his own ami and sw0rd.4~
If Macbeth appears on the heath as a parodic version of the heroic adventmer who
mets with wondm in wild places and glimpses what the heart desires, he conforms to
type by witing a report of his marvelous enwunteis. In the manner of a Cortes or a

Ralegh, he composes a missive designecf to set his readers af home aiight with acquisifive
desire." To Lady Macbeth, "my dearest partner of greatness", he sends a letter, crammed
with news and choked with excitement. It has the desired effect; she is ready to give him

what he needs to grasp '?he golden round". She is part sponsor and part muse. She
becornes what Goodman (1 998) describes as "an inciter to violence" (1 42).
Lady Macbeth prompts her husband to do what morality forbids by holding him
to the performance of a vow. "Had 1 so swom as y o d Have done to this," she says, even
while her own beloved child V a s srniling in my face", she would have "pluck'd my
nipple fiorn his boneless gums, / And dash'd the brains out" (1 -7.56-8). Lady Macbeth, a
disorderly woman, a possible baby-killer and potential witch-infant mortality had long

been associated with witchcraît--turns Macbeth into a killer of helpless innocents by
insisting that the warrior keep his promise to

She perverts the chivalric vow by

transfonning the murder of a sleeping innocent into an act of courage, while at the same
time showing how chivalry can make monsters. The chivalric vow's usual function was
to enforce virtuous conduct. The vow prompted and legitimized bIoody action on the
part of the knight, so that those under the yoke of evil custom could be liberated.

Midiael Frassetto (1998) says of the sacred oath of knights, "it was a ritual of great
religious power because it invoked divine intervention" @O)? He goes on to Say that
'Molators of the oath were guilty of the grave sins of sacrilege and perjiiry and were
promised terrible punishments for those sins" (20). Insofar as the knightly vow "was a
cornmon means of establishing ties within the warrior elite" (20), in making that vow to

his wi/e Macbeth rejects htemity among men in favour of compact with women. She
places right conduct, the keeping of one's promise, however rashly made or destructive,

over social mordity and justice? She offen with this compact a new beginning and a
new kingship that cuts through a self-perpetuatingtransmission of power that plays to a
continuation of the same.

Lady Macbeth, as a warped version of a knight's lady, not only incites her lord to
violence by goading him with his oath, she also presents him with his weapon. She lays
out the daggers with which Macbeth will slay the sleeping men" She also, of course,

urges Macbeth to draw that "dagger of the mind" (2.1.3 7) w hich was planted there first
by the weird sisters. Furthemore, she perverts the part of loving consort who advises
self-restraint to her erring knigl~t.'~What she urges in her champion is the ruthless
strength of mind to abandon the real, to tum his back on al1 normative social relations and

responsibilities, on his very humanity, and to damn up "th' milk of human kindness".

She counsels her lord to steel himself against every human feeling, to "bear welcome in
your eye" and "look like th' innocent flower" while he contemplates murder, to clear his
mind of "brain-sickly things" afier he has killed his king, to "sleek o'er your rugged

Iooks" while his mind is "full of scorpions", and to be a man before Banquo's ghost
"Which might appall the devil."

in nilfilling his vow, Macbeth sacrifices sociaily determined morality and justice
to chivalric law. That Duncan's conduct has been saintly, his trust child-like, only points
up Macbeth's arbitmy exercise of individual will. Lady Macbeth holds reason priwner
by bleeding chivahic fantasy into the r d , fictionalizing the real, to tum murder into the
act of courage required for personal liberation. The crime of killing a p s t , a sleeping

innocent, is justifieci as an act of chivalric liberation. Thus it is, as a twisted version of
the pious wanior, detamineci and quietly formai in the spirit of submission to duty, that

Macbeth win '%endup/ Each corporeal agent to this terrible feat"( t 7.79-80).In the
narne of liberty, courage, self4etmination and self-realization, but against his better
judgrnent, Macbeth emancipates himself from the existing social and political order by
giving himself over to compact with disorderly women who promise a new beginning.
As soon as Macbeth makes his bargain with his key supporters, his social base shrinks.

He d e s as an isolated, orbitrary and absolute monarch, fiee fiom a fraternity of nobles
and any involvement with an institutional order that could restrict his rule by the need for
consent.
Circulating between the imaginary and the real, Macbeth fi-eeshimself from the
constraints of rnundane manhood as it opmtes in Duncan's political order. He
destabilizes the cultural authority of normative, social relations by bleeding fantasy into
fact. By such traffic with fiction, Macbeth fashions his decision to murder Macduff s
wife, his children and al1 his line as an act of bold resolution: "Noboasting like a fool,"
he says, "This deed 1'11 do before this purpose cool" (5.1.153-4). Similarly, his order to
"Hang those that talk of fear"inflects a rule ofterror with a respect for courage. Selfinterested, not responsible to those he rules, with no cornmitment to the public weal,

Macbeth demonstrates the unrestrained appropnative potential of a borderless mind.
The story of Macbeth's moral comption, and the aura of personal and political
obliteration, of genocide, that pervades the play, points up the cultural anxieties attending

James' rationalization of govemment that makes the king sole guardian of peace and
order. Certainly the play mobilizes history for James at the point of new political
direction constituted by the union of Crowns, but the play also interrogates James' new
irnperial order of an integrated realm in which the people's existing involvement with

power could be suppressed. Banquo, of course, prays fothe invention of a Stuart
tradition for England. Moreover, the familial flow of power that marks his masculinity
legitimates centralized, unchallenged domination by the father, and supports James'
idealizing rhetoric of fictive kinship among his subjects. The play endorses James'
notion ofhimself as sovereign father or husband to a vastly extended family, but only to
the extent that the monarch acts as preriding head of an ultimately Anglocentric state
system created by the union of Crowns.
Machiavelli's Discourses On Livy,a work on every undergraduate's bookshelf
according to Gabriel Harvey, offered a cogent defeirse of a non-rationalized, apparently
chaotic style of mixed govemrnent. This work defends interna1 tumult on the basis that
"it is not the particular good but the common good that makes cities great" (11.2)?*
Interna1 civil discord manifestecl a people's intense political involvement and their
attachrnent to a free way of life. Such discord hindered the ability of powerful groups to
impose their private interests over those of the people at large. Thus Machiavelli can say,

"thosewho damn the tumults between the nobles and the plebs blame those things that
were the first cause of keeping Rome fke" (L4.1). Those who decry such discord, h e
says "consider the noises and the cries thaî would aise in such tumults more than the

good eRects that they engendered" (1.4.1). 'They do not consider," he continues, %at in

every republic are two diverse humors, that of the people and that of the great, and that
ai1 laws that are made in favour of fieedom a i s e h m their disunion". Interna1 clashes
were understood as a mechanism by which the interests that were common to each side

were promoted, the idea k i n g that what passed without tumult was presumably to the
benefit of al1 those with the capacity to gainsay i t Tumults in the state were both a sign

of civil liberty and the means to maintain it; thus it was "that the infinite tumults in Rome
did not hurt and indeed helped the Republic" (1.1 7.3).
Neither Cawdor nor Macdonwald are 'plebs", or coune. Nevertheless, they
constitute one of the two "humon" of the polity that may defend its fiee way of life.
"For those who have prudently constituted a republic," says Machiavelli, "among the
most necessary things ordered by thern has been to constitute a guard for tieedom"
(1.5.1). It is a moot point into whose hands, the nobles or the cornmoners, it is better to

place the said guard. "With the Lacedernonians, and in Our tirnes with the Venetians,"
explains Machiavelli, "it has been put in the han& of the nobles; but with the Romans it

was put in the hands of the plebs" (1.5.1). In Scotland, the nobility had long stood as an
institution that tested and limited the authority of the Scottish monarchy. The revolt of
Cawdor and Macdonwald against Duncan may be interpreted as a f o m of public politics.

Their rebellion constitutes a forum for debate between diffemt conceptions of the good
life or right conduct or government. This violent debate is the ground of the political
cornmunity's involvement with power,
Interna1 clashes, then, create a public space for competing conceptions of right

mle and conduct; they tie the idea of the cornmon good to what John O'Neill (1998) calls
"the function of preferences"." The values that infom law become, in this scenario, a

matter of debate and consensus rather than the single judgment of the ruling body.
Machiavelli advises that enmities that arise between either of the two humors of the
polity on the one hand, and the mling body on the other, should be tolerated as an
inconvenience necessary to arrive at greatness. What he calls "the authority to 3ccuse"
(I.6.4), insofas as it constitutes a desire to defend fieedom, safeguards not ody the

internai Eeedom o f the poIity but dso maintains the coKective mtity in a state of
tempered readiness against foreign predators. Thus Duncan's Scotland, despite its
intanal divisions, and yet because of its competitive power structure that prevents servile
effeminacy, repels the Nowegians when they see a chance to invade!*
This tumult, this toleration of competitive identities, then, is at once the difficulty
and the achievement of the liberal state.') Internd division, or faction, could be seen as a
source of strength fiom a Machiavellian perspective. Turmoil and bloodshed follow fiom
m e d strife,but so does political involvement. Interna1 discord also, somewhat

paradoxically, stmgthens the polity. Thus it is that Duncan, despite interna1 divisions,
defeats the outlying and notonously fractious Western Isles and resists foreign invasion?

The revolt, or factional bloodletting, seems not to incapacitate Duncan's polity
but rather to e ~ c and
h strengthen it. Traitors are flushed out and "ten thousand dollars
to Our general use" are to be paid by the king of Norway as ransom for his dead. Interna1
and international relations continue rather than f d l apart after the Scots test their liberty

in rebellion and the foreigners test iheir advantage by invasion. The defeated show a
willinpas to accept the conditions of the victon. A consensus, of sorts, has been

brought about through the fkee choices of the various parties. This consensus depends
upon the fundamental liberties of the defeated political subject-and this includes the dead
political subject-no t being constrained.

In accordance with the culture of death cultivated by the ancients, the king of
Norway "craves composition" and requests that he be ailowed to bury his dead. The
victors will respect the rights of the fden by accepting the ransom and allowing the dead
to receive the burial proper to their soulysrestSs Such forma1 burial procedures

.

authenticate the slain as political subjects and gioriQ a warring culture. They constitute a
form of recognition that the battle fallen have eamed merit by death. They are not
heaped in a common tomb, as were the vulgar poor, or, like the murdered Banquo, left to
rot, uncelebrated, on the open ground? The decently bwkd dead do not straddle two
worlds and mix with the living, like the ghost of Banquo.
The manner of the defeated Cawdor's death also confers a fonn of social and

political identification. In yielding, Cawdor is not deprived of his fieedom and his

manhood by being put on humiliating public show, as a traitor would be. He is, instead,
offered capital punishment, and this gives hirn an oppominity to reâeern himself. In a
display of courage on the scaffold, Cawdor eams merit by death. About to die and not, it
would seern, in hopes of a reprieve, he extenuates nothing. He confesses his fault

W y . implores pardon. and expresses a "deep repentance". Malcolm, his m w h i l e
enerny, accords Cawdor's behavior its due respect and monumentalizes his death ihrough
praise. He reports of Cawdor that "Nothing in his lifd Became hirn like the leaving it"
(1.4.7-8). His death showed the serious contemplative quality of his life that had "been

studied in his death" (1.4.9). Displaying stoic patience, he threw away "the dearest thing
he ow'& As ' M e e careless bifle" f L .4. L M 1).

Yet in tossing away his life "As 'twere a careless trifle," in Cawdor's Jack
WiItoning it at the scaffold, is there not also sornething of the childish, depraved gallant?

In his aristocratie manners at death, in his insinuation of hirnself into Duncan's "bosom
interest", in his failure to join the liberty allowed hirn by saintiy Dunon to responsibility,

and in fostering disorder without apparent just cause, does Cawdor verge upon the figure
of a disorderly gentleman bachelor, a figure linked to unnahiral desires, promiscuity and

prodiga~ity?l?The stock figure o f the bachelor, according to Kann (199û), "symbolized
the dangers of democracy and the comption of paûiarchy" (52). In transforming liberty
to license, Cawdor is implicated in the transition to Macbeth's authoritarian regime,
which emerges as an unintended consequence of Duncan's liberal rule. As Kann points
out, the bachelor rejects male fellowship that is based on the govemment of women.

Thus it is that disorderly wornen-witches, inceptors to violence and shrews-ernerge in

this play at the point where hternity based on the jurisdiction of women starts to split
apart. The intrusion of disorderly women into politics spells the intemal breakdown of a
political system founded on male fellowship.
What I am suggesting here is that Cawdor, who follows his own desires, slips into
the character of an aristocratie adventurer and Macduff, who may faIl too much under
wornan's spell, are transitional figures who mediate the shift from one regime to another.
They are part of the process by which political systems work themselves though.
Cawdor becomes Macbeth, of course, and the mild, nurturing fathers Duncan and Banquo
are replaced by the childless Malcolm and Macduff, who seem to need to steel

themselves against women's powerful influence either by distancing themselves fiom

them or by seeming to take over women's b c t i o n altogether. Duncan's system of
govemment generates that which subverts it in Cawdor and Macbeth and that which
advances it again in Macduff. In the interactive clash between masculinities-

masculinities that correspond to rival fonns of cultural and political production-Macbeth
examines an accelerated cultural breakdown in which rival political systems c m , with

sickening speed, spring h m each other's combinecl interests.
Why would Duncan expose himself to treachery by another trusteci Thme of

Cawcîor, and why woufd Banquo r e m when he bas guessecf Macbeth a mnrderer, d e s s
they were, in some way, complicit in their own demise? Both Duncan and Banquo, in
bbseeing7*
their sons as kings in the future, see their own death. They have, in fact, already
acknowledged their own dispensability in having replicated themselves through their

children. So long as k i r posterity survives, their govemment, in a manner of speaking,
ha. Banquo, on the heath, does not necessarily flinch at the possibility of Macbeth's

possession of the crown; he timply wams him to beware the witches' words. Nor does
Duncan sit down and tell sad stories of the fdl of kings when his enemies s w m .

Duncan and Banquo present easy targets to Macbeth because k i r deaths are not
conclusive. Macbeth cannot rest with these murders; he must root aut the entire
bIoodline.

Duncan and Banquo represent a monarchy authorized by inheritance in which
kingship is transmitted through the act of begetting rather than through compact. This
kind of political order offm a continuation of what passed before; it does not consist of a
repeatable regime with a specific begiming and particular end. It is a regime which, as

Valeria Wagner (1 999) puts it, "empowers the father" in that "the son points to his father
as his origin"; the "power conferreci by paternity...fiinctions 'backward'(l03).~~It is a
system of inherited govemment that supports an unchanging, 'Yimeless" polity. This kind
of pdity is linked in Macbeth to n a d cycles of production.
Revolutionary projects and individual candidates for d e threaten Duncan's selfperpetuating cycle of inheritance h m within, because Duncan also supports a political
system based on legitimacy and eledion rather than on hereditary right. He rewards

Macbeth's merit with the titie of Cawdor. Macbeth, as Cawdor, is not simply a hction

ofhis fatfier, as lie is as Giamk. Macbeth emphasizes E s d i f f m c e between
transmission and election when he says to the witches, "BySinel's death 1 know I am

Thane of GIarnis, 1 But how of Cawdor? The Thane of Cawdor lives" (1.3.7 1-2). Cycles
of inheritance and a system of elective power coexist in Duncan's self-peqxtuating
regime. Duncan's support for an elective and liberal regime legitimizes resistance.
Cawdor, who is not referred to as a father, was to Duncan ' a gentleman on whom 1 built/
An absolute trust" (1.4.13- 14). Undeterred, Duncan lwks to "plant" his valiant captain,

Macbeth, intending to "labor/To make thee full of growing" (1.4.28-9).
Duncan's system of government is open to subversion fiom within on another
count. In a system of hereditary right, gaps can appear in the succession, giving rise to
the possibility of usurpation by individual candidates for rule. These gaps occur when

children accede to power or, as in Duncan's case, when a mler unexpectedly dies.
Macbeth, of course,engineers that gap and moves in to take the mm. As husbands and
fathers to a hereditary regime that also practices election and tolerates the persistent
tumults that produce consent, Duncan and Banquo cannot but expose thernselves to the
likes of Cawdor and Macbeth. A sense of personal, political and cultural vulnerability
attends this relentless lesson in self-subverted breakdom.
This mood of a l m speaks to a historically specific political situation. The play
sets up a situation in which absolutism emerges h

m a political order which values

consent. Macbeth. I suggest, registers Sconish and English fears of cultural and political
dissolution as the specter of James' absolutism anerges h m his kingship of two states,
each with its own active political commimities, that have agreed to his rule. Mocbeth
alerts its audience to the viper of tyranny Iurking in the flowers of James' rhetoric and his

brave new imperidorder. Furthmore, the play supports a rehrtionstrip between the

rula and ruled whereby the civil power granted to the monarch by agreement of the
political cornmunity does not mean an unlirnited m e n d a of that power. James and
Macbeth, however, assume a supernatural mandate that abrogates the community's
involvement with power.
Both James and Macbeth manifest a liberationist stance. James' project of peace,
prosperity and Protestantism for the united kingdoms of a Great Bntain would free his
English abjects fiom their long bondage to religious and civil tumults. His libetationist
politics here mask the violence done to the institutions of state in the names of peace and
prosperity, traditionally associated with integration and a sbng, centraiized program of
r n ~ e . 'Macbeth,
~
of course, fiees Scotland from tumoil. Tho ~ i t c h e "great
~ ' prediction /

Of noble having and royal hope" coincides with Duncan's recognition and reward of
Macbeth's great merit, which in the Scotland of the day constituted a daim to the crown.
Holinshed's Description of Scotland describes a system of elected kings operating at that
tirne? Kings were chosen h m a mal1 group of families and mied alternately, as was
usual in a political situation dominated by clan membership. It is a system that avoids the
problems caused by children or inept d e r s acceding to the throne. Merit based on

strength of arms was highly regarded and was often a decisive factor. Macbeth, a
contender for the throne in his own minci, sees Duncan's appointment of Malcolm as
Prince of Cumberland as an act of hereditary oppression; it is "a stepl On which 1must

fall down, or else o'erleap" (1.4.49).
Moreover, the witches have gîven Macbeth their voice as king. He seems to have
some kind of supemahwl mandate for stepping up to take the crown. This mandate is

withàrawn when Macbeth is no longer acceptable fo his subjeds, when they faif to

prosper and when Macbeth's par poses a mortd threat to national Society.
When Macbeth disrnanties the cwtorns of the people, he attacks the community's
involvement in power. Furthermore, when he attacks women and children, he attacks an

order in which power runs through family lines. On both counts Macbeth aims at the
vitais, the belly, of a national political order that rivals his absolutist rule. When Macbeth
attacks that wbich sustains the body politic in life, the polity is justified in tuniing against

him, despite the fact that Macbeth is a duly constituted rnonarch? An unnamed lord
hopes for Macbeth's overthrow so they may once again hold their customary feasts, fkee
their banquets fiorn "bloody knives" and "Do faithful hornage and receive tiee honom;/
Al1 which we pine for now" (3.6.35-7).
In leaving his wife and children at Fife, Macduff presents his own underbelly, and
the belly of Scotland, to the tyrant. Racing with his destiny, Macbeth strikes and
proceeds to the next victim, for there is no end to the killing once bloodlines decide

death. Scotland bleeds and "good men's l i v a / Expire before the flowers in their caps"
(4.3.17 1-2). Nowhere else in the play is "Scotland" and her sufferings invoked as oflen

es in Act 4 Sceoe 3, the scene in which Macduff receives the terrible news of his family's
fate. Spurred, united, and justified by this mortal attack upon "our mothef' Scotlmd,
Macduff and Malcolm begin their advance upon the duly constituted ruler, invested at
Scone, who is bleeding Scotland to death. The polity is justifieci, by the authority of its
n a d right to life, to do that which is necessary for its own conservation, even, as

James' own tutor George Buchanan suggested in his most shocking assertion,if that
means killiog the king.

A long line of pditical philosophas before Buchanan made siinflar claùns. When

the polity faces a lethal threat nom its ruler the people are justified in deposing that ruler.
The fieedom to conserve oneself in existence had long been recognised as authorising a
people's resistance to a wnstituted d e r . The people's liberty to withdraw their mandate
when they fail to thive, not their weight in numbers as such, foms the legitimate
foundation of their political power. Were it sirnply a case of numbers, then Macduff s
canny son would be right, thaî in letting themselves be hanged by the honest men "the

liars and swearers are fools; for there are lias and swearers enow to beat the honest men
and hang them up" (4.2.56-8). Such liberty, the liberty cf a rogue majority to hang their
honest rulers, is rather an argument for authoritarian rule.

But the possibilities for government are not exhausteci by the options of universal
participation, or mob rule, and an authontarian regime. Macbeth's overthrow represents
the withdrawal of the political cornmunity's mandate to govern on the bais that Macbeth

has obstnicted the customs of the nobility, snuffed out their posterity and is bleeding the
country to death. In short, Macbeth has breached the political community's n a d , Godgiven right of self-preservation.

The early modem debate about the reiationshipbetween the governor and the
govmed in the polity tums on this question of self presewation. The European

discourse of polity evolved h m debate about ecclesiastical and secular polities? Jean

Gerson, a fifieenth-century commentator on ecclesiastical politics, offers a collection of
early modem political verities in his treatise Concerning Ecclesiastical Power (1 4 17).63
Gerson defines a sedar polity, in Catherine Brown's translation of this treatise, as "a

mmmunity organized with a view to some perfect endW (9). Elaborating on this, he says,

"the comrnunity is here cafled 'pdect' to distinguish it nom the domatic way of Tif&

which is not perfectly self-sufficient" (1 0). From this opposition between a public and a
private community the secular polity emerges as a politicaily independent collective
entity. Gerson amplifies thjs point by daiming that this perfect self-mfficiency is
consonant with the cornmunity's & d o m nom foreign c0nstm.int. Collective
sovereignty, then, is a the core of the secular polity.
Gerson goes on to Say that the "perféct", or poiitically independent, commimity

may be organized in diffemt ways to m a t e different political orders. Gerson points to
Anstotle's farnous threefold distinction of polity types: monarchy, aristocracy and
deniocracyM He explains that these terms correspond to the nile of one,the few and the
many, but that in each case government and laws shouId be Gamed with a view to the

common good. He points out that custom, again in line with Aristotle's view, is the most
reliable indicator of what best suits the common good, "provided," Gerson says, %at it is

neither con-

to divine nor to natural law" (8). This proviso leaves custom open to

disparagernent.
Nahrral law was presumed to be a miversal Iaw, constant and immutable, and

"sbuid ~ n one
y neglecî it," wams Bartol~1eoScala (1430-97) in David Marsh's
translation of Scala's Dialogue on Lmvs and Legnl Judgements, and choose '30 abandon

his hman nature, he must fear Gocl, the source of this law" (178).65 The invocation of
nahiral law constituted an appeal to transcendeme over camd and contingent custom, as
welI as over national and civil law. Those who would override custom, or common law,
but still maintain that they acted for the common go&, appropriated divine and natural
law to authorize their own dominion over the polity. The appeal to transcendaice, in the

appeal to natural and divine law, bolsters the authority of those who make it, whie at the

same time it masks a strategy for contmlling resources and tdtory. Rulers invoked
"Universal" n a d law in order to suppress the community's involvement with power.

By claiming to uphold Gdgiven naturai, or universal, law, mlers may dispense with
custom which, as a camal human invention, difien fkom place to place.

The invocation of naturai law by ders was countered by an appeal to what
amounted to God-given natural nghts by the mld. Disobedience against an appointed
ruler was authorized on the basis of self-preservation. Those who appealed to
transcendence by claiming the authority of naturai !ow assumed the authority to
cornmand obedience? Those who resisted this authority legitimized their action by the

daim that they were following steps to conserve themselves in existence. Jaques Almain
(c. 1480-1515). a theorist of ecclesiastical politics at the University of Paris, was one of
the first political philosophers of the early modem em to justie a community's
deposition of a duly constituted d e r on the basis that the d e r ' s actions posed a mortal
threat to the continued existence of the polity. In his Question at Vespers, he argues for
the right of the general council of the Church to take action against a divinely ordained

Pope whose nile p v e s destructive to the life of the ecciesiasticaî pulityP7

If an idea of natural nght was ernployed here to resist the Pope's absolute power,
we can see natural law being invoked to bolster absolute papal power in Tommaso
Campanella's (1 568-1639) Monarchy of the Messiah (completed 1605). In this treatise,
Campanella invokes nahird law to justie the dominion of priestly over princely ru1e.6~
Campanella r~j-ectsany Qrcumscription of the Pope's authority by lay dominion. He
achowledges that the idea of lay independence h m the Pope has been put forward on

the basis that a Iay empire exisfedbefore the Messiah appeared, ûut he goes on to reject
that argument as fi-audulent. Campanella proves this point by saying, in Bnan
Copenaver's translation (1 997), that "the founder of these empires was Christ, the Eternal

...

Wisdom, thruugh whom kings mle by means of n a d Iaw, and that this same Chnst
later correctcd t h a e empires by means of the law of grace" (52).69 In other words, lay

powers, even if they existed before the t h e of Christ,still daived fiom Christ. He
concludes that "'king indeed depend on a commonwealth, but it is the cornmonwealth of
Christ, who lived yesterday, lives today and will live forever" (52).
Natural law, in Campanella's hands, becomes a type for the law of giace and the
law of reason." Thus, '20 the extent that people conform ro reason, they are al1 Christian,
since Christ is the highest Reason" (54). The idea of nahiral law, identified here with
Christianity,justifies priestly over princely authorityas well as the imposition of what
Campanella cails "the law of the Messiah" upon those who lack it. The secular arm of
the church was, however, the imperial d e r . Thus the king of Spain, as %e

ami of

Christy7in the isles of the New World (55), may claim Mversal authority and justiS his
dispossession of native peoples by identiwng them as barbarians and pagans. Given the
overlap of naîural law and the law of reason, Campanella can Say that those states that do

not confom to reason must be prevented h m breaking naturai law. "One must not push
the Gospel by force," he allows, '%ut one uses force to push out the barbarïty of those
who eat human flesh and practice sodomy and the most bestial idolatrf' (59). He cites
the domination of barbarians by Alexander and the Romans as a 'happy necessity that
compels to the good" (59). 'Wo one daiies," he says, " that the pope has the right to do

so [tw] except those who do not know Christ,the Word and Reason of God" (59). The

whole of Christian society md beyand, tkefùm, is e e d d teCathdic dership, a d
empire becomes the vehicle of Christianity.
Ideas of natural right and natural law legitimize contestatory claims to poHtical
authority. A ruling body acts unjusily if it poses a mortal threat to the community and is
liable, therefore, to deposition by that community. The appeal here, essentially, is to
justice. Natural law, however, as the knowledge of and belief in Christ, the Word and
divine reason, appeals, ultimately, to conduct."

Those who do not conduct themselves in

accordance with naturai law are fiable to l e m it fiom those who do, an Alexander,
perhaps, or a chivalric w h o r . These contestatory appeals to transcendence infonn the
debate in early modem political philosophy about the foundations of political power in
the polity.

Does political power reside directly with the people, or does the d e r hold a
plenitude of power? This relationship between the goveming and the govemed is central
to Macbeth. especially in the context of the new Stuart king's controversial imperial
design. Sandys' biographer, Theodore Rabb, notes that Sandys broke new ground when
he declared to the Commons that nahual rights were more fundamental than any laws.

Rabb goes on to say that this "advocacy of n a d rights thus led Sandys to distinguish
between king and state, between govemment and governed" (1 18). In a cenhiry
dominated by the dwand for subjects' rights, Sandys did more than anyone else, Rabb
claims, to formulate a political position founded on protecting those nahnal rights
through mobilizing resistance to James' imperid project of union. Doubling as a
compliment to a Scottish king, Macbeth shows the shape of things to corne should a d e r
act on the assumption that the civil power granted to him by agreement of the community

constitutes an unlimiteci surrender of that pwer." Threatened witfi extinction, and
authorized by a transcendent natural right to self preservation, the aristocratie political
comrnunity tums on their duly constituted d e r . The play's defense of double-dealing
devolves upon the potentially treasonous division of the political community's loyalty to
the body politic and the body royal.

The warring Scottish nobility, fiom the perspective of Machiavelli's Discourses,
constitutes only one of the humors of the liberal poiity that serve as a guard for fieedom.
They are the visible arm of the political cornmunity that t u m s on the d e r out of selfdefense. Shakespeare's witches, as the ghostly emption of a repressed political
comrnunity in fear of its li fe, constitute that other Machiavellian humor and guard for
fieedom, the plebs. Like the tumults of the Scottish nobles, the witches' double-dealing
constitutes an involvement with power that appears to create conhion. nie witches are
the uncanny, unassimilated surplus of a repressed subject group-women in this instancewho return to haunt the present at points of fissure. As disorderly women, the witches
conjure up the force of the cornmoners, the plebs, or multi-headed multitude, for political

disturbance.
Stephen Greenblatt, in an essay uilled "Shakespeare Bewitched" (1 993), does not

allow that the witch does.or accounts for anything in ~ a c b e t h . ' ~
He points out that,
b'thoughtheir malevolent energy is apparentiy put in actiorr-1'11 do, 1'11 do, and 1'11 do-it
is in fact extremely difficult to specify what, if anything, they do or even what, if
anything they are!' (123). But in giving their voice to Macbeth as Cawdor and as king,

and then taking it back again, the witcha evoke something archaic, a prima1 political
scene, in which the mass of people first permit a centralizing power to arise. On the one

hand, their double-dealing coupled with their loathsome aspect might seem to support a
proud authoritarian mle that disdains any more involvement with them than is necessas,
to establish power. On the other hand, they haunt the play as the prospect of an
oppositional social movement fiom below to authoritarian rule. They appear as the
ghosts of self-sovereign subjects, in that they demonstrate their fkeedom to make and
break political compact. Hecate chides the witches for dealing with Macbeth without
including her, and Macbeth curses them for double-dealing. Theù capacity to withhold,
give and repossess their voices detemiines the scope of their fieedom in relation to
powerful men of violence. What they give, they may also take away; thus the witches
appear as the ghosts of repressed subjects who have a stake in the sumival of the polity,
and who act as a guard for freedom against outrage and tyranny?
A brief contextualization with Coriolanus illustrates the witches' character as the
retum of a repressed Machiavellian political humor. When the weird sisters meet

victorious Macbeth and Banquo they are asked for their voice by Macbeth as is
custornary when meeting spirits or shades. They give him their voice as thane and king,
but prornptly take it away again by awarding the succession to Banquo's line. As a
retuming, garlanded warrior Coriolanus, too, stands More a loathsome group, the

commoners, and, as was customary, asks for their voice that he may become consul. It is
a custom that Coriolanus, in his pride at his own worth and dismissive of the commoners'
judgment, suggests "might welV Be taken h m the people" (2.2.145). nie tribunes of the
people, Sicinius and Brutus, set this as evidence of Coriolanus' absolutist tendencies and

set about to work his min. These representatives of the people see no m m for their
authority should Coriolanus assume office. Coriolanus, on the other hand, sees tunuit

%ben two authorities are up* (3.1.109). nie tribunes decide to teî the people hm "m

what hatred" Coriolaunus holds them, and how, were it in his power, h e '%ould have

made them mules, silenc'd their pleaders, andi Dispropertied their fkedoms" (2.1 .Z4 7-8).
Despite his aversion to craving "the hire which first we do desene" (2.3. 1 14),
Coriolanus does submit, stiflly, to the custom of requesting the cornmoners' voices. The
people give him their voice but without conviction and they are easily provoked by the

tribunes to take it back again. Coriolanus, however, acts as if the people's voices, once
solicited and given, can no longer imposition him. The tribunes act on the basis that the
people's voices, despite having made compact with Conolanus, retain the liberty to break
compact with the mighty warrîor. Telling the people that Conolanus '%as your enemy,"
and "ever spake againstl Your liberties and the charters that you bead 1' th' body of the
-

weal" (2.3.1 80- l), the tribunes instnict the people to assemble and "on a safa judgment
al1 revokd Your ignorant election" (2.3.2 17- 18). Coriolanus is baffled and then enraged
that, "being pass'd for consul with full voice, / I am so dishonor'd that the very homl You
take it off again" (3.3.59-61). Being banished by the tribunes, who speak in
"l'th'people's name", Coriolanus defies his baiters. ''1 banish you!" he replies, curses the
swaying people, and proceeds to adopt the politics of the loser, that is, he tums his back
on Rome to find "a world elsewhere" (3.3.135).
Macbeth is similady overcome with exasperation when the singular power he bad

thought absolutely his is revoked by Macduff s revelation îhat he was "Untimely ripp'd"
away at birth. Like Coriolanus, Macbeth cunes the tongues that have reneged on th&
word and "cow 'd my better part of man" (5.8.1 6). And like Coriolanus too, Macbeth
defiantly hurls himself upon his tomentors.

But that whîch cnicidly Iïnks the Scottish witches with Roman commoners is
method of motion, a tumbled, multi-directional dynarnic that races, backtracks, and
sways to an antic, directionless oscillation. Hovering through the cloak of fog and filthy

air, the witches ride the winds, weaving and juddering about the world. Hand in hand, as
a three-headed body, the sisters speak of themselves:

Posters of the sea and land,
Thus do go, about, about,
Thrice to t h e , and thrice to mine,
And thrice again, O! make up nine. (1 -3.33036)

The citizen commoners of Rome refer to themselves as similarly agitated.
Acknowiedging that rnany, including Coriolanus, have called them "the many-headed
multitude," they infer that this characterizes thern not as multifarious individuals corne
together as a united fiont, but rather as a single entity that is wracked by multiple
impulses. These multiple impulses are figured in ternis of diverse wits, hurtling out o f

one skull and cris-crossing in all directions of the compas. As the third citizen avers,
they have been called the rnany-headed multitude, 'hot that our heads are some brown,
some black, some abram, some bald, but that our wits are so diversely color'd" (2.3.182 1). The citizen himself thinks that "if al1 our wits were to issue out of one skull, they

would fly east, west, north, south, and their consent of one direct way should be at once
to al1 the points a' th'compass" (2.3.21-24).

James himself, addressing grievances of Parliament in 1606, r e f d to the

Cornons as a murtifude moved by Wversities of spirits, as drere were ammgst the v a y
apostles themselves" and observed that some of these voices 'kere more popular than
profitable either for that Council of for the ~ommonwealth.'~'He went on to cornplain
that "there were some tribunes of the peuple whose mouths could not be stopped" yet
'Tor himself he would never make a separation of the people's will and the wish of the

king." The motif of the multi-headed multitude demonizes the community involved with
power as a wayward rabble who need, for their own good, the supenision of a strong
ruler. This might be a Conolanus, a Macbeth, or a philosopher king, the mature,
experienced and scholarly father-husband to the nation, James 1.
This skittish, racing motion that characterizes Uie tntity of the demonized
common multitude is reworked by Coriolanus as he curses the cruwd in leaving Rome.
"Let every feeble rumor shake your hearts!" he shouts, and may "Your enemies, with
nodding of their plumes, 1 Fan you into despair>'(3.3.125-7). The effect here is of many
slack strands shivering and dipping as one with every breath of war. But Coriolanus also

calls the multitude "Hydra" (3.1.93), of "multitudinous tongue" (3.1.156). This figure
inflects the people's oscillating dynamic with a darting and deadly potential. Not only
&es the multitude cringe before the faintest stir, it aiso writhes and strikes with lethaî
design. Thus, in banishuig Coriolanus, the many-headed monster delivers him a fatal

blow.
By calling the sisters 'bubbles" of the earth, Banquo describes the mobile

evanescence of the witches' sudden appearance and disappearance. Macbeth sees th-

melting into the air,"As breath into the wind" (1 -3.82). They pass and flow with s t m m s
of air, confomiing to fantasies of the witch as an agile, ais, spirit, able to p a s through

solids and dart about the world on the wind. James' Daemonologie descnaes these very
same properties of the wit~h.'~They are at once the wispiest of substance, harmless

bubbles that melt before moving air, and a lurking threat that may %etray'J In deepest
consequence" (1.3. 1256).
Intimations of this power emerge as the witches talk amongst thernselves while
they wait for Macbeth. The witches respond with customary fury to breaches of

neighbourIy relations. A sailor's wife is punished for withholding basic charity by

making the woman's husband a wandering outcast. "He shai live a man forbid," the
witch says, 'Though his bark cannot be lost, / Yet shall it be tempest-tossed" (1.3.2 1-2).
While witches were commonly believed to be able to raise S

~ O ~ in
S this
,
presumed

ability to make a man an outcast the witches dispiay a god-Iike power to effect justice."
Zeus is describeci in the Iliad, Book XXIV,as having two jars standing on the floor of his

palace. In one blessings are kept, and in the other evils. When Zeus serves a man 6om
the jar of evil only, he makes him an outcast, who is chased by the gadfly of despair over

the face of the earth. Scotland's weird asters, though wispy, yet possess, en masse, an
expulsive power that links them to the gods. As specters of the realm's lowliest abjects-outcast, old women-they yet evoke what Jaques Almain saw as the community's

authority to depose a duly constituted mler on the basis that the niler's actions posed a
mortal threat to the continued existence of the polity.78
Coriolnnus opens with Caius Martius, later Conoianus, refiising corn to the

famished poor of Rome, dismissing them crossly with a "Go get you home' you
hgments!" (1-2.222). The plump sailor's wife shoos away the hungry weird sister with

an "Aroint thee, witch" (1.3.6). Coriolanus disagreed with the distribution of corn h m

the city's store to the hungry cornmoners on the basisthattmis die authoritia "nonrish'd
disobedience, fed/ The ruin of the state" (3.1.1 17-8). Machiavelli noted this very
histoncal incident in his defense of the plebs' political voice in the Discourses (1.7.1).

These same cornmoners banished Coriolanus kom their state, as the witches banish fiom
port those who deny them hospitaiity, and when Macbeth makes Scotland a grave for

Scots that was a womb, the witches abandon Macbeth to his ene~nies.'~
The weird sisters, then, evoke the capacity of even the lowest subjects to give
their voice to a centralizing power, and to take back that voice if their fundamental rights
are denied. By endorsing the transfer of political power to a ruler, they do not surrender

unconditionally the whole power that was in the comrnunity.
Notwithstanding his absolutist rhetoric, James was careful to note that the English
people had given him their voice, en masse, as king. The first thing James in his first

speech to Parliament did was to register his thanks "for your so joyfull and generall
applause to the declaring and reciving of mee in this Seûte" (269). He waxes eloquent on
the subject; in fact, he seems almost entranced by his bewitching reception:

[ S Mit ever bee blond out of my minde, how, at my first entrie
into this Kingdome, the people of ail sorts rid and ran, nay rather
flew to meet mee? their eyes flaming nothing but sparkles of
a f f d o n , their mouthes and tongues uttering nothing but sounds
ofjoy, their hands, feete, and all the rest of their members in their
gestures discovering a passionate longing, and earnesbiesse to
meete and embrace their new Soveraîgne. (269)

In his political writings, James denied that the people had any power worth having
to give, and that he ruled, on the authority of the law of nature and of reason, because the

people were unfit to g o v m themselves. Yet,in Iistening to the people's bewitching
voice, James seems to scknowledge that they have something to give other than
obedience. In accepting the gif€of the people's voice, he acknowledges the act of giving,
and what the people give, they may also take away, on the authority of nahtral right.
6

The many-headed multitude are evoked as witches in Macbeth in response,
perhaps, to James' particular prejudices. In BasiZikon Doron, James equates witchcrafi

with such "homile crimes" as willfùl murder, incest, sodomy, poisoning and fdse
coining (20). Sodomy, cannibalism and willful murder do nothing topeople the polity, of
course, but this is not why they are explicitly demunced as breaches of natural law. They
represent objectionable conduct, evil customs, which justiw the imposition of natural law
by the strong arm of reason. By infiming that the people, en masse, have a propensity to

break natural law. by demonizing thern as, for example, witches, the ruler assumes
dominion on the basis that the people are not fit to rule themselves.
This is exactly how James sets out his own rule in The T m Law of Free
Monarchies (1 59s). James explicitly refutes the idea that, in his case, any power has

been delegated to the d e r by the c o m m ~ n i t yAithough
~~
he acknowledges that, on the
authority of ''those that pprde themselves tu be the =urges of Tyran&" certain

wrnmonwealths and societies of men, long ago, did elect one man, on the basis of his
extraordinary valour and vimie, to "maintaine the weakest in in their right, to throw down
oppressom, and to foster and continue the societie among men," that did noi happen in
"our Kingdome" (61). Calling ""OIE Chronicles" to bear witness, James declares that ''the
trewth is directly contrarie in our state to the false affirmation of such seditious writers,"

who,he adds, '%ould pmwade us, that the Lawes and state ofour countq were

estabfished before the admitting o f a k i n g (62). He cites King Fergus, the fmt Scottish
king, who arrived h m Ireland, as "a wise king comrning arnong barbares," as the
onginator of "the estate and forme of governement," and who "thereafter made lawes by
himselfe, and his successeurs according thereto" (62).

King Fergus, coming amongst barbarians, and justified by the universal law of
reason and nature, imposes law on Lhe lawless. James' imposition of peace and his
project of political union, conveyed as a semi-mystical maniage, an amdgam of hearts
and minds, similarly bring order to apparent chaos. Naturai law gives them a foundation
for making political claims. Accounts of wonders and reports of strange occurrences in
which the laws of nature and reason appear to have been broken pervade Macbeth.

Inversions of nature appear to confirm Macbeth's kingship over the supposed parricides,
Malcolm and Donalbain. Caius Martius accuses the Roman cornmoners of potentiai
cannibdism. Angry at their upnsing, he says, "You cry against the noble Senate, whof
(Under the gods) keep you in awe, which else, / Would feed on one another?" ( 1.1.1 86188). By claiming to uphold God-given natural, or universal, law, rulers may dispense

with custom as a camal human invention. Thus both Coriolanus and Macbeth atternpt to
dismantle the CUSfoms of the people in favour of their own absolute rule.

When Coriolanus and Macbeth do bow to custom, and request the people's

loathed voice, it is as if chaos cornes again. In making his second, fûrîous a p p d to the
witches for their voice Macbeth charges them to speak, "Even till destruction sicken"
(4.1 -60). In admitting their intemperate authority, Macbeth rakes on the danger of a

world tumed upside down. Coriolanus matches this when he is about to make his second,
angry appeal to the people for their detested voice, but in Coriolanus' case it is he

hirnself, not the world, who nsks inversion thus. In requesting the cornmoners' voice,
and humbling himself before their contemptible authority, the great warrior hazards
becoming eunuch, have, and beggar.
For James too, when the governor is mled by the governed, chaos reigns. In ne
Trew L m of Monarchies, James argues that a mler may not be displaced, 'iipon

whatsoever pretext," by those he rules. "[Elxcept by inverting the order of d l Law and
reason," he says, %e commanded may be made to command their commander, the
judged to judge their Judge, and they that are govemed, to govern their time about their
Lord and governor" (64). This inversion of the order of al1 law and reason is exactly
what happens when Biman wood cornes to Dunsinane. When inversions of nature-a
moving grove and a man not bom of woman-appear before km,Macbeth's courage and
crown. the ornarnents of life. slip fiom hirn. Macduff spearheads one political
community; Biman wood evokes another. Ancient woods were long regardecl as the
locale of liberty, despite the fact that much of Britain's forests had been cut d o m by the
time of William the ~ o n ~ u e r o r The
. ~ ' moving wood, like the witches, is another
evocation of the uncanny r e m of the repressed cornmoners.
But why does Macbeth l a v e "Great Dunsinane"? "Our cade's strengw' says
Macbeth, "Will laugh a siege to scom; here let them lie/ Till famine and the ague eat

them up" (5.5.2-4). Macbeth's impulse is to onward motion, not to staying or dwelling;
he is drivai to action that makes a difference, not to that which papetuates the same. It
is as impossible for him to sit out the siege in bis fortress as it is for him to bask as

Duncan's champion in "Golden opinions" (1 -7.33). His compulsive, feverish motionputting his armour on, pulling it off, calling for it again as he moves off-and his mental

agitation, h m bluster dipping to despair, to hoîiowïng

prevent Macbeth putting

time on his side. He disjoins time and the hour, twisting it to confusion--"If it were done,
when 'tis done, then 'twere / well / It were done quickly" (1.7.1-2). He o u t m s time: "1
have in head. that will to hand, I Which must be acted ere they may be scann'd" (3.5.1389). His medium is space. But Macbeth's automatic motion, his "pester'd senses" that

"moi1 and start" (5.2.23), s h t and fret, appear as funously driven. His feverish,
oscillating impetus aligns him with the fallen, chaotic motion of the witch.
Restless Macbeth, having murdered sleep, is always en route to some new killing.
His modus operandi is propulsion. Macbeth's urge is to spill himself into his world, to
make his "peace" the common good and "incamadine" the 'hultitudinous seas" with his
bloody hand (2.2.59). H e charges the doctor to "cast/ n i e water of my iand," find tus
wife's disease, "And purge it to a sound and pristine health" (5.3.5 1-2) and then wonders,
"What rhubarb, cyme, or what purgative dmg, / Would scour these English hence?"
(5.3.55-6).

Macbeth sees there is no "flying hence, nor tarrying here" (5.5.47) at Dunsinane,
yet he can "try the lad' and fling himself forward to meet the enerny "darefil, beard to

bearâ" (Viv-6). "Before my body,? by way of propelling his body on, "1 throw my
warlike shield" (5.8.32-3). This trajectory of shield then man relays a b m t of rectilinear

motion. It also distinguishes arms and the man. The archetypai warlike shield, of course,
is that of Achilles. In his last battle, and his first, the evocation of the socially

uncommitted wamior *es

Macbeth's predatory "hour upon the stage".

Opposing the restless warrior are the codederate forces of Malcolm and the
English anny,who gather 'To dew the sovereign flower and drown the weeds" (5.2.30).

This organic metaphor identifies them and their mode of cultural production once more
as attmed to cycles of nahiral growth. Their concerteci use of patriotic, nationalist
discourse grows as they mobilize against Macbeth, the bold adventurer. "Revenges bum"
in both the Scottish and English forces massed against Macbeth. The Scots and English

here constitute a confederai union, like that of the United Provinces in their war against
imperial Spain. They create a non-incorporative union against absolutism, a bounded
hternity of generative, cornmunitarian men whose commitment to each other as an

extended family rests upon neglecting their private concerns as partinilm husbands and
fathers. Thus Siward 's management of mourning for his fallen son Like Macduff,
Siward subsumes his parochial Function as parent to that of his political function as ally.
Macbeth assists the transition from one regime to another by speaking the
language of the enemy. He expresses the decline of'iny way of lifë' in ternis of a
nahiral cycle, a falling "into the sear, the yellow leaf' (5.3.22-3). Macbeth tums away
from himself, and in that moment finds himself berefl of a life spent dwelling in
fellowship with men. ''That which should accompany old age, / As honor, love,
obedience, troops of fiiends," he says, "1 must not look to have" (5.3.24-6). "Mouth-

hotiom" is al1 he may command. It is, as Brian Loveman (1998) says, speaking of Latin
American dictatorships and their transition to civilian govemment, that the longer
military officers remain in command, the harder it is to maintain ''interna1 cohesion,
veriicality of cornmand, and procedure" against political pressures (1 26).a2 Macbeîh
feels the continued, direct exercise of power to be both onerous and futile; his awoken
nostalgia for ancestral ways, for the idealized, emotionai shape of the past, neutralizes the
tyrant. "Sick at heart," Macbeth's Iast "push" is to self-defeat: '4 have lived long

enough" (5.3.22). In forsaking power thus, Macbeth effects an "authoritarian
withdrawai" that initiates a more liberal regime; he manifests an internal breakage that
exalts the tyrant as self-defeated while it looks fonvard to the new ~ r d e r . * ~

Like his father before him, Malcolm fieely dispenses titles once the battle has
been lost and won. To his thanes and kinsmen he says, "Henceforth be earls, the first that
ever Scotlad In such honor nam'd" (v.ix.29-30)? As Duncan did, he enhances the
status of his waniors at the expense of his own power. But more than this, his

natudization of the Scottish aristocracy as English earls posits an Anglocenhie order in
which a king presides over the institution of an Anglocentric assembly. Finally, the play
confirms the re-ernergence of Duncan's style of government througi5 the language and
myths of historical continuity. What is still to do after making compact with his key
sup~rterswill 'Be planted newly with the time" (5.9.31)- coming to h i t i o n in naturally

measured sequrnce after al1 have seen "us crown'd at Scone" (5.9.40). A naturalized
political order in which self-perpetuating sovereign powers govem in apparently seamless
succession, an order in step with nature and the tempo of dwelling, springs kom the ruins
of the tyrant-adventurer's self-subverted regime.
Macbeth snms to tock the potity into a reledess cycle vfdeadly change in which
rival regimes with combined interests accelerate each other's internal collapse. Macbeth

focuses on these revolutions and fatal periods. The play mobilïzes history for James at
the point of political change created by the union of Crowns, and legitimates a Stuart

fiiture for England, but it also harps on the bloody, obliterating aspect of political change
whered in by the exterminating blade. This new beginning for a Stuart king involves
personal and political cancellation on ail sides. It seems that with James' peaceful

accession, the Union ofCrowns, and the possible amalgarnation of Great Britain into a
single political unit, the hurly-burly had just begun.

Duncan and Banquo are al1 those things that the young lord of Shakespeare's
sonnets 1 to 17 is urged to become but paversely declines. Declining to breed, the
sonneteer's dazzling beloved inflects social self-cancellation with extravagant heroism.
Doggedly, the poet voices sensible, incontroverti'ble arguments as to why the young man
should recreate hllnself in a child. A plodding squire to his fresh knight, the p e t afflicts

his impervious master with common sense, chiding him with the glum necessities of age,
death and sex with women.

The sonneteer assumes a husbanding fhction on belialf of the willfbl beloved.
As a loving gardener, he "plants" his dear subject in his verses, and thus, he says, "1
i n m you new" (1 5). The speaker's agency is reaiized through organic metaphon and

through cycles of growth. The beloved's agency is figureci through his trajectory as a
chivalric figure 6eed h m the obligations of generations of social life. He is "the
world's fiesh ornament", "only herald to the gaudy spring" (l), resplendent in se ou th's
proud livery" (2), who plants nothing in tirne to advance through space. Holding absolute
sway over his own beauties, he makes his own law of personal and cultural fashioning.
'This system of self-govefnment, without a foundation in customary foms, is carried, ex
oficio,

on the basis of the beloved's elevated social position and his cultural prestige as a

thiog of beauty. The beioved cancels his obligations to nature to stnit his hour upon the
stage and be heard no more. The poet-lover rescues the fair creature h m death by
expmpriating the idea of natality h m womm and reproducing the beloveci's Wnie in his
verse.

The beloued defiesthe obligations that bind 0 t h men, deprives the community
of its due, and exercises an arbitraxy prerogative d l his own. "Making a famine where

abundance lies" (1), the beloved's belligerence evokes Irenius' proposais for creating a
famine in Spenser's A View of the Present State of lteIand (1 sW)."Englishmen were

impressed at the time by Ireland's nahiral raources, the fertility of her soil and its
suitability for cultivation and for raising cattie. To make a faMne there, to dominate the
soil in such a compt fashion, would be to d e by terror, as a tyrant Was this the only
way for Elizabeth to impose her authority on ireland? Would not this shameful misuse of

the land work to subvert her authority thereP6 No wonder the View was banned.

The p e t ascribes a positive value to the beloved's imperiocs will by
monumentaiizing it in the documents of his verse--"my papers (yellowed with their age)"
constitute a "tomb/ Which hides your life, and shows not half your parts" (171 7). But he
also reveals the beloved's tyranny thus by representing his course as a maistrous
depamire fiom the law of reason and nature." The beloved cannibaiizes "the world's
due" (#1) by refusing to marry and beget. He is a "profitless usurei' (M), a self-

murderer (#9), a man-woman (#20),and a prodigal unthrift (#4,9). It would sean that the
pet, Titiania-like, adores a beast. Insofar as a tyrant traditionally twk the character of a

beast, the p e t adores a tyrant. Neveriheless, despite the beautifid beloved's tyranny and

his brave advance in the teeth of time to extravagant destruction, the beloved is yet "thy
mother's glass" (#3); for al1 his bold self-fashioning, he is still, like Macbeth, some
mother's son.

What happens to the idea of travel as a way of organising personal and political
space if its conceptual opposite is altered? Thus far, 1 have looked at the boundary
between travelling and dwelling as an intdace between two systems of public and
personai order and agency in early modem England. But what of the subject who
discovers Iittle agreement within himself or herself with either of these versions of
agency? What would happen to travel as a theory of agency if its opposite were not
dwelling, but a kind of unfomuiate journeying that did not construct &ic space or
selfhood?
What happens is that travel remains a factor of personal and political production
in early modern England, but in a different way. The focus is now on theJorn of travel,
on style*as the means self-diffmtiation and identity. In other words, the construction
of agency h o u & a sequence of action and interaction in space-through travelcombines with a new factor, which is style. This focus on style reconstmcts the agent

who emerges through the operation of travel.
The eariy modem subject formed through the action of unfortunate travel emerges

as a type figure of the era. This stock character-a social and political renegade, a target
for ridicule, and the very picture of warped and wasted human resourceç--constitutes a
humanist anti-type, and was a particula. feature of humanistic educational and advice
literature. The sorry spectacle cut by this figure directs male pupils and educated men to
live a loyal and productive life within the existing social and political order. Thomas
Nashe, 1 suggest, takes up this anti-type as hispersona in The Unfortunnote Traveller. As

somethïng o f an early modem,corporate cast-off,Naskded@

his atmr as an

author in the pnnt market afier failing to thrive in institutions that traditiondly provided
authorship with its economic material base: the lmiversities and the patronage system. In
this chapter, 1 argue that Nashe registers the disappointments, hardships and possible

compensations of social and political detachment as an author in the print market through

his unfortunate t r a v e k , Jack Wilton, who functions both as Nashe's persona, and as the

rnost fimdamental of iiterary wares, a page.

Nashe's page, as an object, aquires a biography of its own through its capacity to
travel. Nashe's loose leaf is a mobile commodity distinguished fiom those static leaves,
anchored in patronage, that "have some branch of nobiiity whereon to depend and
cleave" (252).' The career of this page, drawn into commodity exchange and circulating

as a travelling object, is an integral part of an authorial career that is not tied to social and
political service. Nashe's focus on travel syle allows him to reconsûuct the agent who
emerges through the operation of travel as sociaily and politicaily detached. In Jack

Wilton, persona and page, Nashe elaborates a fantasy of authorial agency that springs

from his involvement with the print market. This fantasy is not without irony and pathos,
of course, given the hardships of his career and the fact that Nashe dieà Young, poor and
relatively unknown.

Nashe imagines his career path in relation to a market order. Authorial agency in
this picture l i a not in the fieedom to political and social service, but in the fieedomfiom
haditional political and social affiliations offered by the contractual relations of the
market. The contractual order of the market, as John O'Neill ( I 998) observes, offws a
commercial society that 'Tosters social independence" (7712. Nashe's involvement in the

print market is the enabling condltion o f an hagined aufhorial career that is not linRed to

social and political service and obligation. In fact, Nashe's participation in commercial
society is the enabling condition of a fantasy of authonal agency and subjectivity that
compensates for the Ioss in status he and other University men achially suffered as authors

in the market.

in the figure of Jack Wilton both traveller and travel narrative lose their
innocence.' Nashe's selfsbserving persona and page produce a consciousness of f o m
that moves the emphasis away from what is being observed in the travel relation to who is

doing the observing and how. Spenser's View of the Present State of Ireland stresses the
matter of what is seen by the traveller; Nashe's Tlre Unforhinate TraveIIet regards the
travelling observer viewing the world and how these obs-rvations are seen by others in
tum. Nashe's self-regarding picaro and page produce an awareness and knowledge about
f o m that is independent of the places and people described in the leaves of his
"fantastical treatise". The Unfortunate Traveiler is a history, as Howard MarchitelIo
(1 997) puts it, that 'hever speaks for itself" (1 08); the anecdote is never offered "as the
very mark of fact" ( 108) because we are dways aware of a *ter,

with a personality and

a pronouncecl aîtiîude, wriîing this relati0a4 It is through his focus on style as a factor of

production that Nashe fashions a career course that negates the trajectory of the early

modem humanistically educated intellectual.
The early modem hurnanist intellectual and author was often figured as a

traveller, Hytholday for example, or was modelled on one, typically Ulysses or Aeneas,

or some version of a chivalric wanderer, or even a contemporary adventurer like Drake or

Raleigh. Jonson's mono was tanquam explorutor. A special relationship pertaùis

between the hurnanistically educated author and travel because the poIiticaI authority of
this literahcî depends on willed rather than involuntary association with the world.
Cultivated merit, not birth, detexmines this kind of author's relationship to the social and
political order. The activist, progressive subject, characterised by or formed through
travel, who develops by willed association with the world, accords with the craffed
humanist agent committed to civil conversation. Nashe's ernphasis on the form of travel,

on style, however, produces a self-organising systern, in which the traveller, as author,
daives meaning through a relation to other travellers, rather than fiom some engagement
with the world.

Nashe's traveller's tale, then, tums early modem tnivel against itself to produce

an agent detmined by style rather than by interaction with social structure. The very
title-- The Unfortunate Traveller-invi tes us to differentiate between types of traveller and
to focus on forrn. The ostensible subject of this text, therefore, is a reconsidered mode1 of

an on-going system of self production. Nashe, of course, had had access to ûaditional
intellechial and political worlds-he had his chances to be noticed at Cambridge, and he
was employed by patronsyet he never did satisfactorily toe the political line. The

contractual cosmos of the print market enabled Nashe to imagine an aufhoriai career apart

fiom recognised social and political affiliations. The character of Nashe's authorid
project emkges, unlike Spenser's, as cockily independent of the Elizabethan regime, and
its conscious promotion of English nationdism. Nashe imagines a politically detached
career as a professional literatus in the burgeoning print market of early modern

~ngiand.~

When old lord Lafew, in All's Well That Endr well, dismisses Parolles, with his
fantastic dress and his lying tabktalk, as "a vagabond and no true travellern (2.3.25960),
he rnakes a distinction between traveller types that points to the fom, to the art, of travel.
Parolles is of course, the braggart soldier of classical comedy, but he also harks back to a
type figure of humanistic educational and advice literature. This type character is a

traveller whose political identity is not enhancd by travel. He is a traveller who is
determined or inscribed by context, a wayfarer who wilts before environmental or social
pressure, an unfortunate traveller whose misfortunes are tied to his moral delinquencyP

He is, above dl, one who travels for fun and sensational distraction, for his own, private
pleasure ar~dnot for any public profit, either to himselc to his household or to his p l i t y ?

The unfortunate traveller is not an accidental tourist like the diligent govemor, or
would-be govemor, for whom travel was a form of socially responsible shidy, a means to
read men and banish bookishness through civil conversation. The unfortunate traveller is
one who abandons himself to idle pleasure, fdls into evil ways and serves as a salutary
lesson against misspent tirne. The mobile idlm of Erasmus' Cohquiu-his gadabouts,

pilgrims and soldiers-return raddled by deleterious experience, depleted, unrecognizable
as their former selves, and loaded with lying tales. Ascham's Italianate Englishman is a

moral monster, slopped up from the befly of a swine, the head of an ass, the brain of a fox
and the womb o f a woK8 Add to these the figure of the affectesi travelkr-an

indeterminate moving mess of outlandish dress and foppish or foolish speech-of
countless poems, plays and narratives, and you end up with the stock character of the

unfortunate traveller.
This traveiier functions as a humanist anti-type. Compted by bad Company,
colonized by foreign manners, modes or speech, and defiled by foreign disease, the
unfortunate traveller defines thefortunate kaveller, whose political and national identity
is enhanced by contact with foreign environments. In the marner of the proverbial

humanist bee, this fortunate traveller appears able to take the best of foreign cultures and
leave the rest in the pmcess of cultivating his political profile and senring the national
interest. Jonson's epigram to Sir William Roe offers an example of this traveller type.

Roe is describecl as mbarking upon a joumey to study "corntries, and climes, manners,
and men". Dunng his travels he is "Textract, and c h o o s ~the best of al1 these knowne,"

and then retum "untouch'dw,although "imbarqu'd for hell".' Jonson's Roe is compared to
Aeneas as one who suffers yet triurnphs for his people and his homeland. He is also, less

directly, something of a Ulysses, the traveller extolled by men of humanistic leaming as a
linguist and a social observer who rehcrned to power once home. Sir Henry Wotton's
description of Sir Rowland Lytton underlines just how such travellers could add value to

their polity's political profile through travel. In a letter h m Italy, Wotton notes that
tytton "is a gentleman that hath bmght an excellent good miid into this country...and

one that without doubt will carry it home again, and will enrich it abroad with the best

observations."Io
Fortunate travellers were those who cultivated individual, civic and national
vimies through hvel. Such travellers b r n England included peripatetic scholars and

their patrons, students and enthusiasts of the new leaming pumuig their studia at
universities throughout Europe,antiquarians, ambassadors, cosmographers, expatriate

intellectuals rejecting faction or oppression at home, and aspinng govemors and
counselors ripening their judgment through foreign experience. There were also
secretaries, translators, envoys, intelligence agents, newsletter writers and students of
modern languages, al1 of whom tnivelled, ostensibly, to serve the commonwealth as well

as thernselves. There were, in addition, the sons of the great, engageci, with an entourage
of tutors and companions, in the final stage o f their education, the continental tour, as
well as soldiers who showed their willingness to fight for their country on the battiefields
of ~ u r o ~ e . For
" al1 these men, ûavel offered experiential knowledge and authority that
promoted England's political, economic and spirinial status and cultivated the nation's

human resources and intellectual capital. Such value-adding, forninate travel was a form
of political participation, or at least proof of men's fitness for id2 The testimony of such
travel mi&? consist of rnilitary or intellechial fme; a man might win his spurs with a

strike against the Spanish in the Low Countries. Alternatively, intellectual laurels could
stem fiom a translation of a contemporary text from the French or Italian. Intellechial
renown might also derive fmom a relation of s t a t e a "view". Even an account of

suffixing that demonstrated national stoic fortitude over the accidents that crop up in a

hostile enviromnent codd seme to pnrmote tneprotagoinst and hispatriaa
What 1 have called 'fortunate travel' enhanced the political profile of the

individual, and that of his polity, because the experiential knowledge and authority it
produced supplernented the estabiished socib-political order at home. National identity
was tempered in the experiential comdor of the Empean tour. Experientiai authority
may also, of course, counter an established order.I3 We can see the demonized figure of
the unfortunate traveller, therefore, as a symptom of political anxiety oves those travellers

who fail to intemalize and to maintain their social and poIiticaI identity abroad and thus
fail to regulate the destabilizing potential of experiential authority.
The figure of the unfortunate traveller functions as a warning in the early modem

genre of advice to travellers. In a nurnber of these works, the man who does not travel
well is directly set against the man who does.14 By deploying this opposition, and by
setting out a method for profitable travel and profitable writing about travel, these texts
formulate an art of tntvel that supports existing regimes and hierarchies. Loyal
humanistic subjectivities and their disloyal counterparts are manifested in the mastery
and non-mastery of this art."
The Traveier of Jerome Turfer(1 575) was one of the eariiest books of explicit

precepts for travel.16 Turler claims in his Preface that he has "comprehended...in one
Booke. whatsoever is necessary for any to know conceming the due taking in hand of
traveill, and the prosperous perfonning of the same." This "prosperous performing" of
travel includes a written relation of the traveller's studied observations abroad. In
promoting this kind of accountability, Turler extends established diplornatic practice to
the layrnan, and makes of each diligent traveller abroad a End of ambassacior for his

'

country.' Turla ad& by way of an illustraiive example, a ûavel relation of his own to
the body of his precepts. Turler explains that he has "adioyned unto this discourse

another booke, wherin 1 have applied those preceptes of mine, vnto such things as seemed
worthy the seeing and obsewing in the Realme of Naples." Thus to The Trowiller is
attached an account called: Of Traveill; and of the ReaZme ofZVapZes."

In The Truveiler, Turier sets out a methodology for intellectually profitable travel
and travel writing which, he says, "maketh men meete and fit to geve counsell, and to

govern the commonweaith" (60). In represerrtsig his projectths, it m t d appearthat

Turler appropriates a certain kind ofjudicious travel and travel writing for the govemors
of the polity. He devotes a chapter to the description of "Notable men that have
traveilled", and lays out guidelines as to the kinds of desirable knowledge and experience
to be derived h m travel. Turler advocates a form of studious travel, whereby "are

knowne," says Turler, "the peculiar behaviours of every cuntrey, their disposition, diet,
appareill, maner of buildinge, situation of places, tillage," as well as, "lawes, al1 doctrines

and opinions, holy and profane, and finally the nature of al1 things" ( 1 16). Turler's text

makes of such purposive travel something of a philosopher's Stone for the kind of
contemponry cultural knowledge that informed the discourse of cmerging statehood and
civic nationdism that 1 have outlined in Chapter Two. Oenerally, the judicious and
industrious traveiler promoted in this treatise "studieth," says Turler, "to do his Cuntrey
good" (58).

In the wrong hands, however, for those who are, as Turler puts it, "iittie provident
of their welfare," "not mindfûll of their retourning," and "live but for one day," travel is
the road to min (61). He inveighs against those idle wanderers who neglect their own
and their nation's profit and bring home "anyvile crime" fiom abroad. For Turler, idle

tntvel undertaken without sorne worthy political end is detrimental in both "nourishynga
certen selfe love in al1 men, and sometime bringing destruction into whole
Commonwealthesn( 108). The morally delinquent traveller who has elected to be, as
Tirrler puts it, "inevil case" (103), neither -dies

to his advantage, nor benefits his

polity. By setting hunself up as "a mocking stocke unto Fortune" (4) the foolhardy,

irresponsii1e wanderer demonstrates his iniquity by abandoning his social and politicai

values to alien influences instead of exercising his will and defending his political
identity against the ternptations and encroachments of seemingly desirable, but dangerous
foreign experience. The unfortmate traveller who gives himself up to foreign
exciternents ùnplies his own moral delinquency. In contrast, the traveller who
demonstrates mastery over alien influences, or at least a measure of stoic detachment
over adversity, and who tempers his political mettle in the fires of foreign hell-holes, is a

fortunate traveller who mediates thus his own and his polity's vimie.I9
Turlds defence of travel tums thefonn of travel into a way of expressing agency.
"It is not traveilling's faulf" he says, "but the men thernselves" that they r e m worsened

by their experience (99). The traveller d o a not have to imitate the vice that he
encounters; Turler insists that "there is lefte unto man a fiee will in such externall
matters" (1 02). In his reprehensio,Turler argues that those who object to travel out of

hand are misinformed. He says that those who "holde opinion that the name of
Traveillyng is not only infamous, but also the thing it selfe," do so, he claims, because
"Tullie cornpareth banishment with Traveill...terminge it reprochfull, and filthy" and

"Ulpiancalleth it Deportation, a tearme of the law, k i n g a punishment" (88). Tuder

For that which they cal1 Deportation or exile
is one hhg, and ûaveill an other, and that
by consent of al1 Grammarianes. And although
the antique Writers have frequented one of these
words for an other: notwithstanding ech of them
have begon now to have their proper and fitting
signification which the Nstome of such as speake
properly hath obtayned. (93)

Thus fked h m intrinsic taint-but not from difficulty or trial-travel becorna a
way for men to demonstrate political agency,and to manifest themselves as loyal and

proven political subjects. Travel and travel writing becorne a medium for civic
nationalism and for individual advancernent within regirnes that promoted civic
statehood, as well as a means of shaping governrnent policy . Spenser's View illustrates

this on al1 counts. Travelling well demonstrates a man's political character. A written
relation of the traveller's judicious observations, cornpiled in accordance with precepts

like those Turler remmrnends, serves as the measure of a man's political engagement and

his fitness to serve, as well as constituting a form of counsel.
The kind of travel relation that Turler recornmends, as well as demonstrating a
man's political loyalty and his rhetorical skills, also manifests his knowledge and
expertise in the field of modem European history and languages. niese were fields of
knowledge that were given little attention at the Universities, despite the fact that their
value to the polity in facilitating new directions for commerce and politics was
increasingly recognized. This recognition helped create a vogue for modem language

study in Elizabethan England. Many went abroad to l e m French, Italian or Spanish, or
bought printed grammars, dialogues and dictionaries and leamt at home." Elizabeth and
her officers of state subsidized the travels of young men who went to Europe to l e m

modem languages or to acquire knowledge of Continental politics. Thus the Queen and
her ministers ûained and acquired experienced men for dl manner of govemment
business. The secret services of Walsingham and Essex were filled with such men.21
Relations of foreign affairs subrnitted as official reports or as secret intelligence were
aaively solicited by men of state. In faci, the desire for these foreign relations helped

spark a vogue for ne= thaî fiieled the career ofmen L i .John Pory and Ied eventually to
the establishment of the pnnted newspaper in ~ n ~ i a n Turlefs
d . ~ treatise, and others Iike
if participated in these emergent trends by systematizing travel as a means of personal

and political cultivation, and by making travel writing available to the man of merit as a
fietoncal qualification for patronage and government service.23

Edmund Spenser, as 1 have already noted, read Turler's The Traveiller and then
gave it to Gabriel Harvey in 1578, on the eve of his proposed trip abroad in the service of
~eice-ster.~~
Harvey's trip fell through, but had he gone he would doubtless have written
up his observations as a traveller, as Spenser did in his A View of the Presenl Stute of

freItznd (circa 1596)? As proof of national character and of tirne well spent, the relation
of foreign travel provided an excellent recommendation for the author as a loyal political
participant. What 1 want to suggest is that relations like Ascham's A discours and

affaires of the state of Germanie (1 552). Sir Thomas Hoby's A Booke of the Travaille and
Lief of Me Thomas Hoby (1 547-64), Edward Webbe's Travails ( 1590), Robert
Dailington's View of Fronce ( 1 604)and Francis Davison's Relation of Saxonie (circa
1597), if they do not constitute a c r u e for travel reportage, exempli@ the kinds of

poli tically involved writing and authorship that Thomas Nashe tums upside down in The

Unfortunate Traveller.
What Nashe does in The Unfoom<nate Tmveller is to repeatedly set up a humanist

and politically involved career trajectory for Jack, through the practice of travel, only to
truncate it and tum it against i t s e l ~These
~ ~ career courses, infomed by faithfùl service

to a monarch, a mistress, a patron or a nation, and activated or executed through tnwel,

are burlesqued in the hellish, contractual and cut-throat armas of Nashe's Europe.

Nashe's travder displaces a studied teMionof fonign people, place and politics with
sensational news and phantasmagoric history. Nashe's "cankeredmusen, devoted to style,
offers meaning that is independent of the political values constituted by travel relations
g e n d l y . With his page-persona Jack Wilton, the mastdess mind and stylist elaborates

a fantasy of authorial detachment in a hellish contractual cosmos-an order that is both
enslaving and liberating-by himing political agency against itself at every tum.

The name "Jack"has generic meaning. Nashe's Jack is not a character with a
particular identity as such; he is a picaro, a generic and autonornous agent, one fostered
by the market, with no specific settled connection to countries, nations, States, or kings?

Indeed, it may well be that the increasing popularity of the picaropersona throughout this
era and across Europe becomes a way of elaborzting authorship in a market economy as

supra-political, or as resistant to the existing social and political order. Nashe announces
his authorial independence fiom nationalist and parochial political programs right corn

the start of The Unfortunate Traveller by having his persona play the soldier. Erasmus
would have disagreed that the soldier represented a moral political agent in any capacity,
but this perspective was countered by the emergence in sixteenth-century England of a
political discourse, infomed by classical humanism, that represented the soldier as a

participant in public business.28 A man of merit, if not fortune, could exercise his vimie
and attain to dignity by serving the political collective as a fighting m a d g Military
service, glamorized by a chivalric aura and more accessible than civil service, offered
men a way of understanding themselves as engaged in honourable political activïty for

the benefit of the cornrnonwealth. Sir Philip Sidney, for example, took this course and

died for it, and Ben Jonson s

d as a soldia in the Low Countnes during the early

1590's, rather thansweat it out as a brickiayer.

Nashe's narrative pmper opens with Henry VIII's imperial and chivalric advance
into France. It is an exploit that links the Tudor king to Henry V and his triumphs

abroad, and would seem a grand enough golden-age situation to promise glorious
occupation to "Jack Wilton, a gentleman at least", but no such national service
rnateriali~es.~
At Terouanne, Jack's trajectory as a national and humanist hero dives to
the haphazard trifling of a knavish scourge who tricks tricksters and catches fools. A
"demi-soldier in jest" Jack offers a string of pranks as "the stratagemical acts and
monumentsn(255) and "famousachievementsw(262) of his military career. Moreover, as

"King of the Cans and Black-jacks, Prince of the Pigrnies, County Palatine of Clean
Straw"and "Lord High Regent of Rashers of the Coals and Red-herring Cobs", Jack
represents his part in Henry VIIIts "fulCsai1ed fortune" in France as quotidian, domestic

and mercenary.
The occasion of this war and farnous victory of mernory raises national
consciousness and serves to point up Nashe's freewheeling page as an agent with little or
no cornmitment to nations, countries, States or even kings. A whipped trickster in the
Plautine comic tradition, Jack plays up the pointlessness of the whole master-servant
didectic right up to the national level, stopping just short at the crown. He trips up a
"Lord of Misnile", as well as a "Senior VelvetcapW-thecider merchant and "ugly

mechanical Captain"-in a camp that is likened to the dens of London Bridge, itself a
microcosm of undenuorld London, before skipping out on his grotesquely sick country
altogether at the end of this martial episode.
In having Jack play at being a soldier here, Nashe points up the dissolution of

traditional identities constituted through specific affiliations to king and country. Indeed,
Nashe gestures throughout this work to the folding of d l identities fashioned through
obedience to any kind of master whose project departs fkorn the individual's irnmediate
interest. Nashe dwells on the wreckage of these heretofore settied identities, but he also

looks past them to a new dynamic for his persona and his page. Jack watches himself
putting on and putting off identities as they corne within reach and, in doing so, looks to a
course beyond attachments to conventional masters and traditional roles, Jack is not

necessarily excludeci from public affairs, but he prefers to dispose of his own time in his
own way. Jackplays at participation in the life of the nation and the state; he toys with
political roles, moving in and out of comrnitments and social positions. Sliding out of
sticky situations and skipping away from affiliations, attachments and roles seems always
an option or a possibility for Jack. This kind of negative fieedom from ties and
cornmitrnents, and even fiom what appears to be certain death, signals Jack's detachment
from the traditional rules of engagement with the world.
Jack plays the soldier again when he makes towards where the "King of France
and the Switzers were together by the ears". His hope is to thrusî himself into the
winning side, but he arrives to "a wonderhl spectacle of bloodshed on both sidesn and

the war blown over (276-7). Jack then turns his attention to the Anabaptist's stmggle
against the Emperor and the Duke of Saxony. "Like a crow that still follows aloof where
there is anion," Jack ssys, "1 fiew me over to Munster," but the pickings are pitiful; the
rnotiey crew under John Leiden offers no contest to the Imperidsoldiers and the

'

h b a p t i s t s are shredded.) Perplexeci unto weariness and disgusted "with talking of
cobblers, tinkers, rope-makers, botchers and dirt-daubers," Jack shakes these inglorious

episodes off and cashiers "the new vocation of my cavalimhipn after "the bagical
catastrophe of this Munsterian conflict* (286).

Denieci three times for a soldier, Jack switches to calling himself a "knights-arrant
infant" when he mets up with the Earl of Surrey in Middleburg. The naming of this port
in Zeeland suggests the possibility of service for Jack as squire to some English

gentleman and martial advenhuer seeking experience and fame abroad. It was through
Middleburg that most of those English adventurers who sought military training and

experience in the b a t h between the Dutch and Spanish passecl.'' The exarnple of Sir
Oliver St. John, the second son of a Wiltshire Imight, shows how political careen
followed from this route. AAer distinguishing himself in the wars in the Netherlands and
in Ireland, Sir Oliver rose to become the Lord Deputy of Ireland in 1616 and was created
Baron Tregoze in 1626." Jack m e t s up with the Earl of Surrey, his "late master", at this
Continental entrepot for future national heroes and govemors. The scene is set for the
exercise of national virtue in some forhmate endeavour with a glorious master, and Jack
is easily persuaded to "bearhalf-staka with Surrey in the lottery of travel" (287). So
rnight Nashe himself have felt when, in 1593, and affer his dirty fights with Martin
Marprelate and Gabriel Harvey, he found an influentid and wealthy benefactor in Sir
George Carey. Yet, already, Jack cuts this potentidly honourable foreign foray down to

size by turning it into a lark, a game of chance.
Nashe sets up an affiliation between Surrey and Jack as master and servant only to
dissolve it. Surrey is describeil initially as a heroic, supremely poised pet, possessed of
a "supernaturalkind of wit", whose "thoughts are exalted above the world of ignorance
and al1 earthly conceitsn (287). But Jack discovers that S w e y has been metamorphosed

h m hùnselfsiace they last met. Surrey is not travelling in exercise of his virtue but as a
consequence of misfortune--"love."

he tells Jack, has "clean conjured me h m my

content" (288)?4 In travelling thus idly, Surrey is not the grave master that he was. After
listening to Surrey's "unexpected love story" Jack feels more at ease. He is delighted to
hear nivolous talk "fiom a mouth out of which was nought wont to march but stem
precepts of gravity and modesty"(290). Surrey is now less a figure of respectfid awe, a
master, and much more a good cornpanion. He is, in fact, not so different from Jack, as

their name switch later implies, and Jack is still a loose leaf without "some branch of
nobility whereon to cleave" as he drifts fiom Surrey without leave in Venice (252).
Nashe burlesques Surrey as a "heroical master", just as he sports with Jack as his
tnisty squire. Nashe's Surrey apes those English aristocmts who broke lances abroad in

compensation for being politically sidelined by a bureaumatic hegemony at home!'
English aristocrats, nostalgie for a fading political order, followed the example of nilen
like Frederick the Wise, Duke of Saxony and founder of Wittenberg University, who
Edward
attended banquets and toumaments as a matter of course when they trave~led?~

Webbe, in his Trawiles (1 590), describes an English aristocnit challenging al1 corners in
Sicily as a political geshire just as Surrey does in Nashetswork?' Webbe reports that:

One thing did greatly comfort me which 1 saw long
since in Sicilia, in the city of Palermo, a thing
worthy of mernoria, where the right honourable the
E d e of Oxenford a famous man for Chivalrie at
what t h e he travelled into forraine Counîries,
being then personaily present, made there a
challenge against al manner of persons whatsoever,
and at al1 manner of weapons, as TumimentS. Bamos
with home and amour, to fight a combat with any
whatsoever. In defence of his Prince and country:

for which he was vaie highiy commended, and yet no
man dinst be so hardy to encounter with him, so
that al1 Italy over, he is acknowledged the onely
Chivallier and Noble man of England. (32)38

No political or poetic master, then, binds fieewheeling and generic Jack. His
particular nature does not emerge through specific ties to established authonties. As a
himian resource, he is of limited use-value to his king,his country, and to his glarnorous,
poetic patron. We must look, therefore, to the b'dispositional properties" of Nashe's page
The particular properties of Nashe's page emerge
to see Jack's value actuali~ed.~~
through Jack's exchange value as human "stuff'. As a spare page who wanders idly
through Europe, fdls into bad hands, and is treated as so much scrap fiesh, Jack Wilton
follows the fate of what he hirnself calls the "certain pages of his misfortunes" (253).

Distributed as "waste paper", these unfortunate sheets are suhject to a variety of sordid
destinies at the hands of those who take theni up. The loose leaves may be used as a
"privytoken" or as a means of drying and kindling tobacco. They may also end up as

wrapping papa for smelly footwear, or as stops for mustard pots. In Erasmus' Fonnulae-short passages used by Tudor school-boys for Latin translatioc-letters that corne

without wntaining money are described as bRng good ody fm wiping bums, or for
covering mackerel or for wrapping spices? Living up to what Gabriel Harvey cailed his
gramma.school wit, Nashe plays up the pas-along chanicter of his pnnted pages that

have no core of social or intellectual value to them,no political capital, against those that

are to be preserved and cherished, as he says in his mocking address to Southampton, for
"sorne little summer h i t n that might be found amongst them?
Nashe points up the utility of his pnnted page as a bit of stuc a s a piece of papa

with a thousand different applications, and his human page as a piece of humanity useful

as a sexuaI, scientific or political plaything. Paper costs accounted for three-quarters of
the pnce of publication and Nashe, a man possessed of lit-

capital who lands in the

print market, plays up the h o m r of seeing his page's material, not intekchial, value
utilized as the sheet is passed h m hand to hand. Nashe indicates how appalling this can
be for the author too as Jack is thrust h m one gnibby grip to another. Yet, at the same

time, the 1iteratu.s who lands in the print market also apprehends a loosening of bonds to
a system of patronage and advancwent through self-interested service to the
commonweaith. This laxity holds new possibilities for authorship. Jack's knack of
floating kee of involvement is part of Nashe's fantasy about the possibilities of
detachment. Jack's perilous predicaments, however, also mediate the unattached author's
vulnembility.
As a loose leaf blown about Europe, Jack is prone to wilt. He replays the fa11 of

the un fortunate traveller to any evil circumstance, over and over again. Travel does not
augment him in the way that it does, Say, Musidorus and Pyrocles of Sidney'sOM
Arcadia, for whom it was an opportunity "to exercise their virtues and increase their

experience" (10):~

It is even less like Philisides' account (fi-om the same work) of his

international experience, which crowned the "untroubled tenor of a well-guided life" and
proved "the benefits of a quiet mindu(291). Philisides travelled in order to ripen his
judgment. Travel qualifiecl him, as Turler said it would, to serve the commonwealth as a
counselor?
If Jack's travels do not equip him to be a friendly advisor to the great, they serve
even less as an occasion for him, as a young man of parts, to gather political intelligence

with which to dazzIe a patron. This was the a h of ambitious young men who followed
the precepts for what Turler called the "prosperous perfomiingn of travel, and who

offered written advice in the form of eyewitnessed reports to prove their capacityU The
example of Robert Dallington, a Norfoik schoolmaster before he rose in the service of the
Earl of Rutland, shows how prefennent was possible as a result of composing such
relations for patrons at home. Dallington's title for his essay was: A Method For Travei.
Shaved By The View OfFrance (1604)? in its systematic discussion of the political,
military and financial organization of France, with a thurnbnail character sketch of the

French nation, it exemplified the kind of "method" for îravel and travel writing that
preceptors like Jerome Turler had tumed into a qualification for serving the
c~rnmonwealth.~~
Dallington's treatise is also, like Spenser's View. implicated in the discourse of
statehood that had emerged in the course of the sixteenth century. This discourse was a
product of formalized international relations and associations. Clare Williams (1937), in
a survey of some Renaissance writing practices, notes the ernergence of a "suave
stereotyped cycle of Venetian relations to the Doge" fkom the fifieenth cmtury on (40):'
Andrea Trevisan, a Venetian stationed in England, inaugurates a manner of relazione
that, according to Williams, "is the pattern of al1 subsequent reports" (87). Trevisan's
personal observations organized into a report of English character, climate, government
and institutions created the rubnc by which Italians monitored England from 1500 to the
accession of Elizabeth 1. The idea of an eye+witnessedand forrnalized report of a
depersonalized public order, as outlined in Chapter Two, inaugurateci the discourse of
statehood in this era,

Francis Davison, like Dallington and Spenser, was another career traveller who
aimed to win his politid spurs by a u t h o ~ ag relation of state. Davison, of sonnet fame,
set off for Europe, armed with a bundle of mode1 treatises and relations, to compose the
kind of travel relation that would impress policy-makers at home."

He authored a

"Relation of Saxonie" for Essex, which he sent via Antony Bacon, Essex' secretary and
brother to

rancis.^^

The manuscript of Davison's Relation of Saxonie was either lost or

stolen fiom Essex' possession shortly after it was delivered, but the response of Bacon
and Essex to this relation reveals that such reports were uidmtood to be a demonstration
of aptitude for govemment service. Antony Bacon writes to Davison on "the first h i t s

of your travel, 1 mem your Relation of Saxony," that "you show nc las diligence in
observing and collecting than judgement in orderly disposing the same" (xvii). He
advises Davison "to proceed and continue" and represents such travel as a cumulative
labour of observation and reportage, demanding studious dedication and political
acumen, Bacon tells Davison that:

Such a course of study requireth an earnest intention
of the mind and a retentive memory, and consequentiy
will cost you no srnail pain; so after some littie
practia h&g
brought your mimi as it were to a habit
of judgement, you shall reap exceeding pleanire and
profit answerable to your painhl endeavours. (xvii-xviii)

In the letter Essex eventuaily wrote to Davison, he refers to the Relation as "the proof 1
have seen of your well spending your time abroadw(xlviii). Despite this "proof" of his
worth, Davison did not prospet like Dallington. When his hopes of a career as a foreign
agent collapsed, Davison took another route to authorship, and turned someteer?

A formalized fbreign relatioa then, was deemed to augment one's standing

arnong the rest of the educated men who were seeking patronage by demonstrating a
mesure of political acumen and engagement. The banished Earl thinks that Jack's
reason for straying so far fiom home might have been an ambitious desire "to be better
accounted of than other of thy condition" (341). H e advises Jack to go home, implying
that this course of advancernent is doorned to failure in the compting context of foreign
lands. Speaking as one bumt by the sun, the Earl warns that "these insolent fancies are
but Icarus' feathers, whose wanton wax, melted against the sun, will betray thee into a sea

of contùsion" (34 1).
Although Jack is taken by the banished Earl for a traveller with aspirations. like a
Dallington or a Davison, Jack's relation offers sensational news instead of a studied and
formal report on foreign nations and states. To serious-rninded tnwellers like Davison,
items of sensational, entertainhg news were the incidental h t h of foreign travel. When
Francis Davison gives in to his father's request for "news" he sends home descriptions of
particularly harrowing punishments and executions, loose talk on patently ridiculous
conspiracies and details of conspicuous loss of life on the battlefield." Jack's far-fetched
chronicle includes a clinical description of precision torture in the executions of Zadoc
and Cutwolf, a jest at the expense of a would-be secret agent, Zadoc's preposterous plots

against the Christians, and the grisly casuaities of war suffered by the French, Switzers
and Anabaptists. Jack observes punishment not policy, and instead of a reliable, e y e
witnessed account of statehood in Europe he offers far-fetched tales of barbarity that

were associated with treatises on race, like those published on the Scythians or the
~~rks.~*

Ascham's A discours and affaires of the state ofGemanie ( 1 552) offers another
example of the kind of foreign relation that Nashe departs fkom in Jack's outiandish
chronicle. Ascham represents his relation as a history that is predicated on t r ~ t h . ' ~

Oflering Livy, Caesar, Thucydides, Homer and even Chaucer as models, Ascham details
a method whereby experience abroad may be fashioned into an authoritative history. He
who "would well and advisedly write an history", Ascham advises, should, as a fint
principle, "write nothyng false" (1 26). Secondly, he should "be bold to Say any truth,
whereby is avoyded two great faultq flattery and hatred" (126). Then, he is "to mark
diligently the causes, counsels, actes, and issues in al1 great attemptest' and judge thern
accordingly, and "of every issue, to note some generall lesson of wisedome and warinestl
(1 26). The style "must alwayes be playne and open," and "diligence also musi be u s d in
keeping truly the order of time" so that "A man shal thincke not to be readyng but present

in doyng of the same" (1 26). This is the kind of history and travel writing that speaks for
itsel f , that offers material "as the very mark of fact".
Nashe's "reasonable conveyance of history" promises only a "variety of rnirth"
(25 1). In Jack Wilton, Nashe displaces the truth t e k with a self-reflecting, extravagant

storyteller, and deliberately collapses, as Robert Wiemann has noted, fabula and
Nashe, like Ascham, does laud the man who "is bold to Say any tmth,
whereby is avoyded two great faultes, flattery and hatred," but that man is Pietro Aretino,

the infamous libeler, pomographer and blackmai~er.~~
Of Aretino, Nashe says that he
was "no tirnorous servile flattera of the commonwealth wherein he lived. His tongue

and his invention were forborne; what they thought, they would confidently utter" (310).
Ascham's conception of history, as a true report that made reading

interchangeable with politically uncompromising experience, is not the only kind of
history turned against itself by Nashe. What Nashe calls the "elegiacal history" of
Heraclide mocks an older Mew of history, predicated on the fa11 of Fortune's favoured
and dRived from the Mirorfor Mogisb-ates. In this, Nashe capitalizes on a 1590's

vogue for the cornplaint, stimulated by Samuel Daniel's The Cornplaint of Rosamund
( 1 592)." Rosamund is a ghost, poisoned by a jealous queen. Heraclide is "tyrannously

polluted" by Esdras, who is described as a "poison coming towards hm" (336). Heraclide
nses from her rape like a ghost, "Her eyes were dim, her cheeks blwdless, her breath
smelt earthy, her countenance was ghastly. Up she rose...as a reprobate sou1 rising to the
Day of Judgment" (337), and, like Rosamund, Heraclide blames her fa11 on her beauty

and on her nature as a woman that "am piedestinate to this horrible abuse" (337).
Heraclide's fa11 is tragic-she is compared to Oedipus as she begins her cornplaint-but it
is also literal and comic. "Throughly stabbed," she falls upon her unconscious husband's
body and wakes him up with the impact. He, "feeling something lie heavy on his breast,"
pushes her off, gets up, and lights a candle (339). Heraclide's tragi-comic fa11 travesties a
view of history predicated on tragic fall, just as it does Ascham's Protestant-inflected

mode1 of history as experiential tr~th.~'
Not a history in Ascham's sense then, or even a history in the tradition of tragic
fdl, The Uofortunate T d l e r , subtitled "The Life of Jack Wilton", daims to be an
autobiographical relation that a v e r s a number of joumeys. In this particular, it is like Sir
Thomas Hoby's account of his life and travels in A Booke of n e TrmaiI and Life ofMe
27iorna.s Hoby (1 547- 1564)? Hoby's comections and his ciassical leaming are on

display in his account In the Company of likeminded English gentlemen, Hoby searches

out anîiquities, enjoys the hospitality of local aristocrats, and attends the courts of

princes. Although he passes through a thick wood "verie jeopardous to passe" because
"banished men of the kingdom lie manie tirnes for their praye" (39), as well as a town

which not long since "hatherrceaved great damage by Barbarossa" (44), there is no
incident with either murdering robber or pirate reported to distwb the summing up of city
after city in t m s of its wines, its delicate b i t s , and other fine wares. Munich, for
example, "is a famous towne for the best lutestrings in d l Germanie" (1 12). Hoby has a
predilection for noting water cures, and a tendency to mix in a classical reference with his
observations of geographid detaiLs9 Generally it might be said that Philisides'
"untroubled tenor" describes the tempo of Hoby's travels: he is as a fortunate traveller,
maintaining the regularity of his domestic life abroad, exercising his virtues, promoting
his hopes, without compromising his political identity as a loya! Englishman.
Hoby was not simply an antiquarian who travelled in Italy in order to
"throwghliensearch out "suche antiquities as were here to bee seene from place to placen

(25) and record them. He also travelled "for the m g ' s saken (38). Modem languages
were not available as a field of systematic study at Oxford, Cambridge, or at the Inns of

court, but expertise in these languages was increasingly required for diplomatic and
commercial purposes both at home and abroad. Thomas Hoby translated Castiglione's Il
Corteguno, of course, but such literary translations have tended to obscure the
importance of foreign language acquisition for the purpose of attaining and holding a
variety of offices? The banished Earl thinks Jack might be travelling for this reason. He

inquires of Jack "the occasion of thy straying so fm out of England", and he tells Jack that

"if it be languages, thou may'st leam them at home" (341). Jack, of course, is no student

ofhpages, He has to depeod on Petro de Camp Frego as an interpreter, and ends up
languishing in prison as a result. Neither is Jack an antiquarian; he does not much

meddle with the trophies of antiquity. He recalls that he "was at Pontius Pilate's house"
and that he "pissed against it," but for the rest, he maintains, "it were frivolous to speciQ,
since he that hath but once drunk with a traveller talks of them" (326):'
Jack's foreign travel exercises his wit-the extemporal, expendable output of

precocious youth-and his narrative punishes any expectation of political presumption.62
Jack's adventures repeatedly lhreaten to ovenvhelrn hirn, plunging him into the kind of
crushing experience that enjoins prostrate fear rather than elegant observation. Wellschooled in the poetics of polemic as a player in the Marprelate controversy, Nashe's
phantasmagoric history upends foreign travel as a means of developing personal and
political capital by reformulating such joumeying as a comic and futile foray into

barbarity. Nor does this joumeying into savage climes constitute a trial of national
identity in the wildmess of a barbaric world. Jack Wilton is not a traveller, like Edward
Webbe for example, who demonstrated English grit in the face of adversity.
Edward Webbe was a master gunner, whose relation of his "troublaorne travell

and slavish life susteyned in the Gallies, and wars of the great Turk" was offered as a
testimonial of national virtue to Queen ~lizabeth." Webbe concludes his dedication to

the queen by saying that "my desire is that 1 may be imployed in such service and
affaires, as may be found pleasing to God, and found profitable to my prince and cuntryn
(1 5). Where more fortunate travellers like Thomas,Ascham, Hoby, and Dallington

aimed to impress with theû command of foreign culture that did not compromise their
national identity, Webbe wants to make his mark by detailing his sufferings, and, by

implication, his Engüsh fortitude and steadirigs in the mi& of crushing experience.

Webbe was one of many travellers who published accounts of their captivity and

sufférings at the hands of the Turks, hoping for favour at court. A pamphlet entitled
Stmnge and Wondef i l Things happened to Richard Harleon...in his Ten Years Travels
in manyforeign countneJ (1 595) is another example of this kind of r e ~ a t i o n .Anthony
~

Munday's account of John Fox's captivity by the Turks in Hakluyt's Principal
Navigations (1589) is yet one more account of suffGng that is presented as some kind of

victonous trial of national courage and virtue. In this instance, Munday outlines how Fox
"went into the Court; and showed al1 his travel to the Couricil" who, in tum, "extended to
him their liberality" (2 1 1):'
Jack's exotic tribulations gesture towards those relations called "strange", "rarenor
"wonderful" advenmres. Jack plunges into one extraordinary peril after another. These
adventures hardly show Jack's indomitable English spirit. What they do reveal, however,
is Jack's use-value as flesh for consumption of one kind or another. lnstead of
celebrating Jack's native fortitude, Nashe plays up Jack's fears as h e is passed from one
set of fearful clutches to another. Sold as a "sound body" for an anatomy, Jack goes into
a delirium of comic fnght as he helplessly watches himself suffer. Terrified at k i n g cut
"like a French summer doubletwJack dare not so rnuch as pick a pirnple, for fear he

should b l e d to death. Rescued fiom vivisection by Juliana, one of the Pope's
concubines, Jack is terrorized by this woman who wants him for her own deadly pleasure.
Being "cloyedn with her company every six hain, Jack is not only exhausteci, but
horribly a b i d because he knows that "when1 was consumed and wom to the bones
through her abusen she planned to "give me but a dram too much, and pop me into a

pkvyw(357). R e d d to sctsp flesh, J a c k facesa choice of eÿils, his comic panic adding
nothing to his political credit. Nor is this the first time this has happened; as a spare
Surrey in Florence, the shock of confrontation with Henry Howard sends him into a
bodily tail-spin-Jack is al1 madly running b l d ; blood on the brink uf ii destructive
plunge, like the Sabine maids. The shocking flood conspires to burst his body into a
mess of "fear-dropped lirnbsn under the table for the dogs to lick up, Save that Surrey
"instead of menacing or afighting me with his sword...burst out into laughter" (3 13).
Jack watches himself wilt under pressure. Like another Nashe persona,

"Thornalin",whose "faint-hearted instrument of lustn Ieaps to a peak of exciternent and
then repeatedly collapses before the lusty onslaught of "Mistress Francis" in The Choice
of Valentines,Jack's body figuratively collapses into flaccid flesh or fluid following a
sudden peak of fear, right before his very eyes. Jack's body, perpetually prone to fall,
matches his mind, which he observes reeling under the pressure of rude experience.
Jack's political identity as an Englishman travelling in Italy is tested and found comically
lacking in a series of imaginatively conûived catastrophes that foreground his primary
utility as malleable, flexible flesh. The rampant, comic barbarity of Nashe's Italy renders

men and women as so much meat, blood, sweat or tears, while Jack-a page with no piece
of money, no national value, hidden insidecirculates fiom one p b b y application to
another. These perilous adventures and their lingering effects register the h m w i n g

aspect of Nashe's vulnerable position as an unattachecl author in the cutthroat world of
the marketJack, to his credit, shows nothing of Cutwolfe's fortitude of body and rnind.

Cutwolfe is a traveuer- Cutwolfe tells the crowd waiting to see his execution that he

travelled "abovethree thousand milesn in quest of Esdras. "Twenty months together 1
pursud him," he says, " h m Rome to Naples, fiom Naples to Caite, passing over the

river, from Caite to Siena, fiorn Siena to Florence, kom Florence to Parma," and on and
on to Sion, to Geneva, and back again towards Rome, "where in the way it was rny

chance to meet him in the nick here in Bolognan(364). The dogged persistence of the
Italian revenger as he tnidges through Europe after his prey, and his psychotic disdain
before his tormmts, burlesque a kind of satanic subjectivity that swells through trial and
tribulation in space. "My body is little," he tells the crowd waiting to see his person tom
for political consumption, "but my mind is as great as a giant's" (363),just before his
limbs are hammered to bloody slush and his "fleshlegacied amongst the fowls of the airn
(369).
The figure of Cutwolfe plays to the devilish reputation accorded to Italy and
ltalians by scholars like Ascham and Cheke. Fausing, not retiring, from his "wreakfùl
resolution" as the condemned and comered Esdras grovels before him, Cutwolfe says that
his "thoughts travelled in quest of some notable new Italianisrn, whose murderous
piatform rnight not only extend on his body, but his sou1 also" (368). For Ascham, Italy

could corrupt even the virtuous man's mind and he advises against going to Italy at al1 in

ne Scholemaster ( 1570).

From Ascham's point of view, the dangers of cloistered

bookishness pale before the f i l to young Engiishmen that lay in actual expenence of
Italy. in his encounter with the banished Earl, Jack disregards the wisdom of the sage
traveller concemed for the native virtue of young Englishmen abroad. The Earl advises
Jack to go home before he is lost to his native land, but Jack is grateful only for the
gossip the Earl relays.

The Ascham-Lke, avuncuiar çounselor who advises against unprofitable travel
was a fature of prose fiction befote The Unfortunate Traveller. Lyly's Euphues, who
skips serious Athens to study the wanton pleaswes of Naples, and Lodge's Philamis, of
Euphues his Shadowe (1592), who neglects his welfare to concentrate on foreign fun,

both receive wamings h m such a wunselor. The banished Earl who, according to Jack,
"examineci and schwled me," is akin to Lyly's old gentleman in Naples, who counsels
Euphues, and Lodge's Anthenor, the grave and elderly stranger who lectures Philamis.

These sage figures warn Euphues and Philamis against travel that is a pursuit of worthless
pleasure. Add to these the old hermit Cassander of Euphues and his England ( 1%O),

who advises Callimachus "to stay him fiom travel and to take some 0th- course more fit
for a gentlemann (2 1S), and the correspondence between these old ambassadors of
experience and Nashe's banished Earl is clear.
Unlike Euphues and Philarnis, however, Jack does not stop to dispute with his
moral advisor. Although a govemmental prohibition existed that forbade Englishmen

fiom communicating with disloyal countrymen, Jack's lack of response to the lecturer and
the Iesson is more than politically correct disdain of the banished Earl as a passible
English ~ a t h o l i c nie
. ~ Earl's boileddown wisdom is a tedious digression to Jack. For

him this unsoliciteci moral rescue is superfiuous in a way that it is not for the travellers of

Lyly and Lodge. Jack is not to be rescued for England, unlike Euphues and Philarnis,

who,as gentlemen of patrimony and parts, constihite human capital that rightfully
belongs to the site of production, that is, to their respective polities. In a thunderous
declmation, the Earl counse1s Jack to bear the servitude that sexvice may entail, rather

than suffer the hondage pursuant to a masterless, unaffiliated state. m i s is irrelevant to

Jack, for he has already been drawn into cornmodity exchange and circulates as travelling

flesh. For instance, Jack's "French doublet gelt in the belly as though (like a pig ready to
be spitted) al1 my guts had k e n plucked out," and "a pair of side-paned hose that hung

down filled with Holland cheese" proclaim Jack a flamboyant morse1 for consumption on
his return from his fint foreign tour (272):'

This page does not need humanist wisdom

that pertahs to his political and moral profit; with the hangrnan's rope around his neck,
what Jack needs is an alibi. Where the Earl really saves Jack-rescuing him fiom the
gallows-is with knowledge that the nobleman picked up in a barber's shop.
Jack Wilton is a protagonist who lacks political urgency. Nashe turns the kind of
profitable travel and travel writing that Turler, Thomas, Ascharn, Hoby, Davison and
Dallimore practiced against itself with Jack's self-advertising picaresque lurch from one
degrading adventure to the next and his disorderly relation of news, jests, burlesques and
misadventure. Jack is not involved in the representation of national virtue, nor is h e a
reliable reporter on the state of other nations; he is an "outlandish Chronicler". As a
traveller, he functions as an anti-type to the politically and socially grounded soldier,
linguist, antiquarian, historia* vigilante and aspiring foreign agent. Jack's conceptual
opposite is not some politically embedded dweller, but those travellers who were dl, in
one way or another, implicated in nationalist politics because they had intemalized
political values. It is important to note that Jack is not excluded from forms of political
participation. As he takes up one political brajectory afier another only to play with it,
drop it or deny it, an awareness of the corruption of the political environment emerges

and seems to inform some of Jack's resistance to participate in these affiliations. Instead
of tempering his national virtue in a foreign context and rehuning a man augmented, Jack

is, rather, vvviusly aidaved, owmhhned, imprisonedand abused as he moves fiom

one inglorïous occupation to another.

Jack is a protagonist with economic urgency who assumes,then drops, the
political and social bonds that shape the narrative order of more fortunate travellers'
[ives. Jack's lurching, untidy narrative, like his generic name, appears to lack
determinate shape. Market relations d i m p t the traditional life plans and patterns of the
author-and Nashe reçognizes the evil case this l a d s to-but thjs dimption and the
circumstances of life in the market also let Nashe imagine new authorial careers despite
the grim material reaiities of his actual situation. n i e man in the market, as John O'Neill
puts it, "views different commitrnents and loyalties as constantly open choices fiom
which exit is cofitinuously possible" (78). A way out seems always to be a possibility for
Nashe's persona, but this exit usually involves going fiom one set of appalling conditions
to another. As the pnsoner of Doctor Zacharie, or of Juliana, or as a spectator to state

violence in the slaughter of the Anabaptists, the rape of Heraclide by Esdras (who is
authorized by the Pope), and the public torture of Cutwolfe, Jack dwells on his
experience of alienation and powerlessness as he watches himself move from one set of
cormpt clutches to another. Jack does not return intellechially or spintually enriched

h m t h a e experiences; rather, he leaves Italy "mortifiedly abjected and daunted" (370).
Jack's foreign travel rnight seem to serve here, as the banished Earl said it would, "to
tame and bring men under"(341).
Nashe shows his traveuer apparentiy tamed in a perfunctory retraction of Jack's

dnfting course at the end of the relation. Nashe has his page tum at the last moment and
take what dregs of social and political affiliation he can get rather than wander any more

as a loose leaf The spare page binds himself in maniage to bis courtesan and attaches
himself to the King of England's camp. But what End of redemption is this? What selfrespecting Renaissance man would make himself a cuckold and many a courtesan? And
what kind of patriotic nerve does it take to wdk back Uito "the King of England's

camp...where he with great triumphs met and entertained the Emperor and the French

King and feasted many days" (370)? in this abrupt transformation of Jack into
unfortunate husband and battle-shy soldiq Nashe plays with thefonns of political
agency that were available to most men: the bearing of amis on behalf of one's polity, and
the production of children for that polity through marriage. In this mocking retraction,
and in his mocking address to the Earl of Southampton, Nashe b e s his text with a play

on form that removes him, as an author, from the constituting tems of ~oliticaland social

engagement generally.
The nation's loss, however, is the print author's gain in Nashe's fantasy of
authorial agency. Nashe's persona and page are protagonists not because they
demonstrate any spintual, moral or political urgency but because they profit, in some
soiled way, from circulating as a cornmodity even while al1 those about Jack dwindle and
perkh. When, for exarnple, Jack eludes Juliana, he escapes not only with his life but with

Juliana's jewels, her plate, her money and her maid. Jack is powerless before the
spectacle of broken flesh offered, for exarnple, by the slaughter of the Anabaptists, the

rape of Heraclide and the execution of Cutwolfe, but his eagie-eyed passivity is that of
the presiding voyeur, not that of the victun. Jack's body is never broken, despite coming
close to public execution and bodily dissolution or disrnemberment on a number of
occasions. Furthermore, Nashe concludes nie Unfortunate Traveller with a page who

rehimsnotonly richbut also SexuaUy refkhed by a Venetian courtesan.

Nashe fortifies his limp traveller by linking him with the infamous Italian, Pietro
Aretino. The episode in which Jack Wilton, the Earl of Surrey and a magnifico's wife are

imprisoned together and then set fiee by "Monsieur Petro Aretinon is a case in point.

Jack's sexual adventure in phson is a straightforward, almost contractual transaction; it is
gratifjmg and cleanly executed, especially when compared to his unfortunate attempt

upon Flavia Aemilia, which Ianded him in prison, or his abuse at the hands of Juliana,
which nearly ended in him being poisoned, or even his cross-dressed dalliance with a
Switzer Captain "far gone for want of the wench", an adventure which could on1y have

ended badly one way or another had Jack not "feigned an irnpregnable excuse to be gone,
and never came at him aflern (270).

In this prison episode, Jack takes the sexual initiative and maka a quick conquest
of the woman, stealing her from undermath Surrey's nose by deploying a little worldly
wisdom. He surns up the situation thus: "Herhusband had abused h a , and it was very
necessary she should be revenged" (308). He reasons that "No other apt means had this

poor captivated Cicely, to work her hoddy-peak husband a proportionable plague for his
jeaiousy, but to give his head his full Ioading of infmy" (308). Jack makes the most of

his availability and steps up for the job. This situation has the makings of a lewd taie in
the manner of Aretino. Nashe even plays up the scene a little; rather than the nuns and

monks of Aretino's Ragionumenti, for example, Jack and Diamante play prisoner and

keeper. "How 1 deait with her, guess, gentle reader, subaudi that I was in prison and she
my sitlyjailor" (308).
Aretino, of course, would not have stopped there, but pomography is not what

NÎshe is a h f at least not hae. The dtransrrctim is conciuded with something WEe

a eulogy to Aretino, and Jack leaves prison, thanks to Aretino's intervention, augrnented

in al1 sorts of ways. First of al1 he is a father, for Diamante, "aftermy enlargement,
proved to be with child" (3 12). Secondly, he is in possession both of a wornan and of her

husbandk riches: Castaldo dies and Jack appeals to "MasterAretine", who promptly
releases the widow fiom the claims of her husband's kin, so that both Diamante and her

riches are available to Jack. Diamante, "being out, and fully possessed of her husband's
goodsn,proceeds to invest Jack "in the state of a monarchn (3 12). Thirdly, he becomes,
in ail but blood, the Earl of Surrey. Jack leaves his master without permission, taking the
Earl's narne that Surrey had earlier thrust upon him, and travels in pomp through Italy
like a Lord taking the Tour.
Aretino's comection with the beardless and flimsy page fortifies Jack to the
extent that he triumpha sexually, socially and financially. Nashe too, of course,
cultivated a comection with the infamous Aretino that must have lent rnachismo to his
rather adolescent and irnpish authorial image. Thomas Lodge was obliging enough to

cd1 Nashe the "trueEngiish Aretine," but sorne at the time must have smiled at Nashe's
own claimed kinship with the rich and famous self-proclaimed genius, who wielded such
apparent power with his blacbailing pen that his conternporaries called him "Divine"
and "Scourge of PMC~S"!'

The pemiless, hungry sûipling, the loose, fixi1 page and

unfortunate drifter, the knight's errant infant and sexually exhausted, beardless youth that

are Nashe's personae pale before the magnificently black-bearded, robust, sleek,
Iuxurious and iusty image of a bon-vivant that Aretino ~ u l t i v a t e d . ~ ~
Aretino's major works and probably his imposing, bearded image too, were

available and known to Nashe. If he had not met with Aretino's work as pomographer to
Europe in the libraries of patrons like Lord Strange, there were plenty of learned French
and Italian religious refugees living in London to translate those works of Aretino that

John Wolfe printed in England, or those that were brought into England by travellers

h m ~ r n p e . 'Aretino's
~
works were b a n d by the Inquisition and labeled as forbidden
literature, but that did nothing to hinder their availability or Aretino's fame. Aretino's text
appeared regularly, in Paris as well as in London, through the 1580s up until 1609,aided
and abetted in al1 likelihood by Protestant defiance of continental censorship?
Contemporary images of Aretino's person confirmeci the power of his Pen.
Titian's painting of him boasts a luxuriantly bearded head, framed and buttressed by a
vast upper body draped in furs and a heavy gold chain. This image appeared over and
over again in sixteenth-century editions of Aretino's work and continued to be used by
printers well into the seventeenth century, especially by those connected to the important
Venetian production of books?' In addition to portraits by Titian, Aretino's likeness was
also executed by Marcantonio Raimondi (1475- 1534), the most famous engraver of his
time, who paved the way to a new era in art reproduction by developing an etching
technique that facilitateci the reproduction of accurate copies? Reproductions of
Marcantonio's worldly image of Aretino, which featured a Ml, curled bard and splendid
dress, were widely circulated. The circulation of these grand and nchly bearded images
enhmced Aretino's reptation as a powerful sexual and satincal predator.74
Charles Nicholl(l984) sees in Nashe's alliance with Aretino an "intuitive
enlarging of the satllists' charter."'' Nicholl does not elaborate on how Aretino enlarges
Nashe as a satinst; perhaps it was by incorporating more systematic invective,

pomography and bullying blacl<mail than had ever obtained before, or maybe Aretino
appealed to Nashe because Aretino was a print author who tumed his back on princes. I
would also suggest that Aretino was for Nashe a writer who fieed authorship fiom the
tentacles of social ac-3 political s e d i t y and beaune rich doing so. Nashe in his poverty
was no Aretino, nor even a Jack Wilton enriched at Aretino's hands, so it is not without

irony that Nashe imagines a connection with the infamous Italian. Aretino's focus on
vice played to the market and signaled his authorial autonomy. Liberated h m

customary morality and author of his own values, Aretino dernonstrated the excessive
self-conceit of the supra-moral individual. He did this not only by the splendid oriental
pomp of his appearance, but also thmugh his audacity Li publishing slander, scanda1 and
some of the most candid pomography Europe had yet read, as well as Italy's first-ever
printed compilation of familiar letters, all to sensational success. As the founder of
modem joumalism, Aretino lived, as he himself boasted, by the sweat of his own ink and
without a particular patron, and he demonstrated for Nashe that the roads to fortune and
to vixtue diverge for the author fashioned in a market economy.
Nationalist and humanist virtues do Iittle for Nashe's muse, ofcuurse, and he
developed his powers in writing for a market economy. The special quality of his page

and p e r m are realized and appreciated in the process of a pas-dong, exchange
dynamic that undermines civil society and cultivates prodigality, as his celebration of
Aretino reveals. No moral iegacy, no Protestant virtues of inciustry, discretion,
application or ûugality, ernerge h m this economy, and Jack does not need to develop a
psychological inner space for national values in the process of travel to achieve financial
and sexual success.

Aretino's f m e s and his name were so widely b w n that they became a kind of

trade-mark: he became a brand name. Aretino himsel f promoted that trend. In a letter to

a friend he half-jokes that his image is stamped on comb-cases and the handles of
mirmrs, and that the river ninning beside his house is called the Rio Aretino. He also
congratulates himself that some kinds of Murano glassware are named Aretini-could

these be g l a s dildos after those featured in the Ragionamenti?-and that girls who have
left his service cal1 themselves Aretines?

There were no loose nyrnphs calling themselves "Nashettes"or "Nashelinaswto
trumpet Tom's prowess. Neverthelas Nashe seems to mimic Aretino's brand-name

statu in his titles Narhe's Lenten Swand Nmhe His Dildo, the sub-title for his bawdy
poem The Choice of Valentines. Aretino's phallic potency, his authorial autonomy and

his embrace of authorship as an unethical activity are imagineci as fortiwng and
authorizing Nashe's authonal project as something more than an exercise in style.
Aretino is behind Nashe tuming "mole-hills into mountains" in Lenten St@è (376)."
Nashe figura his mock encomium as a rise to power and he lords it thus in open
imitation of Aretino:

Let me speak to you about my huge words which 1 use
in this book, then you are your own men to do
what you list. Know it is my tme vein to be
ttugictis Orator, and of al1 styles 1 most affect
and strive to imitate Aretine's. (376)

The red herring is "hot stirring meat" (420), a powemil, "choleric parcel of food" (420).
The Aretino that Nashe would imitate is hot, strong and stirring too. He is like "pure

urim~tbat
begets good blood and heats the brain thoroughly" (377). or, as he is described

in The Unfortunate Trmeller. an author whose "pen was like a poiniard; no leaf he wrote
on but was Iike a burning-glass to set on fire al1 bis readers"(309).

In Lenten Smfthe red fish is a divine penis. In the creation story that Nashe
offers of Yarmouth as an ideai comrnonwealth-a parallel perhaps to Aretino's refuge by
the sea, Venice-the red herring is both the god-like, engendering wand and weal. In the
tale of Dionysius and Jupiter the hening is both divine wand and weal again. The "plain
golden-coated herring" is " e n s h ~ e dfor a God" (423). As Jupiter, this god
metamorphoses into sundry shapes, "raining himself down in gold into a woman's lap"
(423). In offering his book a s a red herring in thc address to Lusty Hurnphrey, and by

clairning to imitate an Aretino who is as potent and stimulating as the salty, red fish itselT,

Nashe atternpts to fortify his cheap and dapised meat, the pnnted product of his
"hungentarvedmuse" (456), with comic virility.
Aretino's dildos, of the Ragionamenti, corne to the rescue of Nashe's wilting
lover in his "wanton elegy,"The Choice of Valentines. Aretino's Ragionamenti was a
work of remarkably n;ink pomography that was widely popular throughout literate
Europe. It was also a work Lord Strange, to whom The Choise of Valentines was
probably presented in 1592, would have been familiar ~ i t h . 7Nashe's
~
g l a s dildo
"Attired in white velvet or in silkJAnd nourish'd with hot water or with miUr" is similar

to Aretino's g l a s "fniit" wvered over with white linen, which is later filled with hot urine

and deployed by the Nanna in the nunnery (3 1-2)." In Nashe's poem Tomalin's "silly
worm," that will not nse afler twice wilting too early, is usurped by "my mistress' page,"
a "youth almost two handfuls high," and a "havethat moves as light as leava by wind,"

that is, Mistress Franckf "littleciildo."

Jack Wilton is a vagabond and no true traveller in the humanist or the nationalist
sense. Nashe names this work after the traveller who is the foil, the counterfeit, the

decoy, or the red haring to the true, or forhmate, tniveller, loyal to his socid and political
values because he has intemalized those values in the process of travel and can fiuitfully
wander tiom the site of their production. In sensing the possibilities for authorship in the
print market,Nashe promotes a connection with Aretino that empowers his humanist
anti-type and foil, Jack Wilton, as a protagonist concerned with unethical activity. This

connection with Aretino also registers a change in the nature of litaary ambition for the
author in a market economy; he seems to admire enduring celebrity over literary laurels.
Nashe rnakes a point of highlighting how his picaro is drawn into commodity exchange

and circulates as a travelling object. In The Un/ortunate T r d l e r , Nashe says that
Aretino is an omament to Italy beyond Cicero, Virgil, Ovid and Seneca and that he will
live "as long as the world livesn(3 1 1). With Aretino as his mode1 for authorship that is

grounded in a market economy, Nashe refùtes the ancients' and the humanists who
declareci that it was impossible to be a good onitor without also being a good man.

Taking Aretino as his cue, Nashe fies his sensational narratives into print and imagines
himself a wùiner as Jack Wilton, sexually and financially triumphant. It is, of course,
something of a hollow victory, as is any picaro's fortunate finish haunted by the traces of
past tonnent. Nashe knew what it was to slip into danger, poverty and hunger. Jack's
coclq brio recoils at the spectacle of state and vigilante violence staged at Cutwolfe's
execution. His spirits dashed, Jack grabs his wedthy girl in marriage and hightails it "out
of the Sodom of Itaiy" (370). In ihis retmt, in the lingering effects of his past ordeals,

and in thedisaepsncy between Jack's luck-andTom Nashe's troubled life, the kony in

this vision of agency is not 10%

'Thy motha's glass"

Sir Francis Drake's expedition to "the backside of America" to plunder Spanish
gold, and his subsequent circumnavigation of the world, was dubbed "The Famous
Voyage" by Richard Hakluyt in the first printed narrative of the joumey.' This account
was inserted into the 1589 edition of The Principal Navigations. In 1596 Charles

Fitzgeoffrey brought out an epic poem that celebrated Drake's life and death. Jonson's
' n i e Famous Voyage" describes a circumnavigation of London's Fleet ditch a s if it were

the stuff of epic. Another fmous voyage narrative--Sir Walter Raleigh's The Discovene
of Guiana ( 1 596)-describes a hot and tomirous route up and down the Oroonoko in a
barge and two wherries to find ggoldO2Jonson's urban adventurers take hot and nanow
passage in a wherry up and down a London sewer in search of a brothel. Neither
Raleigh's rowers, nor Jonson's, find what they are looking for. On the face of it Jonson's

baifiing epignun seems to reverse the values attached to epic, fame and contemporary
heroic voyaging. But why would the p e t with the motto tanquarn erplorator, the p e t
whose literary ambition led hirn to rnonumentalize his Workes in folio fomat and the

p e t who wrote Discoveries so muddy these values in the last and longest work of his
~~i~rarnmes?~

The title seems to declare heroic voyagîng-and Drake's voyage in particular-as
the subject of Jonson's poem. But neither Drake's epic voyage, nor the bold rowers'

'liquid deed", is the principal phenomenon at issue here. "The Famous Voyage*' is a
travel-laden poern and voyaging emerges in this work as the context that environs the
object of interest. In other words, famous voyaging wnstitutes the field of meaning fiom

which the subject of the poan mages. The space through which the Jonson's rowers

are moving is the subject of this poem.
The Fleet ditch, a compt cavity in the bowels of the City, a chamber of h o m

with a life of its own deep in the body of London, is the matter of this pem! The
'Yamous road" through which Jonson's lusty rowers labour in their "liquid deed" ernerges
as a fminized enclave, a segregated, chaotic space beyond the control of civic power.

The filthy channel-"Thorough her womb they make their famous road" (66)-thus

penetrated by Jonson's bold voyagers is the early modem seat of natality, a long, hollow,
tube-li ke chamber liable to corruption by accumulations of spoiled seed and repressed
menstrual matter unless flushed clean by sexual intercourse. This unplowed womb, like
Raleigh's unmined Guiana or Spenser's unplanted Ireland, is a resource gone to waste.
The Fleet ditch, as a resource gone very much to waste, is ripe for conquest. In
penetrating this homd intemal realm, in possessing this space, Jonson's rowers are agents
who throw themselves on the world and seize opportunities for fame as they arise,
regardless of whether those opporhmities lead to glorious or gmbby outcornes. They are
adventurers, bold agents like Drake, who mix conquering power with luck to arrive at
enduring greatness or transient celebrity? Jonson's adventure-rich poern explains uncivil
metropditan space as the foundation for fame, and his rowers, narned after minor Iiterary

figures, link this fame to literary renown. What I want to suggest is that this hideouskinky urban ghetto, this little world, this seat of filth, this compt cavity set in a civic

body, this teerning womb of ills, this sewer, this sink, this ditch, is an essentid ground for
English authorship.

Jonson's voyagers, like Drake, slip in at the backdoor of a strange new world bent

on pliuidert sexuai plunder, at Madame Caesar's. This kind of stunt takes nerve, and a
certain steely resolve, but it is also prompted by curiosity. This desire to know may be
heroic, like Drake sailing into uncharted territory in his circumnavigation of the world, or
like Uiyssa' braving the undenvorld, but it may aiso be inglorious, voyeuristic, driven by

an impulse to gape on what is best lef't hid? By poking their noses into London's back
passage, Jonson's 'Ywo wights" are privy to the great city's dirty secrets. Yet they also
advance, possessed by the divine spirit of Canary wine, boldly into a noisane heart of
darkness.
SheIton and Heydon's nasty navigation through London's back region reveals a

compt core to the city. Jonson's rowers are like Spenser's Knight of the Red Crosse and
his dwarfwho take a "a privie posterne" (1.6.Lii)-a secret back door--out of the House of
Pride to confront the filthy mess behind the glittering show. This passage is so choked
with refuse of corpses that 'Scarce could h e footing find in that fowle way" (I.6.Liii).
Picking their way through the 'murdred men" as they ride "underneath the castell wall",
they pass yet another "donghi11 of dead carkases... The dreadfull spectacle of that sad
house of Pride" (L6.Liii). Jonson's doughty nwknights, too, c m be seen as threading a

n m w passage through piles of hurnan waste and facing a fou1 hell in the dark core of a
dazzîing civilized space-the City.
Yet this vile venture at London's back door is aiso a caper that points up the evils
of idle curiosity. It is the mark of the'%urious natured man", according to Queen
Elizabeth's Englishing of Plutarch's De Curiositate ( 1598)' that he is drawn to illicit
exploration.' In this translation Elizabeth compares what is picked up by the ears of a
curious man to the scandalous and vile material that fiows through the back doors of

t o m . There are "Cities," she says, that "have some g a t d UducS....throw which they
throw that filthy is and fowl, / And naugh by them ther goes that pure or holy is; / So by
the eares of Curios man naugh Good or faire doth pass" (128). Shelton and Heydon, as
gallants plowing through the muck at London's back door, point up the evil condition of

an idle, sensation-seeking and curious mind.

The Fleet ditch, as defined by a context of farnous voyaging that is both virtuous
and vain, is hell. It is the dark cavity at the center of the city. Jonson deploys with a

vengeance the satiric convention that London's corruption out-hells Hell. Nashe, Dekker
and William Rowley, as well as Jonson himself in The Devil is an Ass (1 Ml), had al1
elaborated this theme. London's Fleet, as Jonson says in the proem, is the Styx, Acheron,
Cocytus and Phlegethon al1 rolled into one.
Jonson's rowers are in search of sexual satisfaction. They are amorous
adventurers who leave the order of their everyday world-of "Bread Street's Mermaid"-and penetrate London's secret parts, her underworld. Advenhiring explains this domain
as a hellish womb, a chaotic site of production. Famous voyaging, as a collation of
contraries, a field of virtuous and vainglorious action, is the tiame, the domain of

meaning that legitimizes the i ~ ecity
r of London as the mother of invention and the

mabix of fame and authorship. I want to suggest that Jonson's discourse of famous
voyaging is also a discourse of authorship, and that this context of action and agents
interprets uncharteci metropditan ground as, variously, the City's secret, shameful,
hellish part, the lap of celebrity and the womb of fame.
Like Nashe, Jonson redefines authorship by linking it to a non-civic order.
Jonson legitimizes a barbaric urban ghetto, not a courtly or a pastoral world, as a

faindation for authordiip. This teaning, bounded, inner-ciîy world offers a way of
imagining the areas of St. Paul's, Fleet St., Holbom and The Strand-a composite a r a

Nigel Wheale (1 999) describes as "organized for print and book production" (55)--as a
discrete locality? Wheale notes that the texts produced here were in the vemacular and

destined for the home-market, which meant that these publishers were not involved in the
European distribution system for books. The London Stationers developed, therefore, as

a tightly organized, separate network. The Worshipful Company of Stationers--"a
conservative cartel" (57)-controlled book production in London and were responsib le for
the printing and dissemination of the Elizabethan and Jacobean literary Renaissance.
"Around twenty Master Printers, operating thirty-ninc presses in a11" (57), says Wheale,
were publishing up to 200 different titles a year by 1600 for a market stimulated by the
success of the commercial theaters. The works of Sidney, Spenser, Marlowe,
Shakespeare and the Geneva Bible, as well as innumerable ballads, almanacs, pamphlets,
playbooks and works of prose fiction were included in the 7000 titles published behveen
1558 and 1603.
A dense nexus of wnters, publishers, players and patrons clustered around

tavems, bookstalls and playhouses, what Cecile Jagodzinski (1999) has called a "new
coterie" of pnnters and paying readers, constituted an urban enclave of literary
production? This contractual, market order is represented in Jonson, as it is in Nashe, as
hell on earth. London is obviously implicated in the Fleet Ditch; this London includes, 1
suggest, a bounded world of literary production disernbedded h m established social and

political ends.
1 began by identimng travel as a way of elaborating a relation between individual

agency and context,

Tm&

as action and interactim in Wace, is connected to versions of

human agency. in concluding this study I invert this concept somewhat by reading
defining travel as a context, an analytical device, that gives meaning to space. I aiso
develop the idea of the traveller as a figure for authorship. 1 suggested in the 1 s t chapter
that the activist, progressive subject who develops though willed association was an apt

and ofl-used metaphor for the humanist intellechial and author. Nashe turns the idea of
the Iiteratus as traveller against itself with his picaro persona to fashion a supra-political,
or anti-establishment, form of authorship. With this climactic epigrarn Jonson creates a
collation of contmy forms of ûaveling that are comected to forms of authorship. This
complex domain of authorial agency explains London's dirty ditch as the matrix of
authorship, and Jonson himself-the agent responsible for the poem and an author within
it-as his "mother's glass".

"A collation of ~ontraries"'~

"It hath been, and yet is," says William Parry, by way of a preamble to the

narrative (1601) that describes his traveis with the farnous adventurer Sir Anthony
Sherley, "a proverbial speech amongst us that travellers may lie by authority" (98)!'

Parry scorns the presumption of those who cal1 themselves travellers and cross o d y "the

narrow seas, to the neighbour parts of Picardie peradventure, or the Low Countries
perhaps" (98). These b o p travellers "fkom thence take authority to utter lies in England

(at their setun) by retail, which they have coineci in gross" (98). Yet there are "the many

honest and tnie travellersn--and Parry seerns to include himself with these-who are also
labeled as liars. These ''true travellers", for "speaking truth of their own knowledge"
which "exceeds the belief of the unexperienced and homebred vulgars" who, Parry adds,
"believe nothing that fdls not within their own ocular experïence, or probability of tnith"
(98-9), are rejected as liars by the settled and the dull. In making this preamble, of

course, Parry authorizes himself as a bona #de traveller and as a tmth teller. "1 am
resolved," he says, "to make a tnie relation of what mine eyes saw, not respecting the
judgrnent of the wlgars, but contenting myself with the conscience of the tmthn(1 00).
As with Nashe's The Unfortuna&e Traveller, two kinds of iravelier are invoked
here and each defines the other. In Pany's preamble, the traveller who, "with insearching
and well-discerning eyes" toils to bnng back delightfil and improving knowledge to his

"home-bred countrymen" (99),is distinguished by the false traveller, the liar and
swaggering channel-hopper, who profits his country nothing. Where Parry differs fkom

Nashe, shifting the focus away f?om the form of travel, is with his notion of the rusticated
dweller who deems d l travellers to be liars once they speak of things beyond his ken.
The tme traveller defines the false traveller, but both are lumped together as liars when
another perspective, that of the du11 dweller, intrudes.12 My point here is that Jonson does
something similar in 'The Famous Voyage". He distinguishes between the foms of
famous voyaging-grand and grotesque, epic and absurd-and makes a collation of

contraries in order to explain another phenornenon, inner-city space. Famous voyaging,
in tuni,constitutes a cuntext of authorial agency-admirable and ill-advised-that
interprets metropditan London's darkest and dirtiest space as the ground of authorship.

'NN~
mure let Greece ha balder fables te&"says Jonson in the opening h e s of

the poem, "We have a Shelton and a Heydon got," he says, who "had powers to act, what

they to feign had not" 0.5-6). What the speaker means here is that if Shelton and

Heydon carmot fashion heroic joumey nanatives like the ancients they can make up for
their creative deficiency by acting out a famous voyage iistead of authoring one.
Famous voyaging and authonhip are thus seen here as interchangeable. The question
remains however, who are Shelton and Heydon as authors? Cntical opinion is split on
the identity of Shelton: some think he is the Sir Ralph Shelton whorn Jonson addressed in
Epigram 1 19, others that he is Thomas Shelton, p e t and translater of Don Quixote
(1 6 12). As to Heyden, he remains a mysteiy. Peter E. Medine ( 1975) notes that he may

be Sir Chnstopher Heydon who published a defence of astrology in 1603, but critics
remain baffled. Richard Dutton ( 1996) concludes that Shelton and Heydon are narnes
that are no-namesbecause they are the narnes of nonentities (1 9 1 ). What 1 want to

suggest is that they represent, along with Sir John Harington and Jonson himself, a
collective, a collation of contraries; they are mainstrearn practitioners, reputable and
disreputable, of English letters.
With his "We have a Shelton and a Heydon got" Jonson mirnics a construction
that Thomas Nashe used in his Preface to Robert Greene's Menaphon (1 589). As part of

his Preface, Nashe boasts, '%e had a Haddon, whose pen would have challenged the

laure1 fiom Homer, together with Carr that came as near him as Virgil to Theocritus"
(90). Walter Haddon (15 16-72)was an eminent writer of Latin prose and Nicholas Carr
(1 52468) a professor of Greek at Cambridge. They are part of a roster of authon who

have given "profit to the commonwealth" (88). Nashe makes a point here of naming and

praisng Latin translators of m e n t history like George Turberville, Arthur Golding and

Thomas Watson, but h e laments that "Gabriel Harvey, with two of three others, is almost
al1 the store that is lefi us at this hou? (90). In mimicking Nashe's construction and

naming his rower Shelton, the translator of Don Quirote, Jonson seerns to be gesturing
toward a similar body of English authon. If Jonson's "Shelton" were Thomas Shelton,
translator of Cervantes, there would be no reason to think that Jonson did not value this
kind of authorship. Jonson wrote a prefatory poem of praise for James Mabbe's
translation of Matheo Aleman's picaresque novel, The Rogue or the Li/e of &man

de

Alfârc~che(1623).13 This poem opens with the line, "Who tracks this Authors, or

Translators Pen". It seems that for Jonson here, and for Nashe in his Preface to
Menaphon, authors and translators are interchangeable. By the end of this prefatory
poem Jonson wishes himself to be just such a translator as Mabbe. He says:

Faire Aemulation, and no Envy is;
#en

you behold me wish my selfe, the man,

That would have done, that, which you onely c m .

Jonson does not wish to be an author/translator like Sir John Harington in "The
Famous Voyage". Jonson has a position in this epigram as an author. He is paired with

the author of n e Metamorphosis of Ajax (1596) and translator of Orlando Furioso
(159 1). With this pairing, and that of Shelton and Heydon, Jonson sets up a body of

English authors/translatoa compounded of reputable authors-Jonson and perhaps
Shelton-and literary charlatans like Harington and Heydon. Jonson disliked Harington's

version of Ariosto; he told a Gend that "John Haringfon's Anosto under al1 translations
was the worst."" I f Sir Christopher Heydon is the otlier rower then we can be sure that

any author who dabbled in popular nonsense like astrology would only have attracted

Jonson's s w m . Indeed, the very names-Shelton and Heydon-meddle rhythmically and
phonetically with each other to suggest their intersection as an entity, and it is hard, in the

contorted final couplet, to discriminate between Jonson's and Harington's m w . What I

am suggesting is that Jonson's agents in this poem constitute a collation of contraries, a
collective entity compounded of a number of different authors. This collation may be

seen as representing mainstream English authorship that is both leamed and lowbrow. 1
am also suggesting that the activitia of this group define the dark, hellish core of the City
as a space for an authorial imaginary.
To be farnous is not the same as being heroic. Just so, to be an author does not

mean that one is a right p e t . By the sarne token, to wite a long epigrarn about a perilous
passage through an open sewer is not to write an Odyssey Jonson acknowledges his own
complicity in the lit-

advenuring he would abuse in this collation of contrary foms

of authorship by mating his muse, ironically, with that of Sir John Harington. "And I
could wish for their eteniized sakes," says the poet, "My Muse had plowed with his that
sung A-jax." After dl, if Shelton and Heyden are mock heroic shit-stirrers, a flush toilet

fondly named "Ajaxnis no less." Jonson seerns to nienilly admit here that his poem is so

rnired in muck that he could be coupleci with Harington and thus be deerned guilty of
prying into secret places, opening up what should be hid, and catering to the curious. Just

as a witless audience could cal1 both tme and false travellers liars in Parry's mind, so
Jonson recognized that this poem, and his work generally, was open to misinterpretation.

He mu& have Lnownthat some would see a living author pubMing his works in
monumental folio format and claiming leamed authority for himself, and for such trivia

as his plays, as brazen. In addition to the plays, of course, there is also thispoem for
which Jonson remains unforgiven.I6
IfTheFamous Voyagen may seem just nasty buband one c m almost hear Jonson
issuing his habitua1 defense-to the learned and the good the poem might mean something
more than an expense of wit in a waste of sharne. It may also seern a littie sinister and
chilling, Iike some bmsh with psychosis. Car1 Jung, in his personal myth Mernories.

Dreams, Refections. describes the dishubing dream of a pupil, a physician, who wanted
to be an analyst and was undergoing a program of self analysis as a necessary part of his

training.'7 In this dream the subject is traveling by train when the train stops for two
hours at a certain city. The subject alights and proceeds, out of curiosity, to the center of
the city. There he finds a medieval building, the town hall it seerns, and he goes in. The

dreamer wanders down long corridors opening out into handsome rooms lined with old
paintings and fine tapestnes, but he m e t s no one and grows alanned as he realizes he is
lost and it is growing darker. He quickens his Pace and feels panic building until he sees

a large door ahead, the exit, he thinks with relief. He opens this door and discovers a
large and very dark room. Frightened, the dreamer nuis across the empty space, hoping
to find a way out at the other end, when he sees, right in the middle of the room,
something white on the floor. "As he approached," reports Jung, "he discovered that it
was an idiot child of about two years old. It was sitthg on a chamber pot and had

smeared itself with feces" (1 35). At that moment the dreamer awoke with a shout, panicstricken.

The idiot &Id, Jung tells us, is the dreama seeing himself as a chüd A child

may indeed play with his excrement out of curiosity, explains Jung, and this can be seen

as relatively normal behavior, but this dreamer, a doctor, is a grown man, and to picture
himself thus in a drearn Mes ill. "When he told me the drearn," says Jung,"1 realized
that his normality was a compensation. 1 had caught hirn in the nick of time, for the
latent psychosis was within a hair's breadth of breaking out and becoming manifest"
(136). Jung "sweated" trying to "gloss over al1 the perilous details" and lead the subject
out of the drearn. He does not inform the pupil of his diagnosis, and the pupil, perhaps
aware h e was "on the verge of a fatal panic" (136), gives up self-analysis, as well as the
idea of becoming an analyst, and r e m s home, never again to stir up the unconscious.
Does Jonson's excremental vision in a dark chamber at the center of a city reveal
something sinister, some loop of madness, like this drearn? The poem does reveal
something baneful but not, indubitably, a psychotic Jonson. The poem plays, as I have
already intimated, on a systernatic and entrenched misogyny that represents the uneared
womb a s a polluted pit. The rowers pass through a channel, a womb, in the core of the
city that is choked with filth. Lana Thompson, in her history of the idea of the utems-

The Wartdering Womb (1999)-observes that "the Renaissance uterus" was a phallic
womb, an inverted scrotum attached to a phallic vaginal8 In this interna1 channel it was
believed that a toxic cocktail of fernale seed-produced by the ovaries in the manner of
testes-and menstnial matter could collect and fester, leading to a number of specifically
fernale illnesses. Thompson notes that the Renaissance remedy for this disease was
sexual activity. A male penis, a Einger, or hollow instruments shaped like a penis were al1

deemed to be efficacious in flushing this poison out. Jonson's lusty rowers, laboring

thcough the bodily effluent of the dark ditch of the Fleef discover a cornucopia of
monstrous waste and loathsome issue. They f i d not o d y nasty accumulations of bodily
by-products, but "stench, diseases, and old filth their mothern alongside "famine, wants,
and sorrows many a dozen, 1 The least of which was to the plague a cousin" (7G3).This

ditch, then, is the place where London breeds its woes, a hellish cradle of ills and a horrid
pit of toxic waste. Jonson's lusty rowers take on the vile labour of tilling London's
clogged and noxious unplowed wornb and they confiont, in the process, hell in the hart

of the city.

This navigation of the Fleet is a bold push into the City's polluted womb,but it is
also a vile venture that explores what is best kept hid. The rowers are possessed of a
certain pluck and grit but they also manifkst an over-curious desire to enter the back
regiow, or closed off spaces, of everyday life. Jonson's purging humour in this poern
invokes d l sorts of voyaging-reputable and disreputable, ancient and modem, heroic and
absurd-to m a t e a chimera of a poem, prolix in vaturing, that identifies this
metropditan ditch as a cavity for sexual activity and a site of production for fame.
Drake's bold foray to "the backside of Amerka", as Hakluyt puts it, sets the
adventurous tone for this travel-laden poem. Sir Francis Drake's circumnavigation of the

globe in 1580 was dubbed "The Farnous Voyagen by Richard Hakluyt, who, in the first
printed narrative account of the voyage called it "The famous voyage of Sir Francis
Drake into the South Sea, and there hence about the whole Globe of the Earth, begun in
the yeere of our Lord, 1577". Hakluyt inserted it into the 1589 edition of n e princ@aII
nuvigatiom, volages and dixoveries of the English Nation (~ondoa).'~Drake's enduring

fme rests on the fact that he was the first Englishman to navigate the Strait of Magellan.

InQing this, and discoverhg thaî the Land to the south of the strait was a group of
islands, he showed that Tierra del Fuego was an archipelago and not part of the southern
continent Terra ~ u s t r a l i s .This,
~ ~ together with his discovery of the Land beyond
California (at 38 degrees North) which he called Nova Albion, were his two outstanding
geographical achievement~.~'In fact, the wide channel between Cape Hom and
Antarctica is still called "Dtake Passagew.
The magnitude of Drake's geographical achievernent was not apparent to many at

the time. His heroic, humanistic achievement in mapping the world and thus
encapsulating it in text, a world understood in humanist metaphor heretofore as a book
but not yet in a book, was ovmhadowed by glorification uf his feats of piracy and
seamanship. Drake's motive in sailing the world seemed to be to plow the strearn of
Spanish gold drained n o m her American possessions. Drake's notable discoveries, where
they were publicized at all, appeared as large1y incidental to his over-riding purpose,
which was for private profit radier than for the general good. Drake, as John Parry
(Thrower, 1984) notes, was no Captain Cook; he was "the agent of a private, profitmaking syndicate in which he himself was a substantid investorn (4). He sees the renarning of Drake's ship "The Pelican" to "The Golden Hind" as a "gesture of shrewd
bravadon that "gave notice to the world of Drake's intentions" to pursue a "weer of
plundef (7). Kenneth Andrews (Thrower, 1984) notes that The Golden Hind "was a ship
fit and fitted for privateering, as efficient a predator as any of her size at that timew(54112

He maintains that Drake's voyage was "incontestablywand deliberately "piratical fiom
beginning to endw(54).
Drake, ironically dubbed the "golden knightn, brought home a f0mine in

plundaed gold and silver? He also brought with him many ch-,

sketches and pictures

fkom which a new and improved map of the world could be made. It was government
policy that suppressed the publication of the nature of M e ' s tnily remarkable
discoveries until the defeat of the Spanish Armada in 1588. On the loss of Drake's log,

David B. Quinn says: "He surrendemi his illustrated journal, written by himself and his
relative John Drake, to the Queen, who subsequently suppressed it. It is now lost" (38).

Quim speculates that the Queen probably demanded and impounded his log. Although
celebratory poems, bailads and pichues quickly announceci Drake's feat in general ternis,

no specific details were forthcoming until Hakluyt's account in 1 ~ 8 9 Even
. ~ ~ Halduyt, in
the employ of Walsingham, and thus constrained by govmment censorship and by
limited access to the materials fiom the voyage, sold Drake short because the map he
included with "The Famous Voyage" included none of Drake's di~coveries.~'Helen
Wallis (1984) claims that Drake "entered the ranks of the great exploren and navigatoa
in a very different way fiom that of his predecesson"; he was, in contrast to Columbus
and Magellan, "a hero without a hue historyw(l37)? She goes on to Say that even when
publication of M e ' s discoveries was no longer prohibited there were few good maps of

his discoveries produced in England because the country was slow in developing its own

map trade and relied on foreign engravers for the most part (156).
So, Drake's voyage seems to have been generaily understood at the time as a

particularly bold plan to outwit the Spaniards and get their gold by slipping in at the
backdoor of their colonial possessions rather than as a remarkable voyage of exploration
and discovery. in his collection of Drake bibliographie items, Benjamin Draper Iists a
pamphlet of 1592 that gives a brief account of Drake's marauding expedition to the

"baEk-sydeofAm&ca, where no pirates had been before himW2'
Hakluyt9saccount too
records that "Sir Francis Drake sailed on the backside of h e t i c a n . George Abbot
concludes A Briefe Description o f h e m o l e Worlde ( 1 599) by noting that The Magellan
Straits are "the wayes whereby, as the Spanyards doe passe to the back-syde of Peme,

and Hispana nova."
The idea of illicit backdoor traffic appealed to Jonson; his cornedies are full of
amorous and economic adventurers who slip in and out the backdoor of a rich man's
house. Face helps the rogue Subtie escape "over the wall, 0' the backside" in The
Alchemist. In The Case is Altered (1 597) Jonson explicitly links the back door, or what
he calls the "backside" of a house, with r e f w and waste, particularly human waste, and

with plunder." Onion and Juniper-would 5e gallants and travellers--plan to surprise a
miser's daughter by stealing in at the back door. Onion asks Juniper to "goe with m e into
her fathers backside, old laques backside, and speake for me to Rucher while "the old

man is abroad and dl" (IV, v). But Jaques returns to find intruders: "How, in my back
side? where? what corne they for?" (IV, viii). He fears the theft of his gold, not his girl.

Jaques checks Juniper's hands for dirt because the miser has hidden his gold in a pile of
home dung. Jaqua bas taken this precaution because he saw Rachel's suiton as predators
who smell his money: "My gold is in his nostrels, he has smelt it" (III, ii), Jaques
exclaims. Jaques thinks to overcome the scent of his "precious nestn,his "deerechild",

his gold, that "began to have a huge strong meIl J With lying so long together in one
placen (III, v), by covering it with home dmg? ûnion and Juniper discover "the gold
mynerals" in the manure and Jonson pushes the connection home by giving ûnion the
proverbial line that "gold is but mucke" (IV, ix). Given Jonson's bent for backside

tnffic, it is no surprise ta finci DraLe's advenîxe to the bakside of America &a
Spanish gold tied to Shelton and Heydon's dash to a brothel through London's backdoor

in .'The Farnous Voyage". Drake, the "golden knightnin "TheGolden Hind", celebrated
at the time as an adventurer, skillfully stealing a march on the Spaniards by sailing up the
backside of America, offéred Jonson an image of backdoor rnarauding that, from the
evidence of his cornedies, he found irresistible.
Jonson seerns, then, to have apprehended the representation of Drake as a bold

plunderer-the stuff of comedy rather than epic-and incorporateci this into his anticiirnactic, mock-epic epigram. As well as a clever ruse to get Spanish gold, Drakets
voyage was also celebrated as a feat of searnanship. This searnanship was celebrated not
so much because of the advances in exploration it mabled, but because it manifested

native martial talent. The earliest pnnted celebration (as opposed to "account", which
belongs to Hakluyt) of Drake's voyage is thought to have been Nicholas Breton's
Discourse in cornmendation of the valient us vertuou minded Gentleman. Maister

Frauncis Drake, written and published sometime before Drake's knighting on April 14th
1S8 1.Io Breton celebrates Drake's farnous deed in the Straits of Magellan, referring to it

'

several times as "passingthe gulf".f Drake's feat of seamanship in shooting this dread
gulf past Tierra del Fuego, famed as a terrifyllig expaience for sailing ships and a hot
spot for wrecks, became the subject of many Drake legendd2 Do Jonson's doughty
rowers as they shoot the narrow gulfpast a bmad, shallow bottomed cargo boat figured as

a Hydra or Briareus, evoke Drake's bold run, or, more generally, does Drake's feat in

shooting the dread gulf of America's nether regions confer some kind of heroic inflection
on Jonson's oarsmen in their adventurous passage through London's underwodd?"

Rrake's famous voyage offered J o r n that volatile mix of saucy pluck and
comption, conquering vigor and oppominism, boldness and luck that marks the rogue

heroes of his cornedies. Drake epitomizes the adventurer who throws himself on the
world and seizes oppomullties as they arise, regardless of whether they Iead to greatness
or grubbiness. Drake's famous voyage? as heroic, criminal, and fortunate in its outcorne,
balances conquering power with Iucky chances. Advenhimus experience k this mix of
bold attempting with opportunities seen and taken.

But if Jonson was attuned to the backdoor rhetoric of Drake's pirate voyage he
must also have been aware of Drake's glorification as a conquering hero in the last years
of the Elizaebthan age. Charles Fitzgeofiey, a Comishman and Latin epigramist of
minor fame, brought out his epic entitled Sir Francis Brak, Hk Honourable Lifes
cornmendation, and his Tragicail Deathes lamentation ( 1 596), shortly afkr Drake's

death. It must have been popular, because it ran to a second edition afler only a few

mon th^.'^

Fiizgeoffiey's poem in rhyme royal eulogizes Drake as a hero, supmor to

Ulysses, Hector or

ch il les? Fitzgeofiey also sings of Drake as "our new Alcides" who

not only "vanquished/ This Spanish Hydra's ever-growing head" (37) but aiso provided

the city of Plymouth with a new flushing and drainage system in his capacity as mayor of
the city. Fitzgeofney lauds Drake's promotion of an artificiai water channel, nuuiing

fiom the river Meavy on Dartmoor to Plymouth. This channel provided the city with a
new drainage s y ~ t e m ?The
~ water channel, or kat, completed in 1592 under Drake's
direction, may well have netted Drake a fortune through his leasing of rnills driven by

this kat?' Fitzgeoey compares this chic exploit of Drake's to Hemles' diversion of
the waters of the Alpheus to cleanse the Augean stables. With Hercules, Drake garners

"fiire fiun%'' says Fitzgeoffkey*"hugh by f ï k y service won" (56). The fil*

work of

Jonson's rowers in the Fleet ditch, an inlet that nins into the Thames with the City's
effluent, may hint at Drake's gr& and his grit. Both liquid deeds provide, in the words of
Fitzgeofiey, "faire fame (though by filthy senrice won)"?8
Just as Drake's voyage is not the only famous voyage in Hakluybthere were
narratives of other farnous voyages by Thomas Cavendish, for example, and by Richard 1
of England into Asia for the recovery of Jerusalem-so Drake's is not the only famous
voyage alludeci to in Jonson's poern.39This poem, with its jumbled bursts of allusion,
crowded wi th classical, chivalnc and contemporary referenca to famous voyaging, is a
voyage-laden poem. It is flooded with advenhuous odds and ends that surface briefly
then hunble under in the flow. Jonson mixes up epic journeys through the undenvorld
with the sea perils of Ulysses and adds a generalized romance plot wherein isolated deeds

of arms leave behind them a trail of marble monuments attesting to the hero's fame.
Helen of Corinth in The Counfessof Pembroke'i Arcadia (1 593) sums up her beloved
Amphialus thus: "Who follows deeds of m s , but everywhere finds monuments of
Amphialus?" ( 122). Deeds of arms in "The Famous Voyage" are tied to rowing. The
"liquid deed" of Jonson's "two wightsn,celebrated by a pyramid, Iayers the line of the
quest with epic voyages and a series of well-known contemporary travel stunts to create a
collation of contrary voyaging as the context for explainhg space.
Jonson's rowers, havhg entered the "dire passagewof the Fleet as if it were the
entry to the underworld, make "their famous road, / Between two wdls" (66-7). These
dire walls' like Prowling Rocks of Book W in The Odyssey, threaten the plucky
boatmen. "On one side, to scare men, / Were seen your ugly Centaurs," as well as

"Gorgonian smlds, and Harpiesn. that, adds the p e t as if he were Don Quixote
explaining to a dubious Sancho Panza how figures may be enchanted, "ye cal1 carmen*.
On the other wall looms "stench, diseases, and old filth," alongside "famine, wants, and
sorrowsn the least of which "was to plague a cousinn (70-3).
Jonson's adventurers abandon themselves to this alien world, disdaining even the
precaution of holding their nosa. Unrnindful of the danger to their health in breathing in
the noxious air, Shelton and Heydon "unfnghted p a s " and press fonvard like "Castor

brave and Pollux: Plowing the mainn (77-8). Soon they meet a "second prodigy" and
they must row for their lives, as Ulysses did, past a Hydra that tums out to be a cargo

boat. Later the adventurers arrive at a noxious "Stygian pool" where "several ghosts did
flit " of late departed farts. It is here that those who go "Must try the unused valor of a
nose" (32). The pet tells us that "no nare was tainted", nor was "thumb, nor finger to the
stop aquainted" (1 33-4) as the rowers pass dong these shadowy banks of overpowering
odor. Like Ulysses, who dared to pass the overwhelrning Song of the Sirens without
plugging his ears with wax, so the rowers' noses "open, and unamed encountered all"
(135). Jonson spares no detail in recounting the odorous assault. "[Hleaped like an

usurer's rnass", "precipitated down the jakes", bobbing "abroad in ample flakes", or
"languishing stuck upon a wall", a disgusting barrage of waste accompanies the rowers in
their stimng labour, gallantly undertaken, it tums out, in the most punishing season for
privies, when the "powemil moon" means the stream is in full flood. "[Mlany a sink
poured out her rage against 'a,
the
"
p e t says, "But still their valor and theh Whie

fenced 'em"(75-6).
Jonson's rowers are adventurers who throw themselves unresexvedly upon an

alienworld yet ~etainand reinforce their native vimie across contexts. They are, in one
sense, like William Roe, celebrated by Jonson in epigram, who, in setting off for E m p e
is 'Tmbarqu'd for hell" yet rehuns b'untouch'd". Like Roe, Jonson's ' W o wights" do not
"go native"; they do not exchange their own cultural atiniutes for the new forms they
encounter in this strange ghetto. Like Spenser's Redcrosse Knight, too, they confront a
hellish undenvorld they discover in the back regions of a world, and then go on their way.
Offensive smell is the marker of hell in the heart of Jonson's City. It signifies something
uncontrolled beyond a civilized zone, a chaotic space, a resource to be cultivated, a

womb, through which conquering power is generated!O
But if Jonson's gallants are bold, they are also bored. Their life of gentlernanly
leisure involves a languid shift h m one activity to another-in this case from the tavern
to the brothel-which constituted the daily rat-run of a gentleman's pleasure in London.
This routine, conventionalized in verse and on the stage, ran fiom dimer at some

ordinary or im, to a play or to a brothel, and then back to dine, perhaps to gamble, then to
sleep until it al1 started up again the following day!'

Shelton's and Heydon's voyage, as

a search for difference, is motivated more by a desire for contrast, for sensational
distraction, than by a chivalric desire for ordeal, trial and self-discovery. They are, in a
sense, tourists who take no responsibility for the situation they participate in.
If Jonson's adventurers are bold and bored they are also brazen and seeking
attention; they have a thirst for achieving personai distinction with~utmuch caring how

they do it. Jonson inchdes in his gdlimaufrey o f literary and literal adventtuers a rash of
those Renaissance stirrers who gaîned access to the world of fame by staging bizarre
have1 stunts that brought them celebrity. Jonson's bored gallants set out "inworthy

scofn''

of& numher of famcus f e u of pointless passage that they wouid outdo:

..those, that put out moneys, on r e m
From Venice, Paris, or some inland passage
Of six times to, and for, without embassage,
Or him that backward went to Berwick, or which
Did dance the farnous Morris, unto Norwich...
(32-0)

A similar list of brash travel stunts crops up in the prefatory material of another

futile quest, William Rowley's A Searchfor Money (1609).~* In his address, William
Rowley speaks "To Al1 Those That Lack Moneyn, and who know the geography of St.
Paul's as well as "the longitude and latitude of Morefieldsn like the back of their hand,

that is, penniless pets, and says:

Yee have been either earesr-eye-wi tnesses, or both,
to many madde voiages made of late yeares, both by
sea and land - as the travell to Rome with the
retum in certain daies, the wild morrise to Norrige,
the fellowes going back-ward to Banvick, another
hopping fkom Yorke to London, and the transfoming of
the top of Paules into a stable. To these, and many
more, ad one more: what oddes with him now that will
bnng yee to the place where your tost and long wisht
fnend Monsier Money is within two houres? (iv)

Both works invoke urban travel legends that were in common parlance as exernplars of
ab&

and futile journeying. These eccentncs may be comparai to the fameseekers of

today who get into the newspapers and the record books by, for example, recording the
fastest mile covered by a pogo stick in ~ntarctica-~~

Wiiiiam Kemp, the famous dancer ofjigs on the public stage and travder tu Itaiy,
is one of the absurd voyagers on Jonson's and Rowley's k t . His dance to Norwich is

described in Kemp's Nine Daies Wonder (1600) a s a heroic jig? William Kemp is the

speaker in this account. Sounding like Nashe's Jack Wilton, he announces that
"L..rnyself, that's 1, othewise called Cavalier0 Kemp, headmaster of morris dancers, high
headborough of heights, and only tricker of your trill-lills and best bell-shangles between

Syon and Mount Surreyn,on the first Monday in Lent, acwmpanied by his taberer
Thomas SIye, "began frolicly to foot it" 6om the Lord Mayor's residence in London to
Master Mayor's of Norwich (1 77). The dangers, distractions, temptations and eiumphs

recordeci dong the way include proffered cups of wine, a bear briiting, a pair of fighting

hones in his path, a strained hip, a "lusty country lass" who "garnished her thick short
legs" with bells and "footed it menily to Me1ford" with him, and the throngs of people
who lined his path as he approached Norwich. H e dodges the delighted crowd by leaping
over a churchyard wall, and provides thus a climactic close to his joumey with one last

heroic leap. He concludes the narrative by noting that the rneasure of this jump is to be
seen in the Guildhall at Norwich where also "my buskins, that I then wore and danced in
fiom London thither, stand equally divided, nailed on the wallw(18 I ) ? ~

Richard Ferris' voyage to Bristol, also listed in Jonson's poem, was mernorialized
in a pamphlet entitled "The most dangerous and mernorable adventure of Richard
Ferris...who undertook, in a small wheny boat, to row, by sea, to the city of Bristow."
Published by "the said Richard Ferris", and printed by John Wolfe in 1590, it exemplifies

the idea, key to Jonson's satiric thrust here, of the srnall-tirneadventurer who gains access
,~~
batmen set out on a drunken whim: "At
to fame by pulling off a bold ~ t u n t Jonson's

Biead Street's Mermaid, h a . gdhecL and menynthey "Proposecito go to Holbom in a
whenyn (37-8). A brothel is their nominal target, but this is deemed, in the filthy

circwnstances, to be a 'Barder task" than "his to Bnsto'". With this performance Jonson's
b o r d gallants compound the routine of a gentleman's pleasure in London with the kind
of rash and sensational, patriotic stunt pulled by Richard Ferris.
In the account of 1590 Ferris emphasizes the fmlhardiness of his unstudied
undertaking and promotes himself as a patriotic daredevil. He begins his dedication to
Sir Thomas Heneage with, "The late dangerous attempt, rashly by me undertaken, to row

a mal1 boat to the city of Bristow," which, he adds, is "the more strange in respect that 1
was never trained up on the watern (1 55-6). He offers his voyage as a "just occasion O!

prick foward others of my native countryrnen" that they too may "practise un ordinary

passage through the like dangers, in srna11 wherry boats" and serve al1 the better to daunt
the Spaniards "who in such flaws and fiets at sea, dare not hazard their galleys to go

forth, though they be of far greater force to brook the seas" (1 56).
In the narrative proper, Fems replays the gestures of the dedication. He begins by
pointing out that he "had rashly detexmineci to pass the seas in a wherry...though with the

evil will of sundry of my good fkiends; and especidly full sore against my aged father's
consent" and ends by promoting himself as a national hero, feted by the dies of Bristol
and London. At Bristol he describes how a crowd had prepared "tnunpets, drums,fifes,
and ensigns to go before the boat; which was d e d upon men's shoulders round about

the cityn,and how afierwards "we were had to Master Mayor's, to the Aldermen's and
Sheriffs' houses; where we were feated rnost royally, and spared no costn (162).

The story is the sarne in London, where "ourentertainment at our coming was

great aad hamurable; e s p d y at the Court. and in the cities of London and

Westminster" (162). Ferris intends the boat itself to become a moving mernonal to his

achievement. He concludes by noting that he has given order for the boat to be brought
overland from Bristol to London, "where the watemen and sundry others have promised
to grace the said boat with great melody and sundry volleys of shot" (1 63). His voyage to
Bristol is feted in this narrative as if it were some historic passage, and the link with

Drake is clear !?om the start, with Ferris' staied intention of afighting the Spaniards with
English rowing prowess. Furthermore, like Drake's feat, Ferris' voyage was also
commemorated in poetic Song. James Sargent cornposeci "A new Sonnet made upon the
h v a l and brave entertainment of Richard Ferris with his boat; who arrived in the city of
Bristow on the 3rd day of August 1590Y4'
If Jonson's adventurers are brave in that they breathe, Ferris, who "was never

trained up upon the water", rows so bravely because he is British. As 1 have already
indicated in relation to Drake, rowing, at this time, was considered something of a native,
inbom skill, part of the nation's natural prowess, and responsible, in part, for British naval
success? Ferris, like some lesser Drake, undertakes his adventure "to daunt the enernies
of this nation" who dare not undertake so "ordinary a passage through the like dangers"
(156). Jonson's rowers show their native skill in simply attempting the Fleet-"a harder

task" than "his to Bristo'''-but also when their mal1 wheny encounters a threatening
lighter, or loading barge, of SpMsh galleon proportions that looms "Sohuge, it seemed,
they could by no means quite her" (86). Undaunted, the rowers of the smaller craf? seek
to outmaneuver the lurnbering lighter. Recreating the confused cries, fiemieci orders and
sudden explosions of battle, Jonson figures the scene like a fighting encounter at sea:

Back, cried their brace of Charons: they mied no,
No going back; on still you rogues, and row.
How hight the place? a voice was heard, Cocytus.
Row close then slaves. Alas they will beshite us.
No matter, stinkards, row. What making sound
1s this we hear? of kogs? No, guts windbound,
Over your heads: Well, row. At this a loud
Crack did report itself, as if a cloud
Had burst with storm, and down fell, ab excelsis,
Poor Mercury, crying out on Paracelsus...

The "loud crackn above the rowers that rains d o m enemas and their effects
evokes the booming cannon of Spain's famed, unwieldy, towering galleons firing over the
smaller and more nimble English ships that slip away, as Jonson says of the "wellgreased wherry" stealing by the lighter, "asby Polyphemd The sly Ulysses stole in a
sheepskin" (1 12-1 13). Fitzgeofiey, Drake's eulogist, calls the galleons "gyants graves1'
that are "Row'd with an hundred Indinn captive slaves" (42). The defeat of the Axmada

was atûibuted to the slownas and size of the lumberïng Spanish ships and to native

pluck and seamanship, like that assumed by Ferris and celrbrated in Drake. The
reiteration ofthe word "row"in this passage invokes English native

and skill but it

also, as befits a voyage-laden poem, gestures to Ulysses' only defense against Scylla It

is also evocative of Drake and his ship, the "Golden Hind", in that "roe" and "hindwboth

refer to a fernale deer. Fitzgeofiey had already put this comection to poetic use in his
epic on Drake; speaking of the circumnavigation, he says:

A GOLDEN-HYNDE,
led by his art and might,

Bare him about the earth's sea-walled round,
With un-resisted Roe-out-ninning flight.

.

(59)

This circumnavigation of the Fleet ditch, then, mixes the voyages of Kemp,
Ferris, Drake and Ulysses with the travails of Hercules and heroes of chivalric romance
and drapes them ont0 the adventure of two parvenu gentlemen, full of food and drunken
bravado, who shoot the dread gulf of the Fleet ditch and make their "famous road" by
ploughmg London's sink, a polluted womb and cradle of corruption. Jonson's rowers pull
for the earthly paradise, the Hesperides, of a woman's sexual parts, to be had at Madame
Caesar's. As it tums out, that "great Proserpina, / 1s now fiom home" and, unlike the lady
of Penshurst, the hospitality she is mistress of does not stay upon her absence. It is no
matter to the laughing gallants that they have lost their labor, for the destination was no

more than a convenient demarcation for a round-trip, the point of which was simply to

hazard the travel, and collect, perhaps, on a bet. Like Don Quixote, who asks a witness to
one of his farnous acts to "'give me a certificate, in the best form that you can, of what
you have seen me do here'"(II, 300), Shelton and Heyden cal1 on a soap boiler, a blind
arrow maker and the landlord of a tavem, each one likened to one of the three judges of
hell, "to witness of their action" (191). That done, they go "bravely back, without
protraction" (19 1-2).

Jonson fashions a discourse of famous voyaging in this poem that constihites a
homosocial environment. Advennning is fi&

here as a purely masculine entepise.

Shelton and Heydon "malce their famous road" through London's hellish womb towards a

brothel. hdeed references to prostitutes fiame the journey;the gallants start out "theday,

what time the powerful moon/Makes the poor bankside creature wet its shoon" (29-30)

and go no M e r once they find no bawds at home in ~olborn:'~This back region of the
city is a feminine space and, as such, replays the topos of the landscape as a woman's
body in exploration literature. Jonson's Fleet Ditch, however, is no bbCountreythat hath
yet her Maydenheab' as Raleigh says of Guiana This hot journey d o m a river by

wheny does not pas, as Raleigh's does, beautifid banks of shom gras and groves where
deer corne down to feed by the waterside. Jonson's rowers enter an odomus zone that
stinks worse than Kate Arden "when she kissed" (1 18). Instead of a feminine paradise,

Jonson fashions a ferninine hell."
In the homosocial environment of adventuring, Jonson's Fleet Ditch emerges as

the fetid body of a whore, a chaotic w o m b choked with waste, and a back passage into
hell. This climactic epigram by a p e t who, according to Robert Wiltenburg ( 1 990),

"conceived of hirnself as a sort of literary Francis Drake" ( 17), figures the condition of
mainstrearn English authorshiprepresented by Shelton, Heydon, Harington, and Jonson
himself-as that of the adventurer. This adventuring, in which Jonson is involved,
explains the dark, dirty backside of the City as a ferninine space beyond the power of the
state. This zone, signalhg the world of a new breed of writer that emerged in the 15903,

becornes an essentid gmund for authorship. That ail this effort spent in the rowing and
the writing of this "most liquid deedn is to be associateci with misspent Iiterary labour

may be understood by the mocking dusion to the pyramid in the p o w , syrnbol of lasting
liteiary fame h m Horace on. Invention and rhetorical labor stooped to trivial pursuit

culminate in the notion of Jonson's rowers toiling up London's fmously filthy canal,

choked with waste.

In ending his epigrarns with this grotesque adventureladen poem Jonson abides
by his habitua1 poetic practice of flushhg to the literal edges of his works a negative
value that serves as a foi1 to the rest. "Liquid deedst'-hurlecl ink and intemperate wit

fiom "To My Bookn and a circumnavigation of the FIeekblot the boudaries of Jonson's
Epigrams. Jonson would have it that his muse plows no more with that of his mad, bad

rivals of "To My Book" than it does with ''bis that Sung A-jax". But if Jonson's muse
does not join absolutely with these authors it yet circulates with them as part of a
collation of contraries whose ground for authorship is a segregated enclave of barbarity, a

ferninine space beyond the power of the state.
"He that wyl travell," wrote Andrew Boorde in 1542, "the tmthe he shdl %de"
The subject of Jonson's hideous tnivel-laden poem is a hideous ferninine space for
authorial agency through which Jonson discovers himself as an authorial subject. As

both the agent responsible for the text, and positioned within it as an author, Jonson
discovers in his muse "the she in the". Jonson finds that he cannot be the author of his
own value, that he is, in the end, in this climactic work, his "mother's glass."

"AI1 space is place"

This study has been concerneci with being and becomuig as movement, with
subjects in space, and with mutually defining versions of human agency related to how

space is occupied. In the early modem era, with its greater opporhuiities for peripatetic,
social and psychic mobility after the relative culhiral isolation and anchoring of the past,
this dynamic conception of the subject as a spatial actor coma to the fore. 1 have

suggested that the figure of the traveller signifies an agent formed through willed
association with the world, and that this figure typifies the early modem intellechial and
author. "He that wyl ûavell," wote Andrew Boorde, "the tnitbe he shall Md." This
intellectual, a crafted man of mdt who dwelops h u g h avil conversation with others,

is aiso a pilgrim, scout, foreign observer, or chivalric adventmer looking to discover a
powemil explanation. In fact, this project originated with the idea of the early modern

hmanist intellectual's relation to space and how the intellectual's disappointmenb
informed this relation.

The special relationship of authorship to travel, and the potent formulation of the
intellectual as traveler, function toàay as a sign of intellechid and acadernic agency and
ernancipation h m the past. This cornes through, as 1 have outlined in Chapter One, in

Stephen Greenblatt's self-fashioning as an intellectual. By fonnulating a politics of
travel, 1 have suggested that the refonnulated liteniry critic's Iiberation from a traditional
historical and disciplinary context may also be a fom of imperid enterprise; boundaries

are crosseci and previoudy distinct intellechial domains are incorporated into the literary.

In Edward Said's published lecture Identity, Authority and Freedom: The Potentate and

the T r d l e r (1991), the connection between the figure of the traveller and the
r e f o d a t e d intellechial is explicit.' Said says that he offers two images for inhabiting
the cultural space of the university. On the one hand, "Our mode1 for academic fieedom

should...be the migrant or travellef' (1 7), who gives up "one identity in the hope of
understanding and perhaps even assurning anothef' (18). On the other hand "the
academic professional is king and potentate" (1 8). Said's philosopher king,surveying dl
before him '%îh detachment and mastery," is invested with "Western, or African, or
Islamic, or American" authority (18). Of the two-"the potentate who must guard only
one place and defend its fiontiers", or the traveller who "abandons fixed positions al1 the
time" (18)-the traveller is the more valued form of subjectivity. To travel is to "leave
authority and dogma to the potentate" and attain "academic &dom

at its highest" (18).

The traveller who moves through identities becoma a way of figuring the intellechial as
supra-political, emancipated fiom fixed national and ethnccentric affiliations and the
"'unthinkingattachrnents that have so disfigureci human history" ( 12). Said's, and
Greenblatt's, mode of self-fashioning depends on the intellechial's relation to his or her

community not being the most important factor shaping identity. This subject position is
not as transcendent as it sounds, because the politia of travel are aiso the politics of the
inteIlectual.
Spatial fixity meam more than sluggish enslavement to custom, which is how the
arrogant Alexander sees B r a h a n insularity; it involves active and ongoing moral
reasoning and decision-making to maintah a chosen way of life. Fmm Alexander's point

of view, travel is heroic, wancipating, and crucial to the spread of civilization, but it also
mems disturbing and destroying other people's reasoned and developed lives, as the

Brahrnan king makes clear. If Alexander mediates modernity, Dindimus is disenchanted

with the fiiture. Defiantly anti-modem, Dindimus makes a case for understanding
localization and indigenous values; both systems are recognized in the dialogue between
Alexander and Dindimus. 1 have delineated the personal and political meanings
produced by each system and tracked different manifestations of these mutually defining

agencies in a number of early modem works, each one mediating a different moment of
cultural contact. 1 have pointed to the consumptionist ethos and to the imperialist,
absolutist and civic political values attached to travel. Travel is also sexed male. I have
barely touched upon the gendered aspect of travel, an important consideration for future
study of the politics of the intellectual as a subject in space.

"In practice," as Nigel Thrift (1 996) says, "al1 space is anthropological. al1 space
is practised, al1 space is place" (46). Recognizing the character of space as place, and the

politics of place, by describing the subject in space in ternis of an encounter between
spatial actors-the progressive traveller and the self-involved dweller-has been crucial to
this inquiry into the politics of travel. These subjects in space, diversely mobile agents,
generate versions of agency that ernerge fiom irreducible culhinl difference. Elaborating

a politics of travel involves formulating a politics of space. From this perspective,
fiontiers c m be crossed without agency being swallowed up or identity Iost.

Notes

Notes to chapter one, Subjects in Space

'

The First Boke of the Introduction to Knowledge, Early English Text Society, Extra Series 10 (London,
1870) 144. 1 take Boorde's statement h m as an indication of the enhanced ontological status of travel in
early modern Englaad. In texts ranging h m schoolboy Latin exercises to Hakluyt s Prinicpal Nàvzgationî
travel is implicated in the production of personal and political mcanings and elaborated as a spatial practice.
2

Sec Tourhg Cultures: Tramformationsof Travel curd Theory, eds. Chris Rojek and John Urry
(London: Routledge, 1997). Rojek and Urry note thatb'traveland tourism can be thought of as a search for
differtnce" (17). Although their generai focus is not on early modern travel, 1 tEnk the general ddiiition
is useful h m .

'

Set Philip Edwards, Sea-Mark: rite Metaphoricaf Voyage. Spencer to Milton (Liverpoc! UP, 1997)
151-165, for early modem uses of the word"discover". He contrasts its "neutrai sense of 'expose' or
'disclose'" (159) with its other meaning of exploration and the fmding of wholly new knowledge about the
world Edwards*book is a comparative study concemeci with the metaphor of the voyage in six early
modern authors, in the tradition of a work like GeoqzesVan den Abbeele's Travel us Metuphorfiom
Montaigne to Rousseau (Minneapolis: U of Minnesota P. 1992). 1, too, read ûavel as a metaphor4 see the
traveiier as a metaphor for the intellectual, for examplo-but 1also read it as a spatial practice producing
human agency.
4

Set EETS (London, 1870) 53. Cromwell is reported to have lost Boorde's The Itinerary of Europe, a
work Boorde refers to in the seventh chapter of bisIntroduction.

'

Ben Nilson in 'The Medieval Experience at the Shtine," Pilgrimage Erplored, ed. J. Stopford (York
Medieval Press, 1999)95- 122, describes the graâual penetration of the pilgrim tbrough the church to the
shrine whert pilgrims"caressed, kissed and presscd against the stoneworK' at the base of the shrine (104).
Furthemore, "shrine bases wert provided with niches in which pilgrhs could kneel, an accommodation
tuwadan appartntdcsge tobcvirtusttyim*cheshrinenf104).
6

See Nigel nitif?, Spatial Formotions (tondon: Sage Publications, 1996) for a discussion of t h r i e s of
practice and agency and how the body in motion makes inteiligiile how subjects inhabit space (l47).
7

See Edward L. üllman, Geography as Spatial Interaction (Washington: U of Washington P, 1MO).
UIlman posits a geography of movemcnt, pmIicated on spatial interaction and the study of flows, in
opposition to a static geography that is practised as a descriptive science. Sec a h , Nigel Thrifi (1996).
Thrift, working in the context of human geography, argues, with a nod to Raymond William, that
mobilities may constitute "a structure of feeling." Thrift attwipts "to descni new ordm of experience
constnicted out of 'machiaid sources and horizons of meaningn(257); his work here is "an attempt to
articulate and be articulated by a cybarg culturen(260).

'

The relations of îravel and d w e h g , as Celia Luxy mUObjectsof Traver' (Rojek and Urry 1997) has
noted, are a standard concern of anthropologicai inquiry, although it was my readings in travel Iiterature
that initially drew my attention to them. fn using the word"fiinctionr' 1draw on Vladimir Propp's id= of a

a c t i o n as an act understood in ttims of its signficance for the whole course of action. I view the spatial
practices of travel and d w e h g as intcrpretod events, as expressions of a woricbview and attitude of king,
and as an integral part of a text's signficance as cultural critique.
For example, see Safammuh: Naer-e Khosraw 's Book of TraveIs (Albany N.Y.: Bibliotheca Persica,
1986). In the account of his travels, Nasere Khosaw, an eleventttcenhtry bureaucrat, descrii a small,
cornmuoistic citystaîc near Bahraie This city can only be machcd by crossing vast expanses of desert and
is enclosed by four strong, concentric walls. ïhert is abundant f d and no one suffers unnecessarily h m
necd. They have their own nimncy, in lead, but no one bothers much about it. Everyone is expected to
practice some kind of craft or trade. They five a good life without it k i n g specificaily rcligious. This
narrative d e s c r i i a comrnunity that is similar, in mauy respects, to that of M o d s Utopiu.
'O The text I use here i
s The Greek Alsrander Romance,tram. Richard Stoneman (London: Penguin
Books, 199 1). Al1 subsequent quotations h m this text are tdcen h m this edition.

The Prose Li/e of Alwnder (Thomton MS.), ed. I.S. Watlake, EETS 143 (London, 19t 3). Sec
Alexander and Dintiirnus: Or, The Letters of Alexander to Dindimus, King of the Brahmans, wiih the
Replies of Dindimus, rcrxlitcd Walter W. Skeat, EETS 3 1 (London, 1878). This last is a second fiagrnent
of the alliterative romance of Misander, translated h m the Latin about A.D. 134050. My description of
the encountec between Alexander and Dindimus is taken h m b t h these exts.
" Sec

&O

l21 am indebted to Randy E. Bamett's The Stmcture ofLiberty: Justice and ihe Rule of Law (Oxford:
Clarendon P, 1998) for the distinction he makes between k d o m h m contact with others and 6eedom to
contact.

". Sec Paul Gilbert, ïRe Philosophy of NationairSm (Boulder Colorado: Weshriew Press, 1998).
Gilbert's conception of nationhood depends not on any particular principle of a grouds unity, but on a
group's expressed nght ta independent statchood. h o t à r as the Brahmans are a cbsed culnuai group, they
approximate to a community. They may be thought of as a nation because they have their own defendtd
territory and goverment and they express their right to continue thus in resisting Alexander.
". From the various histones of his life, anger is generally understood as the chief defect in Alexander's
character. See I.R. Hamilton, Plutarch 's Alexander: A Commentav (Oxford: Clarendon P, 1969).

". From Alexander's point of view the Brahmans seem to occupy the Wace ofthe stupid rather than that
of simplicity. According to Avital Ronell in m e Uninterrogated Question of Stupidity,"Diferences 8.2
(1996), the space of stupidity seems to be occupieâ, in part, by an unthinking provincialism-an "inaptitude
for livingn (17)-as weil as by a state of plenitude Roueil calls beatihide (8).
16. in an incident h m Su Thomas North's uanslation of Plutarcffs life of Alexander, we can see a
similar opposition between the functions of travel and dwelling emerging betwcm Alexander and Indian
philosophers. Alexander sen& Onesicritus the Philosopher to rhe "wise men of the Indians", who "led a
solitary and quiet iifen,to request that they meet with him (102). One of the Indian philosophers,
Dandamis, "askedwhy Alexander had taken sa painfiil a journey in han& as to corne to India" (102).
Calanus, another indian philosopher, is persuadecl to meet with Alexander and pmpounds a parable about
govenunent Calanus throws d o m on the ground a "dry sere piece of leathcr, andthen put bis foot upon
one of the ends of it. The leather king irodden down on that side, rose rrp in ail parts else, and going up
and d o m withaf still treading upon die sides of the leathef (10S3). In treading the circumfennce of the
dry bide, and honstrating how it rose up when pressed at the edge, his intent "was to let Alexander
understand, that the most part of his rime he should keep in the middest o f his couatry, and not to go far
h m it" (103). Thus, the Indian philosophas question Alexanter's whole thnist by positing the benefits of
dweIling, See Plutarch's Lives, Englished by Sir 7'homa.s North, Vo1.7 (London: J M Dent, 1899).

''Thucydides' history of the Peloponnesian War pits a closed polity against that of expansionist state in
the conflict between fiflh centuq Sparts-the sma& unified isolated poli-and
Ath-the
powerfûl,

expansionist but l e s unified, more diverse, state. Macfiiavelti's opposition between amed *tes
corresponds to this palanty.
"Set Niccolo Machiavelli, The M m e , Trans. Gcorge Bull (Haxmondsworth: Penguin Books Ltd.,
1981) 77.
l9 Sa The Prince (198 1): T h e nRt way to lose your state is to neglect the art of war, the First way to
win a state is to be skilled in the art of war. You arc bound to meet misfortune if you are unarmed because,
among other reasons, people despise youw(8788). Machiavelli &O m t e , of course, The Art of War
(1521), in which he made clear his conviction that annamats and armies were necessary for the swival of
the state, and his complete opposition to the mercniary system.
20 Set the "Familiar Lettersv*
in Machiuvelli: The Chief W o h and Others. trans. Allan Gilbert (Durham:
Duke UP,1965) 954.

*' 1 am indebtcd h m to Markku Peltoaen's discussion of Machiavelli's political preferences. See
Classical Humunim and Republicanism in English Political Tliought 1570-1648 (Cambridge UP, 1995)
198.
a William Thomas, R e History of Italy, cd. G. Parks, Folger Documents of Tudor and Stuart
Civilkation (Ithaca N.Y.:Comell UP, 1963). Al1 quotations are taken h m this edition. Thomas &O
reports that, "If thou be a Jew, a Turk, or believest in the devil (so thou spread not t h e opinions abroad),
thau art frte h m al1 controilment" (83). This M o m h m perseeution was one of the reasons why the
libeller and pomographer, Pietro Aretino, £idto Veaice and never leR His praises of the city's
cosmopolitanism and tolcrance were a fcature of his published letters.
Sec Gasparo Contarini, Tlie Commonweafth and Govenunent of Venice, Trans. Lewes Lewkenor 1599
(New York: Da Capo Press, 1969). Al1 subsequent quotations taken üom this ediaon. Robert Fïniay, in
History", Medieval and Renaissance Venice, eds. E.E. Kittell and
"The Myth of Venice in Guscaidrn'i
T.F. Madden (Uhana: U of Illinois P, 1999), points out that the notion of anWiaunortal"Venice was held
even by the enetnies of Venice. ïhey mistrusted the Venetian style of mixed govemment, so aIien to
princely statecraft, even as they acknowledged the dwability such plurality gave to the state (300).
24

See Thomas Starkey,A Dialogue betueen Cardinal Pole and Thomas Lupset, ed. J.M.Cowper,

EETS,Extra Series 32, London ( t 878) 178.
Lewknior minimizes the implications of cmploying mercenaries on lan&to the detriment of the
aristocracy's traditional power basa-by stresshg that "the Captaine Generall of o w h i e , who is alwaies a
sîmmgcf has "no auîhoriîy to doe or delhmîc any tbing without the abice of the Legates," who, he
explains, are "our Gentlemen sent into the Amie, who therein doe beare office and authority" ( 132). These
"rreasut~s,and Legates," reports Lewkmor, "neverstirre h m the side of the Captaine General" ( 132).
Lewkenor gws on to add that Venetian gentlemen exercise the art of war as it pertains to battles at sea, and
derive m i l i t q honor h m this activity rather than exercise their martial capacities on [and. So, it may be
said that where Shakespeare would conserve theauthority of the monarch and the nobles who were his
patrons, the Venetians would limit the aristocracy's power in the interests of ensuring a properly mixed
govcnuaent
l6 Richard Helgmn,

Chicago P,

F o m of Notionhood The Elizabethm Wding of England (Chicago: U of

1W2).

27 Helgerson implies that Carnoes i
s miposhg the genre of epic upon what is a commercially motivated
voyage when he says that Carnaes had to "invent h m often resisting and unsuitable material a nation that
wili justie his heroic iiterary undertaking-an undertaking defined by the ancieut antipathy of the epic to
commerce" (159). Longinus maintains a crucial distinction between the genres of epic and voyage in his
criticism of Homer's IIiad and Odyssey. The Ooryssey, for Longinus,was not an epic. It was more what

may be d e s c n i as a comedyof-manneminflecttdromance.

"

Helgerson (1992) demonsùatcs how commercial voyages may k nad as epic accomplishrnents in
Hakluyt's Pnnc@al N + ~ ~ o IHakluyt's
L F ~ Voyages," Hetgerson says, represtnt "a hdamentaliy new
alignrnent of powcr in England, one in which mercbang and mercantile activity had an everincreasing
shart" (18 1). This reconception of voyage and epic as mutualities promotes Englands identity a s a nation
state raiher than a kingdom. Helgerson sees this change as a heroic tum.

S a Lesley B. Cormack, The Fashioning of an Empire: Geography and the State in Elizabethan
England' in Geogmphy and Empire, cd. Anne Goditwska, N d Smith (Oxford: Bhckwell P, 1994) 15.

"

For an elaboration of the diffcteflce between finance capital and the traditional Marxist analysis of
capital in relation to modes of production set Fredric Jarneson, "Culture and Finance Capital," Critical
lnquiry 24 (Autumn 1997): 246-265.

" Stephen Greenblatt, "The Touch of the Rcsl:'Representation~59 (Sumner 1997): 14-29.
''Stqhen Grrenblaît, "What is the History of Litcraturc?' Cnrical Inguiv 23 (Spring 1997): 460-482.
" Such "haAickhg in spectres"is evoaitive, as 1have already indicated, of classical epic. The dialogue

with the dead is also evocative of satirc, Lucianic satire king just one example. Greenblatt afso brings
Ifamlet into his tcxt here. Generally, Grtenblatt figures the connectionto the past, and to othsr worlcis, as
if it wert a dialogue with the dead, of one form or anotha.

"

See Stephen Grecnblart's, "S hakespearc Bewitches' in New Hr3toricaf Litcary Srudy: fisays on
Reproducing Tem, Reptesenting Hktoty, eds. Jcffky N. Cox and Larry J. Reynolds (Princeton: Princeton
UP,1993). Greenblatt's professional cthos of prognss and growth may be implicated in the story of the
m e and taff of disciplines. For the story of the rist and fdI of btory s r z Cul E. Scliorske, TliinXi,ig with
Hisroty, (Princeton üP, 1998) 2 19-232.

''

Greenblatt's drive to dissolve distinctions between the literary and historîcal texts, to effect a
synthesis of Aristotelian incompatibles, has been resisted as a form of cultural homogenization 4.critics of
his work. Sec James Cunningham's summary of critical rtsponses to Greenblatt's work in ShakespeareS
Tragedies and Modem Cn'rical Theory (London: Associatcd UP,1997). 1 am suggesting that this cultwal
homogenization may be tied to an imperid dynamic mcdiatcd by GrecnbIatt's rhetoric of travel.
'Ibe position of the witch?as Gmnblatt elaborata it hm is ihst she has no Gxed position; she is
mobile, in transit, the whole t h e . Greenblatt briefly charts the back and forth shiftin her status fkom a
fàntastic to a real entity fram the tenth century to James rs Demonologie. Even within Shakespeare's text,
the status of the witch is in transit In H q Yï the dtnionic "makes history happed*(122),but the witches
in Macbeth, he says, "account for nothing"(l22).

"ûn this point see the introduction to Witches,DeviIs, and DOC~OTS
in the Renaissance. Johann Wsyer,

Depraestigiis daemomrm, Medieval & Renaissance Texts and Studies 73 (Binghampton, New York, 1991)
Ixii.

'%ee King James the Fimr Doemnologie, cd G.B. Hankou, Ehbethan and Jacobeau Quartos,
(Edinburgh: Edinbwgh UP, 1966) 9.

Notes to chapter two, "'Making a famine where abundance lies"

'

The View,in fhct, leaves Elizabeth open to contempt shodd she negka to adcires this t h m t to her
realm. Everyone who had d their Machiavelli, and most universitycducatedmen ha& would have
known that nothing is more necessary to a prince than chat he govem himself in relation to his subjects, his
allies and his neighbours in such a way that he does not becorne despiseci, Evcn hatred, Machiavelli insists,
is preferable to contempt, because hatred does not preclude fear and respect. Elizabeth had dways
prefcrred love as a means to maintain respect for her h g i l e authority ritther than h a t d and fear. The
View, however, cIaims that rule through accommodation and love has Wed in Ireland and that therefore
the Queen must look to rule by the sword. The implication is that she must consent to be hatedin Ireland if
her authority is not to be dtspised therc, and she must consent to w u if she wants to be respected closer to
home. Given the Queen's h g i l e authority during the 159û's, as well as a history of iasubordination by her
military and naval officers, Elizabeth coufd brook neithcr contempt should she avoid war, nor defiance by
her ofictrs should she attempt i t Christopher Haigh, inElizabeth I(london: Longman, 1988)' has
outlined Elizabeth's problems wiih her militasy and naval cornmandm thmighout her reign. As Haigh
observes, Elizabeth's relations with her military leaders point up the h i t s of her power. Lord Grey, the
Queen's Lord Deputy in Ireland, whom Spenser serval, is a case in point. G r e s exercise of military
power was a blow b Elizabeth's authority. Grey was malleci and rebuked for excessive cruelty and for
dispcnsing favors too 6cely.
The simpicst solution for the Crown would have becn to block the Viav. Spenser's treatise was denied
publication in Elizabeth's reign, buî 1 make no claim to have solved the vemd question as to why here. 1
simply suggest that basic statecrafi would have prompteci the ban.

See Ciaran Brady's "The Road to the View: On the Decline of Refom Thought in Tudor Ireland' in
Spenser and Ireland: An Interdisciplinary Perspective, ed. Patricia Coughlm (Cork üP, 1989).
See Nicholas P. Canny, 'The Ideology of English Colonkation: From ireland to Americc Theories of
Empire, 1450-1800, cd. David Annitage (Aldershot Ashgate, 1998). Cgnny shows how Spenser's View
partmpated m a discourse of European imperiaiism; he explains that thh tcxt offers a summwy and
elabration of cunwit arguments for empire, and pretexts for extermination. Spanish colonization of the
Americas produced similar arguments. From the early sixteenth century, Spanish conquistadors had k n
writing home fkom the Americas with pmposals for wars of'fire and blood" against unruly indigenes. See
Jerald T. Milanich, Laboring in the Fields of the Lord (Washington: S m k h ~ ~ Institution
~an
Press. 1999)
38.
4

In 1598, after Tyrone's victory at the Ycllow Ford in Ulster, the rebellion spread south and Spencer's
house was burnt to the ground. Spenser fled to Cork and then to England, where he delivered a plea tothe
court. He d e s c n i the attack by the rebels in this plea thw: "[Gloing straight uppon the English as they
dwelt disparsed before they could assemble thcmselves spoiied them dl, there howses sacked auiî hem
selves forced to flie away for safetye,so many as they could catch they hcwod and massacred miserablie
the rest leaving all behmde them fledd with thier wives and Children to such porte townes as were next
them where they yet remaine like moste pittifiil creatures nakcd and cornfortles lying un& the t o m e walls
and beging aboute al1 the streets daily expecting when the last extremity shaIbe lade upon theni' Set " A
Brief Note of Ireland", Spenser's Prose Works, The Works of Edmund Spenser (Baltimore: The Johns
Hopkins Press, 1949) 238.

Paul Stevens in "Spenser and Milton on Ireland: Civüity, Exclusion, and the Politics of Wisdoiri' Anel
(26:4, 1995) has pointed to how the pfessurts of a volatile colonial situation provoke an ernphasis on
civüity that intribits political understanding oFidividual action in such a context, He intimates that it was
this kind of stress that provoked S p d s d
l for disciplining the h h on the basis of civility in the Viau.
My point is that despite the turmoil of the immediate confiict that seems to asociate anarchy with Irish
political assertion, the Yiav still articulates the political struggltwo opposing styles of government, both of which lay c l a b to civility.

inadvertentiyis one between

I am amunhg here that nationalismsexisted in the early modem era. This is, or bas ben, a matter of
some debate. Emest Geher's seminal works on the subject of nationaiism-Thought and Change (London:

-

-

-

Weidenfeld and Nicolson, 1964) and Nations a d Nationali'sni (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, I983)-defSne
natioaalism as an invention of modem, industrialized society. This modernist accomt of nationalism has
been roundly challengeci. John ArmstrongT s Nations before Natiomlism ( 1982) and Anthony Smith's The
Ethnic Origim of Nations (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1986) argue for the existence of nations and
nationalisms long before the modem era by W g them to the global phenornenon of c h i c culture. Liah
Greenfeld, in Nationulh: Five R&
to Modeniiw (Cambridge, MA: Harvard 1992). argues for a
sixtemhcntury, English genesis for the modem idea of nationhood; she bas pointcd to Henry Vms
conflict with Rome as an origin for English nationalism, Adrian Hastbgs,The Comtrrrction of Nationhood
(Cambridge UP, 1997), claims a yet e a r k origin, suggesting that "English natioaalism of a sort was
present already in the fourteenth c e n w (5). Neii MacConnick has pointad to Scottish struggles against
English overlordship in the t h e of Edward 1 as evidence for a Scottish nationalism. Sx his "Nation and
Natioualism'* in Theorizing Nationalkm, cd. Ronald B e k r (Albany:State University of New York h,
1999) 196. Tom Naim in Faces ofNationalh (London: Verso, 1997), summing up the field h m a
rnodernïst's perspective, d e s c r i i "thedccper debate about uationaüsm," as betweeu "the 'modems'" and
the rest of the world, whom he d i s ''the 'primordiafs"' (150). Accarding to Nairn, the primordials '%id
that th= just arc nations in Homo sapiens, which assert and (since 1989)masert thunselves through,
across or against other trends like empire, and cosmopolitan or multinational culture*'(150). Nairn
countm Gellner's mphasis on indusbialization h m another angle. While stiiI of the modernist hction,
Nain examines the significance of rural@ for nationalism. He points to the "peasant chauvinismnand
ideologies of anti-modernism rnobifizing ethnic nationalism in Pol Pots Cambodia, and German Aryanisrn.
Gellner's view of the genesis of nationalism as bom of industriaiizatim's firnctional requinment for
occupational mobility has also been rejected on the grounds that it pushes political agency out of the
picturc. For an assessrnent of Gellneis fiinctionalism h m a number of diffmnt perspectives secThe
State of the Nation: Ernest Gellner and the Theoty of Nationalirm, cd. John A. Hall (Cambridge UP, 1998).
Gellner's focus on a process of social transformation, what Roman Szporluk (Hall, 1998) has called'tbe
global transition h m Agraria to Indusaid', rarher than on the agency and actions of states, ha. beea
roundly criticized (35). Brendan O'Leary, h m the same collection of cssays calls Gelineh functionalism,
that transfonns modem sociecy's netds uito nationaiism's causes, "dead".
My argument springs, fundamentaly, h m an agreement with those who see nationalisms under
construction long before the modem era. This is not COsay that I disagrce, in prhciple, with Emcst
Gellner's ernphasis on the rclationship betwecnmobili@(Geber meant social and tconomic mbility
irnposed by industrialization) and the break-up of oId identities and the emergence of new ones. My focus
on travel that breaks up the involuntary identities associatecl with dwelling follows a similar pattern.
Polities structureci by willed association, one couId even say mechanistically organized societies, emcrge
h m the version of agency proâuced by travel in my argument. Organically bonded communitieethose
Gellner associates with agrarïan culturcAevelop h m the version of agency producedby dwelling. 1set
these kinds of culturai agency consûucting nationalisms befon the modern era, which is where I depart
ftom Geber's paradigm.
The nature of Spenser's conflicteci colonial position has ken investigated in a numba of rcccnt
studies. The genml efftct of thest studies has been to minimizt the extent of Spensds anti-Irish
sentiments. Christopher Higbley,Shakespeare, Spmer, and the C M in Ireland (Cambridge UP, 1997),
for exampIe, maintains that the View is &tical of Elizabeth's womanly way with thc intractable Irish, and
that Spenser9streatise offm a satire on English maladministrationin ireland, Highley argues that Spenser
is not necessarily simply antCIrish in the Yiew: he is anti-Elizsbeth. Highiey sces Spcnscr as targeting hm
defects as a weak, palliative woman in Irelandand as a suffocating mothemonarch in Engianbto
convey his disaffection. Highley says tbat Spenscrbbcomes
to imagine Iritland as a femaiefke zone, the
site of a New English homosocial community" (5). He daims it offered Spenser "an area conducive to the
unfettered exhiiition of male prowesf (1 1) away h m the queen and womads nile.
Similarly Willy Mdey, SzIvagrng Spenser: Colonialin, Culîure and Identity (London: Macmillan Press,
1997), sees Spenser as interested in prumoting a particular set of identity values for k i n g Engtish rather
than anti-Irish, as such, What Maley calls "Spenser's militant nationalist mytholog)r(84) found room to
grow in the "epic environment' that Ireland oRered as the battleground of OId English degeneration and

New English civility (101). Maiey does, howevcr, speak of lreland asuhavingan htensely personal effecl'
(89) on the p e t , and of Spenser's envy at the bards' status as pets in theirsociety (82). Nevcrthcless
i simply an arma of confrontation between readymade English and Irish nations, but,
Ireland '%mnot
paradoxically, a site of open struggle between competing forms of Englishned (47). "Metropolitan
identity," he maintains, " could be both questioned and constructed in the colonial marginsl' (47).
Spenser's projtct, Maley c l a h , was to '"makethis Irish colonial society a valid part of England*(98).
A n d m Hadfield. Edmund Spenser's Irish Expenènce: KIde Fruit and Salvage Soyl (Oxford: Chendon
P, 1997), also sees Spenser's Irish experitnce as instrumental to the elaboration of the author's English self.
Hadfield sces Spenser's text as aa attempt '90 articulate a sense of national identity in exil< (3). Haclfield
makes sense of Spenser's hybrid authorial moods as a writer of beautiful poetry and"b1oodthirsty prose"
by pointing to hybridized English selves. Spcnsds "Enghhness in exilZ' (24) renders "Englisbness at
odds with itself' (6). Hadfield sees Spenser fashioahg "an alternative Englishness in Ireland' (17), one
that contests and improves on an existing version.
David J. Baker, Between Nations: Shakespeare, Spenser, Marvdl, and the Question of Bntuin (Stanford
UP, 1997), secs English nationhood as a p l u d t y too, but in a diffcrent way. Baker's idea of plurality is
not expresseci as a nexus of competing foms of Englishness. In the British Isles, he says,"the existence of
each nation is dependent on the simultaneous existence of other nations, al1 of whkh are caught up m a
process of munial defmition" (14). He sees England as "the site of intersecting notions, and that Engfand
always implies Wales and Irelzind and Scodanb' (14). By showing how these other nations were writtcn
out of the English n a t i d text, he shows how they wtre writtenin. He reads the silenccs to demonstrate
how nationhood anerges intertextually wiîh others, through a process of exclusion (16). Baker also reads
the View as Spenser's "îacit critique of the common lad' (93): '%e View both exemplifies and castigates
the conhsion of EngIish law in Ireland' (73). With two common laws-Irish Brtbon law and English
common law-pitted against each other in ireland, "the law in the Irish kingdom had becorne so concussed
with uncertainty that its authoritpthe queen's authority-was effectively destroyed' (74). Baker's
argument is that the View puts the case for the imposition of the queen's abuoluic: pcerogativ+amething
that Elizabeth did not want to do-by showing that the common tiw, in gencrai, did not serve in irelaad
Baker suggests that exile allowed Spenser to say things ihat could not be said in England. Thw, Baker sees
Spenser questioning the vaiidity of the concept of imaiemorial, organic common law itself Baker suggesd
that the Vimv was banned because it implied that "in Ireland, if truth is to be valid, it will be so o d y
because it is dorced. Thus he [Spenser] wrenches Ireland out of the providential scheme which
encompasses the EnglisH*(90).

Ciaran Brady's "The Road to the View: On the Dedine of Reform Thought in Tudor ireland," Spenser and
Irekand: An Interdkciplinaty Perspective, ed. Patricia Coughlan (Cork UP, 1989) has also argued that
Spenser's dismissal of English common law as an instrument of rcfom ms il1 received in England. Brady
suggests that this kind of critique of the common law would have been sufficient reason for thtyiew to be
denied publication.
Al1 these readings dowuplay Spenseis anti-Irishness in the Yiew by focusing on his confiictxi Englisbness;
they translate Spenser's anti-lrishness, in various ways, as inst~meataito his project of defhing a
particular set of identity values for being Engiish This kind of diluted antihhness does aot necessarily

add up to a pro-Gaelic position.
"11 quotations, by page, h m Spensds A Vîew of the Present State of Ireland in ïïce Prose WonLr, cd.
Rudolf Got&ied. Vol. 10 of The Worh of Edmund Spenser, A Vanomm Edition (Baltimore: The Johns
Hopkins Press, 1961).

Western politicai philosophem suice Plato and Aristotfe have identifieci tbe institution of pmperty
rights as the basis for society for just these reasons.
'O See Tom Bethell, The Nobiest Tnumph: Property und Prosperïty rhrough the Ages (New York St.
Martin's Press, 1998) for a modern restatement of this political claim.

"

See Christian Reus-Smit, llie Moral Purpare of the State: Cufîure,Social Identity, and Institutional
Rationdity in International Relations (Princeton UP,1999) for the connection between a state's claim to
sovereignty and its moral purpose.

'*

See John H. Elliott, "The Seizure of Overscas Territories by the Eumpean Powers" (Armitage, 1998).
niornas More's Utopians argued for a just war on the same bais; they claimed thatinvasioa agaiost those
who kept their soi1 idle and tried to prevent othcrs making better use of it was justified.
l3 The figure of üîysses, as a w k man of the world, Renaissance i d d and Homeric hem, is
undewritten by the traveling god Jupiter In Thomas Underdowne's translation (1569) of the Greek
romance Heliodorw, An Aethiopian Hktory, the figure of Jupiter Hospitalis "leadeth bis life in travell, and
merchandise, and hath s m i many cities, and knoweth the manners and fashions of diversaiations" (59).
See Heliodonu; (London: Chapman and Dodd, 1924).
14

Sec Liah Greenfeld (1 992) 38, and Christopher Moms, An ESsay on the Modern State (Cambridge

UP,1998), on the emergence of a public order distinct h m the wiU of the monarch inthe early rnoâem
era.
l5 Tom Bethe11 (1998) amibutes Ireland's impoverishment to an k u m systern of land tenure in a
chapter called "Why did Ireland starve?" Bethell's whole thnist, however, is to demonize the idea of
holding in common. He saes forms of insecure tenure leading to injustice, and to a"5eggar-thyneighbour", world impoverishing route to tyranny. He criticizes thebbdelusionof socialism'*(1 1). Pointing
to "the relationship betwcen liberty and propert)i9he tells us that "Leon Trotsky long ago pointed out that
where there is no private ownership, individuals can be bent to the will of the state, under t b t of
starvation*'(9). He says the utopianism of common ownership masks the injustice known W h ridhg",
as well as -y.
"Fm-riding"refers to a situation in which those who are industrious and work hard
receive as much as those who do not when propmy is communai. Bethe11 chims that utopian diiokers Jirl
not foresee the problem ofUfree-riding". Yet Plato's and More's division of labour, according to talents
and inclination, would seem to have been a mechanism to minimize this problem. Mantists, of course,
would counter his argument by suggesting that secure pnvatc ownership also teads to tyranny. Bethell
privileges the secure tenure of property that is tied ta improvement and increase as the foundation for
culture. His stated thesis is that "there are four great blessings that cannot easily be realized in a society
that lacks the secure, decentralized, private ownership of goods. These are liberty, justice, peace and
prosperity. The argument of this book is that pnvate property is a necessary (but not a sufficieut) condition
for these highly desirable social outcornes*(9).
l6See The Civile Conversation of M. Stemen Gumzo. nie Firsr Iliree Books Tram. by George Pettie.
Anno 1581 And The Fourth by Barth. Young, Anno 1586. The Tudor Translations, 002,008. (London:

Constable and Co. Ltd., 1925).
l7

S a Baughan's introduction to the facsimile reprint of The TrateiIer ofJerome Turier (London, 1575).
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Th- have been a amber of recent works outlining the importance of mapmaking to the emergence
of the nation state. Richard Helgcrson's Fonns of Nationhood (1992) is a salient example. Swen Voekel
givcs this idea a Fouc;tuldian twist inm'Uponttie Suddaine Vie*: State, Civil Society and Surveillance m
Eariy Modern England', Early Modem Literaty Studies 4 . 2 N 3 (September 1998). in this essay he
d e s c n i how "centralization and surveiflsüice were intimateiy woven togethef' (IO) as management tools.
He dso gives early modem cartography something of a Janus aspect when he descn'bes sixteenkentury
maps of al1 kinds a s "paiîmpsestsof a new kind of political entity, the uationstate, whose gaze looked
ouhvards, over a finnly demarateci national territory to be descriid, anatomized and conmiied, and
ouhvards towards the Atlantic with an eye to colonial expansiof (1).

"

On the modem, and early modem, state as an independent, putiic order, m o v e d h m particular
rulers see Christopher Morris (1998). Morris says: "Ine modern use of 'state' to refer to a public order

distinct h m botb ruled and d e r , with highîy cenûalized institutions wielding power over inhabitants of a
dehned territory, seems to date back no earlicr than the sixteenth cennu)t' (37).
20

Sir George Clark, in his survey of the seventeenth centuxy, points to the growth of international
business and law between sovereign states in the van of the lost, M e d i d dream of a unifiecl Christendom.
He notes that "the circle of states which had to be taken into account in political calculatious was widening
for every statesman, and the amount of business in every way increasing. There werc therefore more
diplomatists, and they were getting more of a speciaIized training (132). The writing ofWViews"were
part of this training and gave fise to the field of comparative politics and international relations. SeeThe
Sewnteenth Cenruty (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1963).
2'

Wilson may have written it for an Italian fiend or pawn, as his twentieth centtuy editor F.J. Fisher

suggests. Or it may just be that the generic character of Wilson's treatisc-a relation consisting of a socb

politicai description of a modern European state, composed by hmanist travelers and obsmers-implies
that kind of politiçally interested reader, who may be in a position ta fiirther the outhots career. Sec
Thomas Wilson's Staie of England 1600 in Vol. 16 of The Camden Miscellarry, ed FJ. Fishm Camden
Third Series Vol. 52 (London: Offices of the Camden Society, 1936) vii. AU quotations of Wilsods
treatise are taken kom this edition.
z2 Authors justified themselves to individual patrons in the same manner. The Catholic sholar, Thomas
Campion, begins 'The Epistle Dedicatory" of his Historie of Ireland ( 1571) to his pamn Robert Dudley by
offering his relation, "mat my travaile into Ireiand, might. seeme neither causeless, nor fiuitlesse, I have
though t it expedient. ..to yeeld you this poore book". See n e Works oJSpencer, Campion, Hanmer, and
Martcburrough, Vol. 1 (New York: Kennikat Press, 1970).

*

For this point see Denver Ewing Baughan's introduction to a facshile reprint of Turlds The
Traveiler.

''

See Vol. 16 in The Camden Misceffany. Third Series, Vol. 52 (London, 1936). All quotatioas of
Sherley's treatise taken from this edition. Sherlcy is not disinterested in his negative representation of the
Turks here; he is pushing for an alliance between be English and the Persians against the Turks.

Al1 quotations of Lodge taken kom The Complete Work of Thomas Lodge (1883). reprinted by
Johnson Reprint Co. Ltd., 1966.
26 Sir Thomas More's Wtopiu offers a vision of England as requiring only a single shepherd to sustain it
after the enclosure laws have nin their course. An uncultivateci territory is an undeppuiated, undefended
territory.

"

Failure to cope witb change is the mark of the b a c b a d society according to imperial Iogic. As
David Spurr notes in The Rhetonc of Empire (Durham and London: Duke UP, 1993) the idea goes that
tribal systems and Oriental despotisms collapse into tyranriy, of the thpot or mwderously lethal kind,
when hced with the demand for modemization (72) He tmces this line to the Hegelian picture of the
Onentai world'bvhich can be conquered and subjugated, but never cnergized h m withiri' (73).

"

This quotation of Lodge taken h m " A Reply to Stephen Gossoo's Schoole of Abuse*' (1580?). See
Workr. (T, 27).
For a discussion on the distinction between concepts of natural aud civil justice, sec Malcolm
Schofield, Savïng The City: Philosopher-Kings and 0th- ckassicalparadi, (London: Roudedge, 1999)
160-177.
'O Spenser's political reasoning, worked out through this debate between Irenius and Eudoxus, would
have gone something like this: "AU power is h m God, granted, therefore, whmver has power must bave
been given it. Thus al1 govemmenk are Iawfirl to this extent. Power is oüained by the sword, and titles of

power arc t r a n s f d by right of war, but it does not follow that rule is substquently to be effected by the
s w o d The rule of law may operate through resûaint by custom, as is the case with the Common Law of
England. An unwritten law, such as the Common Law, tends to follow the dictates of nature, but when
confiision arises and nature goes awry, then strong rneasures are calleci for to put a stop to this chaos. it is
unnatuml to desire confitsion, ttierefort, if d l e h fails, the power of the sword is justifiecl to avoid this
unnatural conditionw

''

It is wt the Aktory so much as thepresmt state of cultural ~ I u r cin Ireland that is news to Eudoxus.
Eudoxus judgts irenius' historicai approach, but he can say nothing about Irenius' first-hand observations
o f culture gonc to the bad thcre. C i m Brady (Coughlan, 1989) misses Eudoxus expertise when he
cxprcsses the knowledge gap a little differcntly. Brady says that Spenser employs the dialogue form
'kcause it was impcrative for him to show bat when conhnted with a tnie interprctation, a view, of the
means by which Ireland came to its prescnt conditiod' the sensitive, infonned and critical English
intelligencewwould concede defat about the best way torefonn ireland (4 1).
32 Irenius' tactics here mirror those of Gaius Cain Christine de Pizan's The Book of Deedr of A m
and of Chivalry. The speaker says that "Caesar used to Say that one should use against one's enemy the
advice doctors give for illness, which is to say, to use diet and hunger before steel' (99). See The Book of
Deeds of Anns and of Chiwhy, tram S m e r Willard (Pennsylvania UP, 1999).
j3 Richard Verstegen, A Restitution of Decayed Inielligence (The Scholar Press*'Ilkley, 1 976). Al1
quotations, by page, of this work taken fiom this edkion.

" The fteling that Ireland was inimical to England seems to have k e n present also in Shakespearés
text. Bernhard Klein in "Partial Views: Shakespeare and the Map of Ireland", Early Modem Literary
Studies 4.2, Special Issue 3, (September 1998)- says that "in Shakespeare, Irish space is initially
synonymous with a source of political uartst, a pIace h m which rebellion may at any moment spread to
England...ireland 1s cmtructed as a metaphoricd temtory of human and poii ticai waste? (9).
" These two

views of lreland here point to a general, conüadictory attitude toward Iretanci. Klein

(EMLS,1998) points to a general English insistenceUonabsolute Irish otkmess", which would tend to a
desire to e m e Ireland altogether h m English consciousness, or at least merit drowning by the sea for its
sins, and "the need to assimilate the isIand into some sort of national h e w o r k on account of the political
danger" resutting h m its neamess ( 12). Kiein shows how sixteenthcenmry maps either played to a dtsire
for Engfish incorporation of ireland or to a diminishment of irelands existence as an island. Either way,
though, ireland resists "geographical appropriation" (13).
" Intcmtingly Milton's serpent tells Eve how, tempted by hunger and thirst, he wound himselfbAbout
the mossy tninK'to reach the desired hait OX,589). The serpent's use of the moss detail points to a sick
trec and refines the ciramatic irony of the scene. The moss detail offers yet another clue the'yet suiless"
Eve cannot fail to miss.

''See Graham Parry, The Trophies of Time: Engliïh Antiquan'ans of the Sevmteenth Century (Oxford
UP,1995).

''

Richard Stanyhurst's involvement 4 t h the musant community-the Jesuit Edmund Campion,
executed at Tyburn for treason, was his close fnend-and his self-imposed exile in the Netheriands h m
1581 led Stanyhurst to Richard Verskgen, who was the chief publisher and distribuor of the books of
Catholic exiles tbat were ptïnted in Antwerp. Stanyhursts owm research into Irish antiquities mirrors that
o f Verstegen's investigations into English origins in theRestitution. Borh authors were interested in
undennining a Protes~antimperialism under Elizabeth and James. It is not surprisiag, therefore, t b t
Stanyhurst should write a cornendatory poem in praise of Verstegeds book-

"

Stanyhursfs own preface to his Irish chnicle, entitiedbbA
Plain and Perféct Description oflrelmd",
reflects this stress on linguistic purity. His biographer, Colm Lennon, inRichard Stanihurst the Dubliner,

1547-1618( B l a c k k , County Dublin: Irish Academic Press, 198 1), sees in Stmyhwsfs writing
rtsentment against Engfish impeiafisrn. Colm points to Stanyhurst's concem that Anglo-Ireland be
considered not merely as "a remotc outpost of English civilization but a vi'brant organism with its own
traditions and aspirations" (83). Stanyhurst's interest in Irish antiquities and his concem h r linguistic
purity spring h m a recusant tradition of uationalistic, antiq-an
study that opposes, generally, the tram
ethnic, civic principles underlying an impcrialism that was, in this instance, Protestant and English.
Verstegen fomalized this impuise toward cthnic and linguistic purity as an enterprise of nationalism in his
Restitution. Yet at first sight it seems strange, as Graham Parry (1995) says, to find a staunch Catholic Like
Verstegen, who ran a secret Catholic prcss in London and was arested, briefly, in 1583 for anti-English
activitics, compiling a work on English aatiquities and dedicating it to the king. Yet if we see this work as
an act of bistoriographic dissent, an antidote to something Iike Carndeds Britannia, which tied Britah's
civilization and iilustrious past directiy to its incorporation in the culturally superior Roman empire, then
wc can set its conshniction of ethnic nationalism as subtly u n d m i n h g the assimilationist pmject of
imperïal union under James I and W.

"

Intcnstingly, Pany rrproduces hem the early modern trope of marriage as an expression of civic, or
willed association, Marriage in the c d y modern era resonates with the idea of civic or willed association
and the idea of cultivation and advanoc through civil conversation with others. When love and
accommodation M,thereforc, to effect sucb progrtss, then stem masures are called for to put matters
right, Thus Shakespeare's The Taming of the Shrew, and the subjection of Eve under Adam a f k the fall,
put the case for the husband's strong overlordship of the wife.
" Anna

Bryson, in From Courtesy to Civility: Changing Codes of Conduct in Eariy Modem England

(Oxford: Clarendon P, 1998), has brought together a number of civi1it)'s many vaIues in her study of the
transition fiom courtesy to civility. She does not, however, suggest as 1do here, that it denotes a theory of
cultural agency.

''

Pamy (1995) notes chat, "Thi viewpht Veniegsn presenü uj with is quitc cxccptionat forits time,
and importaut for advancing his case that the Saxons deserve senous attention as the detennining factor in
the developmcnt of the English natiod' (57). Parry confutes this c l a h a little when he suggests that the
absence of allusion to Camden's Britannia in the Restitution may be because Vmtegen's book was written
in mid- Elizabethan times (67).
43 The phrase "cult of British history" is taken h m Donald R Kelley's discussion of Renaissance
hktoriography in Faces of Hktoty: Hisrorical Inquiry From Herodorus tu Herder (New Haven: Yale UP,
1998) 183.
44

See "Mr.Carnden's Prehce to the Reade?', in WilIiam Camden's Btitannia, translateci and enlargeci
by the latest discovcries by Richard Gough, vol. 1 (Hildesheim: Georg O h s Verlag, 1974) (xxxv).
4s

Set John Leland's New Year 's Gr$ (1546) in John Leland's Itinerary: Travels in Tudor England, ed.
John Chandler (Stroud: Alan Sutton Pub. Ltd., 1993) (1). This was a report written to Hauy VlII on his
account of his travels thus EN completed. It constitutes a statement of intent with regard to his
explorations. His notes, h o w n as thelrinerory, were not published in Leyland's lifetime.

Vcrstegeti mentions in the Restitution îhat he wrote to an acquainmce in Italy, in 1601, on a point of
etymology (27). Graham Parry (1995) makcs a case for theResrihttion talchg shape h m the earlier part of
Elizabeth's reign. He cites Verstegeds mid-cenhiry sources and influences, bis enthusiasm, in the 1S#s,
for Angl+Saxon studies at Oxford, and the publication of a book on the origias and antiquities of b o u s
European cities in 1576, as indicators that the Restiiution was in progress long before its publication date.
Parry atso points to Verstegen as participating in a tradition of recusant antiquatianism. "Often publishing
abroad, or keeping their work in man-pt,
these men had as gaod reason as their Protestant couterparts
for exploring the British past; they were proud of the antiquity of their nation and mindfùl of arich Catholic
may well have had access to Verstegeds
inheritmce" (56). Given this dating of the work, S-r
manuscript

"

As Huw Griffiths inbTranslatedGeographies: Edrnund Spensds "The Ruines of The"', EMLS
4 . Z I 3 (September, 1998) has said, "Early madern antiquarianism, whilst it sets out to discover the truth,
to bring the nation's origins to Iight, is in fact constantly embroiled in refiitationsand counter refutations of
variow accounts of the nation's ancient past" (1). He goes on to say that Camden, in delinearing English
national identity in relation to BritaMia,"is itseff indicative of the ironies and inconsistencies that are
present in the antiquarian project" (1). Vcrstegen makes much the same point when he resists a British
origin for the English people. Griffiths argues that Sptnstr sharts Camdeds aim to rcstore Bntain to its
antiquitics and to tcwork "contemporary English history in the light of an older RomanBritish inheritancei*
in his poem 'The Ruines of Tirne'*.
AS George Steiner*in Ajer Babel: Aspects of Language and Translation (Oxford W.1992) has
pointcd out, there is "No civilkation but bas its version of Babel, its mythofogy of the prima1 scattering of
languages" (59). Generally the versions of Babd depend on "an accidental release of linguistic chaof or
the idea rhat the langugge condition denoted by Babel is imposeci as a kind of punishment (59).

''

Thm w n e other books published h t listeci words against anolher tongue and offered derivaions,
but thesc did not have the same nationdistic character that in flected works like Verstegtrls. The cant
"dictionaries~for example, or works likt John Florio's His F h t Fruites ( 1578) and A Worlde of Wordes
(1598), rnay be cited as examples of thse non-nationdistic texts. Intemtingly Horio's works were seen,
in the prefatory material at least, as being an elegant substitute for dangerous travel.
50

Sovereignty, as John H o h a n has shown in his bookSovereignty (Minneapolis: U of Minnesota P,
1W8), is a deeply contested tenn, rneaning different things to different people, depending on context. In an
intemational fiame, as Hofian has noted, it may mcan no more than constitutional independence. 1 am
indebted to Hofian's idea that sovereignty does not have to be"indisso1ubly linked to the state" (2).

''

Bardic poeay h m 1200.1600 evinccr a hbal nillicr Ulan a na~imalistisGaelic political
consciousness. These poets, according to Nigel Whtale in W ~ t i n g
and Socieg: Lireracy, print andpolitics
in Britain 1590-1660 (London: Routledge, 1999) 8 1, responded to the impact of colonization, but they were
not necessarily motivated by nationdistic agendas. It is Verstegen who adds a nationalistic agenda to
ethnic or tri'bal consciousness.

See ï%e Works of Spencer, Campion,Hanmer, and ~ar~e&urrough,
Vol. 1 (New York: Kennikat
Press, 1970).
Camden does the same. ln his "Prcface to the Reader" he says "Accordingly in etymology aad
conjecture 1 always recun to the British or as it is now calied the Welsh language, which was used by the
original and most antient inhabitants of this countql' (xxxvi).
Y See Benedict Ariderson., Imgined Cornmunitia: Reflectionr on the W i n and Spread of Nationalkm
(London: Verso, 1983).

" HadfieId (1997) notes, however, that Fynes Morison links the Irish with the Turks in hisltinerary
(1617) (27).

See CharIes Taylor, "Natiodism and Moderniv in Theorin'~gNationaIism, ed, Ronald Beiner
(Aibany State University of NewYork Press, 1999). Within the parameta of the Shakespe;irean parailel
1have impIied, the analogue for au ethnic natiooalism inme Timing of the Shrew is femînism. Bianca
evinces the shrewish traits of those who resist assimilation into patriarchal manage.

Notes to chapter three, Wnbless some mother"

'

Sc+ David McCrone, The Sociology of Nationalimr: Tomowow 's Ancerton (London: Routledge,
1998).

The early modem state docs not require a nation, n e i k does a nation r q u k a sate, as the European
city states and the ethnic Irish nationhood that I have outlined in the previous chapter dernonstrate.
However, I understand both Scotland and England a s nation States by the time James acceded to the
English throne, in that ùoth rcalns possessed institutional limitations on the monarch's power tbat
constituted nationai identity.

4

1 am working with the commonly held opinion of a 1606 date of composition for the play. Arthur
Melville Clark (198 I), dong with Dova Wilson, argues for 1601. Clark sees the play as a response to the
attcmpt on James Vi's life by the Gowrïe Conspiracy of 1600.

Surprisingly, n w n e stems to have r a d the play in the context of the debate about foms of union and
the tbrcat to national sovereignty posed by incorporating union hto Great Britain. There have, of course,
bctn pleaty of readings that saw the play as celebrathg the"i=nperiaY Stuart dynastic line. Henry N. Paul,
in The Royal Play of Macbeth (New York: Macmillan Co., 1950) links the imperial theme to lineal
succession. Alvin Kernan, inShakespeure, the King's Playwnght (New Fiaven: Yale UP, 1995) offers one
of th+ correspondhg later views that sees the play gIorifying Stuart rnythology and celebratingIames'
accession. But these readings Iink the imperial theme to the union of Crowns and to dynastic line, rather
than to the new, incorporated polity of Great Britain. My reading ofMacbeth in relation to James VVl's
imperid theme depends upon an undestanding of empire as a new ama!gamation of national state systems
that pennits a monopoly of powcr to arise.

'

1 am indebted h m to Mark E. K m ' s A Republic ojMen: The American Founders. Gendered
Lunguuge, and Patriarchal Politics (New York UP, 1998) for its explanation of"manhood as an
oppositional concept" (16-22). I am also indebted to Kann's text as an exemplar of how amgrammarof
manhoocr' may infom politics. My reûding ofMacbeth's men has bcen influenced by some of Kamis
categories of rnanhood.

'

Macbeth, of course, has generally b e n ~gardedas a play that addresses the political fernient of the
eariy years of James rs reign. One of the more rccent critical readings in this line is that of Garry Wills,
WitclresundJesuits (Oxfird: Oxford UP, 1995) who sees Macbeth as one of the "Gunpowdcr Plays".
Thest plays include Ba&
Bmes' Sophonisba, Dekkds The Whore of Babylon and Marston's Tire
Devil's Charter. Wills also maintains chat Macbeth is an overtly political play on the bais that there are no
&plots and thcre are lots of kings (8). H.R. Coursen, Macbeth: A Guide to the Play (London:
Gnenwood P, 1997) offa a usehl summary of criticism that has IinkedMacbeth directly to James VVI
and the texts and cvents of the early years of his reign.

Joseph P. Wilson, in The Hero and the City.-An lirterpretation of Sop~ocIed"Oediptcsat Colonus" (Am
Arbor: U of Michigan P, 1997), otTers a ment formulation of a politically didactic purpose for ancient
Greek tragedy. He argues k t dernocracks require an educated citizenry, and that tragedy irnparts political
wisdom to the masses of such states (1878). Robert S. Miola, in Shakespeare and CIarsical Tmge&: n e
Influence of Seneca (Oxford: Clarendon P, 1992), offers a detailed analysis of Macbeth as a tyrant tragedy
in the Senecau tradition.

This cyclic explanation of political change is ancient 1 W it plays to Wittgensteids idea in the
Philosophical investigations that actions are just as Lkely to hinder a system as they are to Wer i t
A Tract on the Succession to the Crown, ed. Clements R MarWiam, Burt Franklin:Research and
Source Works Series 584 (New York: Burt Franklin, 1970). Al1 quotatioas h m this tract are taken h m

this edition. Harhgton organizes arguments for union citing material h m three very different authorities
and perspectives: the Protestant view, as it p«tains to the Duke of Sornersec's oration; the Puritan view,
taken fiom the arguments o f Peter Wentworth, a leader ofthc Puritan party in the f arliaments of Queen
Elizabeth; and the "Papist" vicw, taken h m the writings of the Jesuit Robert Parsons,who published a
conirovcrsial book about the English succession under the name of Francis Dolman. Of this diaiogic form,
Harington says in his introduction that "by shewing what hath bene written advisedlie, gravely, and
learnedly by one of his own syde...howsoever estrawiged or divided in other matters of faith, or prone in
disputes," he may avoid partiality and discover whtt "in this matter of State of al1 worldie matters most
important we may hold togethcf (5). Consensus is reached thmugh a process of dialogue between
contestatory positions.
'O Brian P. Levack, in The Formation of the British Srare: England, Scotland, and lhe Union 1603-1 707
(Oxford: Clarendon P, 1987), observes tbis tendency in the context of the union of laws debate. He says
that "Those who wished to simplifjr, arrange, or change the law of either country in any significant way
welcomcd the unicm as a golden opportunity to implement theh schemed' (84). But support for the union
could iilso aggravate opposition to the point that it might evm constitute a form of resistance i tself. The
Scottish lawyer?Sir Thomas Craig, whoseDe Unione Regnomm Britanniae (1605) argued for pcrfect legal
union on the basis that the two national legai systems sharcd a foundation in civil law, offended national
sensibilities in England, whcre an unwriaen common law, distinct fiom civil law, was understood as the
foundation of the legal system. As Levack concl~des,~The
one way to yarantee the continued separation
of English and Scoetish law was to propose theu union on the basis of thc civil la# (79). Shilarly Sir
Edwin Sandys' sometime support for complete fision between the two States through the requirement that
Scotlaad alone give up its institutions so offended Scottish, and English, sensibilities !bat it worked to
subvert the whole project. T h d o r e Rabb, Sandys' biographer, notes: "he had stnick a mortal blow at the
entire propos4 by reveaiing exactly what was involved in a pcrfcct union: total naturôlization, forgiveness
of the French connection, and M o m of commerce. The English gentry were incapable of accepting such
tcrms" ( 130). Rabb notes of this tactic that "It woutd be hard to imagine a more adroit way of sabotaging
the mtirt projecf ( i 27). Bmcc Gaiioway, in The Gniun OfEnglund und &viluncl 1663-1668 (Edinburgh:
John Donald Publisbers Ltd., 1986), also interpets Sandys' about-turn on union h m as a diversionary
tactic, designed to thwart the project (1 17-1 19). After this ploy, as Rabb says, "James's plan for a merger
of the two countries was ktrievabltf (132). See Thedore K. Rabb, Jacobean Gentleman: Sir Edwin
Scrndys, f 65l-ld29 (Princeton üP, 1998).

" See Alvin Kernan, in Shakespeare, the King S Ployw~ght(New Haven: Yale UP, 1995). Keman
speculates that James and his guest, King Christian of Denmark, wcre pmbably presented withMacbeth
dong with other enttrtainment, which included a display of running at the ring and tilting. Kenian
concludes his discussion o f the play by sayingb'Macbeth was the Stuart play, celebrating his ancient
limage, portraying the critical event in it and in Scodands history, and making divine-right kingship
identical with nature and sanit)r'(88). To this end,he says, "Shakespeare portrayed Macbeth, the enemy of
divine-right kingship and o f the Stuart ancestors, as being controlled by witches and used by forces of
darkness**(87).

As to understanding the play as auStuartperfonnancc", it may certainty be understood as fitting into the

flmy of artistic works that stroked hm& vision of empire in the early years of his reign. Joasods
masque Hymenai (1606), celebratory poems by Thomas Middleton, and later Drayton's Po&-Olbion
(16 12), in addition to integraiive and immd images on coins and flags and impen'al iconography
ernbellishiag royal occasions, were al1 part of the culture of empire consûucted by artists eager for
patronage. Shakespeare participated in this artistic wave and supportcd dynastic union, butMacbeth also
registers the fear of national disintegration that attended the idea of union into Great Britain.

'*

See Colin Kdd, Brirish Identities Befote Nariona!km- Ethnicity and Nationhood in the Atlantic
Worid, 1600-1800 (Cambridge UP,1999). Kidd argues that the Scots*nation depended on ancient
Gaeldom for its notions of political legitimacy.
I3

Arthur F. b e y has summarized some important points of Wespeare~sdebt to the chronîcle

conquestes and victories to be quite dchced, disannullai and admitt the auncient name of Brittod (13).
Harington, like James, marshals al1 the traditionai arguments for an intcgrated polity. These were that a

shared geography, language, cthnicity and civility al1 pointed to a manifest destiny of union that promoted
both peace and commerce, in that it offered a strongr defense against continental aggressors and
cornpetitors. Harington also puts the weight of prophecy behind the idea of empire. He calls to min&' a
biynde pmphesye that 1hearâ whm I was a child, narnely After Hempe is sowen and growen / Kings of
England shall bc none" (17). He explains that "Hempe" refers to the k t letters o f the five previous
monarchs' names: Henry,Edward. Mary, Philip and Elizabeth, The idea is that future monarchs will bc
nilm of Brirain. And at the end of his treatise Haington off'another prophecy or'those old British
Bardes" ( 121). He paraphrases it fiom the Weish thus: "A King of Brittish blood in Cradell crownedJ
With Lyon rnarkt, shall joine al1 Brutus groundJ Restort the Crosse,and make this ile renowdd" ( 121); the
idca k i n g that James had a mole shaped like a lion on his body.

* Sec Cl& McEachern (1996). Andmv D. Nicholls (1999) also emphasizs that objections to political
amalgamation werc fielecl by féars that royal prerogativc wouid iacrtase. See pp. 15- 17.
Set &ois and Bt+tons: Scottish Political ïïtoughi and the Union of 1603, cd. Roger A. Mason
(Cambridge UP, 1994) for a variety of Scottish positions o n the idea of Great Britain.

James VI b a n d the books of George Buchanan as ealy as 1584. According to Buchanan the foundation
of political powcr lay with the people and not with the king. The people entrusteci the d e r with prescribed
authority to rule over them. Buchanan's most shocking statement was chat any private individuil could kill
a legally denounced tyrant. James appears to have been haunted by Bucnanarls obstruction of his political
stance and projects. Buchanan's ideas influenced Presbyterian ministers who gathered around Andrew
Melville in the late sixteenth and early seventeenth century. The Presbyterian clergy demanded a church
that was separate h m and independent of the state.
Colin ffidd (1339)notes that Buchanan ciaimed in his history of Scotiand that ihc rarficsi Gaelir: kings Iiad
k e n electcd and accountable to the notables of the: political nation for any dcviations into tyranny.
According to Buchanan, clan chiefs elected Fergus, the hrst king of Scotland. James denies this inThe
Trew Law of Free Monarchies (1598). He descn'bes King Fergus coming ficm lretand as "a wise king
cornming among barbares,"and the originator ofb'theestate and forme o f governemenc who "thereafter
made lawes by himselfe, and his successeurs according theretd'(62). Calling "our Chronicles" to bear
witness, James declares that "the trewth is directiy contrarie in our state to the false affirmation of such
seditious writers," who, he adds, "would perswade us, that the Lawes and state of our country were
tstablished before the admitting of a king' (62).
Keith Bmwn, in Kingdom o r Province? Smtland and the Regal Union (London: Macmillan, 1W2), has
outlined the history of the Scottish l e p l profession's antagonism to incorporation wiîh England. The two
systtms were generally felt to be incompatiife. Brown (1992) and Mason (W4)include a number of
perspectives on the James-Buchanan opposition.

''

The speech of James' f h t English Parliament, and the one made to both houses after the Gunpowder
Plot, were pubiished soon after they were delivered by Robert Barker, the K&fs p h t e r , and copies of the
first edition of ali these speeches survive. On tbis point see Charles Howard McIlwain's introduction toThe
Politicat Worb of Jmnes I (New York: Russell and Russell, inc., 1965) civ. Ail quotations of James'
political works are taken h m tbis edition.
zs Jama does something smiilar in playing up the national danger posed by the Gunpowder Plot. On
this see Alvin Kernao, Shakespeare. the King S PIaywnght: Theatm in the Stuart Court I6O3- 1613 (New
Haven: Yale UP, 1995) 7 1-

1 am suggesting that Jam& emphasis on peace aRer discord goes beyoad that which was traditiodly
invoked during the transition h m one monarch to another. Douglas F. Rutiedge, in"The Politics of
Disguise: Drama and PoCitical Theory in the Early Seventeenth Century: in The Wi~ness
ofEmes, ecL

Katherine 2.Keller and G d d J. Schiffborst (Pittsbwgh: Duquesnc UP, 1993), points out that"socia1
x d e d when a new monarch ornes to the
chaos is evokcd at the passing of one monarch and can only l
throne" (9 1).
Quentin Skinner in The Fmndations of Modern Political Thought, Vol. 1 (Cambridge: Cambridge UP,
1978), has outiined a indition of politicai writing that justifies impezial rule by identifying peace as its
prime benefit ( 1 617).

''

Quentin S h e r (1 978) offers a summnry of some of the individuai positions taken by scholastic
political philosophers on this point (49-65). James' view of the growth of mercantile wealth as a positive
good, rather than as a compting political force because it underwrites private luxury, also accords with the
view of scholastic thearists (Skinner, 56). When peace is what the community holds in common, then
diffcrcnces in pmperty may obtain without undermining the idea of the commonwealth. But when iiirty
is what binds the c o d t y as a polie, then inordinate private wealth impinges on the liberty of some to
follow their naturd right to consente thanselves in existence, especially in a postfeudal economy. Land
enclosure, as More points out in Utopia, makes some men rich at the expense of making criminaIs out of
those who are simply following their natural right to sîay alive. "Ll'berly", as the basis of the
commonwealth, i n t e r f m with the accumulation of private wealth in a way that'peace", as the basis of the
commonwealth, does not. James recognizes this to a degrce. lnBasilikon Doron ( l599), he declares that
"'the Merchants thinke the whole commoaweale ordeined for making them up; and accounting it their
lawfiili faine and trade, to enrich themselves upon the losse of al1 the rest of the people?' f26). James
objecîs to some of their practices-importing shoddy go&, raising prices, compting the caikrather than
to the build-up of pnvate w d t h itself. Later in the same text he advises his son to "thinke the riches of
yow people your b a t treasurc available, if necessary, to lift subsidies for war (42).
James*emphasis on peace and union accords with ihe position of those who argued for universal
emperorship. The maintenance of universal pcace, and the uniting of a disparate mankind as one fiock
under one shepherd, werc the distinguiuhing marks ofContinental imperid propagmda Scc Franz
Bosbach's (Armitage, 1998) useful summary of the featurcs of informed and popilar arguments for and
against universal monarchy, or empire.

J a m s ' peace-keeping mission here is analogous to that of Continental emperors whose special
h c t i o n it was to maintain peacc in the Christian community as well as defend Christian stæs from
aggressors h m outside. Franz Bosbach (Amiitage, 1998) notes thatbThewar against the Turk was
regafded as the special task o f the universai d e r ' ' (87). The Catholics, seen as at the mot of what was
played up as the barbaric and brutal Gunpouder Plot, may casily play as the Turk to James as defender of
the Protestant faith. James' interest in promoting himself as a l a n e d and experienced Solomanic ruler
offers another analogy with Continental irnperial propaganda The vutues of the emperorCharles V were
glodied to justify his superiority to all othcr authoritics. Sm Bosbach (1998) 88.
Claire McEachern (1996) points out tbat James' cal1 for politifal union mobüized fears of a threat to
native English common Iaw by Scog law which, she says, "specified the monarch as the source of law,
rather than the subject of it" (147). Both Scotland and England, however, possessed institutions that
limitecl the power of the monarchy. Both had Parliaments, and Scotlanâ, in particular, had apowerfiil
ecclesiastical body in the kirk. These different social and politicai traditions divided the two States, but also
meant that important elites in both countrics had a stake in resisting political union that would suppress
their involvement with pawer, Both nationai statc systems were threatened by $am& project for
authoritarian rule,
" Skinner (1978) outlines a number of eariy modern arguments in defense of Empire that rest upon the
idea that the peace of the polity is best served by the rute of one ( 1 6 17). For "thesingle power principle"
set Max Weber, Tlie TIteory of Social and Ecanomic Organuation (New York: F m Press, 1964). Robert
Nozick in A m h y , State. and Utopia (New Y o k Basic Books,Inc., 1968) modifies a Weberian traditim
that sees the state as the sole authorizer of violence. He concludes, "the protective association dominant in
a tenitory...is the state" (1 18).

James' conceatration of power in his body did not go unnoticeci by other political watchm at the t h e . Si
Roger Wilbraham, Solicitor-General in Iritland and Master of Raquests h m 1593 to 1616,was careful to
note m bis journai this personal foundation of the new realm established unda King James 1 of England
and ireland, and the VI of Scotianâ Wiibraham included in his joumai the substance of the Lord
Chancellor's speech to Parliaznent, Novernber 5 1605, that followed the discovery of the plot to blow up the
Upper House of Pariiament WiIbraham reports tbat "the lord chancellor made grave spech :of ourcause
of unspekable alacritie that bath united bothc these imperiall crounes unda the sovetaintie of his royal
person" (71). That the new realm did appear to hang irpon the body of the king, and not upon some other
cause, Wilbraham's report of the speech makw plaia. Wilbraham notes that the Chancellor "compared this
tyme with...former tymes when the cruelti of civil1 wams was extinguished by the union of the howses of
Lancaster & York: yet," he says, "haî union was clouded with mist & doubt even in tk middest of the
raigne of H.8" (72). The union under James, however, is different. The chanceilor is reportecl as saying
that "the union undm the king's succession is perpehiall, by unitingin his person two kingdoms (icalics
mine), wherein the severdl monarches have bad so long discents in ther bloud as no Christian king hath îhe
k e n (72). "This union," he concludes, "is the act of god, not patched by absolutions of popes or parliament
to dispence with doubtfiil or iilegittllnatc mariages." Quotations h m The Journal of Sir Roger
Wllbrahm, in The Camden Miscellany, Vol. 7 (London, 1902).
The idca of a new polity that is conjwtd in the person, in the very blood, of the Stuart king, appears as a
significant point of departure fiom the past, It ma*, 1 suggcst, a sense tbat an imperid dynan.ic disrupts
rather than develops the nation state in this pcriod. Certainly Macbeth's mle appe;trs as a bloociy and tragic
interruption to the narrative of mixcd govenunent undcr Duncan and Malcolm.
32 Brian P. Lcvack The Formation of the Britiîsh State: England, Scorland, and the Union 1603- 1 70 7
(Oxford: Clarendon P, 1987).
tl

M. Perceval-Max wzH, T/rc! Szott&A Itfi'uiim to Lrkrzr in :hc reign of 3ama I (London: Roudtdge &
Kegan Paul, 1973) summarizcsJames W impact thus: "Until James VI began to assert bis authority, the
country had undergone perpetual internai strife, witb forcign invasions fiom tirne to tirne adding to the
general instability. The successive minorities of the monarchs had permittedpower to be dispersed among
the nobles, who ail too fiequently dissipated their energy in feuds. When James reached his majority, his
kingdom's most pressing need was clearly the nstoration of a strong central govemment- For a decade he
gradually consolidated his position so that by ...1595 he b d artaineci sufficient power and expetience to
initiate a series of measures towards decisive reform, of which schemes for the settlement of outlying areas
werc but a part" ( 19-20).

"

My rcading of Macbeth here ha. been in£iuenccd by Tom Nairn's (1997) discussion of Cambodia's
Pol Pot,

"

The idea of a comspondence bermen the personal and the political would have been familiar to
Shakespeare's audience. A correspondence between the body and the uorld existed as a Medieval motif,
and the idea of the body politic in the succeeding centuries amplified that configuration. The concept of the
body politic figurcd heavily in James VI and Ps political rhctoric. On the basis that a mysterious unity
between the body and the world &adlong bcen acknowledgcd, and that Eiizabeth and James expressxi their
ideas about the reiationship between the governecl and the governhg thmugh this figure, it seems likefy that
a comspondence between forms of personai and political production would also pertaïn. The early modern
subject of history,articulating a version of agmcy generated eitber by travel or by dwelhg, conveys in
"micro" the character of the polity.

"

Coriolanus also epitomins the physical homn of war. He is d e s c r i i as "a thing of b l d
(2,2.109), covcred m wet blood, perpehially ietting blood, barely taking time to breathe. Like Macbeth, he
is a single-handed engine of bloody war. Yet, like the bleeding sergeant of the sarne scene, healso spills
his blood for the state, and this b l d b o n d with Rome prevents him, at the end, h m joining with the
Voisci, whom Machivelli d m b e d m theDikoumes as '-tual
enemies to the Roman namè' (I.L U ) ,

and destroying his city.

links that cornet Macbeth with Achilles yt numerous. Without Achilles, the Greeks have no
hope of Troy. Atmost singlehandedly Macbeth tums the tide of Cawdots rebeilion in the opening act- He
manifats hert the b o d y invinciiility that is accorQd him later by the witches. This aura of invinctbility,
in addition to the epic s i d e s with which he is dcscx-i'ibed in battle, also links him to Acbiiles. Aeneas says
in the IIiad (XX) that it is impossible for any man to kill Achilles k a u s e he alwayshas a god with him to
save him. In Book IX of theniad, following his argument with Agamemnon, Achilies malces it clear that
hc has come to the siege of Troy in order to fuffiil the destiny of undying h e that his mother told him was
promisad to him. Achilles*skill and strcngîh are tied to his own concerus and not utilized for the benefit of
his community. He is a heroic adventurcr*as is Macbeth.
Macbeth's miraculous prcservaîion alsa links him to James, who cxaped a nurnber of aftempts on his life.
Evtn before the Gwipowder Plot, Harington (1602) rem& upon how James was preservecr'fiome a
pistou bcnt at him in his mother's wornbe...h m tempestes, h m e t~asons,h m sotceries, fiorne so many
eviU men and evill AungeW (47).
'O n e distinction betweenfmilia and famiiy is taken h m Roman law. Familia was a selfsontained,
legal constmct that providecl a framcwork for govtrnmg property; family was a more idiosyncratic and
variable form with less clearly de6ned legal parameters. For anclaboration of this distinction see Jane F.
Gardner, Family and Familia in Roman Law and Lge (ûxord: Clarendon P, 1998).

"S a Christine de Pizan, R e Book of & e h of A m and of Chivahy, trans. Sumner Willard, ed.
Charity Cannon Willard (The Pexmsylvania State UP, 1999). Tnicre are five aspects to the i&al fortress.
First, the situation should be elevated; the c a d e should be placed on some height in good country or by
watcr. Secondly, it should be in good air, temoved h m s w a p s . Third, itshould !x siniated in a fertile
and productive spot, Fourth, it should be safe fiam attack h m ntarby hills, and fifi, the surrounding land
should be open. Set pp. 104-5.
40 Scolds wcre associatecl with witchcraft, therefore Lady Macduff could beseen, like Lady Macbeth, a
possible child-killcr, as something of a witch, On the point of scolds and witcfies see Alaa MacFarlane,
Wirchcrafr in Tudor and Stuart England (London: Routledge, 1970,1999) t 78.

*'

It is important to note an overlap betwaca the styles of manhood and agency that 1 am delineating in
this chaptcr. Duncan, Donalbain, Malcolm and Macduffall undertake journeys, Thcy ail travel to
Macbeth, even Biman Wood appears to come to Duusinane. These ûavel events gloss with modernityan
established, mditional regime. Conversely, Macbeth's rote as a dweller deveIops his primitive, Scythian
character. This ethnic inflection rcgistcrs the new project of absolute nile as a barbaric step backward,
" S a Jemifer R Goodman, Chivalv and Exploration 1298- 1630 (Wwdbridge, Suffok The Boydcll
Press, 1998). Her analysis of the chivalric motifs that uiformed exploration initiatives and narratives in the
d y modern period informs my discussion of Macbeth h m .

''

In de~crt'bingElizabeth's tacit consent to the privateering expeditions of individual British advennimr
Jennifer Goodman (1998) refers to "the f à m i k image of the individual knight who wins an empire with
his sword, as Tirant Io Balnch nearly does, and as so maiy Spaniards werc trying to dd' as shaping these
adventurcrs*ambitions and actions (189). The power of the sword inchides the authority of the Christian
church to impose civility. The sword turned upside down to represent the cross was a motif of conquet
narratives. in his very seiEreliance, however, Macbeth also takes on the satanic inflection of a Faustian
h m who is, of course, darnnd
44

Columbus toa, of course, rcporteâ on his voyages in such a manner as to ignite his readed desires. In
the account of his first voyage he reports on the prospect of incalculable gold, rfiubarb, cinnamon, spices,
Cotton and slaves to be taken h m the idolattrs. Like those who sought to offer positive precedents for
James*idea of political union by citing mions in Spain, the Low Countries and Lithuania, Macbeth alsa
xxks to justify his %nion" with the witches. "1have Ieani'd by the perfect'st report," he says, Wiey have

more in them than mortal knowledgç' (I.v.2-3).
4s On the link betwee~linfant mirtality and witchrrafi see Alan MacFarlane, Witchcrafi in Tudor and
Stuart England (London: Routledge, 1970, 1999) 178.

Michad Frassetto, "Violence, Ktûghtly Piety and the Peace of God Movement in Aquitaine?, The

F M Argument: The Impnitt of Violenceon Jbciety in Mediwal and Eady Modem Europe, ed. Donald J.
Kagay, LJ.Andrew ViUalon (Rochester, N'Y: The Boydell Press, 1998) 1326.
" Rash vows, and the keepiug of thcm in defiance of moraiity, are the stuff of mrnaace. They sewe to
pnvilege law as a way of legitimizing action that morality might forbid.

"

The motif of the laiigbt rcceiving a sword h m a lady was a fature of the chivalric genre. On this
point sa Goodman (1998) 145. Goodman points out that this motif was a pacicular feahire of ArChurian
narratives.
Goodman (1998) offers "the loving couple" as another motif of chivalric aarrative ( 180).
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"

AU quotations of nie Dircourser taken h m Niccolo MachiaveiIi, Discourser on Livy, Tram. Harvey
C. Mansfield and Nathan Tarcov (Chicago and London: U of Chicago P, 1996).
" John O'Neill, The Marker: Ethics, Knowledge and Politics (London: Routledge. 1998). O'Neill
a forum for cornpethg conceptions of the good.
argues that ihe market &O&

"

Machiavelli underscores the benefits to bc gained fiom tumult as political engagement when it cornes
to driving out compt rulem too. So long as theb'vhe of the collectivit)" is maintaineci, compt rule
cannot harm the polity. 'So it was to Rome's grcat happiness," h t says, "that those kings became compt
quickly, so that they w m driven out bebre theu corruption passed into die boweis of the ciry. This iack of
corruption-men having a good end-was the cause bat îhe innnite tumults in Rome did nothun and indeed
helped the rtpublic*'(1.17.2).
J3

Skinner (1978) notes that Machiavellï's defense of tumults"homfieâ" his contemporaries. He

suggests that it constituted ab'sncer" at the admiration for the Venetian constitution and the serenitythat
crowned it. Yet faction would seem to be simply a less orderly form of mixed govenunent than that
practiced so famously by the Venetian constitution. Machiavellls defense of m u l a &O questionedb*one
of the most deeplywotcd assumptions in the whole hktory of florentine political thoughc that faction
offered the gravcst thrwt to political liberty ( 182).
Y A p d e l can be drawn h m bawecn Duncan's patemal masculinity, which legitimizes mistance to
a certain exteut, and feattues of Gaelic society in Scotland at the rime Shakespeare was writing. Gaelic
society was dominated by cianship. Clm leaders, who w a c both féudal landlords and territorial warlords,
engagcd in almost constant fading. Scottish ovalords, as Keith Brown Q992), has noted, cultivated
parcmalistic relationships on their estates because of tbeir n a d for rnilitary service h m their tenants.Ibe
ability to summon armeâ supporters: Bmwn says, ' k a s crucial in a feuding society" (39). This paralel
berneen the character of Duncan's and Gaeiic government bears out Colin Kidd's (1999) argument that
Gaelic identity upheld the institutional continuity of Scottish sovmignty.

''

Charon will take no sou1 across the Styx who does not have a tomb. See thdeneid (VI, 427-35). in
accepting Priam's raiuom for the body of Hector, Achilles shows his civility. See tûeIIiad (XXIV).
% On the burial practices aod the culture of death sce h a n d o Petrucci, W
&g the Dead: Death and
Wnting Saategies in the Wetm Tradition, trans. Michaef Sullivan (Stanfor& Stanford UP, 1998).

J7 Tbere is something of James in most of the male characters of this play. J a d F m c h kinsman,
Esme Stuart, who arrived at the Scottish court in 1579, was the fust in aline of attractive male courtiers

who monopolizcd James*affection, This dangerous exnotionai dependence was not only commentcd upon
publicly at the timc, it was also Iatcr exploited. George Vüliers' introduction to the king, for example, was
carcfùily orchestrateci. Cawdor's closeness to Duncan is not the o d y point of simiiarity between Duncan
and James; throughout his reign as King of Scotland, James always had trouble extending royal control
over the far north and west of Scotiand. The rebeliion Durwn is faced with is h m the noxth and the West.

" S a Valeria Wagner, Bound to Act: ModeIr of Action, Dmmas of Inaction (Stanford UP, 1999).
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Ronald Rogowski, in"Democracy, Capital, SkiIl, and Country Size: Effécts of Asset Mobility and
Regime Monopoly on the Odds of Democratic RUIZ'in Tiie Origim of Liberty, eds. Paul W. Drake and
Mathcw D. McCubbins (Princeton: Princeton üP, 1998), notes that "historicafly, the two chief reasons for
large States were defense and a guaranteed home market' (68). James, and the supporters of his accession,
and later, supporters of political union with Scotiand, make the same argument.
See Henry N. Paul, in The Royal Play of Macbeth (New York: Macmillan Co., 1950), who has noted
that this system of kings is d e s c n i in Holinshds Description ofScodand. ''it rtsultd," says Paul, " that
a king usually seized powcr by the slaughter of a predecessor or rival and held it only so long as he was
able to hold it with his sword Of the ten successivekiogs of Scodand who preceâed Macbeth, al1 had been

slain" (165).
6' A bnef contextualization ofMacbeth with Coriolonw confinns the connection 1 am making hem
betwea the belly of the body politic and mothers and childrcn. In Menenid famously tedious hbIe of the
belly in the 6rst scenc of Coriolanus, the senaton of Rome art identified as the vitais of the polity; they are
"this good belly" without which the boây politic wouId cease to exist. The Aeer tedium of Menenid
fàbk is an indication that he is wrong. When Menenius, spoktsman for the senators, goes to plead for
Rome before Coriolanus, he faits. But, when Volumnia and V i a make it clear to Coriolanus that in
marching on Rome he trcads upon his mothet's womb that brought him to life and nature, and upon his
wife's, that brought his son Lfie m i e , Coriofanus wiIl not act unnaturally and d c s î q thc body politic.
He will not bchavc like the cornmoners at the beginning of the play, who, according to Menenius, rebel
against that which sustains thc state, the body politic, in life. Whcn the desperate pality presents its belly to
Coriolanus in the shape of wives, mothm and children, he will not trample it.
62 Franz Bosbach, in 'The European Debate on Universal Monarchf (Annitage 1!W8), has traced the
shape of infomed, popular debate on international politics in Europe during the early modem period. He
points to the crucial split between church and world,sacerdotium and impenirrn, in the eleventh centwy as
stirring the debate between layrnen and clergymen about how separate ecclesiasticd and secular polities
could be organized.

"

Al1 quotations h m Gason taken h m Cambridge T r d a t i o m of RenaissancePhilosophical T a ,
Vol. 2: Political Philosophy, ed. JiU Kraye (Cambridge UP, 1997).

In the ancient world the distinction b e t w e ~sacred
~l
and secuiar did not divide state activity. Aristotle
notes in the Politics (1382b) tbat the relation between the gods and the community underwrote al1 others.
@

" AU quotations of Scala takm h

m Kraye (1991).

66 Randy E. Barnet (1998) points to the important distinction to be made between naturai Iaw and natural
rights. "Unlike naturai iaw ethics," he points out, "natural rights do not prosmi how righîs-holders ought
to act towards others. Rather they descn'bc how others ought to act towards rightsholders" (14). Naturai
law "provides guidance for o u .actions," but "naturd rights define a moral space or l i i a s opposed to
license-in whkh we may act frtc h m the interference of other p e r s o d ( 14-1 5).
67 Machiavelli's Discourses on Livy offers another apology for rebellion, as does, for example, John
Ponet's A Short Treatise of Politic Power ( 1556). Ponet argues that nanual law speaks throqh the
conscience of subjects. George Buchanan, James W s tutor, also fiunosly defended the idea of regicide

when a tycant threatencd the polity. Almain is an early examplc of a Iine of politicd tfmrists who saw the
foundation of political power resiàing witb the people rather than the potentate. in the process of
delimiting the phitude of power cnjoyed by the Papacy, Alutain outhes bow nahuai law was
appropriated and manipulatcd as a tmscenden~authorizbg force by both sides in this politicaldebate.
Tommaso Campanella, as John Robertson in "Empire and Union: Two Concepts of the Early Modern
European Political OnW' (Armitage, 1998)points out, was also one of the most aggressive apologists for a
universal, Spanish rnonarchy in Europe His Moluvchia di Spagna (composed 1600-1)"was the least
inhiûited'' of p r o p a l s for such universal rule. Robertson claims, categorically, that the"politica1 and
intellectual horizons of the Jacobean Union debatc wett those of the em of Spanish hegemny" (25).
Al1 quotations of Campanella taken h m Kraye ( 1997).
Classical thinkers also believed that natural law was of divine origin. See Bamett (1998)8.

ni

1 am indebttd h m to Randy Bamett's (1998)summation of the distinciions betwecn natural right, as
defining what is jus& and aahiral law, as denning what is good (301).
1 am not suggesting h m , with the benefit of hdsight, thatMacbeth is involveci in what S.J.Houston
in James I: Second Edition (bndon: Longrnan, 1995)has cailed "a long crescendo of conflict h m 1603 to
1642" (30). As Houston points out, revisionist historians have shown thatUthcconnection bctween James
and the causes of the civil wat is remotd' (3 1). What I am suggwting is thMacbeth anatornizes
absolutisrn as a logical consquence of rationatizcd rule and integration and as a threat to national identity.
See Stephen Gnenblatt, bbShakespearcBewitched," in Nnv Historïcal Lirerary Study: Essays on
Reproducing Tex& Representing Hktory, ed J e h y N . Cox and Larry J. Reynolds (Princeton UP, 1993).
" ïhis cunstniction of witchts goes 3g3bst h t of the timcs. Joh3nn Weyds ( 15 15- 1588) e.xhustive
study of the subject of witches, De praestigiis daemonum ( l583), consistently distinguisées betwccn the
agency of the magician and the enslaved condition of the witch. A magician makes an illicit attempt to
summon forth a demon, an invisible spirit of air, so hat the dernon will revcal himself in some visible
fonn. A witch, houever, has contracted her body to the demon; she is possessed by the demon, which
works through her. She has lost any inalienable right to hcr own person that she might have hrid. She is a
slave. James 1 subscriid to this view in his Daemonologie.

''

James*comments are quoted here as reported inA Jacobeon Journal, G.B.Harrison (London:
Routledge and Sons Ltd, 1941)345.
76 See

King J m e s I Damonologie (Edinburgh UP, 1966) 2B22.39-9.

James' Daemonologie ( 1597) notes that,as slaves to the demon, witches can "rayse stormes and
tempestes in the aire, either upon Sea or lanü' (46).
S e e Keith Thomas, Religion and the Declline of Magic (London: Weiddeld and Nicolson, 197l), on
the Mure of cornmunities to look after the old a
d destitute as feudal economies declined. He points out
that this propensity was exaccrbated in rimes of civil uurcst Popular maüce towards ncedy, old worncn led

to their depiction as witches, and witches werc, in tuxn, seen as commonly responding witMWy when basic
charïty was reiùsed.
59 in each case?those who are banished are representatives of socially rishg p u p s of men: professional
soldiers and sailors, respcctively. This would seem to accord with Keith Thornad (1971) argument that
capitalist economies, insofar as they werc practiced by the new professional classes, posed a mortai threat
to those who relied on the charity of more feudai communities, that is, old women.

M t o d y does James deny tbat his people ever possessed pditicai M o m and power in this treatise,

he also denies tbat they have any authonty to protest a legitimate rulets govcrnment, however tyrannical
that government might be. James c a b any such M o m an"unJawfiill h i e " (6 1). He insists that the
people suffer and obey even bloody tyrants U e Nabucbadnezar, king of Babel, b u s e , in that'rtiey had
once received and acknowlcdged him for theu king,he not only commandeth them to obey him, but even
to pray for his prosperitie," because, "in his proMtie s t d their peace" (60). Evcn a tyrant like Nero is
"Goci's Lieutenant in earthn (61). A people's only redrcss am tears and prayers for their ruler's
amendment
81

See David McCrone ( lW8), who points out that tht grtenwood has long beenassociated with Ii'berty,
despite that fact that by 1066 only fifieen percent of England was s
aw d e d (57).
Brian Loveman, " When you wish upon the Stars: Why the Generals (and Admirais) say Yes to L a h
American 'transitions' to Civilian Govemment" (Drake and McCubbins, 1998) 1 15-139.

"

The phrase cornes h m an essay by Stephen Haggard and R O MR Kauûnan,%
n
(DraJte and McCubbins,1998).
Economy of A ~ t h o r i ~ aWithdrawald'

Political
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This is not actually the case; The Book of Plumarden written in 146 1, possibly by Maurice Buchanan,
refers to Scottkh earls throughout. See The Book of P I m r d e n , ed. Felix J.H.Skene, The Hktorians of
Skotland (Edïnburgh: Wit barn Paterson, 1880).
as Spenser's Yiew circulated in manuscript for thrrry-seven yean before iîs publication in 1633. Given
that more than twenty copies of the îreatise in manuscript form sunrive, it may be assurneci that it must have
been popular and widely known long before 1633. On this point see Baker ( 1997) 1 16.

John H. Elliot ( h i t a g e , 1998) bas noted that land utility was used to justify land ownmhip and
seinire in Elizabethan Ireland (146), and in sixteenthcentury British America (1489).

"

Axmmdo Pemicci, in Wiiting the Dead: Deaih and Wnting Strategies in the Verten, Tradition
(Stanford: Stmford UP, 1998), has pointed to the various f o m in which the dead were celebrated
throughout the ages. He has s h o w how documents serve as monuments, both of which mediate the
political and social significance of the dead they document. Such monuments not only articulate the
significance of the dead: they also serve to authenticate that rneaning.

Notes to chapter four, "Chronicle of wasted tirne"

'

Al1 quotatioris of Nashe's The Unfrtunate Traveller taken h m Ine Unfiorniate TtaveIler and Orher
Works,ed. J.B. Steane (London: Penguin Books Ltd, 1972).
John O'Nieti, The Market: Ethics, knowledge andpolitics (London and New York: Routledge, 1998).

'

My diswsion of how a howkdge of fonn affects subject formation has b a n influenced here by
MiIton's Paradise Lost and by my reading of the issues raised inProblems of Fonn, ed. Dirk Baeker.
Tram. MichaeI lrmscher with Leah Edwards (Stanford UP,1999).

'See Howard MarchitelIo, Namathe and Meaning ih eady m o d m Engiand (Cambridge UP, 1997).
'Nigel Wheale, Wnting and Society:Litemcy, Pnni and Politics in Britcain 1590-1660 (London and

New York: Routledge, 19991, offers a usehl survcy of work doue ai the growth of the literary market in
Britain. He notes that the "relative imrnaturity of the pubüshing indusûy in Britaixi' (55), as compared to
that on the Continent, rneant that vernacular books outnumbered Latin ones h m the beginning, and that

"prose fiction of various kindf largely açcounted for &e incrtase in print productio~lsduring Elizabeth
reign (56). He adds that although "two thirds of the population could not read or write in 159û' ( 134),
therc is evidence for high literacy rates amongcertah groups of young men in London, notably
apprentices. Such youag men, looking for some fàshionable paner, may well have made up a part of
Nashe's audience.

The print market initiated a rcvolution for readers as well as writers sec Cecile M. Jagcdzinski, Privucy and
Pnirt: Reading and Wnting in &venteenth Century Englarui (Chariottesville and London: University Press
of Virginia, 1999), for the emqence of d e r autonomy in tbe cxpmicace of reading a book, This
experience includcd the intellechial and exnotional pteasurcs of reading, in secret, sensationai narratives that
awakened a private self, fhe h m the authority of the comrnunity.
1 use the masculine pronoun to d c s c n i this figure because, in general, it was men who travelled.
Women wwc explicitly advisecl against travel as being injurious to theu bodies and to their reptation.
Jerome Turler, for txample, in one of the 6rst and most influcntial guides to travel,Tlie Traveiler ( 1579,
offers this argument. It is a point Ofview that m p s up time and again in al1 sorts of text, and in al1 sorts of
ways, and constitutes a cultural assumption of the tirnes. Wornen traveliers represented in this era tend to
be vagrants, prostitutes, or wives or laundrcsses to an arrny. Sornetimcs they art disguiseci as men, or they
travel at one rtmove, through reading. As Rojek and Urry (1 997) note,"the dominant tradition in have1
was and is palpably masculin2' (16).

'

Henry Peacham, in The Com;lleut Gentleman (London, 1622), voices this opposition benveen travel
that is for pleasurc and that which is for the public good. In "Of Travailen he says that if "you intend to
travell. you must f h t propound unto purselfe; the End, which either is...pleasure or profit." SeeThe
Cornpleut Gentleman,The English Expericnce 59 (New York: Da Capo Press, t 968) 20 1. This opposition
in the a b of travel was implicitly and expiicitly operative in humanistic educationd literature fiom at
least the t h e of Erasmus on.
Ascham's view of My's pmiicious influence is that it can subvert the youag Englishmen by effecting
a Circean transformation over the will. Thus Ascham, in The Scolemarter (1 S7O), mommends studying
the best of Italy through books rather than risking direct experience of the dace. Ascham assumes that
travel and study are more or less interchangeable, but that in the case of Italy study is preferable to travel.

See his Jonson's Woh,ed. C. H.Herford and P. Simpson, 1 1 vols. (Oxford, l92SS2) viii. 80- 1.
Heywood's young Geraldine of me English Trcrveller (1633)offm a more ironic example of the type.
Gcraldine, who has "sucked/ A breath of cvery language" (1, i3 h m France and Spain r e m home fiom
his travels so little vmed in the compt ways of the worldthat he is duped by both his fiend and the
woman he loves.
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quotation of Wotton is taken h m A, Lytton Sek, The Paradise of Ttavellers: The ftalian
Influence on EnglLshmen in the Seventeenth Cenfuty(London: George Allen and Unwin Ltd., 1964) 1 17.

''

For an account of some of the diff'tt kinds of educated, lay traveller h m England who travelied to
ItaIy between 1SB and the accession of Eiizabeth 1, see Kenneth R. Bartlett, 17ie EngILrh in Italy 15251558: A Srudy in Culture and Politics, Bibtiottca Del Viaggio In Iîalia Ser. 39 (Geneva: Slatkine, 1991).
See also Richard Bamett, Place, Profi and P o w c a Sfudy of the Servants of RTlIiam Cecil, Eluabethan
Statesman (Chape1 Hill: U of North CaroIina P, 1969).
l2Kenneth Badett (1991) notes that Thomas CromweU used R e w d Pole's circle of travelled English
-dents as "a quarry h m which to mine publicists and lawyers"(74).

I 3 For a recent study of the descabilking poteutid of experïentid authority in the eaiy modern era see
J h Egan, Authonking Eipenence: Refigumtions of the B@ Politic in Seventeenth-Centwy New England
Wnting (Princeton üP, 1999).

Soc Clare Howard., Englkh TrmIkers of the Rena~sance(New Y&
Burt Franklin, 1968). She
o f f i a chronological table of advicc literahire written for îravelîers 150(r1700 (205-223).

'

On the comection bctween mastery and particular forms of agency sa Dolora A. Wojciehowski,Old
Màsters, N m Subjects: Earfy Modem and Poststnccîuralfst neon'es of FQIlf(Stadord: Stadord UP,
1995). Wojciehowski's thesis is that the concept of mastcry constitutes a powertiil ideology of human
voluntarism and that this sense of M o m and control is centrai to the humanist paradigm of the dignity of
man. My argument here, that rnastery of thc art of travel articulates a humanist subjectivity, builds on
Wojciehowski's thesis.
l6 Denver Ewing Baughm in his introduction to a h i m i l e reprint o r n e Truveiler notes tbrt Jerome
Thurler was born in 1550 at Lossnik in Saxony and h t pubkhed his text in Catin in 1574. The English
translation appeared in 1575. Al1 quotations of Tuder o f f i in this chapter arc taken h m this reprint.
There wcre otber ûavel guides p u b W befort Tuler's, of couse, but they did not expticitly theorize
travel as a means of self-improvementor service to the state to the extcnt that Turler's does. Andrew
Boorde's TIre Fyrsr Boke of the Inttoduction offiowledge, for example, written durhg the first half of the
sbcteenth century, is offered that the reader "maye knowe the wage and fbhyon of al1 mana of corntries or
rcgions, and also to know the most pmc of al1 mana of coynes of money, that whych is currant in every
province or region". His book also claims b teach "a man to speakc a parte of a1 mana of languages".
Boorde's focus, however, is less on thefonn of travel, on the traveller's conduct, motivation or exercise of
his will, and more on the practical p r o b l m of travcl. See Andrew Boorde,Fyrst Boke ofthe Introduction
of Knowledge. cd. F.J . Furnival1(London: E.E.T.S., 1870).

" See Charlotte Augusia Sneyd's introduction toA Relafion, or rather a Tme Account. of the Island of
Engkund, tram. Charlotte Augusta Sneyd (nie Carnden Society: Lcndon, 1848). Sneyd includes a Iist of
the various fomal "Relations" (those still in existence) that were writtm by Venetian ambassadors to
England. From this fist it rrppe~sthat mbassadors commody wrote f c d "ReIaticinon of the cniintry in
which they were stationed for the benefit of their rnastcrs at home, and that this practice was operative tiom
at ltast the beginning of the sixteenth century.

"

William Thomas' History of ltaly ( 1549) also m i x a modem history with travel advice. Thomas
however, like Ascham, advises Englishrnen who would visit Italy to exercise caution in what they choose
to leam. Turler focuses much more on g e n d prccepts of mvel. Kennetb Bartlett (199 1) suggests that
Thomas' History of ltaiy, together with his 11aIian Gramrnar ( 1SSO), were instrumental in initiating the idea
of the Grand Tour.
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Not counting the political pcrik of foreign pollution, travel has always been regarded as dangerous.
(1549) links ûavel with a l l manner ddesperate conditions in this prayer
"That it may please thee to preserve alf that mver by rand or by water, ail women hbourbgof chifd, df
sick persons, and young children; and to shew thy pity upon aU prisoners and captives." Those travellers 1
have descn'bed as fortunate accounted this danger as part of the haEards of service to theu commonwealth;
unfortunate travellers, intent on their private pleasure, neither reckoned nor respecteci the danger.

n e Book of Common Pr-

Wiliiam Thomas a u t h o d both a modem hiPtory and a modem language gnmmar. HisHUtory of
itab (1549) and Ifdian Grammar (1 550) wert pionecring works in these fields. John Florio's dialogue
manuals Finte Fntites (1578) and Second Fnrtes (159 1) as well as his Worlde of Wordes (1598) and Queen
Anna's World of Words ( 1 61 1) are later examples of works that fùeled the fashion for language learning in
England Queen Elizabeth, Sir Thomas Wyatt, the Earl of Surrey, Edmund Spenser,Sir Philip Sidney,
John Lyly, Gabriel Harvey and the Earl of Souhampton, to name a few, helped popularite language study
by their example. French, Italian and Spanish wcrt the Ianguages most studied by Englishmen abroad.
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On tbis point, see A. Lytton Sells, Tlie Parudire of Traveiim: n e Itulian Influence on Englishnen in
the Srventeenth Cenmry (London: George Allen and Unwin Ltd., 1964) 4%3.

For John Pory's carcer as a newslettcr &ter sa WiIliam S. PoweU,John Pory 1572-1636: me Lij2
and Letters of a Man of hhny Parts (Chape1 Hill: U of North Carolina P, 1977).
More than stventy years after The Traveikr was published, James Howell, in his Imtnrctionrfor
Forreine Trmefl(1642), is stiii polarizing whaî 1have d e d fortunate baveU«s with those who are not.
Howell anatomizes thasc who "wander h m themselvcs, as well as h m their countq~",rctuniing the worse
for Wear and ssiving "to degentrate as much as they can hmEnglihenn (63). He daims "an ingenious
and d i s c d g Trmeffer" will "strive to distinguish ' M t good md evil...and bring home the k t " (68).
"The most material use...ofForraine Travel," Howell says, "is to find out somcthiug that may bc applyable
to the publique utility of one's own Country" (73). Sec James Howcll,ins~ctiomfor Forreine Trmef,
English Reprints Vol, VIII, ed. Edward Arber (Birmingham, 1869) 788.
"For this point, sce Denver Ewhg Baughan's introduction to a faesimile reprint ofine Traveiller.
Sells (1964) commcnts on the opportunities for advancement that were availabte tothe "household" of staff
who accompanicd officiais abmad (45). Reading Tlie Trmeiller wouId have helped Harvey capitaiize on
those opporhmities.

As recmt scholarship on Spensds Viov hm shown, thae w m many models that Spenser maywe11
have look& to in his relation on ireland As wcll as Turler, 1 would also point to Sir Thomas S m i t h
treatise on Ireland. This work, which takcs the form of an imaghaqj dialogue, is cntitledA fetrer sent by
J.B. Gentleman unto his veryfiend und master R.C. &pire, wherein Ls contained a large discoutse of the
peopling and inhrtbiting of the county calfed rhe Ardm and other adipcenr in the North of Irefand and
taken in hand &y Sir Thomas Smith, one of the Queen Majesty's Privy Council and Thomm Smith fiquire
his son. It was printed by 'Henry Binnemann for Anthony Kitson' in London in 1571. For S m i t h foreign
experience, see Mary Dewar, Sir Thornus Smith: A Tudor Intelfectualin W c e (London: The Athlone
Prcss, 1964).
26 That Nashc's focus u;ls on trzvclas a m u n s of fbrthMng a csrter d e r thsn mve! that w a s an
escape h m religious contamination or persecution may bc understood by the fact that Jack's relation is set
before the reign of Edward VI and beforc the Marian diaspcra. For travellers who went abroad because of
religious persecution, see Bartlett ( 199 1).

" Nashe would have read, in al1 probability, the English translation ( 1576) ofLazarilIo de Tonnes;
Gabriel Harvey links LazariIlo to Nashe several times tfroughout his text. Interestingly, the Spanish picaro
was bom on water, symbolizing, 1 suggest, the Spanish picards lack of attachent to a native soil, and
thus, by implication, to any kind of particular national or political affiliation. The name of he author who
wrotc iazarilfo is h o w n ; wbat is known, however, by the tum of phrase, is that the author was
cducated in the humanistic tradition. tmrrrilfo was first published in three separate editions in 1554; it
pIayed to popular and cducateû tase and enjoycd spectacular success in the print market. It was also
piagiarized; a sign of its poputarity and d u e as fiterary merchandise. f wouîd suggest that the increasing
popularity of the picaropenona may be linked to the emergeace of a market oder across Europe that
appears to contest the existiag political and social cosmos.

za O. this point see Mariclni Peltonen (1995).
19 See Peltonen (1995) 40-1. Peltonen points to classical and contemporary treatises that theorize the
soldia as king a servant of the state and a participant in public business.

"

ûn this point scc k Lytton SeUs (1964) 161. Selis notes that the prejudice against a gentleman
huning his hand to trade led thowands of Englishrnen to serve as soldiers b a d as a means of honourable

occupation.
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episode with the Anabaptists resembles the description of the camage of the rebel clowns in The
Countess of Pembroke's Arcadia (1593). Nashe's travehr seems to parody Sidney's traveiiers at variois
points.

"

Sa Jobn Waiter Stoye, in English TraveI/ersAbroud 1604-1667 (London: Jonathan Cape, 1952).
Stoye points to this movement of ambitious English gentlemen, advancing a career for themsclves in
foreign wars, as "one of the strongest traditions in the history of the English peoplew(259).
" For a fuila synopsis of Su Oliver St. John's career, ~ e L e t t e n
From Sir M e n Cecil To Sir George
C m , ed. John Maclean (Tite Carndcn Society, London, 1864) 52(a).

"

In the manner of the author o f Ine Travek of Niconder-a litcuriosity h m the rnibsixteenth
cenhiry offering a "view" of England h m the perspective of a pseudoforeigner-who cIaims to be driven
firom his country by the misfortune of love, Surrey may be understd as similarly unfortunate.
35 Nashe, 1 suggest, îs interesteci in lambasting this type of traveller rather than S a y himselfi the actuai
Henry Howard never went to Itdy. Surrey was, howevcr, hsrrated at being politically sidelined at home.

"

On this point see Maria Grossmann, Humankm in Wttenberg I485-iJI 7 (Nieuwkoop: B. De Graf,
1975) 26. After the abswd tournament at Florence Jack d e s m i Surrey as "feasîing and banqucting with
the duke of Fiorence and the princes of Italy there assembled" (324).

"

Sec Chronicle of some of the principal events in the Li/e. Adventurer. and T i n s of E h r d Webbe.
Master Gunner, sometirne Chief Mater Gunner of France (1590), English Reprints, ed. Edward Arber
(Birmingham, t 868) 32.

There were also European counterpaits to thne figures in England. Clare Williams (1931) has noted
the chivalric exploits and elaborate entertainBien& of Slavic and Bohernian aristocratie travellers in late
sixteenth and early seventeenth century England (8S3).
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Ttie pluôjz cornes from John O'Neill (1 WS). I ;rm rcfcrring herc tu the Pc4mim distincticrr behv~cn
the usovalue and the exchangevalue of comrnodities. 1 am indebted to CYNeill's discussion of this
distinction as it relates to the concept of t
k market as an economic order.

"

See Erasmus' Fomuiae ( 15 18). These were short dialogues demonstrating phrases and exmises that
were to be mastered in the course of speaking and rtadùig Latin. They offered a less developed alternative
to the CoiIoquia. All quocations of the Fonnulae taken h m The Colloquies ofEr~rmrrs,tram. C d g R

Thompson (Chicago and London: U of Chicago P, t 965).

'' The coanection betwecn pages and lcaves that I make here is also made explicit by Nashe Iater in bis

text when talking of Aretino. There was, he says of Aretino, "no leaf he wrote on but was like a burning

glass to set on fire al1 his readers" (309).
Francois Lebrun in A History of Pnvate Lifie, cd. Roger Chartier (Camb. Mass.: Harvard UP, 1989), notes
that printed pages bearing vividly coloured pictures of the saints with the stories of their lives and prayers
to be recited were sold by hawkers and called "saint's leavesn(99). ïhese "Itaveswwcre pinned on wah, as
were priuted broadside ballads. Both wcre disposable fonas of cheap rtadmg matter and as vulnerable as
waste paper to a variety of sordid destinies once their message was consumed. Nashe's use of the tenn
"leaves" in his joking dedication to Southampton, and "pages" in The induction to the Dapper Pages of the
Court," indicate his involvement in the print culture. Nashe is credited as the first user of "page" to refer to
a printed sheet. On this point see Jonathan Crewe, UnredeemedRhetonc(Baltimore:The Johns Hopkins
UP, 1982) 69.
The character of cheap print as scrap paper is aitesteci to by a mu1titude of contemporary comments
referring to such sheets k i n g used as toüet paper, wdIpaper, wrapping paper and as lining for baking tins
(seeJonson's "hviting a Friend to Supper"), anong other tbiogs, Arthur Kinney, in a paper d e d
"Marketing Fiction in the Age of Elizabeth: The Social and Economic Dimensions" detivered at an
international conference entitled "Comparative Approaches to English Prose Fiction 15201640" held at

Carleton University, Ottawa, in May 1997, has elaborated on the characterimtion of prïnt as "trash*.
Sec also Language Machines: Technologies of Literaty and Cultural Production, ed. Je*

Masten, Peter
Stallybrass and Nancy Vickers (New York, Routledge: 1997). in the introduction to this collection of
essays the cditors note that "Sizc has cultural implications: the Bodleian Lrirary, when it was set up in the
Renaissance, explicitly excluded quartos and the theatrical"trasb" published predominately in quato
format. Bodley descri'bed such texts as "baggage books", ernphasinng &eir potential for vagraocy, for
king carried around in hand or pocket h m place to place" (4).
42 AI1 quotations takcn £iomTiie Countes QfPembroAe's Arcadia (The O/dArcaàia), ed Katherine
Duncan-Jones (Oxford: Oxford UP, 1985).

43 On this point see also Markku Peltonen ( 1995). Peltonen notcs that the Ciceronian doctrine of thevita
activa was a hallmark of Engiish humanists. He goes on to say that "the chef wprs in which a man could
offer his seBices to the commonwealth were eitha to act as a counselor or more indirect1y to submit
writtcn advice" ( t O).

See also George B. Parks, "Travel as Education,* The Seyenteenth Century: Studier in the Hbtory of
Englkh Tiiought and Literamrefiorn Bacon to Pope by Richard Forster Jones and Others Wnting in His
Honour (Stanford: Stanford UP, 1951) 264-90. Parks notes that " h m 1570 to 1520, English theorists and
travellers alike expect the view of men and aiies to produce a fiil1 political knowledge of foreign countries;
travel thus becornes a training for public life" (265). In this essay Parks offers a short list of some of the
authors who wrote instructions for this kind of profitable travel.
"S

a Sir Robert Dallington, The View of France 1604, Shakespeare Association Facsimiles 13 (Oxford

WP, 1936). W.P.Banett in his introduction to this edition notes that the work was written largely in 1598
and probabiy circulated fairly widely in manuscriptbcforc its unauthorized publication in 1604 (vi).
'6 Su Thomas ûverbury's His ObservationsIn HL( Trmailer U p n The State OfThe XYII Provinees As
They Stood ( 1609)offers another example of the "relation" or "viewngenre of political observations. He
offers a political history in a nutshell, relates the marner of govement, the nature of theu political
assernblies, defense forces, geography, towns, fortifications, character of the people, public works, taxation,
revenues of the sovereign etc.
47

S a Thomas Platter's TrmeIs in England 1599, trans. Clare Williams (London: Jonathan Cape, 1937).

S a Davkon's Poetical Rhapsody, 1 1 vols., cd. AH. Bullm (Landon, 1890). A List of the titla of
treatises that Davison canied with him abroad as models is given in Vol. 1, p.Li, of the above edition. AU
quotations relating to Davison are taken h m this edition.
S a &O Gustav Ungerer, A Spaniard in Eliubetiran Engrand: n e Correspondence ojAnronio
Pera's ExiIe (Tamesis Books: London, 1975). He notes of Frances Davison, whom he calls "one of the
most brilliant students of Gray's Inn",that "when he set out on his Grand Tour in the Company of his tutor
Edward Smyth in June 1595, he had obliged himself to Essex to unite relations,as was customary, of the
countries he was aliowed to visit under the travelling iicense of the Queen" (256).
For an account of Francis Davison as a M e d foreign intelligence agent and his htrations as a
politicai and diplomatic agent despite his connections, his travets, and his authorid ambitions as a k t e r of
"relations," sec Richard McCoy's "Lod of Liberty: Francis Davison and the Cult of Elizabeth," TIre Reign
of Elizabeth I: Court and Culture in the Last Decade, ed John Guy (Cambridge: Cambridge UP, 1995) 2 12228.

''

See Duviron's Poetical Rhapsody (Bullen, 1890) in which some of bu letters are reproduced.
the
Davison writes to his father in response to his nquest for "news": "News there is this; this &y -ght
father and the eldest son of the IntemineIli, of whom i sent you inkling before my coming h m Florence,

were publically beheaded here in the pi-"
Davison goes on to say Uiat the father 6ad"that mEserabTe
disadvantage to behold his son dead upon the scaffold wheuhe came to the place of execution." He relates
that the faiher died "much more resolutely" than the son, though he had the view of his son before hirn
(xxxii). Davison goes on ta relate other news of "six Englishmen shipped at Leghom for Spain, iately
come h m Rome, and ail sworn to kilt the Queen." Davison says to his fhther that it is not worth him
takbg the trouble of even notifying anyone because they will bc caught by their own stupidity (xxxiii).
Jack's duping of the captain who would kill theFrench king "and come back, as to go to Isiington and eat a
mess of crtam and come home," lambastes this kind of self important fol1y (269).
"Newsn is also the divine hearsay, called "inspiration" by Nashe, which he ridicules Puritans as enjoying in
their direct, unmeciiated relation with God. See his treatment of the Anabaptists: "Why, inspiration was
theit ordinary familiar, and buzzed in their cars like a bee in a box every how what news h m heaven, heu
and the land of the whipper-ginnie" (278).

* Both Zadoc and Cutwolfe endure torture that seems to align with eady modern conceptions of Turl0sh
cmelty. See James Howell, An Appendiir of Som Directionsfir travelling into Turkey, 1642, English
Reprints Vol. VIII, ed. E. Arber (Birmingham, L 869). Howell notes of the Turks:
As their justice is more speedy, so it is more severe,

for they have sundry sorts of punishrnents that tomtre
the sense a longer tirne, as dmbbing, guunshing,
fiaying alivc, impaling, and thmting of lances
through the fundament, Etc. (84)
Poor Zadoc "had his fùndament pitchcd" with a sharp iron stake and is flayed alive, and Cutwolfe's boues
are drummed and jarred upon "a great while togethef. Edward Arber notcs that Howell never travelled to
Turkcy himself, but compiled his brief rnemmdum h m genera! sources cf infcmation. Perhaps Nashe
had read some travellef s report of Turkish baharity, such as Shcrle)'~Discours of the Turks; perhaps
Howell had read Nwhe. Aretino's play La Cortigiana ( 1534) associates the Turkish threat with the fm of
k i n g impaled dive. The point is that Nashe does not offer a relation of European statehood; he turus this
kind of travel writing against itself to offer an account of barbarity associated with treatises on theScyttilan
or the Turk.
AI1 quotahons f?om this text taken from Roger Ascham,Engiish Worh (Cambridge: Cambridge UP,
1904). Ascham is keener to know Protestant Germany than he is to embrace knowfedge of Catholic Italy;
in The 5khoolmaster ( 1570) Ascham says that one year spent at home reading Castiglione'sCottegiano
would do a young gentleman more good that tbree years' travel in Itaiy. For Ascham, Italy enacts a kind of
Circean transfomation on the ûaveller, who had best, therefore, stay athome and travel through books.

See Robert Weimann, "Fabula and Historia: n i e Crisis of the 'Universal Consideration' in The
Unfortunate TravefIer," in Representing the Englkh Renaissance, ed Stephen Greenblatt (Berkeley: U of
California P, 1988) 18 1-96.

''

Nashe s e m i s h a to be rrsponding to Aretino's assessrnent of hUnself as a teller of ciangemus truths
In a letter to Domenico Bolani, Aretino boasts of the temile name he has earned for himself by teiling the
üuth. See The Letters of Aretino, trans. Thomas Caldecot Ctiubb (Anhon Books, 1967) 85. Aretino's
letters were published (1 5 3 s 1545) in his lifetirne to immediate success and were imitated by Niccolo
Franco in his VulgarEpistles. In a Ietter to tbis same Niccolo Franco, A r e t h advises him to imitate nature
rather than artifice and to write, as Aretino daims that he hhmclf has done, on the basis of imitating life
and trutb- This tnith, as Aretino points out, is not pretry, in his playLa Corn-pana (1534) the answer to the
question, "How does one slander?" is given to be, "By speaking the tmth, by speaking the tntth" (Putnam
1933) 185.
'6

Shakespeare's The Rape of Lucrece (1594) is another cornplaint poem that contributed to this vogue.

AschamrsRoistancinflected, mie report written in a "playne and open stylen is simikir to Wiliiam
Thomas' pioncering and influentialHktov of ltafy (1549). William Thomas' Hïstory of ltaly was the first
such relation of Italy published in English. It is probable that Nasheread it- Nashe may even have picked
up on Thomas' description of Paul m. Thomas reports that he was said to be "nourished with the suck of a
woman's bnastsn (62). Jack Wiiton tells of a prisoner ncar St Paul's church who was "kept dive a long
space by sucking bis daughtefs breastsn (325). For quotation of Thomas see The Hhiory of lta!y by
FP?IIiam T h o m , cd. G. Parks (Ithaca: Comell UP, 1963).

"

AU quotations of Hoby's material taken h m the pniitcd version of Hoby's manuscript. S e d Booke
of The Travail and L#ie of Me ïïtomar Hoby ( 1547- 1S a ) , ed. Edgar Powell, The Camden Miscellany, Vol.
10, (London: The Royal Historical Society, 1902).
59 For example, between Nol and Naples there is a hill, he reports, "on al1 s i d a v m e fnirfüll except it
bee in the tope, which is full of great shape bumt stonesn. Hoby goes on to note bat "'tbis bill bumt in
Plhie's tune, who went abowt to serche owt the cause of yt and was smodred in the smokew(367).
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Thomas Hoby's carecr substantiates this point. Hoby studied under John Cheke at Cambridge, but
appears not to have taken any degrtt. He went abroad in 1547 and then entered the service of the Marquis
of Northampton in 1551. He continued his travels with bis brother, Sir PhilipHoby, during the reign of
M q Tudor, as did a number of other Protestant men associated with the court of Edward VI. Thomas
Hoby was knighted and appointed ambassador to France under Elizabeth in 1566. Sir Fhilip Hoby,
ambassador to France and the court of the Empemr and Thomas' elder halgbrother, offers another example
of how a man might rise on the basis of a d e n t for affairs and a fluency in modem languages. There were,
however, a host of smaller fxy who served as tramlators at home and abroadin a varicty of less spectacular
ways. On this point see Richard G.Barnet, Place, Profit, and Power: A Study of the Servants of W i k m
Cecil,Eiùabethan Sta~esman,The James Sprunt Studies in History and Political Science Vol. 5 1 (Chapel
HiIl: The U ofNorth Carolina P, 1369).
For pissbg on walls set Aretino's Maresc~lco,who says,"My lords, a cavalier without an income is
like a wail without crosses, it's peed on by everyone." See TIre MarescuIco (V, ii). The note to the text
suggests that this derives kom an old Tuscan proverb that forbids one to soi1 a wall on which there was a
cross. See Pietro Aretino, The Marescalco, tram. Leonard G . Sbrocchi and J. Douglas Campbell, Carleton
Renaissance Plays in Translation (Ottawa: Dovehouse Editioas, 1986) 130.
As well as descriptions of antiquities, descriptions of gardens and conternpomy architecture were often
featured in serious foreign relations. Jacks' description of a merchant's sumrner banquethg house and his
mechanical gardcn modts this convention of the genre.

a S a Lyly's discussion ofwit in Euphuen The Anatomy of Wlt, ed. Moms William Croll and Harry
Clemens (New York: Russell and Russell, 1964) 124-5-

"See 'The Epistie to the Readef.
" See An English Garner ed. Arber, E. Vol. WI,(Westminster, 1897).
65

Anthony Munday, "Captivity of John Fox of Woodbridge, Gunner of the Three half Moons, by the

Turks,and of his wonderfiil escape h m Alexandria,"An EngIish Garner, Vol. 1(Westminster, 1897). Al1
quotations are taken h m this edition.

'

On this prohibition see ES. Bates, Taring in 1600 (Ncw Yodc Bwt Franklin, 1911) 55. One of the
perceiveci, perpetual hazards for young Englishmen travelling in Europe was the danger of Jesuit irfiuence;
the banished Eari may represent one of those unfortunates who succumbed to their speli and as a result lost
theù place in their native culture. Clare Howard (1968) descn'bes the bleak outlook for English Catholics
in terms that evoke the banished Earrs situation: a Catholic gentleman, she says, "had no real part in the life

of his generation and no real part in the Iifé of Ehglan&.Banishd h m London and ffie court, shunneâ by
his contemporari=...At kt,generally, he went abroad, and wandetd out his life, an exile, dcspised by his
countrymcn, who met him hanging on at foreign courts" (99).

''

As a potential mmcnary on his first foreign tour, Jackfsreturn to England in fancihl drrss is
consonant with the practice of m e r c d t s of tie period. Max Von Boehn, Modes and Mannets, trans,
Ioan Joshua, 2 vois. (New York: B. Blom, 1971) notes that although a11 Germany was subjected to a highly
specined swiphlary law, mercenaries alone might &as as they pleased (1, 194). Bwhn adds thatSwiss
mericenaries, in particulat, were noted for intducing novelties and new styles. ïhey were rcsponsible for
introducing slashed clothiag in the late fifieenth century. Slashed clothing then spread f?om the
mercenaries to the fashionable world (I, 118-1 19). Miiitary expeditions generally bad the effect of
exposing a large number of men to foreign ways; such expeditions otlen resulted in the introduction of
foreign fashions on the r e m home (1, 111).

"

It aras Ariosto who d e d himj?ageifmprincrptcrn. See 17w Work of Aretino, trans. Samuel Rihiam
(New York: Covici, Frcide, 1933) 37. It was Ariosto, too, who called him "Divine". On this point see
Thomas Caldecot Chubb, Aretino: Scoutge of Princes (New York: Reynal and Hitchcock, 1940) xviii. The

note of irony in this appellation "Divine" should not be underestùnated.

On Aretino's wealth sec Aretino's The Marescalca, trans. L.G.Sbrocchi and J.D. CampbcII (Dovehouse
Editions Canada, 1986). Sbrocchi and Douglas note that: "He is said to have becn one of the richest men in
Europe when he died [1556j because of dl bis pensions and his g i b L7 gold, porcelah, pûintings, and other
trcasuesw(32).
On his fame, se+ Ralph Raeder The Man of the Renaissance, Four Lawgivers: Savonarola. Machiavelli.
Castigfione. Aretino (New York: The Viking Press, 1935) 502.
69 A beardlcss mui could k taken for n womui. One of George Peele's jectc d e c r i k an aiiihor whose
bcard is forcibly shaved off to ensure that he stays in his m m and finish his work nie idea is îhat he
would not go out for fcar of being taken for a woman. Beardless boys, of course, played women on the
public stage. Thus it was tao that Pyrocles could be taken for a woman. The various amorous
misadventures of twins tum on this gender marker too. See Barnabe Riche's story "Of Apolonius and Silla"
in "His Farewell to Miliatry Profession", ed. Donald Beecher, Medieval and Renaissance texts and Studies
Vol. 9 1 (Ottawa: Dovehouse Editions Inc., 1992).

Sec also Riche's second dedicatory cpistle to his collection of stories "To the Noble Soldiers both of
England and Ireland", in which he descn'bes a person dressed in the latest French fashion and holding "a
grcat hof fcathers, bearing thm up very womady against the sih of his face" (129). It is thought to be
impossible for a man to "wear so womanish a toy" and the figure is presumed to be "some shameless
wornan that had disguiseci herseIf Iike a man m our hose and Our cloaks-for our doubtets, gowns, caps, and
hats they had got fong ago" (129). Upon close inspection however, "1 might see he had a beard, whereby 1
was assured that he should have been a man" (129). Breasts are markers for femininity, as beards are for
mascuiinity.

" Wolfe's printingof Aretino'sRagionamerr~iappeared in 1584; the Quattro Commedie in 1588.
" The Couacil o f T m t (1543-1 563) led to a more extensive imposition of Catholic orthodoxy through
institutions such as the Inquisition and The Index o f Prohibited Books. Al1 of Arethds books werc put on
the index in 1558, two years after his death, See Sbrocchi and Campbell ( 1986) 6. See also Theatre of the
English and Itdim Renabsance, eds. J-R Mulryne and Margaret Shewrhg (Basingstock: MacMillan,
1991) 133. Heresy trials in Venice fkquently yielded collections of Aretino's works ( 1 15).
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See Mulryne and Shewring ( 1991) 1 2 .

" Sec Sbroochi and CampbeU (1986) 131, n.7. Marcanonio W o n d i rnay have stolen the engraving

proccss h m some followcrs ofDwM a n d u hk career as a forger otDurer before branching out under
his own name as a copier. See Thomas Caldecot Chubb,Aretina Scmrge of Princes (New York: Reynal
and Hitchcock, 1940) 111.
" Marcantonio had alsc produccd etchings of Giuilo Romano's

rixeen depictions of lovemahg poses.

Aretino wrotc sixteen salacious sonnets to go with the already famous etchings to Meate Wonetti
fws11nosi. Romano's picturcs disappeartd, but Marcantonio's tngravbgs were widely ckulated and made
him famous. They ianded him in prison, and Aretino may bave aided his release. See Chubb (1940), who
suggests that it was Aretino's gomg to the Pope on behalf of Marcantonio that secured his reltax (1 12).
" Sec Charles Nicholl, A Cup of Nam: n e Life of Thomas Norle (London: Routledge and Kegan Paul,
1984)4. The nature of Nashe's relationship to Aretino, advcrtised so famously by M g e , has troubled
&etho scholars. Samuel Putnam (1933), in the critical and biographical tssay that precedes his translaion
of Aretino's works, notes that "Nashe, likc Antino, cmployed the vemacular for comic efféct and was
gken to the coinhg of 'boistemus' words h m other ianguages. Aside fiom this, there is not much ia
common between the twow(5 1).

Edward Hutton, in Pieîro Aretino: The Scourge of Princes (London: Constable and Co., 1922), discounts
Aretino's influence on English authors genetally. He claims that in England Aretino's work "seems to have
betn aitogether ineffective" (264). Hutton docs allow that "ceferencesto Aretino in English works of the
sixteenth centuxy arc fiiirly numerous," but, he goes on to Say, "they art al1 the sarne; they treat him as the
great exemplar of tôe obscenen (265). Hutton's assessrnent of Aretino's influence on English authus as
negligible does not seem to take h t o account the intertexhial relation between JonsdsEpicoene and
Aretino's play me Marescako.
Oa Aretino congratulating himself thus, see Ralph Roeder, The Mon of the Renaissonce (New York:
nie Viking Press, 1935) 5 11. As to the suggestion that the Murano glassware refers to the sexual toys that
future in Aretino'sRugiommti, set Samuel Putnam's (Cwici, 1933) mnslation of the dialopes of
Nanna and Antonia in which Nanna rcfers to the g l a s dildosemployed by the lascivious nuns as "those
glas bits which are made by Murano of Venice, in the likeness of a K,except that they have two little
bek which would be an honor to any big cymbal" (68).

Arerino may be behind Nasbek Lenten Stuffin other ways too. Venice was a refuge for Aretino. on
the nin h m powerfiil men he had offended, in the samt way that Yarmouth was for Nashe. Aretino's
praise of Venice featurcs thughout his publishtd Ietters. Aretino was also, as Raiph Roeda (193S)has
pointed ou5 a great praiser and critic of food (504,506). Nashe's praise of Yarmouth as a maritime rehge
with a name for cured fsh may be understd, in part, as a response to Aretino as food writer and praiser of
Vtnice.

"

Nichon (1984) bas it that "Shaage is uncioubteûly me 'tord S' to whom Nash+ addrcacd dzis hwdy
poern" (90). McKmow, however, offm the Earl of Southampton, Henry Wriothesley, as the probable
rccipient (IV, 255).

"

AU refefences to the Ragionumenti are taken h m the Brandon House Library Edition (Fulton Ave.,
North Hollywood: Brandon House, 1966).

S e M.L. Stapleton in "Nashe and the Poetics of Obscenity: Tlte Choise of Valentines", in Classical and
Modem Litmature 12: 1,2948. Stapleton points out in a note that both works feature dildos and then
leaves it at that to go on to discuss Nashe's parodic imitation of Chaucer and Spenser (32). She does say,
however, that Aretino is suspect as a mode1 forimiratio: "Obviously, licentious Italian authors c w t serve
as fit modeis for imitation" (30).

Berg, Tlie Action of Ben Jonson's Poeiry (Newark,NJ.: U of Delaware P, I987), rakes the view h t
Jonson's, "mock-epic mocb his own book"(1 05). Robert Wiltenburg, Ben Jonson m d Serf-Love
(Columbia: U of Missouri P, 1990), reads it as a concluding and conclusive "tiran for the book, especiilly
in the sense that, as a mock-epic, "it rctrospectively establishes and commmts upon the "epic" ambitions of
ail that has gone before" (85). David Riggs, Ben Jomon: A Life (Cambridge UP, 1989), notes that the
poem's placement at the conclusion ofEpigrams "calls into question the upward trajectory of the sequence
as a wholen (232). He descri'bes the b o u s voyagers as "an example of fhiled transcendcnce" (232) and
cornments, a little cryptically, that "the poem mises the issue of Jonson's ability tocomplete his personal
odyssey" (233).

* For a discussion of the figure of ihe advennirrr,sa Rojek aud Urry ( 1997) 303 1.
Helen Wallis, in Sir Franck Dr& and ne Fornous Voyage, 1577-80, cd.N.J.W. k w e r (Berkeley:
U of Catifornia P, 1984), Summarizes some of Drake's significant discoveries in the Pacific. One was a
correction to the shape of South Ameska. Drakc was also the b t to discover and navigate the south coast
of Java Altogethw, Drake uncovercd many errors on the maps md charts that he had with hirn (13 0 1).

'

See Queen Elizabeth 's Englishhgs, ed Caroline Pernberton (London: Kegan Paul. Tmch, Turûer &
CO., 1899). Al1 quotations are taken h m tbis edition.
II

See Nigel Wheale, Wnting and Socie~y:Literacy, Pnnf and Politics in Briiain lj9U-l66O (London:
Routledge, 1999).
See Cecile M. Jagodzinski, Privacy and Print Reading and Writing in Seventeenth-Cenmry England
(Charlottesville: U of Virginia P, 1999) û-9.
10

The phrase a "collation of contraries"comes fiam Nashe's Prefacc to Greene's Menaphon. It displays

tfie carly rndmpcnchant for tfiinking of ;lcollection of diverse yet s i m h things as a unitary item. This
min&set can be illustrated by the cornmon carly modern phrasesmatemple of praisc", "a garland of
flowers", and "a palace of plea~ufe**.
" See "A New and Large Discoune on the Travels of Sir Anthony Sherley, Knight. by Sea, and over
Land, ta the Persian Empire" (160 1) rcpriated in Sir Anfhony Sh*
and His Persian Adventure, cd. Sir E.
Denison Ross, The Broadway Travellers (London: George Routledge and Sons, 1933). Al1 quotations fiom
this text are taken h m this edition.

" By d o g y , ali p e t s are liars and travelers too, h m the pomt of view of the igid philosopha king
who dwells in the ideal npublic.
t3 ~omon'spoem "Onthe Author, Worke, and Translater", which appcareû in the prefatory material to
James Mabbcis Tire Rogue, or TtieLfe ufGuzman De A@rache (1623), a translation of Matheo Aktnan's
picaresque novcl, praises Mabbe as an author. Mabbe's work, according to Jonson, "hath the noblest marke
of a goode Booke," because the translaîor bas broaght his own genius to the art of the text; Mabbe is thus
"more than Fostcr-fathcr of this Childn. Author and translater are mttrchangeable and one, like books and
of "the worlds wit", as Jonson declares in bis openiag lines:
men,m this happy

Who tracks this Authors, or Tramlators Pen,
Shall £inde, that either hath read Bookes, and Men;
To say but one, were single. Then it chimes,
When the old words doe strike on the new times,
As m this Spanish Proteus; who, though writ
But in one tangue, was fom'd with the worlds wit.

Mabbe and Aleman are bath forhinate travelers in the worü's wit, which comprises bcth books and men.
Interestingly, Jonson equates authors with tmlators. Indeed, Jonson wishes himself to be just such a

Faire Aeniufation, and no Envy is;
When you behold me wish myselfe, the man,
That wouid have done, that, wbich you onely can.
It would se- that Shelton, as traaslator of what Jonson appeared to have thought of as a base book, and
Harington, judged a poor ûanslator by Jonson, do not attain to the same dignitj, as authors and pets, that
Mabbe does. At the end of "Ihe Famous Voyagc" Jonson h o s t wishes he werc an author like Harington
because he is half ashamed of what he has etemized, thus revershg with Harington what he sets up with

Mabbe.
" See the introduction to Ariosto 's OrIando Furzbsu: SeIectionsfMm the Translation of Sir John
Harington, cd. Rudolf Gomeci (Bloornington: Indiana UP, 1963) 11.

" Peter E. Medine (1975) has it that Jonson "despisedCcxvantes' novel thinking it simply aiother
example of the popular romances" (102), so Jonson may have felt that Shelton too had betraycd his muse in
meâdling with romance. Jonson would not that his owa muse ptoughed with romance, as his fiilminations
against the mode throughout his works s h m . J.J. Jusscrand, in The Schoolfor Ambursadors and Other
Esscrys (New York: The Knickerbocker P, 1925), bas traced some of Jonson's stated objections to romance
and its motifk in his essay "Ben Jonson's Views on Shakespeare's Artn,which starts from thepremise that
"Jonson was a romantic in his actions, and a classic in his worksn(253288).
l6Similady, some might sce Jonson as making too much of a short hop to the Low Countries-like
Parry's phony aaveler-when he volunteercd as a soldier ag-t
the Spanish rather than sweat it out as a
bricklayer in the 1590's. If Dnunmond's report is correct Jonson secms to bave claimcd, selFmockingly or
no, some kind of hcroic -or
s t a t u for kiiiing a man therc in single combat. But in going to theLow
Countrics as 3 wlditt, Jonson actcd lifrc 3 0 many other hstrated Englishmen, including Sir Philip Sidney.
who, denid an occupation cornmensurate with their abilities under Elizabeth, sought heroic endeavor and
an opportunity to d e their mark in a Nt war.

" See Car1 Jung, Mernories, Dreams. Reflections, tram. Richard and Clara Wùiston (New York: Vintage
Books, 1963). Al1 quotations are taken h m this edition.

'*

Se+ Lana ïhompson, The Wondering Womb: A Cultural History of ûutrageous Beiids About Womm
(Amherst, New York: Prometheus Books, 1999)' 9 Hakluyt inxited a six-leaf gathering into the volume aAer evnyibing had been printed. On this point
see David B. Quinn, "EariyAccounts of the Famous Voyage," in Thrower (1 984)34. Quinn points out that
this account, though IargeIy cornpletc as to major deta*, is verymch Hakfrryt's version of wfiat
Walsingham dlowed him to see, as Drake's log of the circumnavigation was withheld by tbc Queen (38).
'O Drake claimed these islands for Elizabeth in a ciramatic and extravagant gesture. Sir Richard Hawkins
reporteci that Drake went ashore, carrying a compass, and seeking out the southenimost point of the land,
he cast himself down on the uttennost point, and groveting, reachedhis body over it. He later is reportai to
have told his cornpanions that he had becn on the most southeriy piece of land in the world, furthex than
any man knom had yet been.

*'

Set Hefen Wallis T h e Cartogtaphy of Drake's Voyagen (12 1- 163) in Thrower ( 1984). Wallis
summarizes some of Drake's signifiant discoveries m the Pacific. One was a correction to the shape of
South America Drake was also the first to discover and uavigate the south Coast of Java. Altogether

Drake uncovered many errors on the maps and charts he had with him. (1 3 0 1)

" See "Drake and South Amencan (49-59), in Thrower (1984).
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The mdcipaI records of Plymouth note that
he "broughthom great stoore of go!& and syiver in blockes." Sec Ga1 (ïhmwer, 1984) 84.
A detailcd account, listed in "Draper'sCollection of Drake Bïôliographic Itemsn (Thrower 1984), of the
exact amount of bullion h t Drake brought home as ingots, stored deep in the ship as ballast,records '"the
silver bulion weighing 22,899 Ibs. Soz, the coarse silver 512 Ibs. 6 oz, and the gold bullion 101 Ibs. 10
oz"' (189). William A. Lessa, in "Drakeand the South Scasn (6@77), in Thrower (1984) descn'bes how

Drake, nui aground on a rcef, lightmed the ship of spices and supplies but not of precious metals, possibly
because the bullion was s t o d in ballast (74). John Parry (Thrower, 1984) has noted that the profitmaking
syudicate behind the voyage apparently kept their plundering intenthns secret fiom the Spanish and aiso

h m those counsetors of the quten, such as Lord Burghley, who fearcd an open breach with Spain. Tbey
did this by giving out a false destination in the tastem Mediterranean for Drake's expcdition. Hakluyt
opens his accowt by sayuig that Drake Ieft Plymouth "giviagout his pretended voyagc to Alexandrian.
"Onlywhen they were at sea, in midAtlantic,"says Parry, "did Drake's cornpanions leam that South
America was their destination. Some of tbem took it iUW(4).

''00 the controls imposed on the discoveries see Wallis (ïhrowcr 1984) 136.
01
Hakluyt and Walsingham see Quinri (Thrower 1984) 345. Helen Wallis (Tbmwer 1984) reports
that the map Hakluyt included in the six unnumbered le8ves between pages a3 and 644 of the one-volume
collection The Principall Navigations (London 1589) reporting Drake's voyagc, was a generai map of the
world that showed none of Drake's discoveries ( 141).

''

Wallis (Tiuown 1984) q m m that Columbus' discweties were qiickly published in 1493 and again
in 1494 with woodcut ilustrations. Magellan's voyage was publicized though p ~ t e d
letters, and printed
versions of manuscript accounts. ( 137)
" Sec "-4Collecticn cf hake Bibtiogrnphic Items, 1 %! %,QI
659" (Thmwer, 1984) 198. no.79. A
declaration of the tme causes of the great troubles, presupposed to be intended agaimt the realme of
England ( 1592).

Milton's prechtory Satan in Paradire Lost nies "o'er the backside of the world fm ot'i" (111.494), on
his way to rob God of his "children9*,Adam and Eve,
~9 This link between children and wealth is a rccurtent theme in Jonsorls work. Count Ferneze of The
Case is Alfered compares the loss of his children abroad to that of the merchant who loses his veûurc to the
sea, and Jaques, h m the same play, loses his daughter with bis gold. Jonson himself, therc, where he had
gamcred up his heart, with his h t son, descn'bes the loss in terms of an unforeseen and unavoidable
payment exacted "on the just W .

"See Wallis, in nYower (1 984) 136.
" See Wallis

(1984) 163, n. 72.

" On chis point se+ Hekn Wallis (Thrower, 1984), in her saidy of the cartography of M e ' s voyage
(1 59).
33 The Fleet ditch was, by Jonson's day an infimous open sewn choked with filth, despite periodic
municipal attempts to clean it up. Thcre had been a tirne, in the previous century, when fish had been
caught in it, but those days were long gone by the time Jonson wrote this poem, thought to be amund 1613.
34

This poem appears in m e Poemi~of The Reverend Charles Fi~zgeofiey(1593-1636), ed. Alexander
Grosart (Manchester: Charles E. Simms, 1881). Al1 subscquent quotabons are taken h m this edition. I
am indebted to Grosart's introduction to The Poems of the R e v d Charles Fitzgeoflty (1593-1636), for
biographicd information on Fitzgeoffiey and the text and translation of his epigrams.

Sec also Michael J.B. Alien's comrnentary on the poem, "CharlesFitsgeffrcy's Cornmendatory
Lamentation on the !h&hof Drake", in Thrower (1984).
Grosart notes that his Latin poems were "cvidently flung off at the time of the deaths and other occasions of
the persans celebmted". (xiii)

''

Fitzgtofney had a poetic h c k for q l a c i n g the mythologized grcstof the past with a famed man of
the present. Of Drake he sings:
Had he beene borne in Agamemnom age,
When stout Achilles launce scourg'd Troies proud towres:
When men gainst men, and Gods gainst Gods did rage,
Aeneas, Achilles, nor Ulysses powres,
Had beene so famow in this age of ours:
AU pocts would have written in his praise
Their Aeneadr, lliads, and Odysses. (23)
Fikgeoffny turns the same trick of replacing a fabled name of the past with one h m thc present in his

Latin epigram "To Ben Jonsonn in the collection he called "Affaniae", that is, trivial, trashy talk These
epigrams circulatcd in manuscript until 160I when they were published as a collection. in "To Ben
Soason", the poct is initialfy accused before the bar of Phoebus ofsteating Plautus' plays and vending them
as his own Phoebus defends Jonson's authorship, claiming he was there assisting Jonson when he
composeci thern. In an over-elabarate turn, it emerges that Mercwy has stolen them h m Jonson IO endow
Plautus with. Technically the epigram praises Jonson, equating Plautus wth him, but there m a i n s the
issue of theft and, outside the scope of the poem, Plautus cannot be charged. Fitzgeoffiey also pubIished a
Latin epigram in praisc of The Case k Altered, so we can assume he got Jonson's attention.
Jonson mocks the conventions of epic by setting up Shelton and Heydon above the poets of old.
. Fitzgeoffky privileges the modem adventum over the hem of old, and so does Geoffiey Whitney in his
book of emblems. In A Choice of Emblems (1586) Whitney invokes the epic convention that lauds the
present hero over those of the past and supports Drake's superiority over Jason thus:
Let Graecia then forbeare, to praise her Iuson boulde?
who through the watchfbll dragonspass'd, to win the fleece of gould.
Since by Medeas helpe, they weare inchaunted dl,
And Iason without perilles, pass'de: the conquest tfierefore small?
But hee, of whom 1 wrïte, this noble minded Drake,
Did bringe away his goulden fleece, when t h 0 4 eies did wake.
Jonson's poem opens in a similar vein:
No more let Greece her bolder fables tell
Of Hercules, or Theseus going to heu,
Orpheus, ülysses: or the Latin Muse,
With tales of Troy's just knight, our faiths abuse:
We have a Shelton and a Heyden got,
Had powers to act, what they to feign had not.
36

See W.T.Jewkes' discussion of the poem in k

w e r ( 1984) 114.

" See Crispin GiWs discussion of Drake's dation to Plymouth in " M e a d Plymouth" (7889), in
Thrower (1984), p. 87.

'' hake's civic exploits as a projector of drainage schcmes seem to have entered into the popular

Imaghtion. fo Fmcis BcaumonZs The Kn@htof rhe h f n gP&e (czf 6H), whcn the grocei- teaps on
stage at the begùining of the play to cornplain of yet more "girds at citizm" the Speaker of the Prologue

archly suggests T h e Life and Death of fat Drake, or the Repairing of Fkeeprivies" as a titie that might
honow "the commons of the city" (Ind.).

"

Also in the 1589 cdition of Hakluyt's Voyages was "The Worthy and fmous Voyage of Master
Thomas Cavendish, made round about the Globe of the Earth; in the space of two years, and less than two
montbs. Beguu in the year l 586". Hakiuyt also provides T h e Famous expedition of Sir Francis Draketo
the West Indies...in ttie yeares 1585, and 1586". Set Richard Hakluyt, Tlie Priiicipl Nmgationr Voyages
Tmflpes and Discoveries of the EngIkh Nation (Glasgow: James MacLehose and Sons, 1903) Vol. 1, xiv.
Hakluyt was concerned, as he States in the "Epistle Dedicatorie" to Lord Charles Howard (1 S8), also to
deiineatc "the beginaings, antiquities, and growth of the classical and warre like shipping of thie island"
and thus he o f f m T h e b o u s voyage of Richard the k t , King of Engfand into Asia, 6r the recovering
of J d e m out of the bands of the Saracens, Anno 1190" and "the famous expedition of prince Edward,
the first king of the Norman race of that name" in the "Epistle Dedicatorie to Sir Robert Cecil'(1 599).
Hakluyt does employ other descriptive cpithets for the voyages aad journeys he sets d o m , epithets Like
"mernorable", "honourable" and "prosperous", but "fimous" is used, in particular, to descrii the
adventures of a warlike nobility. The term "famous voyage" or "famous expedition" h e s something of a
generic quality, and denotes a partisan celebration of some kind of national adventure and martial victory.

"For a discussion of smell as subversive, sec Rojek and Uny (1997) 89.
The smell of dcad hippo in Conrad's Heart of Darkness signifies Marlowe's own âpproach to barbaric
~OKO~.
4I

The languid round of a gallant's pleasure in London-hm dinner at some ordinary or inn, to a play, or
to a brothel and back to dine, perhaps to play, and then to sleep it off until itall begins again the following
day-was notai with i i m e asperity at the tirne (.sec?for example. the epigrams of Sir John Davies). See
aiso Ann Jennalie Cook's argument in The Privilegeà Pluygoers of Shakespeare's London, 1576-1642
(Princeton: Princeton UP, 198 l), which describes a npidly expanded privileged class of gentlemen
concentrated in London as constituting an important and regular featurc of London's commercial theater
audiences. She depicts play going as part of the process of idling away an afernoon for the leiswed elit*
Shelton and Heydon's h l i c in a wherry to Madame Caesar's, having dined well at The Mermaid, fits right
into this pattern of behaviour.
"A Sèarchfor Money, reprinted in Early EngIish Poetry, Balla&, and Popular Literature of the Midde
Ages, Vol iI, The Percy Society (London: Johnson Reprint Company Ltd., 1965). Al1 quotations of this

text are taken h m this cdition.

In A Surch for Money the pemriiess poets ciiscavcr t k "thisw d r h g Knight, f Monsieur Money)"is heM
captive in heu, the convoluted reason king that the "Divill had so many cbildren f a t h c d on him that he
never begat, and so many of his ownc, that hee had not other dowry to bestow on them." The devil holds
on to Monsieur Money al1 the harder b u s e the "earthwas daylie more and more taken h m him, as
India, Virginia, and many continents, that hee shouId have no lands for them to inherit if doamesday corne
not quickly" (4Gl). The quest is futiie; the errant seekers bid "the Divil kecpe his saint" dcclaring t h t
"The next voyage we vowed to make for wisdome" (41).
43

Canada's second national newspaper, The Natiomf Post, featured the stocy of Ashrita Furman, who

wants to achieve the fastest mile c o v e d by a pogo stick in Antarctica, on M y 22,2000.

The narrative of William Kemp appropriates the scheme of the royal progress. Alan Sommet, in his
paper "Street Theatre and Nation in the kart of England", detivered at the 16th Waterloo international

Conference on Elizabethan Theare, entitled "Theatre and Nation", iuly 1997, has noted that the visits
undertaken by Elizabeth, and to a lesser extent James, ta the provinces followed a more or l e s scripteci
pattern These visits entaiIed detailed prepat-ations and bard work for al1 ( h e s disliked the undertaking

intcllseIy], dthougb sponfaneity was emphasizea tiiroughouf as the keymte. Stageâ celebratioas at the
royal enüy, famentations at the dcparhnt, gifkgiving, orations, mock fights, hreworks, cannonades and
dtcorations meant that these tours crcated a punishing schedule for both the royal party and the civil
authorities, all m the interest3 of disseminaihg the powerfiil spectacle of the royal court in London to the
provinces and scripting the nation into a chivaln'c narratix of loyalty to an adventurous queen. What could
be mon arduous, yet apparendy spontantous, than dancing al1 the way to Norwich? The crowds,
celcôrations, orations and meetings that line Kemp's path, as well as the hnal gihgiving al1 seem to point
to Kemp's journcy as an appropriation of the manner of the royal progres as a means of promothg Kemp's
sovcrcignty on the London stage to audiences elsewhere.

Nigel WheaIe (1999), notes that t h m was a vogue for travei narrative as sel€pmmotion in the 1590's and
early seventeenth centux-y. Wheale d e s c n i how the author John Taylor fïnanced journeys to Europe by
placing beîs on the outcome of his incrtasingly bizarre stunts and then profited by selling the resulting
pamphlets. In 1617Taylor rowed h m Bankside to Queenborough in a paper boat. He achieved cult s t a t u
with thisjape and morded the stunt in the pamphlet The Praise of Hemp Seed.

* Reprintcd in An English Garner, ed. Edward Arber, VI (London, 1897). 1 5 s163. Al1 quotations are
taken h m this edition.
"Reprintcd in An English Garner, ed. Edward Arber, VI,Archiiald Constable and Co.: Westminster,
1897, p.164-166. AH quotations are taken h m this edition. Only mildly satlLtc, if at all, a stanza gives the
flavor of t
h picce:

O gallant mincis and venturous M d !
That took in hand, a thing most rare.
Twill make the Spaniards' hearts wax cold!
If ?kitthis news to them repair,
That three men hath this voyage done,
And thereby wagers great have won.

''

Sec Antoni Maczak's Travef in Early Modern Europe, trans. Ursula Phillips (Cambridge: Polity Press,
1995), in which he recounts an Italian's reaction to the notion that "a young Engtishman h m a good home
could aircady row whcn he was but seven yearsold. So it was hardly surprising, Locatelli cornmented in
his notebook, that they were able to 'work such wonders with their men'o wars'" (138). To a significant
degree British naval success was attn'buted ta this supposedly native skill.

''

Jonson plays h m with the convention of naming the date of depamue. Richard Ferris sets off "upon
Midsummer Day Last", Wi11 Kemp "the Eirst Monday in Lentn and Hakluyt begins the narrative of Drake's
Famous voyage with I n e 15. cfay of November, in the yeereof am tord f 577".

"

In fa* the fcminine d the hellish aspect of Jonsods Fleet may stem h m contmporary adventure
narratives, Jonson's representation of the back regions of London as a hell may foliow contemporary
relations that f i g u d a dangerou voyage into the hown world as a descent into the undenvorld, Relations
of travelers who had joumeyed down what Wiam Parry in his account of 1601 had called "the most
h o w river o f Euphrates" often reported a turbulent, dark lake called lady the "Mouth of Heil". Pany
mentions it in his A New and Lmge Diacmrse on the Travek of Sir Anthony Slrerley, hight. By Sea, And
Over Land, To The Persian Empire ( 160 1). as does Ralph Fitch, the fint Englishman known to have
mached Bunna For P W s accowt s a Sir Anthony SherZey and his Persian Adventure, The Broadway
Travcllcrs, ed. Sir E. Denison Ross (London: George Rouîiedge and Sons Ltd., 1933). The bubbling pool
of bitumen kuown as the "mouth of heli" or Weil's mouth" was also mentiond in Abel Pincon's and
George Mainwaring's narratives relating to the Sherieys' joumey in the same edition (14 1, 19 1). Fitch's
story, published by Hakiuyt, created a sensation in London Fitch d e s c n i the phenornenon ofaHelles
door" Iike this:

By the riva Euphratts, two dayes jowney h m
Babylon at a place d e d A& in a fieldc near
unto it, is a s m g e thing to sec: a mouth that
doth continually thn,wc krth against the ayre
boyling pitch with a filthy smoke: which pitch
doth m e abroad into a pst field which is
alwayes fuli thmeof. The Moom say that it is
the mouth of hell.
(nePrincipal N ' a t i o r i s . V ,466)

Tbe Sherley bmthcrs' ûavcls w m bmited by a play, probably cewritten by John Day,William RowIey
and George Wilkins, called The TruveLs ofthe Tliree Enghh Brothers (1607). Furthemore, four
pamphlets about the adventurts of the Shaley bmthers appeamâ in 1607. Ch this point, seeThree
Renciissance TravefPlays, ed. Anthony P m (Manchestec Mancheser UP, 1995). These pamphlets were
in addition to the nmemorableexployteswof Anthony Sherley in the West Indies that had been record4 by
Hakluyt. Given this kind of exposure it is likely that Jonson would have known of these voyages

Note to conclusion, "Al1 space is place"

'

Edward Said, fdentity, Authorf~and Freedom: The Potentate and the Travetfer(Cape Town: U of Cape
Town P. 1991).
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